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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of this document

1.1.1

This Pre-Application Consultation Report (Report) has been prepared by
Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Limited (Horizon) to accompany the planning
application for the Site Preparation and Clearance proposals (SPC Proposals)
submitted to the Isle of Anglesey County Council (IACC).

1.1.2

The Report explains the nature, scope and purpose of both the statutory and
non-statutory consultation that Horizon has undertaken in respect of the SPC
Proposals. It includes an explanation of the legislative background to, and
requirements of, the consultation process, and the manner in which Horizon
has executed these requirements.

1.1.3

The Report has been prepared to satisfy the requirements of article 2F of the
Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales)
Order 2012 (the Order). Article 2F requires that where an applicant has been
required to carry out pre-application consultation in accordance with the
provisions of section 61Z of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (TCPA)
and articles 2C and 2D of the Order and submits an application for planning
permission, that application must be accompanied by a pre-application
consultation report which gives particulars of:
 how the applicant complied with Section 61Z of the TCPA;
 any responses to the consultation received from persons consulted under
Section 61Z(3) or (4) of the TCPA; and
 the account taken of those responses.

1.1.4

This Report explains how Horizon has satisfied these requirements and
includes the other information required under article 2F of the Order.
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2

Application and Project Overview

2.1

The Applicant

2.1.1

Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Limited (Horizon) is a UK energy company
developing a new generation of nuclear power stations to help meet the UK’s
need for stable and sustainable low carbon energy. Horizon’s ultimate parent
company is Hitachi Ltd., a Japanese corporation and the parent company of
the multi-national Hitachi group of companies. Horizon is part of the Horizon
Nuclear Power Limited group of companies and has premises in
Gloucestershire and a site office on Anglesey.

2.1.2

Building on its core values of safety, courage, integrity, collaboration and
inspiration, Horizon’s vision is as follows:

2.1.3

“We believe there is a compelling requirement for new nuclear power in the
UK to help tackle the vital and complex challenge of delivering a sustainable
energy future. As part of this vision Horizon will deliver secure affordable, low
carbon energy for present and future generations”.

2.1.4

Land adjacent to the Existing Power Station at Wylfa Head, west of Cemaes,
on the north coast of Anglesey, is considered by the UK Government to be
suitable for the construction of a new Nuclear Power Station. Horizon Nuclear
Power Wylfa Limited (Horizon) proposes to construct and operate a new
Nuclear Power Station, known as the Wylfa Newydd Power Station, on this
land. The Wylfa Newydd Power Station would deliver approximately 2,700
megawatts of electricity, enough power for around five million homes.

2.1.5

The construction of the Wylfa Newydd Power Station will be delivered by
Menter Newydd. Menter Newydd is a joint venture of Hitachi Nuclear Energy
Europe Ltd, Bechtel Management Company Ltd, and JGC Corporation (UK)
Ltd, to be overseen by Horizon.

2.2

The Wylfa Newydd Project

2.2.1

Horizon is proposing to construct and operate the Wylfa Newydd Project,
which comprises the Wylfa Newydd DCO Project, the Licensable Marine
Activities and the Enabling Works. Each of these elements is described further
below. The Licensable Marine Activities will be consented under a Marine
Licence and the Wylfa Newydd DCO Project under a DCO, however there is
some overlap between the two; the Marine Works (see below) will be
consented under both.

Wylfa Newydd DCO Project
2.2.2

The Wylfa Newydd DCO Project comprises those parts of the Wylfa Newydd
Project which are to be consented by a DCO, namely:
 Power Station: the proposed new nuclear power station, including two UK
Advanced Boiling Water Reactors (UK ABWRs) to be supplied by HitachiGE Nuclear Energy Ltd., supporting facilities, buildings, plant and
structures, and radioactive waste, spent fuel storage buildings and
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apparatus to transfer electrical energy to the National Grid high voltage
electricity transmission network;
 Other on-site development: including landscape works and planting,
drainage, surface water management systems, public access works
including temporary and permanent closures and diversions of public
rights of way, new Power Station Access Road and internal site roads,
car parking, construction works and activities including construction
compounds and temporary parking areas, laydown areas, working areas
and temporary works and structures, temporary construction viewing
area, diversion of utilities, perimeter and construction fencing;
 Marine Works comprising:
- Permanent Marine Works: the Cooling Water System , Marine OffLoading Facility (MOLF), breakwater structures, shore protection
works, surface water drainage outfalls, fish recovery and return
system, fish deterrent system, navigation aids and Dredging;
- Temporary Marine Works: temporary cofferdams, a temporary
access ramp, temporary navigation aids, temporary outfalls and a
temporary barge berth;
 Off-site Power Station Facilities: comprising the Alternative Emergency
Control Centre (AECC), Environmental Survey Laboratory (ESL) and a
Mobile Emergency Equipment Garage (MEEG);
 Associated Development: the Site Campus within the Wylfa Newydd
Development Area; temporary Park and Ride facility at Dalar Hir for
construction workers (Park and Ride); temporary Logistics Centre at Parc
Cybi (Logistics Centre); and the A5025 Off-line Highway Improvements.
2.2.3

The following terms are used when describing the geographical areas related
to the Wylfa Newydd DCO Project and the Licensable Marine Activities:
 Power Station Site – the indicative area of land and sea within which the
majority of the permanent Power Station buildings, plant and structures
would be located. This includes the two nuclear reactors, steam turbines,
the Cooling Water System, breakwaters and the MOLF.
 Wylfa Newydd Development Area – the indicative areas of land and sea
including the Power Station Site, and the surrounding areas that would be
used for construction and operation of the Power Station, Marine Works
and other on-site development. It would also include the Site Campus.
This area is representative of the maximum area that would be physically
affected by construction activities related to the Power Station and used
to form the setting and landscaping features of the operational Power
Station.
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Licensable Marine Activities
2.2.4

The Licensable Marine Activities comprise the Permanent Marine Works, the
Temporary Marine Works, the disposal of dredged material at the Disposal
Site, the drainage of surface water into the sea. During construction phase this
includes the construction of a waste water treatment effluent outfall, and the
drainage of treated sewage into the sea.

Enabling Works
2.2.5

The Enabling Works comprise the Site Preparation and Clearance Proposals
(SPC Proposals) and the A5025 On-line Highway Improvements.

2.2.6

Horizon proposes to submit applications for planning permission for the
Enabling Works under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 to the Isle of
Anglesey County Council (IACC).

2.2.7

In order to maintain flexibility in the consenting process for the Wylfa Newydd
DCO Project, the SPC Proposals have also been included in the application
for development consent. The A5025 On-line Highway Improvements are not
part of the application for development consent.

2.3

Site Preparation and Clearance Proposals

2.3.1

The SPC Proposals are enabling works to prepare the Wylfa Newydd site to
help facilitate the construction activities for the Wylfa Newydd Project
Significant time benefits can be achieved by carrying out these preliminary or
preparatory works prior to when they would otherwise be able to start if they
were granted through the DCO. These works are required to deliver a
construction programme in line with NPS EN-1 and NPS EN-6 for the
commencement of electricity generation by 2025.

2.3.2

As discussed in the Planning Statement that accompanies the planning
application, this approach is supported by guidance to local planning
authorities from the Department of Communities and Local Government and
the Department of Energy and Climate Change (July 2009) (now the
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS)). It is also
supported in the Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint Local Development Plan, 2017
(JLDP).
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3

Background to Consultation

3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

Horizon has a strong long-standing commitment to consult fully with local
communities and stakeholders. This is set out in its DCO Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC), which was most recently updated in May
2017 and is available on Horizon's consultation website in Welsh at
www.horizonnuclearpower.com/ymgynghoriad
and
in
English
at
www.horizonnuclearpower.com/consultation.

3.1.2

Although the SPC Proposals do not form part of the DCO application, Horizon
has nevertheless committed to consulting people using the same ‘bestpractice’ approach.

3.1.3

To do this, it uses a number of proven tools and techniques to reach as wide
an audience within the community as possible. This creates opportunities for
the Horizon team to explain the SPC Proposals, understand key issues and
address these within the planning application.

3.1.4

Horizon’s approach to consultation is based on its own best practice, and also
draws on experience of the wider energy industry.

3.1.5

Horizon’s community consultation:
 ensures people in the vicinity of the site and relevant stakeholders are
aware of the consultation by publicising it widely, ensuring that as many
people as possible are given the opportunity to take part;
 provides clear information that explains the SPC Proposals in a way that
is easy-to-understand, to allow everyone to make an informed response;
and
 provides opportunities to ask questions and provide feedback at a suitable
stage, and explains how this will be considered.

3.1.6

IACC will undertake its own separate statutory consultation on the SPC
Proposals planning application in accordance with the Order.

3.2

Wider consultation on the Wylfa Newydd Project

3.2.1

The Power Station is a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project for the
purposes of the Planning Act 2008. Section 47 of the Planning Act 2008
requires developers to prepare a SoCC explaining how they will consult with
people potentially affected by the proposed development, including people
living in the vicinity of the development.

3.2.2

As part of this, Horizon has been undertaking consultation with stakeholders
since the initial announcement of the Wylfa Newydd Project. A summary of the
key formal consultation is set out below.
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3.3

Key stages of wider consultation and engagement to
date

3.3.1

Horizon’s consultation and engagement activity has included a number of key
stages as listed below. Full details of the content of each consultation
document
and
reporting
of
feedback
is
available
at
www.horizonnuclearpower.com/ymgynghoriad
and
www.horizonnuclearpower.com/consultation.

Stage One Pre-Application Consultation (PAC1), September December 2014
3.3.2

General information on the Original SPC Proposals was provided within Stage
One Pre-Application Consultation in respect of the DCO, which ran between
29 September and 8 December 2014.

3.3.3

Activities included a series of 12 public consultation events, a newsletter
distributed to every property on Anglesey, and a website providing more
information. A Consultation Overview Document was also produced in order
to provide information on the Wylfa Newydd Project.

3.3.4

More details on the Stage One Pre-Application Consultation can be found in
Horizon’s Consultation Summary Report, published in August 2016 as part of
its Stage Two Pre-Application Consultation.

2016 Project Update, January - March 2016
3.3.5

Horizon provided a Project Update of the Wylfa Newydd Project by holding a
consultation between 25 January and 24 March 2016 so that it could continue
to gather feedback and take account of local views before its proposals
reached an advanced stage.

3.3.6

Horizon held a series of eight public consultation events, distributed a
newsletter to all properties on Anglesey, and created non-technical materials
including a Project Update document. This document included information on
the Original SPC Proposals.

3.3.7

More details on the 2016 Project Update can be found in Horizon’s
Consultation Summary Report, published in August 2016 as part of its Stage
Two Pre-Application Consultation.

Stage Two Pre-Application Consultation (PAC2), August October 2016
3.3.8

Between 31 August and 25 October 2016 Horizon held its second stage of preapplication consultation on all aspects of the Wylfa Newydd Project.

3.3.9

Horizon held 15 consultation exhibitions, at varying locations, and 10 ‘drop-in’
sessions at its consultation cabin, located in the Douglas Inn car park, Tregele.
The consultation and exhibitions were advertised widely, via island-wide
newsletters, radio and print advertising, social media and through pop-up
sessions in public and work places.
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3.3.10 As well as producing a summary Consultation Overview Document, a number
of technical documents were published as part of this consultation, including a
Preliminary Environmental Information Report and a Welsh Language Impact
Assessment Interim Report.
3.3.11 Responses from this stage of consultation relating to the SPC Proposals have
been reviewed by Horizon and have informed the design of the Proposals.

Stage Three Pre-Application Consultation (PAC3), May - June
2017
3.3.12 Following a process of refinement and optimisation of elements of the design
of the Wylfa Newydd Project, a number of Horizon’s proposals changed. As a
result, a third stage of pre-application consultation was held between 24 May
and 22 June 2017. While asking for people’s views on all aspects of the
Project, the consultation focused on what had changed since Stage Two PreApplication Consultation held in 2016.
3.3.13 In line with previous stages, Horizon advertised its consultation in a newsletter,
print and radio advertising, posters and social media. Seven consultation
exhibitions were held, and ten separate drop-in sessions were organised in
Horizon’s consultation bus, which visited busy local places and events.
3.3.14 Horizon has reviewed all of the feedback received to date. Relevant feedback
relating to the SPC Proposals has informed Horizon’s SPC Proposals.
3.3.15 Alongside these specific stages of consultation, Horizon has continued to
engage with stakeholders about its Project on a regular basis through a wide
variety of means, including but not limited to: monthly open surgeries; a
dedicated Project Liaison Group (PLG); and regular interaction with
stakeholder groups, community councils, and other nationally and local elected
political representatives.
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4

Statutory Consultation August 2017

4.1

Overview

4.1.1

Horizon carried out consultation in accordance with the requirements of
Section 61Z of the TCPA and the Order in respect of the SPC Proposals (SPC
Pre-Application Consultation) between 2 and 31 August 2017.

4.1.2

The SPC Pre-Application Consultation was held in parallel with a similar
consultation event in respect of Horizon’s proposals to improve the existing
A5025 highway between Valley and proposed new Power Station Access
Road Junction south of Tregele (known as the A5025 On-line Highway
Improvements). This was undertaken in order to communicate jointly the
content of both TCPAs the SPC and impending TCPAs more effectively and
to reduce the perception of ‘consultation fatigue’ amongst consultees and local
residents.

4.2

SPC Pre-Application Consultation Methodology

4.2.1

The approach to the SPC Pre-Application Consultation was undertaken in
accordance with the Order.

4.2.2

The Guidance on Pre-Application Consultation that accompanies the Order
does not provide specific advice on the need for consultation to take place in
Welsh, however reminds developers that English and Welsh are both official
languages and should be treated equally.

Welsh language
4.2.3

Horizon recognises the connection between economic growth, jobs and the
wellbeing of the Welsh language and culture. It wants to work with communities
to ensure that Welsh speakers (and learners) of working age have access to
high quality, long-term employment on Anglesey and the wider North Wales
region.

4.2.4

Working with key local organisations and Welsh Government, Horizon is
committed to introducing a range of measures to help ensure there is a lasting
positive impact on Welsh language and culture, supporting a generational
change for the better. Horizon’s Welsh Language Policy establishes the
principles upon which all activities and consultation will take place. This is
described in greater detail in the Welsh Language Impact Assessment that
accompanies the planning application.

4.2.5

As part of this commitment, Horizon ensures that all of its main public facing
consultation and engagement materials are produced in both Welsh and
English. Horizon can be contacted via its enquiry line, by email and by post in
either Welsh or English, and it will respond in the same language. Its website
is produced in both languages.

4.2.6

Welsh speaking members of staff are present at all events, and all main event
materials including information display panels, information sheets and
feedback forms are in both Welsh and English and are given equal
prominence. Feedback itself can be provided in both Welsh and English.
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Site Notice
4.2.7

Article 2C(1)(a)(i) of the Order requires an applicant to publicise the proposed
application by giving requisite notice by site display "in at least one place on or
near the land to which the proposed application relates for not less than 28
days."

4.2.8

Copies of the requisite notice (Appendix 1) were displayed around the SPC
Application Site in a number of locations. A map showing these locations is
included at Appendix 2.

4.2.9

The requisite notice was displayed in accordance with the requirements of
article 2C(1)(a)(i) of the Order.

Notification to owners and occupiers
4.2.10 The Order (2C(1)(a)(ii)) requires the applicant to give requisite notice to “any
owner or occupier of any land adjoining the land to which the proposed
application relates”.
4.2.11 A letter (dated 28th July 2017 (Appendix 3)) was sent to each of the owners
and occupiers of land adjoining the SPC Application Site. The letter contained
all information set out in the form contained in Schedule 1B to the Order and
identified a period of 29 days to allow representations to be made. A total of
76 letters were posted and addresses (redacted where appropriate) is included
at Appendix 4 in accordance with Article 2F (2) (c) of the Order.

Availability of Planning Application
4.2.12 Article 2C(1)(b) of the Order requires that the
information be publicly available.

draft planning application

4.2.13 The site notice and letters to adjoining owners and occupiers included
locations in the vicinity of the site in which all of the documents of the draft
planning application were made available.
4.2.14 In addition, Horizon has created and employed a number of tools, materials
and resources to support the availability of documents including:
Telephone Freephone enquiry line
4.2.15 A dedicated dual-language free telephone enquiry system capable of receiving
calls from 9am-5pm Monday to Friday (0800 954 9516).
Voice message facility
4.2.16 Any calls made to Horizon’s telephone enquiry line outside of office hours can
record a voicemail, which is automatically sent by email to members of the
Horizon team.
Email enquiry system
4.2.17 Dedicated Welsh and English language email addresses to provide feedback
ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower.com
and
electronically:
wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com.
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Freepost facility
4.2.18 Freepost address (Freepost WYLFA NEWYDD) to allow people to send
completed feedback forms and written feedback to Horizon free of charge.
Resident mailings
4.2.19 Horizon has an existing ‘near neighbour’ database of properties comprising
dwellings and commercial properties in an approximate 1km radius vicinity of
the SPC Application Site boundary.
4.2.20 Given the nature of the proposed activity and previous consultation and
engagement activity, the consultation zone for the SPC Proposals was
expanded to include all properties within the villages of Cemaes and Tregele,
and on Nanner Road to the west. Commercial and industrial premises were
included as well as residential.
4.2.21 The map (blue shading) illustrates the consultation zone. A total of 862
dwellings and businesses were identified to be directly informed of Horizon’s
proposals, the public information events and the ways in which feedback could
be given.
Figure 4-1 Consultation zone for SPC Proposals

Exhibition panels, plans and materials
4.2.22 Dual-language display panels, large-scale plans and other materials at public
consultation events to provide a clear summary of the proposals.
Interactive 3D virtual model
4.2.23 Created by specialist company 3D Webtech to enable Horizon to show how
the site currently looks, and how it is proposed to look at the various stage of
the SPC works. The model provided the ability to view the SPC works from
any angle, to give an accurate representation of how they would look.
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Press advertisement
4.2.24 To promote consultation with people both inside and outside the consultation
zone who may have an interest in or want to respond to Horizon’s proposals,
a full-page, dual-language advertisement was placed in the Holyhead and
Anglesey Mail weekly newspaper, on 28th July 2017. The advert included the
consultation dates, consultation exhibition venues and times, and the ways in
which people could find out more and give their feedback. The advertisement
is shown in Appendix 5.
Press release
4.2.25 To promote the events, a dual-language press release was issued to local and
regional media on 28 July 2017. This was also posted to the Wylfa Newydd
Project website on the same day. A copy of the release is included at Appendix
6.
Feedback forms
4.2.26 Welsh and English feedback forms were available at all public events, online
and on request, inviting people to provide feedback on key issues or make
general comments relating to Horizon’s proposals.
Social media
4.2.27 Horizon uses its existing Twitter handle (@HorizonNuclear) to promote the
consultation and events.
Wylfa site office
4.2.28 The Wylfa site office is open daily for members of the public to drop in during
consultation periods.
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5

Consultees

5.1

Introduction

5.1.1

The following summarises the procedures undertaken to contact and liaise
with consultees based on the requirements of Article 2D of the Order and the
processes set out above.

5.2

Community and Statutory Consultees

5.2.1

Developers are required to undertake pre-application consultation with
“community consultees” and “specialist consultees”.

5.2.2

“Community Consultees” comprise:
 each community council in whose area the land to which the proposed
application relates is situated; and
 each county or county borough councillor representing an electoral ward
in which that land is situated.

5.2.3

“Specialist Consultees” comprise the relevant authority, person or body
mentioned for the categories of development in the table in Schedule 4 of the
Order.

5.3

Community Consultees
Community Councils and Councillors

5.3.1

A list of relevant community councils and local elected members was identified.
A copy of the list can be found in Appendix 7.

5.3.2

The relevant parties were sent a letter on 28 July 2017, enclosing the
information set out in Schedule 1B of the Order in both Welsh and English. It
summarised the SPC Proposals and gave details of the consultation events,
the consultation website, and the variety of ways in which feedback could be
provided.

5.3.3

A copy of the letter can be found in Appendix 8.

Web Based material
5.3.4

Horizon’s dual-language consultation website was updated to provide more
information on the consultation period, and how people could provide their
feedback. It also included a downloadable copy of the Information Sheet,
Feedback Form, and draft technical documents.

Location for Public Viewing of Plans and Supporting
Information
5.3.5

To allow people to view technical documents, hard copies of all the draft
technical documents were placed in a number of publicly accessible locations
in the vicinity of the site for the duration of the 28-day consultation period:
 Wylfa Newydd site office: open 9am-5pm, Monday to Friday
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 Cemaes Library: open Mondays 2pm-6pm; Wednesdays 9:30am12:30pm; and Fridays 2pm-6pm
 Anglesey Business Centre, Llangefni: open 9am-5pm, Monday to Friday
 Isle of Anglesey County Council, Llangefni: open 9am-5pm, Monday to
Friday

Process for dealing with responses
5.3.6

A feedback form was produced in both Welsh and English and made available
at the exhibitions to help guide respondent’s feedback. It included details of
how it could be returned free of charge to Horizon via its Freepost address.
The feedback form is included at Appendix 9.

5.3.7

An electronic copy was also made available for download on Horizon’s
website, and was also available on request.

5.3.8

Given the previous consultations held on these plans and their reduced scope,
the feedback form for this consultation asked one open question:
“We want to know your views on our plans. Please add any comments
you have on our Site Preparation and Clearance proposals in the box
below.”

5.4

Specialist Consultees

5.4.1

A list of relevant Specialist Consultees was identified. A copy of the list can be
found in Appendix 10.

5.4.2

These Specialist Consultees were sent a letter on 28 July 2017, enclosing the
information set out in Schedule 1C of the Order in both Welsh and English. It
also summarised the SPC Proposals and gave details of the consultation
events, the consultation website, and the variety of ways in which feedback
could be provided.

5.4.3

A copy of the letter can be found in Appendix 11.

5.5

Other Consultees

5.5.1

In addition to the Community Consultees and Specialist Consultees identified
above, Horizon also identified a number of organisations it has previously
consulted and engaged with in relation to its overall Project. It was considered
worthwhile seeking their feedback to ensure the consultation was as widereaching and robust as possible. A copy of the list of these consultees is
included at Appendix 12.

5.5.2

A letter was sent to these courtesy consultees on 28 July 2017. It summarised
the SPC Proposals and gave details of the consultation events, the
consultation website, and the variety of ways in which feedback could be
provided.

5.5.3

A copy of the letter can be found in Appendix 13.
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5.6

Wylfa Newydd Project

Consultation activity
Public exhibitions

5.6.1

Four public events where held on Anglesey in Horizon’s consultation bus.
Times were chosen to allow as many people to attend as possible, including
on a weekend for those people working during regular hours.

5.6.2

A summary of the exhibition details, including approximate attendance
numbers, is provided below.
Table 5-1 Summary of the exhibition details
Date

Venue

Thursday 17 Douglas
August 2017 Tregele

5.6.3

Time

Inn

car

park, 10am - 1pm

Recorded
attendance

14

Thursday 17 Holland Hotel car park, 4pm - 7pm
August 2017 Llanfachraeth

16

Friday
18 Glascoed Road car park, 10am - 1pm
August 2017 Cemaes

26

Saturday 19 The Valley Anglesey car 10am - 1pm
August 2017 park, Valley

24

In line with Horizon’s previous consultation exhibitions, technical material,
large scale portfolio figures and a 3D computer model of the proposals were
available for visitors to view. This provided further information on SPC
Proposals such as watercourse diversions and footpath diversions and
closures. Copies of the exhibition panels and materials produced can be found
in Appendix 14.
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6

Feedback summary

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

This chapter and its associated appendices summarise the main themes and
issues raised by stakeholders during Horizon’s statutory consultation on the
SPC Proposals held during August 2017. Several responses were received
outwith the consultation period. Horizon has taken the decision to consider
these as part of the feedback summary.

6.2

Management of consultation feedback
Hard copy responses

6.2.1

All hard copy responses received by Horizon (written responses, letters and
feedback forms) were transferred into a database for analysis. One response
in Welsh was received and the response was communicated in Welsh.

Electronic responses
6.2.2

Email submissions received by Horizon, including letters and scanned written
responses, were treated in a similar way to hard copy responses. As no
responses in Welsh were received, no translation phase was required.

6.3

Consultation Responses

6.3.1

During the consultation period Horizon received 16 pieces of feedback to the
SPC Pre-Application Consultation from the following stakeholders:
 Isle of Anglesey County Council;
 Natural Resources Wales;
 Cadw;
 Coal Authority;
 National Trust;
 North Wales Wildlife Trust;
 Office for Nuclear Regulation;
 Scottish Natural Heritage;
 Northern Irish Environment Agency;
 Magnox;
 North Anglesey Councils’ Partnership;
 Llanbadrig Community Council; and

6.3.2

 Four local residents.
Appendix 15 includes copies of the responses from all consultees. Under the
provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998 the addresses and other contact
information of private individuals have been redacted.
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6.4

How the issues have been addressed

6.4.1

To provide details on the key issues and Horizon’s response, Horizon has
developed a process for recording, categorising and analysing the consultation
responses received during formal consultation.

6.4.2

Appendix 16 includes a summary of each representation made by each
stakeholder, whether the issue raised has been addressed, if so how and
where within the application they have been addressed, and in the event that
issues have not been addressed, the reason why that is the case.

6.4.3

The key issues raised are summarised below:

Community consultees
6.4.4

The following summarises the responses received from the North Anglesey
Councils’ Partnership and by Llanbadrig Community Council.
North Anglesey Councils’ Partnership

6.4.5

The Partnership raises concerns that appropriate consideration is given to the
assessment of impacts upon the sensitive environment both on land and at
sea, and in particular the potential impacts on the visitor economy, businesses,
image, perception, public amenities, footpaths, right of way etc. Concern is
also raised at the extent of mitigation measures proposed and the manner in
which these will be secured and delivered.

6.4.6

The EIA undertaken in respect of the SPC Proposals has been completed in
accordance with the relevant regulations (Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017) and the findings are
reported within the Environmental Statement. The EIA has considered all of
the matters raised by the Partnership and the Environmental Statement reports
the respective mitigation measures where appropriate.

6.4.7

The Partnership also seeks confirmation that the socio economic impact of the
site clearance works and the development of Wylfa Newydd are rigorously
assessed and evaluated with appropriate mitigation measures implemented to
address the cumulative impact of such a development upon a community. The
opportunity for Horizon and Wylfa Newydd to work with and transform the host
community is also recognised by the Partnership.

6.4.8

The socio-economic assessment (chapter 7 volume 1 of the Environmental
Statement) has considered the beneficial and adverse effects of the proposed
development on a range of study areas, from those of a 5km radius from the
site, to the extent of a 90 minute commute to the site. Horizon will continue to
work with all relevant local communities to ensure the delivery of economic
benefits.

6.4.9

The Partnership recognises that the restoration of the landscape, should the
Project not be developed, is a continuing concern for all local people.

6.4.10 The SPC Proposals include Landscape Restoration Principles (described in
chapter 3 of Volume 1 of the Environmental Statement and illustrated at
drawing WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00034) that seek to reflect the feedback
received during the pre-application consultation process. The mechanism for
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securing these principles, in the event that the project does not proceed, will
be incorporated as part of the planning obligations for this application.

Specialist consultees
6.4.11 The following sections summarise the responses received from specialist
consultees, full copies of which are included at Appendix 15. A more detailed
review of their comments, by Horizon, is included in Appendix 16.
Natural Resources Wales
6.4.12 The NRW response (31 August 2017) advises the local planning authority that,
in the event of a planning application being submitted, they should only grant
planning permission if the scheme can meet the following requirements, and
that the information provided as part of these requirements demonstrates that
effects on environmental receptors is not significant:


protected Sites: Updated plans to be provided to reflect current Tre’r
Gȏf Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) management
compartments, and submitted as part of the planning submission.



protected Sites: Baseline Tern Disturbance Monitoring Report to be
submitted as part of the planning submission.



protected Sites: Chough winter foraging data to be submitted as part of
the planning submission.

6.4.13 The NRW response also includes a number of suggested conditions to be
attached to any planning permission, relating to flood risk, air quality,
environmental management and various ecological mitigation measures.
6.4.14 As part of the application, Horizon has updated the application plans to more
accurately represent the SSSI management compartments. The Seabird
Baseline Report (Volume 3D) which is submitted as an appendix to chapter 15
(Marine environment) of the environmental statement now fully reports the
responses of the tern colony to the monitoring of disturbances in 2017. The
Chough Baseline Report (appendix 14-24) has now been added as an
appendix to chapter 14 (terrestrial and freshwater ecology) of the
Environmental Statement.
6.4.15 Horizon’s responses to each of the suggested conditions is included within
Appendix 16 of this document. It is acknowledged here for clarity however, that
the CoCP will be further developed in collaboration with key stakeholders and
that this will then be secured by a planning condition.
Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR)
6.4.16 The ONR response of 30 August 2017 had no comment to make on the
consultation.
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Courtesy Consultees
6.4.17 Consultation with a number of other important stakeholders was also
undertaken although there is technically no legal obligation to consult them as
part of the pre-application consultation process. The feedback from these
consultees and the manner in which these issues were addressed is
summarised below.
Isle of Anglesey County Council
6.4.18 The following are the key issues raised by the IACC (summarised in italics
from the letter dated 7 September 2017) followed by a summary of the manner
in which Horizon has addressed these matters.
1.
Environmentally the SPC Works will result in the de-characterisation of a
large, valued and attractive rural landscape which is framed by the coastline
and the Anglesey Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty to the North and the
Tre’r Gof SSSI which lies within the site to the East. The proposal, during an
estimated 15 month clearance period, will impact upon 299 hectares of
countryside and will create a landscape devoid of features which are
characteristic of the locality in preparation for the main power station
construction.
6.4.19 The effects of the SPC Proposals on the landscape have been assessed in
chapter 16 and mitigation has been identified where considered appropriate.
2.
The SPC Works will result in a substantial loss of flora and fauna. The
assessment does not explore the likely duration of these effects or the time it
would take for the restoration proposals to return the site to an acceptable
condition. These significant environmental impacts should not be
underestimated. The provisions of the Environment (Wales) Act 2016, and the
more recent publication of the first statutory ‘Natural Resources Policy’ which
places environmental issues at the heart of decision making in Wales, should
be considered fully.
6.4.20 All relevant policies have been identified and have formed part of the
landscape assessment. The Landscape Restoration Principals have been
revised to provide greater biodiversity benefit and further information is
included in chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (volume 1).
3.
This is a major site in a sensitive landscape. The importance of an agreed
and costed site restoration and after care plan (should a decision be taken not
to proceed with the proposed Wylfa Newydd development) cannot be over
emphasised. Early agreement (at officer and legal level) will be critical to
enable the application to progress for consideration by the Planning
Committee. We must therefore have the necessary detail and certainty that
the site will be suitably restored should the main project not proceed. A
restoration plan, providing sufficient detail, will ensure the proposals are
adequate, whilst informing and enabling independent costing, and a funding
mechanism for the works. This will be required before any consent can be
granted. The costed restoration plan should also include an acceptable period
of after care (minimum 10 years).
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6.4.21 The Landscape Restoration Principles are illustrated on drawing WN0903JAC-OS-DRG-00034 and described in chapter 3 of the Environmental
Statement (volume 1). The details of the restoration plan will be considered
further in the event that the Project does not proceed. Appropriate restoration
costs and funding will be subject to agreement with the IACC. A 10 year period
of aftercare is also considered appropriate by Horizon.
4.
IACC request that Horizon produce a separate CIR for the SPC Works
and submit as part of the planning application.
6.4.22 A Community Impact Report has been provided as part of the TCPA
application.
5.
A wide range of important and valuable resources and receptors (in the
surrounding area) are likely to be impacted from an economic, social/
community and cultural heritage perspective. Effective management and
mitigation of recognised adverse impacts on amenity and overall quality of life
for local residents, their properties and businesses will be critical. Impacts on
neighbouring communities (i.e. Tregele, Cemaes and surrounding rural
environs) should therefore be given careful consideration.
6.4.23 Local communities are considered as part of the assessment of the effects of
the SPC Proposals within the Environmental Statement. These effects on local
communities are then summarised in the Community Impact Report.
6.
The demolition and closure of the Wylfa Sports & Social Club and
associated pitches represents the loss of recreational resource, leisure
facilities and open space. IACC notes that there is likely to be a long term need
for this type of facility and would request a better understanding of how the
SPC Works will contribute towards re-providing these facilities in a location
that is accessible to maintain the quality of life of the local community.
6.4.24 The Wylfa Sports & Social Club (a private facility) closed in May 2017. At the
time of closure, Horizon made a payment to help fund alternative premises
within Anglesey North for events and activities that were previously held at the
former Wylfa Sports and Social Club. The need for re-providing any additional
facilities will be considered in the context of the proposed Community
Resilience Fund.
7.
The potential positive economic and employment impacts which are
predicted are welcomed. The strategies, activities and interventions
undertaken to ensure these are achieved and maximised will be of critical
importance, together with proposed monitoring arrangements to demonstrate
that they are effective (or not).
6.4.25 Horizon understands the importance to the island of the positive employment
and economic impacts associated with the SPC Proposals and will continue to
make efforts to ensure these are realised.
8.
Amlwch is the main centre of employment and services in the North of
the Island. It is also identified in the recently adopted JLDP as one of the main
centres for growth. The close proximity to the main Wylfa Newydd Site via the
A5025 highlights the potential for an enhanced role as a key centre in the North
of the Island for opportunities linked to the Wylfa Newydd project. IACC would
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expect Horizon to pay cognisance to this fact and would again refer Horizon to
IACC’s New Nuclear Build Supplementary Planning Guidance.
6.4.26 The socio-economic assessment includes a detailed definition of the study
areas applied to the consideration of this matter. Defining the study area for a
socio-economic assessment can be complex because of the need to consider
each receptor within various catchment areas, and although Amlwch lies
outside of the immediate Local Area of Influence (5km radius from the site) it
is considered in the context of North Anglesey and also broader study areas.
9.
The Wylfa Newydd development is expected to provide significant local
employment opportunities during both the construction and operational
phases. With the SPC deemed as the start of the project, it is essential that
Horizon demonstrates a clear commitment from the onset to inspire young
people in the uptake of STEM subjects ensuring that they have the appropriate
skills and qualifications to secure employment both during construction and
operation. The SPC provides a clear opportunity to pilot this approach in North
Anglesey, through investment in STEM facilities of schools within the
catchment, prior to rolling out across the Island as the development
progresses.
6.4.27 How best to address the issue of ensuring appropriate skills on the island will
be an important consideration during both SPC and the rest of the Wylfa
Newydd Project. Horizon is currently very involved in encouraging the uptake
of STEM subjects in schools across Anglesey and aims to continue this good
work. The Horizon Apprenticeship scheme is now into its second year which
has given young people from across the island the opportunity to learn in a
professional environment whilst also being paid a salary. Additionally, Horizon
events such as Work Insight Week have given interested young individuals
from Anglesey information about the potential variety of roles available through
the study of STEM subjects at Horizon, as well as helping them develop
professional skills such as interview technique.
10. It is unclear how Horizon will ensure that all the workforce will be homebased and how this will be achieved, whilst the assumption also informs the
stance that there will be no impact on accommodation, schools, and the Welsh
language. No detailed proposals (strategies, actions and interventions) are
outlined to create confidence and certainty that the level of predicted local
employment is achieved. We are eager to collaborate to ensure these positive
benefits are achieved.
6.4.28 The preferred contractor identified for the SPC Proposals was in part identified
after providing clarity on workforce issues such as where they are based,
language skills and related issues. This approach was taken by Horizon to help
ensure positive benefits of the project at the local level.
11. Welsh language and culture have repeatedly been highlighted as
important considerations which should be applied to all of the project
assessments and proposals. IACC is disappointed to see that Welsh language
has largely been considered in insolation in the WLIA. The WLIA assessment
is predicated on the assumption that SPC workers will be local and home
based therefore having no detrimental impact on the Welsh language. As
previously advised, if Horizon wish to rely on this assumption it is vital that
delivery mechanisms and monitoring is put in place together with mechanisms
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for addressing any impact should the assumption not prove to be correct in
practice. We would expect the planning application to deal with these issues.
6.4.29 Horizon recognises then significance of the Welsh language in the context of
Anglesey generally and the SPC Proposals specifically. Welsh language has
formed an important part of the consideration in preparing the planning
application and will form an integral part of many of the operation elements to
which it is appropriate (signage etc.). This is reported within the planning
application documents as appropriate, including within the Welsh Language
Impact Assessment, the Planning Statement and the Environmental
Statement.
12. Tourism is a key economic sector on the Island with the North of
Anglesey renowned for its quiet, relaxing and tranquil environment. IACC does
not believe that the potential impacts on the visitor economy, neighbouring
businesses, image, perception, public amenity, footpaths and Public Rights of
Way etc. have been adequately addressed in the draft Environmental
Statement for the North of Anglesey. We would request that this issue, is
revisited prior to submission of the application.
6.4.30 The assessment in chapter 7 of the Environmental Statement has considered
potential effects on visitor numbers as a result of the SPC works by interpreting
and reporting the findings of the 2015 STEAM Survey which was undertaken
to establish the potential impact on visitor numbers of the Wylfa Newydd
Project. The potential effects of the SPC Proposals on landscape quality,
tranquillity, nature, views, etc. are assessed under the parameters of
Landscape and Visual Effects and are reported in chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement.
13. The cumulative impact of the various Horizon proposals is unclear. We
would expect the cumulative impact assessment to be revisited and robustly
assessed prior to submitting the application. It is critical that the cumulative
impacts are described by Horizon as there can be no determination, until all
cumulative impacts are outlined. The timing of delivery of the mitigation
required to address those impacts also needs to be determined to ensure that
the early commitments on local employment measures, education, local supply
chain and training are fully captured. As the SPC Works are a major element
of the project which signifies commencement of development, it is not
acceptable to examine the proposals as a standalone development. The
potential impacts which include the positive elements of the scheme should be
adequately assessed and reflected.
6.4.31 There is precedence for bringing forward early and / or preparatory works
ahead of the grant of a DCO. This includes the site preparation works
associated with the construction of two new nuclear reactors at Hinkley Point
C, secured by way of full planning permission granted by West Somerset
Council.
6.4.32 Some of the wider effects arising from Wylfa Newydd Project developments
are excluded from the cumulative effects assessment reported within the
planning application, because they do not have temporal and spatial links with
the effects of SPC. Such wider effects will all be reported in the Wylfa Newydd
Project Environmental Statement, which will be submitted with the DCO
application. It is necessary to limit the assessment in this SPC Environmental
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Statement to the effects that are contributed to by the works for which planning
permission is being sought. As the planning application should be considered
on its own merits, and planning conditions must only refer to the scope of the
development.
6.4.33

The DCO Environmental Statement will include full consideration of all
adverse and beneficial cumulative effects, including the economic
opportunities that the Wylfa Newydd Project would bring to Anglesey.
14. The scale and duration of SPC Works would constitute a major project
for the North Anglesey area in their own right. We therefore welcome further
pre-application discussions to better understand how negative impacts will be
managed and mitigated, with positive benefits being exploited. It is imperative
that potential legacy issues are given detailed consideration, in an effort to
ensure that opportunities are not missed.

6.4.34 Pre-application discussions have continued and an open dialogue would be
welcomed through the determination process.
15. The preliminary view of IACC is that the additional traffic movements
could result in the need for road improvements to the A5025 between Cemaes
and Burwen. This would see the widening of the bends to improve road safety.
A similar design approach would be adopted to the proposed A5025 Works.
This would respond to the increased traffic movements whilst ensuring the
local highway network is fit for purpose as the project progresses. IACC
welcome early dialogue to determine the most appropriate way forward.
6.4.35 The assessment presented in the transport statement concludes that the traffic
flows on the A5025 west would remain low despite the small predicted increase
in traffic flows associated with the SPC Proposals. The use of the A55, A5 and
A5025 to site for SPC traffic will help to keep movements along the A5025
west of the SPC application site to a minimum.
16. IACC note the timescale indicated by Horizon of seeking to begin works
in January 2018. Determining a submitted planning application by this period
will be challenging due to its scale and complexity. It is critical that up to date
s106 Heads of Terms are made available to the IACC as soon as possible
reflecting the proposals as outlined in the Section 61z documentation. This will
allow discussions to take place on the form and content of a Section 106
Agreement and for that document to be agreed as soon as possible. It is
important that such an Agreement reflects the fact that the SPC Works are the
first stage of the wider project. A completed Section 106 Agreement will be
required before the planning permission can be issued.
6.4.36 The draft planning application was prepared on the basis of a determination in
January 2018. Based on the comments received, the planning application
submitted does not assume a specific starting date. Horizon will continue to
liaise with the IACC during the determination of the application on the manner
in which any planning obligations might be delivered.
Cadw
6.4.37 The Cadw response of 31 August 2017 welcomes the discussion of
‘embedded mitigation’ within the Environmental Statement which includes
limiting the extent of works to avoid physical effects on Cestyll Garden and its
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essential setting. However, concern is expressed that care is taken to ensure
that features of historic interest to Cestyll are retained and not harmed by the
positioning of the fence during construction of the boundary fence and
associated SPC works. These points have been noted by Horizon.
6.4.38 Cadw also identify changes to the statutory nature of assets and the revocation
of Welsh Office Circulars relating to cultural heritage. These have been noted
and amended as appropriate.
Coal Authority
6.4.39 The Coal Authority letter of 7 August 2017 confirms that the site lies outside of
the identified coalfield.
National Trust
6.4.40 The National Trust (letter dated 8 September 2017) expresses concern at the
prematurity of the proposed planning application for the SPC Works in relation
to the proposed DCO submission and the “unresolved issues” associated with
that project.
6.4.41 The National Trust expresses concern that the SPC does not act as a
standalone submission, and relies on the accompanying DCO for need and
justification, yet fails to consider such matters within the Habitat Regulations
Assessment (HRA). The HRA fails to provide or recognise the need for an in
combination assessment of the main project. The views of the IACC and
Natural Resources Wales on this key matter will be an important further
consideration by National Trust.
6.4.42 The National Trust considers that consultation documentation fails to provide
sufficient detail to demonstrate that the proposed works are necessary either
to ensure the timely delivery of the Wylfa Newydd DCO, or to provide mitigation
for the effects of construction of the DCO project, and that the planning and
design process is not being taken forward in a manner which is sympathetic to
the quality of the North Anglesey environment.
6.4.43 Further key issues raised by National Trust include:


The SPC seeks approval as a standalone project, but consistently uses
the wider WN project as its justification. It is hoped that there is greater
clarity and certainty of the wider project. The two projects are
inextricably linked, and SPC cannot be justified as a standalone project.



There remains the risk of a flush of nutrient release and risk of algal
bloom and other water quality impacts in Cemlyn Bay;



Could the submission drawings use a different key to clarify the
retention of trees which is not clear on printed drawings?



National Trust is concerned about the conclusions of the HRA
documentation in relation to in combination effects with the main
project;



National Trust remains concerned about the inclusion of AONB,
particularly in a project justified as standalone, and with fundamental
questions still remaining in relation to the wider project;
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The lack of progress on LEMP, and need to understand how the future
LEMP sits alongside the proposed SPC restoration scheme;



Uncertainty in the nature of proposed mitigation, and lack of ambition
for the project;



Concern about the low priority given to existing tourism and lack of
recognition of the need to bring forward appropriate mitigation;



The use of un evidenced statements relating to delays should the SPC
not move forward;



Clarification as to what threshold would be considered appropriate for
the restoration scheme to be initiated.

6.4.44 In response to this feedback, it is necessary to point out that national policy
recognises the urgent need for new nuclear power stations, to be brought
forward as soon as possible. Horizon considers the SPC Proposals to be a
vital component required to facilitate the construction and ultimate operation of
the Power Station as early as possible, as the granting of the SPC proposals
through the DCO process would have the effect of delaying the overall
construction of the project by 12-18 months given the extended determination
period for DCO applications. There is also clear precedence for bringing
forward early and/or preparatory works associated with Nationally Significant
Infrastructure Projects (NSIP) under the TCPA regulations ahead of the grant
of a DCO. Further information of this can be seen in the Planning Statement
and Appendix 16 of this Consultation Report.
6.4.45 It is noted that although the SPC Proposals would ultimately be part of the
wider Wylfa Newydd Project, they are subject to a standalone application and
assessment process. In the event that the DCO is not granted or the Wylfa
Newydd Project does not proceed, a scheme of restoration would be
implemented to return the SPC Application Site to an acceptable condition, to
be agreed with the IACC by way of a planning condition. It is therefore
necessary to understand the potential effects of the SPC Proposals as a
standalone project. This approach follows that suggested by NRW in their
response to the S61z consultation on the Original SPC Proposals, which
stated that an assessment as a standalone project that found no or
imperceptible effects on any European Protected Site would demonstrate that
proceeding with the SPC Proposals would not act in-combination with other
developments at the development site.
6.4.46 The description of the development in chapter 3 of the Environmental
Statement provides information about the scope of the proposals and the
timescales needed to undertake that work which will aim to be largely
undertaken by the time the DCO is granted. If these works were consented as
part of the DCO, the beginning of Main Construction would be delayed while
the works forming the SPC Proposals were carried out.
6.4.47 Feedback to the other key issues raised by National Trust are documented in
Appendix 16.
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North Wales Wildlife Trust (NWWT)
6.4.48 The NWWT response of 4 September 2017 concludes with the following key
issues (expanded at length within the correspondence):
NWWT welcome the reduction in scale and extent of the SPC proposals and
the consequent changes in impacts. However, continue to raise a number of
outstanding concerns. These principally, but not exclusively, relate to: 

The Habitats Regulations Assessment and the lack of an incombination assessment



The Restoration Principles are not adequate



The addition and provision of extra best practice and additional
mitigation for some species/groups



The amendments of ecological mitigation packages along with the
associated plans to make them fit for purpose and be used to form the
basis of planning conditions



Planning mechanisms to secure the necessary mitigation and long-term
management of areas within the edge blue, should Horizon cease to
trade and/or have a legal interest in the land.

6.4.49 The first of the NWWT’s concerns is similar to that raised by the National Trust
recorded and responded to above.
6.4.50 In regards to restoration principles, these have been revised since S61z to
provide greater biodiversity benefit. Further details of the restoration phase
have also been added to chapter 3. To help ensure a degree of authenticity
and historical continuity in any landscape restoration scheme, surveys to
record details of stone wall construction, vernacular detailing, and hedgerow/
tree species will be carried out. These surveys have been cited as an additional
mitigation measure in chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
6.4.51 The responses for the third and fourth points bulleted above are responded to
more specifically in Appendix 16. In response to NWWT’s comments around
mechanisms to secure mitigation if Horizon ceases to trade, Horizon highlights
that this eventuality will be subject to further discussions and agreement
between Horizon, IACC and key stakeholders.
Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)
6.4.52 The SNH (email 25 August 2017) has no comment to make on the consultation
exercise.
North Wales Police
6.4.53 The North Wales Police (email 31 August 2017) comment on the Transport
Statement, raising concern about the application of times that are not
representative of peak hours and the omission of Damage Only Accidents from
the analysis of accident data.
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6.4.54 Horizon notes that across the Wylfa Newydd DCO Project the worst case peak
hour has been assessed. This is based on the peak hour for traffic flows based
on the sum of existing future (reference case) traffic plus project traffic.
Therefore, the hours assessed are a robust conservative assessment of the
impacts associated with the SPC works. For planning applications it is
standard practice to only use data for accidents where there are casualties. In
addition to this, reporting of damage only accidents is not mandatory; as a
consequence reporting is unreliable and conclusions using the data could not
be considered wholly robust.

Adjoining landowners
6.4.55 The only adjoining landowner to respond to the consultation was Magnox.
Their response (23 August 2017) sought clarification on a number of issues
associated with access to Magnox interests, clarification of construction
methodologies in relation to the protection of utilities, and the required
replacement of the District Survey Laboratory prior to the demolition of the
existing building as proposed by the SPC Proposals.

Other Interested Parties
6.4.56 Several local residents also commented on the draft documents. The key
issues raised are included below (in italics), as well as Horizon’s response:


a request to avoid the demolition of a property in which the
correspondent is a tenant (of Horizon);

6.4.57 The SPC proposals have been designed to prepare the site for the Main
Construction of the Power Station. At the current time, the area is required for
the construction of a landscaping mound to help store excess material from
excavated areas of the site, and to mitigate the impacts of Main Construction
on Cemaes.


the prematurity of the application;

6.4.58 National policy recognises the urgent need for new nuclear power stations, to
be brought forward as soon as possible (Overarching National Policy
Statement for Energy, 2011 (NPS EN-1) [RD3] and National Policy Statement
for Nuclear Power Generation: Annexes - Volume I of II, 2011 (NPS EN-6)NPS
EN-6 [RD4]). Horizon considers the SPC Proposals to be a vital component
required to facilitate the construction and ultimate operation of the Power
Station as early as possible. In the event that the SPC Proposals are only
granted through the DCO, this would have the effect of delaying the overall
construction period by 12 to 18 months.


the potential for increased impact on amenity;
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6.4.59 The comprehensive Environmental Impact Assessment has considered a wide
range of technical matters and receptors that might have the potential to be
affected by the SPC Works. The outcome of this assessment is recorded at
length within the Environmental Statement and associated documents.
Measures to mitigate any potential impacts are described in the Code of
Construction Practice that will be subject to a condition requiring compliance
in the event that planning permission is granted.


the implications if the DCO Project does not progress;

6.4.60 In the event that the Project does not proceed, the Landscape Restoration
Principles (illustrated on drawing WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00034 and
described in chapter 3) will form the basis of restoring the site to an acceptable
condition. The more specific details of the restoration scheme will be
considered further in the event that the Project does not proceed. Appropriate
restoration costs and funding will be subject to agreement with the IACC.


the unacceptable height of the proposed perimeter fencing;

6.4.61 The temporary construction fencing is required to demarcate areas or
boundaries to prevent casual, inadvertent and non-malicious crossing of the
boundary by people and domestic animals; specifically, to prevent people
(construction personnel, visitors or the general public) or animals from
accidentally straying into construction areas and being exposed to hazards
from construction operations. As such it is considered that a 2m high fence is
more appropriate in this instance.


the potential long working hours of contractors and the health
implications of working arrangements.

6.4.62 At its peak, the workforce would number approximately 80. The workforce
would work in a single shift pattern to align with the proposed working hours:


from 07:00 to 19:00 on weekdays; and



from 08:00 to 13:00 on Saturdays.

6.4.63 There would be no working outside of these hours or on public holidays, unless
previously agreed in writing with the IACC. The working hours of individuals
will be subject to management by the appointed contractors in compliance with
relevant legislation.
6.4.64 Horizon welcome the input received from local residents and will continue to
liaise with all stakeholders throughout the determination period of the SPC
planning application.
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Gorchymyn Cynllunio Gwlad a Thref (Gweithdrefn Rheoli Datblygu) (Cymru) 2012
CYHOEDDUSRWYDD AC YMGYNGHORI CYN GWNEUD CAIS AM GANIATÂD CYNLLUNIO
HYSBYSIAD O DAN ERTHYGLAU 2C A 2D
i’w g flw o i e h ogio a/ eu feddia w ti fagos a
g go eio
arddangos drwy hysbysiad safle ar neu ger lleoliad y datblygiad arfaethedig)

u edol; a i’w

Diben yr hysbysiad: ae’ h s siad hw
hoi fle i g flw o s lwadau’ u io g hol i’
datblygwr ynghylch datblygiad arfaethedig cyn cyflwyno cais cynllunio i’ awdu dod
llu io lleol.
Bydd unrhyw gais cynllunio dilynol yn cael cyhoeddusrwydd gan yr awdurdod cynllunio lleol
perthnasol; ni fydd unrhyw sylwadau a gyflwynir mewn ymateb i'r hysbysiad hwn yn rhagfarnu eich
gallu i g flw o s lwadau i’ awdu dod cynllunio lleol ar unrhyw gais cynllunio cysylltiedig. Dylech chi
nodi bod modd rhoi unrhyw sylwadau a gyflwynir ar y ffeil gyhoeddus.
Datblygiad arfaethedig yn: Ti i’ Dw ai , i’ De a i’ De O llewi o o saf ŵe ese ol Mag o , i’
Gogledd Orllewi a i’ De O llewi o D egele ac i’ Go llewi o Ge aes ga g w s Ffo dd
Ce l , ffo dd f ediad go saf ŵe ese ol Mag o a ffo dd f ediad Tŷ C oes Maes Pa io’
Fisherman).
(dwyreiniad: 234981, gogleddiad: 393137).
Hysbysaf fod Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Limited
yn bwriadu cyflwyno cais am ganiatâd cynllunio ar gyfer:
"G aith paratoi a hlirio safle ar g fer dat l gu gorsaf ŵer W lfa Ne dd,
s
gweithgareddau canlynol: clirio'r safle (gan gynnwys clirio a rheoli llystyfiant, tynnu ffensys,
waliau, giatiau, ffiniau caeau, strwythurau presennol (gan gynnwys adeiladau), prysg, coed a
nodweddion eraill sydd ar y tir); gwaith sefydlu'r safle (gan gynnwys gosod croesfan newydd
ar dra s ffordd f ediad gorsaf ŵer rese ol Mag o , ffurfioli pwyntiau croesi presennol i
gerbydau ar draws Ffordd Cemlyn, ffurfioli llwybrau i gerbydau, gosod ffens adeiladu o
amgylch perimedr y safle, sefydlu ardaloedd gosod, compowndiau storio deunyddiau,
compowndiau adeiladu ac adeiladau lles/swyddfa dros dro cysylltiedig, meysydd parcio,
cyswllt llwybr troed cysylltiedig rhwng prif gompownd y safle a maes parcio cyn Glwb
Cymdeithasol a Chwaraeon Wylfa, lle i storio tanwydd, ffensys diogelwch, a nodweddion
diogelwch a draenio); gwaith gwella'r tir (gan gynnwys sefydlu compownd prosesau adfer a
ffensys cysylltiedig, storio deunyddiau wedi'u prosesu/wedi'u trin, sefydlu traciau mynediad
cysylltiedig, draenio, cloddio a thrin priddoedd sy'n debygol o fod yn halogedig, a thrin a thynnu
rhywogaethau estron goresgynnol ; darg feirio rs dŵr, sef ail-alinio llednant (Nant Porth-ypistyll) i Afon Cafnan gyda gwaith tirweddu cysylltiedig; dargyfeirio a/neu gau Ffordd Cemlyn
dros dro g da
ediad at Dŷ Croes Maes Par io’r Fisher a
ael ei reoli; g aith
cysylltiedig arall a chynllun adfer i ddychwelyd y safle i gyflwr derbyniol os na fydd datblygiad
gorsaf ŵer W lfa Ne dd
d rhagddo .
Mae modd i chi archwilio copïau o'r canlynol:
- y cais arfaethedig;
- y cynlluniau; a
- dogfennau ategol eraill

ar-lein yn www.horizonnuclearpower.com/ymgynghoriad ac mae cyfleusterau cyfrifiadurol ar gael i
weld yr wybodaeth hon ar-lein yn Llyfrgell Cemaes, Lôn Glascoed, Cemaes LL67 0NN, ar ddydd Llun:
2pm - 6pm, dydd Mercher: 9:30am - 12:30pm ac ar ddydd Gwener: 2pm - 6pm.
(neu)
Mae opïau aled o’ w odaeth ho a gael

:

Llyfrgell Cemaes, Lôn Glascoed, Cemaes, LL67 0HN ar ddydd Llun: 2pm - 6pm, dydd Mercher: 9:30am
- 12:30pm ac ar ddydd Gwener: 2pm–6pm
Swyddfa Safle Wylfa Newydd, Cemaes, LL67 0AA 9am – 5pm o ddydd Llun i ddydd Gwener
Cyngor Sir Ynys Môn, Swyddfeydd y Cyngor, Llangefni, LL77 7TW 9am – 5pm o ddydd Llun i ddydd
Gwener
Cyngor Sir Ynys Môn, Canolfan Fusnes Môn, Parc Busnes Bryn Cefni, Llangefni, LL77 7XA 9am – 5pm
o ddydd Llun i ddydd Gwener

Rhaid i u h w u s ’ dymuno cyflwyno sylwadau am y datblygiad arfaethedig hwn ysgrifennu at yr
ymgeisydd yn FREEPOST WYLFA NEWYDD erbyn 31 Awst 2017

Llofnod:

Dyddiad:

2 Awst 2017

Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012
PUBLICITY AND CONSULTATION BEFORE APPLYING FOR PLANNING PERMISSION
NOTICE UNDER ARTICLES 2C AND 2D
(to be served on owners and/or occupiers of adjoining land and community consultees; and
displayed by site notice on or near the location of the proposed development)
Purpose of this notice: this notice provides the opportunity to comment directly to the developer on
a proposed development prior to the submission of a planning application to the local planning
authority LPA . A su se ue t pla i g appli atio will be publicised by the relevant LPA; any
comments provided in response to this notice will not prejudice your ability to make representations
to the LPA on any related planning application. You should note that any comments submitted may
be placed on the public file.
Proposed development at: Land to East, South and South-West of existing Magnox power station,
North-West and South-West of Tregele and West of Cemaes including Cemlyn Road, the existing
Mag o powe statio a ess oad a d T C oes Fishe a ’s Car Park) access road.
(easting: 234981, northing: 393137).
I give notice that Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Limited
is intending to apply for planning permission for:
Site preparatio a d leara e orks for de elop e t of the W lfa Ne dd po er statio
comprising the following activities: site clearance (including vegetation clearance and
management, removal of fencing, walls, gates, field boundaries, existing structures (including
buildings), scrub, trees, and other above ground features); site establishment works (including
installation of a new crossing of the existing Magnox power station access road, formalisation
of existing vehicular crossing points across Cemlyn Road, formalisation of vehicular routing,
installation of construction fencing around the perimeter of the site, establishment of laydown
areas, material storage compounds, construction compounds and associated temporary
office/welfare buildings, car parks, associated footpath link from between main site compound
to the former Wylfa Sports and Social Club car park, fuel store, security fencing, drainage and
security features); ground improvement works (including establishment of a remediation
processing compound and associated fencing, storage of treated/processed material,
establishment of associated access tracks, drainage, excavation and treatment of soils likely
to be contaminated, and treatment and removal of invasive non-native species); diversion of
a watercourse, comprising realignment of a tributary (Nant Porth-y-pistyll) to the Afon Cafnan
with associated landscaping works; temporary diversion and/or closure of Cemlyn Road with
o trolled a ess to T Croes Fisher a ’s Car Park ; other asso iated orks; a d a s he e of
restoration to return the site to an acceptable condition in the event the Wylfa Newydd power
statio de elop e t does ot pro eed .
You may inspect copies of:
- the proposed application;
- the plans; and
- other supporting documents

online at www.horizonnuclearpower.com/consultation and computer facilities are available to view
this information online at Cemaes Library, Longlascoed, Cemaes Bay LL67 0NN, between the hours of
Monday: 2pm - 6pm, Wednesday: 9:30am - 12:30pm and Friday: 2pm - 6pm.
(or)
You may view hard copies of this information at:
Cemaes Library, Glascoed Road, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0HN between the hours of Monday: 2pm – 6pm,
Wednesday: 9:30am – 12:30pm and Friday: 2pm – 6pm
Wylfa Newydd Site Office, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0AA between the hours of 9am – 5pm Monday to
Friday
Isle of Anglesey County Council, Council Offices, Llangefni, LL77 7TW between the hours of 9am –
5pm Monday to Friday
Isle of Anglesey County Council, Anglesey Business Centre, Bryn Cefni Business Park, Llangefni, LL77
7XA between the hours of 9am – 5pm Monday to Friday

Anyone who wishes to make representations about this proposed development must write to the
applicant at FREEPOST WYLFA NEWYDD by 31 August 2017

Signed:

Date: 2 August 2017
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[Address One]
[Address Two]
[Address Three]
[Address Four]
[Post Code]

28 Gorffennaf 2017
Cyfeirnod DCRM: WN0130-HZCON-PAC-LET-00006

Annwyl [Consultee],
Ymgynghoriad Cyn Ymgeisio ar y Cynigion ar gyfer Paratoi a Chlirio'r Safle (SPC). Hysbysiad o dan
Erthygl 2D, Gorchymyn Cynllunio Gwlad a Thref (Gweithdrefn Rheoli Datblygu) (Cymru) 2012
Ers ein hymgynghoriad yn ystod hydref 2016, rydyn ni wedi datblygu ein cynigion ymhellach ar gyfer paratoi
a chlirio safle Wylfa Newydd, yn barod i ddechrau adeiladu gorsaf bŵer niwclear newydd ar Ynys Môn.
Byddwn yn cyflwyno ein cais cynllunio ar gyfer y gwaith Paratoi a Chlirio’r Safle i Gyngor Sir Ynys Môn yn
ystod hydref 2017.
Mae ein cynigion Paratoi a Chlirio’r Safle diweddaraf yn cynnwys amrywiaeth o waith a gweithgareddau,
gan gynnwys creu compowndiau storio dros dro, gwaith i glirio’r safle a dargyfeirio cwrs dŵr. Mae’r cais
hefyd yn cynnwys manylion ynghylch sut byddwn ni’n delio â phridd halogedig a sut byddwn ni’n rheoli
llwybrau troed a ffyrdd. Y gwaith yma fydd y cam datblygu mawr cyntaf i baratoi’r safle ar gyfer adeiladu’r
orsaf bŵer niwclear newydd.
Rydym yn ysgrifennu atoch oherwydd eich bod yn berchen ar dir neu fod gennych ddiddordeb mewn tir
sydd gerllaw ein safle Wylfa Newydd. Mae’r broses ymgynghori cyn ymgeisio’n agor ar 2 Awst 2017 a bydd
angen i chi gyflwyno unrhyw adborth erbyn 31 Awst 2017. Gallwch chi weld y dogfennau technegol yn lleol
yn Llyfrgell Cemaes a’n swyddfa safle Wylfa Newydd. I gael rhagor o fanylion am y lleoliadau hyn neu i
weld ein cynlluniau ar-lein, ewch i www.horizonnuclearpower.com/ymgynghoriad. Rwyf wedi amgáu
hysbysiad sy’n rhoi rhagor o fanylion am ein hymgynghoriad.
Rydyn ni hefyd yn cynnal pedwar digwyddiad ymgynghori cyhoeddus yn lleol, lle gallwch alw heibio i siarad
ag aelodau o dîm y prosiect a gofyn unrhyw gwestiynau sydd gennych:
•
•
•
•

Dydd Iau 17 Awst: Maes parcio’r Douglas Inn, Tregele; 10am – 1pm
Dydd Iau 17 Awst: Maes parcio’r Holland Hotel, Llanfachraeth; 4pm – 7pm
Dydd Gwener 18 Awst: Maes parcio Lôn Glascoed, Cemaes; 10am – 1pm
Dydd Sadwrn 19 Awst: Maes parcio’r Valley Anglesey, Ffordd Llundain, Y Fali; 10am – 1pm

Os oes gennych unrhyw sylwadau ar ein cynigion, gallwch chi:
•
•
•
•

Lwytho ffurflen adborth i lawr oddi ar ein gwefan a’i hargraffu, a’i phostio atom yn Freepost WYLFA
NEWYDD (does dim angen stamp)
Llenwi ffurflen adborth yn un o’n digwyddiadau
Ysgrifennu atom yn ein cyfeiriad Rhadbost
Anfon e-bost atom yn ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower.com

Byddwn yn pwyso a mesur yr holl adborth ysgrifenedig a ddaw i law ac yn rhoi sylw iddo mewn adroddiad
o'r ymgynghoriad cyn ymgeisio a gaiff ei gyflwyno gyda’r cais.
Yn y cyfamser, os oes gennych chi unrhyw gwestiynau gallwch chi gysylltu â ni drwy anfon e-bost at
ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower.com neu drwy ffonio 0800 954 9516.
Yn gywir,

Kieran Somers
Pennaeth Cynllunio
Pŵer Niwclear Horizon

[Address One]
[Address Two]
[Address Three]
[Address Four]
[Post Code]

28 July 2017
DCRM Ref. No: WN0130-HZCON-PAC-LET-00006

Dear [Consultee],
Pre-application consultation for Site Preparation and Clearance (SPC) Proposals. Notice under
Article 2D, Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012
Since our consultation in autumn 2016, we have further developed our proposals for preparing and clearing
the Wylfa Newydd site, ready for construction of a new nuclear power station on Anglesey. We will be
submitting our planning application for SPC to Isle of Anglesey County Council in autumn 2017.
Our updated SPC proposals comprise a range of works and activities, including establishing temporary
storage compounds, undertaking site clearance works and the diversion of a watercourse. The application
also details how we’ll deal with contaminated soils and manage footpaths and roads. These works are the
first significant phase of development to prepare the site for construction of the new nuclear power station.
We are writing to you because you own or have an interest in land adjacent to our Wylfa Newydd site. The
pre-application consultation process opens on 2 August 2017 and any feedback you have needs to be
provided to us by 31 August 2017. You can view the technical documents locally at Cemaes Library and
our Wylfa Newydd site office. For more details about these locations or to view our plans online, please visit
www.horizonnuclearpower.com/consultation. I’ve enclosed a notice that provides more details about our
consultation.
We are also holding four public consultation events locally, where you can come along, speak with
members of the project team and ask any questions you may have:
•
•
•
•

Thursday 17 August: Douglas Inn car park, Tregele; 10am – 1pm
Thursday 17 August: Holland Hotel car park, Llanfachraeth; 4pm – 7pm
Friday 18 August: Glascoed Road car park, Cemaes; 10am – 1pm
Saturday 19 August: The Valley Anglesey car park, London Road, Valley; 10am – 1pm

If you have any comments on our proposals, you can:
•
•
•
•

Download and print off a feedback form from our website, and post it to us at Freepost WYLFA
NEWYDD (no stamp needed)
Complete a feedback form at one of our events
Write to us at our Freepost address
Email us at wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com

All the written feedback we receive will be taken into account and responded to in a consultation report,
which will be submitted with the application.
In the meantime, if you have any questions you can contact us via email at
wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com or by calling 0800 954 9516.
Yours sincerely,

Kieran Somers
Head of Planning
Horizon Nuclear Power
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List of adjacent owners/occupiers
Address
Ysgubor Ddegwm, Tregele, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DT
Ysgubor Ddegwm, Tregele, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DT
Cafnan, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, Ynys Môn, LL67 0DU

Horizon Nuclear
Power Wylfa Limited

Sunrise House, 1420 Charlton Court, Gloucester Business Park,
Gloucester, GL34AE
Pen Yr Orsedd, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, Ynys Môn, LL67 0EA
Sŵn Y Mor, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, Ynys Môn, LL67 0DU

Nuclear
Decommissioning
Authority
Dŵr Cymru/Welsh
Water
Isle of Anglesey
County Council

Herdus House, Ingwell Drive, Westlakes Science & Technology Park,
Moor Row, Cumbria
Pentwyn Road, Nelson, Treharris, CF46 6LY
Council Offices, Llangefni, LL77 7TW
Tregele Service Station, Tregele, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DT
Tregele Service Station, Tregele, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DT
Sarn, Llanfechell, Amlwch, LL68 0UF
Maen Y Bugail, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DU
Penyrorsedd, Llanrhwydrus, Amlwch, LL68 0SR
Brynderno, Llanddeusant, Caergybi, LL65 4AY
Yr Ynys, Rhosgoch, Amlwch, LL66 0BH
Pen Yr Orsedd, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0EA
Pen Yr Orsedd, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0EA

Messrs Owen Bros

Foel Fawr, Tregele, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DP
5 Bryncir Estate, Llanerchymedd, Caergybi, LL71 8EG
Cae Warren, Llandyfrydog, Llanerchymedd, LL71 8AG
Rhos Helyg, Star, Gaerwen, LL67 6AP
Rhos Helyg, Star, Gaerwen, LL67 6AP
Caerdegog Uchaf, Llanfechell, Amlwch, LL68 0UE
Cae Mawr Farm, Llanfechell, Amlwch, Ynys Môn, LL68 0UF
Tre'r Gof Isaf, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0HF
Tre'r Gof Isaf, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0HF
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260 Bath Road, Slough, Berkshire, SL1 4DX
Tre'r Gof Uchaf, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, Ynys Môn, LL67 0DA
Tre'r Gof Uchaf, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, Ynys Môn, LL67 0DA
Nant Orman, Cemaes Bay, Ynys Môn, LL67 0DA
Nant Orman, Cemaes Bay, Ynys Môn, LL67 0DA

Nuclear
Decommissioning
Authority

Herdus House, Ingwell Drive, Westlakes Science & Technology Park,
Moor Row, Cumbria
Caerdegog Uchaf, Llanfechell, Amlwch, LL68 0UE

The Queens Most
Excellent Majesty in
Right of Her Crown
Magnox Limited
Magnox Limited

The Crown Estate Commissioners, The Crown Estate, 16 Burlington
Place, London, W1S 2HX
Oldbury Technical Centre, Oldbury Naite, Thornbury, South
Gloucestershire, BS35 1RQ
Wylfa Site, Cemaes, Ynys Môn, LL67 0DH
Manora, Maes Cynfor, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0HS
Manora, Maes Cynfor, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0HS

National Grid
Electricity
Transmission Limited

1-3 Strand, London, WC2N 5EH

Penrhyn Newydd, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0HF
Mynydd Ithel, Llanfechell, Amlwch, LL68 0UB
The National Trust for
Places of Historic
Interest or Natural
Beauty

Heelis, Kemble Drive, Swindon, Wiltshire, SN2 2NA

Felin Gafnan, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DU
Felin Gafnan,Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DU
Maen Y Bugail, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay , LL67 0DU
T J G Jones

Plas Cemlyn, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DY
Pen Yr Orsedd, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0EA
Neuadd, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0EA
Neuadd, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0EA
7 Lon Newyddl Rhosybol, Amlwch, LL68 9TT

Kathleen Margaret
Simpson & The
Executors of the
Estate for the Late Mr
David Brian

The Chieftain, Green Lane, Hadfield, Glossop, SK13 3DT

Caerdegog Uchaf, Llanfechell, Amlwch, LL68 0UE
Caerdegog Uchaf, Llanfechell, Amlwch, LL68 0UE
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Pen Yr Orsedd, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, Anglesey, LL67 0EA
Groes Fechan Farm, Llanfechell, LL68 0UG

The Manchester
Building Society

125 Portland Street, Manchester, M1 4QD
Tros Y Ffordd, Tregele, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DN
Gwyddelyn Fawr, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DA
Llety, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DA
H Jenkins & Hughes, Stanley House, Market Square, Caergybi, LL65 1UF
Colvelly, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DA
Clovelly, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DA
Bryn Y Gof, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DA
Bryn Y Gof, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DA
Tir A Môr Uchaf, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DA
Tan Y Fron, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DA
Manora, Maes Cynfor, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0HS
Manora, Maes Cynfor, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0HS
Tregof Isaf, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0HF
Sŵn Y Don, Penrhyn, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0HF
6 Viscount Road, Padgate, Warrington, WA2 0AF

Magnox Limited

Oldbury Technical Centre, Oldbury Naite, Thornbury, South
Gloucestershire, BS35 1RQ
Morlais, Holyhead Road, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DA
Morlais, Holyhead Road, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DA
Pentre Gof Bach, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DA
Pentre Gof Bach, Cemaes Bay, LL67 0DA
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Fel rhan o’n cynigion i adeiladu gorsaf bŵer niwclear newydd, mae
angen i ni baratoi a chlirio safle Wylfa Newydd. Mae angen i ni
wella’r A5025 rhwng y Fali a safle Wylfa Newydd hefyd.

As part of our proposals to build a new nuclear power station,
we need to prepare and clear the Wylfa Newydd site. We also need
to improve the A5025 from Valley to the Wylfa Newydd site.

Er bod Cam 3 ein hymgynghoriad wedi dod i ben yn ddiweddar,
rydyn ni rŵan yn ymgynghori ar y cynigion hyn ar wahân rhwng
dydd Mercher 2 Awst a dydd Iau 31 Awst. Y rheswm am hyn ydy
bod angen i ni gyflwyno cais i Gyngor Sir Ynys Môn i gael caniatâd
cynllunio ar gyfer yr elfennau hyn o’r Prosiect.

Although our Stage Three consultation recently closed,
we are now consulting separately on these proposals between
Wednesday 2 August and Thursday 31 August. This is because
we need to apply to Isle of Anglesey County Council for planning
permission for these elements of the Project.

Rydyn ni’n cynnal pedwar digwyddiad yn ein bws ymgynghori
yn eich ardal chi er mwyn i chi gael rhagor o wybodaeth a
chyflwyno eich safbwyntiau.

We are holding four events in our consultation bus near you, so
you can find out more and give us your views.

ARDDANGOSFEYDD CYHOEDDUS:

PUBLIC EXHIBITIONS:

DYDD IAU 17 AWST
Maes parcio’r Douglas Inn
Tregele
10am – 1pm

THURSDAY 17 AUGUST
Douglas Inn car park
Tregele
10am – 1pm

DYDD IAU 17 AWST
Maes parcio’r Holland Hotel
Llanfachraeth
4pm – 7pm

THURSDAY 17 AUGUST
Holland Hotel car park
Llanfachraeth
4pm – 7pm

DYDD GWENER 18 AWST
Maes parcio Lôn Glascoed
Cemaes
10am – 1pm

FRIDAY 18 AUGUST
Glascoed Road car park
Cemaes
10am – 1pm

DYDD SADWRN 19 AWST
Maes parcio’r Valley Anglesey
Ffordd Llundain, Y Fali
10am – 1pm

SATURDAY 19 AUGUST
The Valley Anglesey car park
London Road, Valley
10am – 1pm

Os na fyddwch chi’n gallu dod i un o’n digwyddiadau, bydd
yr wybodaeth ar gael mewn mannau lleol ac ar-lein. I gael
rhestr o’r mannau hyn ac i weld ein cynlluniau ar-lein, ewch i
www.horizonnuclearpower.com/ymgyhghoriad rhwng
2 Awst a 31 Awst.

If you’re unable to attend one of our events we’re
making information available in local places and online.
For a list of these and to view our plans online, please visit
www.horizonnuclearpower.com/consultation between
2 August and 31 August.

Fel arall, os oes gennych chi unrhyw gwestiynau am ein gwaith, gallwch
anfon e-bost atom yn ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower.com
neu ein ffonio ni ar 0800 954 9516.

Alternatively, if you have any questions about our work you can
email us at wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com or call us
on 0800 954 9516.
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Appendix 6

I'W RYDDHAU AR UNWAITH
28 Gorffennaf 2017

Horizon yn ymgynghori ynghylch cynlluniau i wella’r
A5025 a pharatoi'r safle
Ymgynghorir ynghylch cynlluniau Horizon ar gyfer gwelliannau arfaethedig i adrannau o’r
A5025 ac ar gyfer paratoi ei safle Wylfa Newydd ar gyfer y gwaith adeiladu yn ystod cyfres o
ddigwyddiadau a gynhelir yn ystod mis Awst.

Gofynnodd Horizon i bobl leol am eu safbwyntiau yn gyntaf yn 2016 ynghylch ei gynlluniau i ledu,
ailadeiladu ac ychwanegu haen o wyneb newydd i rannau o’r A5025 rhwng y Fali a safle Wylfa
Newydd. Mae’r cam hwn o’r ymgynghoriad yn cynnwys mân newidiadau sydd wedi cael eu gwneud o
ganlyniad i'r adborth sydd wedi dod i law hyd yma a rhagor o waith dylunio gan dîm Horizon.
Mae’r newidiadau’n cynnwys mân addasiadau i rannau o’r ffordd bresennol a fydd yn ymuno â'r
adrannau newydd sy’n cael eu cynnig gan Horizon, cynlluniau newydd ar gyfer draenio, mireinio
croesfannau i feicwyr ac i gerddwyr a mwy o adrannau o wrychoedd, waliau a phlannu coed newydd.
Nid ydy’r ymgynghoriad hwn yn cynnwys yr adrannau newydd o’r ffordd a fydd yn osgoi pentrefi ar hyd
yr A5025 sy’n cael eu cynnig gan Horizon oherwydd bydd y rhain yn cael sylw o dan ein cais am
Orchymyn Cydsyniad Datblygu i adeiladu’r Orsaf Bŵer.
Yn yr un modd, daw’r ymgynghoriad pellach hwn ynghylch cynlluniau Horizon i baratoi a chlirio’r safle
ar ôl gofyn i bobl leol am eu safbwyntiau ynghylch y cynigion drafft cychwynnol y llynedd.
Ers hynny bu nifer o newidiadau i’r cynlluniau gan gynnwys gostyngiad yng nghyfnod y gwaith o 24
mis i 15 mis ac ymrwymiadau newydd i gynnal y mynediad i lwybrau troed cyhoeddus a Maes Parcio’r
Fisherman. Bydd Horizon hefyd yn gohirio ei waith i dynnu uwchbridd a gosod seilwaith draenio nes i
brif gam adeiladu’r Prosiect ddechrau.
Drwy wneud y gwaith hwn i baratoi’r safle cyn iddo gael caniatâd i adeiladu’r Orsaf Bŵer, mae Horizon
yn gallu cwtogi ar gyfnod adeiladu cyffredinol y prif gam adeiladu.

Ym mhob achos bydd Horizon yn llunio fersiwn terfynol ei gynigion ar ôl yr ymgynghoriadau hyn ac yn
cyflwyno ceisiadau cynllunio i Gyngor Sir Ynys Môn yn nes ymlaen eleni.
Dywedodd Richard Foxhall, Rheolwr Cysylltiadau Rhanddeiliaid yn Horizon: “Mae’r rhain yn
ddarnau pwysig o waith y bydd angen i ni eu cwblhau cyn i ni ddechrau ar brif gam adeiladu Wylfa
Newydd. Oherwydd bod y rhain yn geisiadau cynllunio sydd ar wahân i ddatblygiad y brif orsaf bŵer
doedden nhw ddim yn rhan o’n prif ymgynghoriad Cam Tri a gynhaliwyd yn gynharach yn ystod yr haf.
“Rydyn ni wedi newid rhywfaint ar ein cynigion gwreiddiol ar gyfer paratoi a chlirio’r safle ac ar gyfer y
gwelliannau i’r ffordd, ac rydyn ni’n awyddus bod pobl leol yn cael cyfle i gael gwybod beth sy’n
newydd a rhoi eu barn.”
Bydd Horizon yn cynnal cyfres o bedwar digwyddiad yn ein bws ymgynghori:
Dydd Iau 17 Awst: Maes parcio’r Douglas Inn, Tregele; 10am – 1pm
Dydd Iau 17 Awst: Maes parcio’r Holland Hotel, Llanfachraeth; 4pm – 7pm
Dydd Gwener 18 Awst: Maes parcio Lôn Glascoed, Cemaes; 10am – 1pm
Dydd Sadwrn 19 Awst: Maes parcio’r Valley Anglesey, Ffordd Llundain, Y Fali; 10am – 1pm
Gall pobl hefyd gael rhagor o wybodaeth yn www.horizonnuclearpower.com/ymgynghoriad rhwng
dydd Mercher 2 Awst a dydd Iau 31 Awst, neu drwy ein ffonio ni am ddim ar 0800 954 9516
- DIWEDD I gael rhagor o wybodaeth, cysylltwch â:

Richard Foxhall – 07807 769265 neu richard.foxhall@horizonnuclearpower.com

Nodiadau i olygyddion:



Ffurfiwyd Pŵer Niwclear Horizon yn 2009 i ddatblygu gorsafoedd pŵer niwclear newydd yn y DU.
Prynwyd y cwmni gan Hitachi Ltd o Japan ym mis Tachwedd 2012.



Bydd datblygiad Horizon ar Ynys Môn yn golygu buddsoddiad gwerth biliynau o bunnoedd yng Ngogledd
Cymru, gan greu cyfleoedd cyflogaeth tymor hir o ansawdd da ac arwain at fanteision economaidd a
chymdeithasol parhaol i'r rhanbarth.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
28 JULY 2017

Horizon consults on plans for A5025 improvements
and site preparation
Plans setting out Horizon‘s proposed improvements to sections of the A5025 and for preparing
its Wylfa Newydd site for construction will be consulted on during a series of events to be held
during August.

Horizon first asked local people for their views in 2016 on its plans to widen, reconstruct and add a
new surface layer to parts of the A5025 between Valley and the Wylfa Newydd site. This stage of
consultation includes minor changes that have been made as a result of feedback received to date
and further design work by the Horizon team.

The changes include minor adjustments to the parts of the existing road that will join with Horizon’s
proposed new sections, new plans for drainage, refinement of cycle and pedestrian crossings and
increased sections of replacement hedges, walls and tree planting.
This consultation doesn’t include the new sections of road to bypass villages along the A5025 being
proposed by Horizon as these will be dealt with under our Development Consent Order application to
build the Power Station.
Similarly, this further consultation on Horizon’s plans for site preparation and clearance comes after
local people were asked for their views on the initial draft proposals last year.

Since then there have been a number of changes to the plans including a reduction in the duration of
work from 24 to 15 months and new commitments to maintain access to public footpaths and the
Fisherman’s Car Park. Horizon will also delay its work to remove topsoil and install drainage
infrastructure until the main construction phase of the Project gets underway.

By carrying out this site preparation work before it receives permission to build the Power Station,
Horizon is able to reduce the overall construction time of the main build phase.

In each case, Horizon will finalise its proposals following these consultations and submit planning
applications to Isle of Anglesey County Council later this year.
Richard Foxhall, Stakeholder Relations Manager at Horizon, said: “These are important pieces of
work that we need to complete before we start the main construction phase of Wylfa Newydd.
Because these are separate planning applications to the main power station development they weren’t
part of our main Stage Three consultation that took place earlier this summer.
“We’ve made some changes to our original proposals for both the site preparation and road
improvements, and we’re keen that local people have the opportunity to find out what’s new and give
us their views.”
Horizon will be holding a series of four events in our consultation bus:
Thursday 17 August: Douglas Inn car park, Tregele; 10am – 1pm
Thursday 17 August: Holland Hotel car park, Llanfachraeth; 4pm – 7pm
Friday 18 August: Glascoed Road car park, Cemaes; 10am – 1pm
Saturday 19 August: The Valley Anglesey car park, London Road, Valley; 10am – 1pm
People can also find out more by visiting www.horizonnuclearpower.com/consultation between
Wednesday 2 August and Thursday 31 August or by calling free on 0800 954 9516
- ENDS For more information contact:

Richard Foxhall – 07807 769265 or richard.foxhall@horizonnuclearpower.com

Notes to editors:



Horizon Nuclear Power was formed in 2009 to develop new nuclear power stations in the UK. The
company was acquired by Hitachi Ltd of Japan in November 2012.



Horizon’s development on Anglesey will represent a multibillion pound investment in North Wales,
creating high-quality, long term employment opportunities and unlocking lasting economic and social
benefits for the region.
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List of Community Councils and
Councillors

x

Job Title

Organisation

Councillor Richard Griffith

County Councillor - Twrcelyn

Isle of Anglesey County Council

Councillor Aled Jones

County Councillor - Twrcelyn

Isle of Anglesey County Council

Councillor Richard Jones

Isle of Anglesey County Council

Mrs Carli Evans-Thau

County Councillor Twrcelyn
County Councillor Talybolion
County Councillor Talybolion
Leader of the Council Talybolion
Council Clerk

Miss Helen Hughes

Council Clerk

Mechell Community Council

Mr O. Owen

Council Clerk

Cylch y Garn Community Council

Councillor John Griffith
Councillor Kenneth Hughes
Councillor Llinos Medi Huws

Isle of Anglesey County Council
Isle of Anglesey County Council
Isle of Anglesey County Council
Llanbadrig Community Council
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[Address One]
[Address Two]
[Address Three]
[Address Four]
[Post Code]

28 Gorffennaf 2017
Cyfeirnod DCRM: WN0130-HZCON-PAC-LET-00004
Annwyl [Consultee],
Ymgynghoriad Cyn Ymgeisio ar y Cynigion ar gyfer Paratoi a Chlirio'r Safle (SPC). Hysbysiad o dan
Erthygl 2D, Gorchymyn Cynllunio Gwlad a Thref (Gweithdrefn Rheoli Datblygu) (Cymru) 2012
Ers ein hymgynghoriad yn ystod hydref 2016, rydyn ni wedi datblygu ein cynigion ymhellach ar gyfer paratoi
a chlirio safle Wylfa Newydd, yn barod i ddechrau adeiladu gorsaf bŵer niwclear newydd ar Ynys Môn.
Byddwn yn cyflwyno ein cais cynllunio ar gyfer y gwaith Paratoi a Chlirio’r Safle i Gyngor Sir Ynys Môn yn
ystod hydref 2017.
Mae ein cynigion Paratoi a Chlirio’r Safle diweddaraf yn cynnwys amrywiaeth o waith a gweithgareddau,
gan gynnwys creu compowndiau storio dros dro, gwaith i glirio’r safle a dargyfeirio cwrs dŵr. Mae’r cais
hefyd yn cynnwys manylion ynghylch sut byddwn ni’n delio â phridd halogedig a sut byddwn ni’n rheoli
llwybrau troed a ffyrdd. Y gwaith yma fydd y cam datblygu mawr cyntaf i baratoi’r safle ar gyfer adeiladu’r
orsaf bŵer niwclear newydd.
Mae’r broses ymgynghori cyn ymgeisio’n agor ar 2 Awst 2017 a bydd angen i chi gyflwyno unrhyw adborth
erbyn 31 Awst 2017. Gallwch chi weld y dogfennau technegol yn lleol yn Llyfrgell Cemaes a’n swyddfa
safle Wylfa Newydd. I gael rhagor o fanylion am y lleoliadau hyn neu i weld ein cynlluniau ar-lein, ewch i
www.horizonnuclearpower.com/ymgynghoriad. Rwyf wedi amgáu hysbysiad sy’n rhoi rhagor o fanylion am
ein hymgynghoriad.
Rydyn ni hefyd yn cynnal pedwar digwyddiad ymgynghori cyhoeddus yn lleol, lle gallwch alw heibio i siarad
ag aelodau o dîm y prosiect a gofyn unrhyw gwestiynau sydd gennych:
•
•
•
•

Dydd Iau 17 Awst: Maes parcio’r Douglas Inn, Tregele; 10am – 1pm
Dydd Iau 17 Awst: Maes parcio’r Holland Hotel, Llanfachraeth; 4pm – 7pm
Dydd Gwener 18 Awst: Maes parcio Lôn Glascoed, Cemaes; 10am – 1pm
Dydd Sadwrn 19 Awst: Maes parcio’r Valley Anglesey, Ffordd Llundain, Y Fali; 10am – 1pm

Os oes gennych unrhyw sylwadau ar ein cynigion, gallwch chi:
•
•
•
•

Lwytho ffurflen adborth i lawr oddi ar ein gwefan a’i hargraffu, a’i phostio atom yn Freepost WYLFA
NEWYDD (does dim angen stamp)
Llenwi ffurflen adborth yn un o’n digwyddiadau
Ysgrifennu atom yn ein cyfeiriad Rhadbost
Anfon e-bost atom yn ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower.com

Byddwn yn pwyso a mesur yr holl adborth ysgrifenedig a ddaw i law ac yn rhoi sylw iddo mewn adroddiad
o'r ymgynghoriad cyn ymgeisio a gaiff ei gyflwyno gyda’r cais.
Yn y cyfamser, os oes gennych chi unrhyw gwestiynau gallwch chi gysylltu â ni drwy anfon e-bost at
ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower.com neu drwy ffonio 0800 954 9516.
Yn gywir,

Kieran Somers
Pennaeth Cynllunio
Pŵer Niwclear Horizon

[Address One]
[Address Two]
[Address Three]
[Address Four]
[Post Code]

28 July 2017
DCRM Ref. No: WN0130-HZCON-PAC-LET-00004
Dear [Consultee],
Pre-application consultation for Site Preparation and Clearance (SPC) Proposals. Notice under
Article 2D, Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012
Since our consultation in autumn 2016, we have further developed our proposals for preparing and clearing
the Wylfa Newydd site, ready for construction of a new nuclear power station on Anglesey. We will be
submitting our planning application for SPC to Isle of Anglesey County Council in autumn 2017.
Our updated SPC proposals comprise a range of works and activities, including establishing temporary
storage compounds, undertaking site clearance works and the diversion of a watercourse. The application
also details how we’ll deal with contaminated soils and manage footpaths and roads. These works are the
first significant phase of development to prepare the site for construction of the new nuclear power station.
The pre-application consultation process opens on 2 August 2017 and any feedback you have needs to be
provided to us by 31 August 2017. You can view the technical documents locally at Cemaes Library and
our Wylfa Newydd site office. For more details about these locations or to view our plans online, please visit
www.horizonnuclearpower.com/consultation. I’ve enclosed a notice that provides more details about our
consultation.
We are also holding four public consultation events locally, where you can come along, speak with
members of the project team and ask any questions you may have:
•
•
•
•

Thursday 17 August: Douglas Inn car park, Tregele; 10am – 1pm
Thursday 17 August: Holland Hotel car park, Llanfachraeth; 4pm – 7pm
Friday 18 August: Glascoed Road car park, Cemaes; 10am – 1pm
Saturday 19 August: The Valley Anglesey car park, London Road, Valley; 10am – 1pm

If you have any comments on our proposals, you can:
•
•
•
•

Download and print off a feedback form from our website, and post it to us at Freepost WYLFA
NEWYDD (no stamp needed)
Complete a feedback form at one of our events
Write to us at our Freepost address
Email us at wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com

All the written feedback we receive will be taken into account and responded to in a consultation report,
which will be submitted with the application.
In the meantime, if you have any questions you can contact us via email at
wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com or by calling 0800 954 9516.
Yours sincerely,

Kieran Somers
Head of Planning
Horizon Nuclear Power
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YNNI YN GWEITHIO I BRYDAIN

Ffurflen Adborth
Paratoi a Chlirio’r Safle
Ddiwedd 2016 buom yn ymgynghori ynghylch ein cynlluniau i baratoi safle Wylfa Newydd ar
gyfer y gwaith adeiladu. Hwn fydd cam mawr cyntaf y Prosiect.
Mae’r ffurflen hon yn gyfle i chi roi adborth ar y cynigion diweddaraf hyn, cyn i ni gyflwyno cais i Gyngor Sir Ynys
Môn yn nes ymlaen eleni.
Mae’r adborth yn chwarae rhan hollbwysig er mwyn ein helpu i siapio ein cynigion. Gallwch anfon eich sylwadau
drwy’r dulliau canlynol:
• ateb y cwestiynau dros y dudalen a rhoi’r ffurflen hon yn y bocs adborth yn ein digwyddiadau, neu drwy ei hanfon i
Freepost WYLFA NEWYDD
• ysgrifennu atom yn ein cyfeiriad Rhadbost uchod
• anfon neges e-bost atom yn ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower

Cyflwynwch eich adborth erbyn 31 Awst 2017 os gwelwch yn dda
Amdanoch chi (llenwch yr adran hon mewn prif lythrennau gan ddefnyddio inc du neu las):
Teitl:

Enw cyntaf:

Cyfenw:
Grŵp oedran:

dan 25 oed

Ydych chi’n ymateb ar ran sefydliad:

25 - 40
Ydw

41 - 60

dros 60 oed

Nac ydw

Os ydych chi, rhowch enw’r sefydliad:
Teitl eich swydd:
Cyfeiriad:

Tref / Pentref:

Cod post:

Cyfeiriad e-bost:
Datganiad Diogelu Data
Bydd y wybodaeth rydych chi’n ei rhoi yn cael ei rhannu gan Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Limited â darparwyr, contractwyr neu gynghorwyr trydydd
parti sy’n darparu gwasanaethau i ni, a bydd yn cael ei defnyddio ar y cyd gyda’r ceisiadau cynllunio dilynol ar gyfer Prosiect Wylfa Newydd. Efallai bydd
copïau’n cael eu darparu, maes o law, i’r awdurdod cynllunio perthnasol er mwyn iddo allu nodi eich sylwadau. Serch hynny, byddwn yn gofyn iddo beidio
â rhoi eich manylion personol ar gofnod cyhoeddus. Bydd eich manylion personol yn cael eu cadw’n ddiogel gan Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Limited a’r
darparwyr, y contractwyr neu’r cynghorwyr trydydd parti hynny sy’n darparu gwasanaethau i ni yn unol â Deddf Diogelu Data 1998.

Diolch i chi am lenwi’r ffurflen adborth hon.
Byddwn yn adolygu’r holl adborth a gawn a byddwn yn ei ddefnyddio, pan fydd hynny’n bosibl, i siapio datblygiad
parhaus ein cynigion.
Os oes gennych chi unrhyw gwestiynau am Brosiect Wylfa Newydd, gallwch gysylltu â ni unrhyw bryd drwy’r
dulliau canlynol:
ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower.com

www.horizonnuclearpower.com/hafan

0800 954 9516

Dewch o hyd i ni ar LinkedIn

@HorizonNuclear

horizonnuclear

‘Horizon Nuclear Power’

Bydd Pŵer Niwclear Horizon a’i asiantau’n prosesu ac yn storio eich manylion personol
yn unol â Deddf Diogelu Data 1998, er mwyn rhoi’r wybodaeth ddiweddaraf i chi am yr
orsaf bŵer newydd arfaethedig yn Wylfa.

Cofiwch ailgylchu

RYDYM EISIAU GWYBOD BETH YW EICH BARN AM EIN CYNLLUNIAU

Rydym eisiau gwybod beth yw eich barn am ein cynlluniau.
Ychwanegwch unrhyw sylwadau sydd gennych chi am ein cynigion ar gyfer Paratoi a Chlirio’r Safle yn y bocs isod.

ENERGY WORKING FOR BRITAIN

Feedback Form
Site Preparation and Clearance
In late 2016 we consulted on our plans to prepare the Wylfa Newydd site for construction.
This will be the first major phase of the Project.
This form is for you to provide feedback on these latest proposals, before we submit an application to Isle of Anglesey
County Council later this year.
Feedback plays a vital role in helping us shape our proposals. You can send us your comments in the following ways:
• by completing the questions overleaf and putting this form in the feedback box at our events, or by sending it to
Freepost WYLFA NEWYDD
• by writing to us at our freepost address above
• by emailing us at wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com

Please submit your feedback by 31 August 2017
About you (please complete this section in capital letters using blue or black ink):
Title:

First name:

Surname:
Age group:

under 25

25 - 40

41 - 60

Are you responding on behalf of an organisation:

Yes

over 60
No

If yes, organisation name:
Job title:
Address:

Town / Village:

Post code:

Email address:
Data Protection Statement
The information that you provide will be shared by Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Limited with third party providers, contractors or advisors who provide
services to us and used in connection with the subsequent planning applications for the Wylfa Newydd Project. Copies may be made available, in due course,
to the relevant planning authority so it can note your comments. We will however, request that your personal details are not placed on public record.
Your personal details will be held securely by Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Limited and those third party providers, contractors or advisors who provide
services to us in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.

WE WANT TO KNOW YOUR VIEWS ON OUR PLANS

We want to know your views on our plans.
Please add any comments you have on our Site Preparation and Clearance proposals in the box below.

Thank you for completing this feedback form.
We will be reviewing all the feedback we receive and using it, wherever possible, to shape the ongoing
development of our proposals.
If you have any questions about the Wylfa Newydd Project you can contact us at any time in the following ways:
wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com

www.horizonnuclearpower.com

0800 954 9516

Find us on LinkedIn

@HorizonNuclear

horizonnuclear

‘Horizon Nuclear Power’

Your personal details will be processed and stored by Horizon Nuclear Power and its
agents in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 to keep you updated with any
information related to the proposed new nuclear power station at Wylfa.

Please recycle
after use
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Appendix 10
Name

List of Specialist Consultees

Job Title

Mr Colin
Edwards
Mr Iwan Williams

Organisation
Cyngor Sir Ynys Môn/ Isle of Anglesey
Council

Programme Manager

Ms Rebecca
Parfitt

Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru/ Natural
Resources Wales
Dŵr Cymru/Welsh Water

Planning and
Local Authority
Liaison
Department
Ms Sarah Powell

The Coal Authority

Ms Alison
Truman
Ms Lesley
Griffiths

The Canal and River Trust
Cabinet Secretary for Environment
and Rural Affairs

The Welsh Ministers

Ms Gwenllian
Roberts
Mr James Cooke

Deputy Director – Head of Energy
and Environment Sector
Agricultural Landuse Policy Manager

Llywodraeth Cymru/ Welsh Government

Chwaraeon Cymru/ Sports Wales

Llywodraeth Cymru/ Welsh Government
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Appendix 11

[Address One]
[Address Two]
[Address Three]
[Address Four]
[Post Code]

28 Gorffennaf 2017
Cyfeirnod DCRM: WN0130-HZCON-PAC-LET-00003
Annwyl [Consultee],
Ymgynghoriad Cyn Ymgeisio ar y Cynigion ar gyfer Paratoi a Chlirio'r Safle (SPC). Hysbysiad o dan
Erthygl 2D, Gorchymyn Cynllunio Gwlad a Thref (Gweithdrefn Rheoli Datblygu) (Cymru) 2012
Ers ein hymgynghoriad yn ystod hydref 2016, rydyn ni wedi datblygu ein cynigion ymhellach ar gyfer paratoi
a chlirio safle Wylfa Newydd, yn barod i ddechrau adeiladu gorsaf bŵer niwclear newydd ar Ynys Môn.
Byddwn yn cyflwyno ein cais cynllunio ar gyfer y gwaith Paratoi a Chlirio’r Safle i Gyngor Sir Ynys Môn yn
ystod hydref 2017.
Mae ein cynigion Paratoi a Chlirio’r Safle diweddaraf yn cynnwys amrywiaeth o waith a gweithgareddau,
gan gynnwys creu compowndiau storio dros dro, gwaith i glirio’r safle a dargyfeirio cwrs dŵr. Mae’r cais
hefyd yn cynnwys manylion ynghylch sut byddwn ni’n delio â phridd halogedig a sut byddwn ni’n rheoli
llwybrau troed a ffyrdd. Y gwaith yma fydd y cam datblygu mawr cyntaf i baratoi’r safle ar gyfer adeiladu’r
orsaf bŵer niwclear newydd.
Yn unol â gofynion erthygl 2E Gorchymyn Cynllunio Gwlad a Thref (Gweithdrefn
Rheoli Datblygu) (Cymru) 2012, rhaid anfon unrhyw ymatebion i'r ymgynghoriad atom erbyn 31 Awst 2017.
I weld ein cynlluniau ar-lein, ewch i www.horizonnuclearpower.com/ymgynghoriad. Rwyf wedi amgáu
hysbysiad sy’n rhoi rhagor o fanylion am ein hymgynghoriad.
Rydyn ni hefyd yn cynnal pedwar digwyddiad ymgynghori cyhoeddus yn lleol, lle gallwch alw heibio i siarad
ag aelodau o dîm y prosiect a gofyn unrhyw gwestiynau sydd gennych:
•
•
•
•

Dydd Iau 17 Awst: Maes parcio’r Douglas Inn, Tregele; 10am – 1pm
Dydd Iau 17 Awst: Maes parcio’r Holland Hotel, Llanfachraeth; 4pm – 7pm
Dydd Gwener 18 Awst: Maes parcio Lôn Glascoed, Cemaes; 10am – 1pm
Dydd Sadwrn 19 Awst: Maes parcio’r Valley Anglesey, Ffordd Llundain, Y Fali; 10am – 1pm

Os oes gennych unrhyw sylwadau ar ein cynigion, gallwch chi:
•
•
•
•

Lwytho ffurflen adborth i lawr oddi ar ein gwefan a’i hargraffu, a’i phostio atom yn Freepost WYLFA
NEWYDD (does dim angen stamp)
Llenwi ffurflen adborth yn un o’n digwyddiadau
Ysgrifennu atom yn ein cyfeiriad Rhadbost
Anfon e-bost atom yn ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower.com

Byddwn yn pwyso a mesur yr holl adborth ysgrifenedig a ddaw i law ac yn rhoi sylw iddo mewn adroddiad
o'r ymgynghoriad a gaiff ei gyflwyno gyda’r cais.
Yn y cyfamser, os oes gennych chi unrhyw gwestiynau gallwch chi gysylltu â ni drwy anfon e-bost at
ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower.com neu drwy ffonio 0800 954 9516.
Yn gywir,

Kieran Somers
Pennaeth Cynllunio
Pŵer Niwclear Horizon

[Address One]
[Address Two]
[Address Three]
[Address Four]
[Post Code]

28 July 2017
DCRM Ref. No: WN0130-HZCON-PAC-LET-00003
Dear [Consultee],
Pre-application consultation for Site Preparation and Clearance (SPC) Proposals. Notice under
Article 2D, Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012
Since our consultation in autumn 2016, we have further developed our proposals for preparing and clearing
the Wylfa Newydd site, ready for construction of a new nuclear power station on Anglesey. We will be
submitting our planning application for SPC to Isle of Anglesey County Council in autumn 2017.
Our updated SPC proposals comprise a range of works and activities, including establishing temporary
storage compounds, undertaking site clearance works and the diversion of a watercourse. The application
also details how we’ll deal with contaminated soils and manage footpaths and roads. These works are the
first significant phase of development to prepare the site for construction of the new nuclear power station.
In accordance with the requirements of article 2E of the Town and Country Planning (Development
Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012, any consultation responses must be sent to us by 31 August
2017. To view our plans online, please visit www.horizonnuclearpower.com/consultation. I’ve enclosed a
notice that provides more details about our consultation.
We are also holding four public consultation events locally, where you can come along, speak with
members of the project team and ask any questions you may have:
•
•
•
•

Thursday 17 August: Douglas Inn car park, Tregele; 10am – 1pm
Thursday 17 August: Holland Hotel car park, Llanfachraeth; 4pm – 7pm
Friday 18 August: Glascoed Road car park, Cemaes; 10am – 1pm
Saturday 19 August: The Valley Anglesey car park, London Road, Valley; 10am – 1pm

If you have any comments on our proposals, you can:
•
•
•
•

Download and print off a feedback form from our website, and post it to us at Freepost WYLFA
NEWYDD (no stamp needed)
Complete a feedback form at one of our events
Write to us at our Freepost address
Email us at wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com

All the written feedback we receive will be taken into account and responded to in a consultation report,
which will be submitted with the application.
In the meantime, if you have any questions you can contact us via email at
wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com or by calling 0800 954 9516.
Yours sincerely,

Kieran Somers
Head of Planning
Horizon Nuclear Power
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List of Courtesy Consultees
Job Title

Dylan Willams
Sir/ Madam

Organisation
Cyngor Sir Ynys Môn/ Isle of
Anglesey Council

Chief Inspector

Royal Commission on Ancient and
Historical Monuments of Wales

Lisa Fiddes

Cadw

Sir/ Madam

The Planning Inspectorate

Sir/ Madam

Natural England

Sir/ Madam

Scottish Natural Heritage

Sir/ Madam

Environment Protection Agency

Sir/ Madam

Northern Ireland Environment Agency

John Henson-Webb

Communications Officer

Joint Nature Conservancy Council

Dr Tracey Cooper

Public Health Wales

Sydna Roberts
Frances Cattanach

Betsi Cadwaladr Univeristy Health
Board
North Wales Wildlife Trust

Chris Lambert

National Trust

Mr Ron Williams

Ramblers Cymru

Paul Vallance

Nuclear Decommissioning Authority

Mr McArthur-Blair

Magnox Ltd

Y Llyfrgellydd

Llyfrgell Cemaes

Simon Hugheston-Roberts

RSPB

Sir/ Madam

National Grid Plc

Sir/ Madam

SP Energy Networks

Albert Owen MP
Rhun ap Iorwerth AM
Meri Huws
Sir/ Madam

Welsh Language
Commissioner

Welsh Language Commission
Red Squirrels Trust Wales
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Appendix 13

[Address One]
[Address Two]
[Address Three]
[Address Four]
[Post Code]

28 Gorffennaf 2017
Cyfeirnod DCRM: WN0130-HZCON-PAC-LET-00005
Annwyl [Consultee],
Ymgynghoriad Cyn Ymgeisio ar y Cynigion ar gyfer Paratoi a Chlirio'r Safle (SPC). Hysbysiad o dan
Erthygl 2D, Gorchymyn Cynllunio Gwlad a Thref (Gweithdrefn Rheoli Datblygu) (Cymru) 2012
Ers ein hymgynghoriad yn ystod hydref 2016, rydyn ni wedi datblygu ein cynigion ymhellach ar gyfer paratoi
a chlirio safle Wylfa Newydd, yn barod i ddechrau adeiladu gorsaf bŵer niwclear newydd ar Ynys Môn.
Byddwn yn cyflwyno ein cais cynllunio ar gyfer y gwaith Paratoi a Chlirio’r Safle i Gyngor Sir Ynys Môn yn
ystod hydref 2017.
Mae ein cynigion Paratoi a Chlirio’r Safle diweddaraf yn cynnwys amrywiaeth o waith a gweithgareddau,
gan gynnwys creu compowndiau storio dros dro, gwaith i glirio’r safle a dargyfeirio cwrs dŵr. Mae’r cais
hefyd yn cynnwys manylion ynghylch sut byddwn ni’n delio â phridd halogedig a sut byddwn ni’n rheoli
llwybrau troed a ffyrdd. Y gwaith yma fydd y prif gam datblygu cyntaf i baratoi’r safle ar gyfer adeiladu’r
orsaf bŵer niwclear newydd.
Mae’r broses ymgynghori cyn ymgeisio’n agor ar 2 Awst 2017 a bydd angen i chi gyflwyno unrhyw adborth
erbyn 31 Awst 2017. Gallwch chi weld y dogfennau technegol yn lleol yn Llyfrgell Cemaes a’n swyddfa
safle Wylfa Newydd. I gael rhagor o fanylion am y lleoliadau hyn neu i weld ein cynlluniau ar-lein, ewch i
www.horizonnuclearpower.com/ymgynghoriad.
Rydyn ni hefyd yn cynnal pedwar digwyddiad ymgynghori cyhoeddus yn lleol, lle gallwch alw heibio i siarad
ag aelodau o dîm y prosiect a gofyn unrhyw gwestiynau sydd gennych:
•
•
•
•

Dydd Iau 17 Awst: Maes parcio’r Douglas Inn, Tregele; 10am – 1pm
Dydd Iau 17 Awst: Maes parcio’r Holland Hotel, Llanfachraeth; 4pm – 7pm
Dydd Gwener 18 Awst: Maes parcio Lôn Glascoed, Cemaes; 10am – 1pm
Dydd Sadwrn 19 Awst: Maes parcio’r Valley Anglesey, Ffordd Llundain, Y Fali; 10am – 1pm

Os oes gennych unrhyw sylwadau ar ein cynigion, gallwch chi:
•
•
•
•

Lwytho ffurflen adborth i lawr oddi ar ein gwefan a’i hargraffu, a’i phostio atom yn Freepost WYLFA
NEWYDD (does dim angen stamp)
Llenwi ffurflen adborth yn un o’n digwyddiadau
Ysgrifennu atom yn ein cyfeiriad Rhadbost
Anfon e-bost atom yn ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower.com

Byddwn yn pwyso a mesur yr holl adborth ysgrifenedig a ddaw i law ac yn rhoi sylw iddo mewn adroddiad
o'r ymgynghoriad cyn ymgeisio a gaiff ei gyflwyno gyda’r cais.
Yn y cyfamser, os oes gennych chi unrhyw gwestiynau gallwch chi gysylltu â ni drwy anfon e-bost at
ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower.com neu drwy ffonio 0800 954 9516.
Yn gywir,

Kieran Somers
Pennaeth Cynllunio
Pŵer Niwclear Horizon

[Address One]
[Address Two]
[Address Three]
[Address Four]
[Post Code]

28 July 2017
DCRM Ref. No: WN0130-HZCON-PAC-LET-00005
Dear [Consultee],
Pre-application consultation for Site Preparation and Clearance (SPC) Proposals. Notice under
Article 2D, Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012
Since our consultation in autumn 2016, we have further developed our proposals for preparing and clearing
the Wylfa Newydd site, ready for construction of a new nuclear power station on Anglesey. We will be
submitting our planning application for SPC to Isle of Anglesey County Council in autumn 2017.
Our updated SPC proposals comprise a range of works and activities, including establishing temporary
storage compounds, undertaking site clearance works and the diversion of a watercourse. The application
also details how we’ll deal with contaminated soils and manage footpaths and roads. These works are the
first main phase of development to prepare the site for construction of the new nuclear power station.
The pre-application consultation process opens on 2 August 2017 and any feedback you have needs to be
provided to us by 31 August 2017. You can view the technical documents locally at Cemaes Library and
our Wylfa Newydd site office. For more details about these locations or to view our plans online, please visit
www.horizonnuclearpower.com/consultation.
We are also holding four public consultation events locally, where you can come along, speak with
members of the project team and ask any questions you may have:
•
•
•
•

Thursday 17 August: Douglas Inn car park, Tregele; 10am – 1pm
Thursday 17 August: Holland Hotel car park, Llanfachraeth; 4pm – 7pm
Friday 18 August: Glascoed Road car park, Cemaes; 10am – 1pm
Saturday 19 August: The Valley Anglesey car park, London Road, Valley; 10am – 1pm

If you have any comments on our proposals, you can:
•
•
•
•

Download and print off a feedback form from our website, and post it to us at Freepost WYLFA
NEWYDD (no stamp needed)
Complete a feedback form at one of our events
Write to us at our Freepost address
Email us at wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com

All the written feedback we receive will be taken into account and responded to in a consultation report,
which will be submitted with the application.
In the meantime, if you have any questions you can contact us via email at
wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com or by calling 0800 954 9516.
Yours sincerely,

Kieran Somers
Head of Planning
Horizon Nuclear Power
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Appendix 14

Paratoi a chlirio’r safle

Site preparation and clearance

Yr hyn mae angen i ni ei wneud

What we need to do

Mae angen i ni baratoi safle Wylfa Newydd ar gyfer
y gwaith adeiladu. Dyma fydd cam mawr cyntaf
y Prosiect.

We need to prepare the Wylfa Newydd site for
construction. This will be the first major phase of
the Project.

Mae ein cynigion yn cynnwys:

Our proposals include:

• creu compowndiau safle adeiladu gydag ardaloedd gosod ac ardaloedd i
storio deunyddiau, a Phrif Gompownd Safle gyda llefydd i barcio ceir,
cyfleusterau lles a swyddfeydd

• creating construction site compounds with laydown and material storage
areas, and a Main Site Compound with car parks, welfare facilities and offices

• gosod ffens dau fetr o uchder o amgylch ffin ein safle
• dymchwel adeiladau, waliau, gatiau, ffiniau caeau presennol a nodweddion eraill
• clirio llystyfiant a ffiniau caeau ar y tir rydyn ni’n berchen arno neu’n ei brydlesu
• cadw Hawliau Tramwy Cyhoeddus (a llwybrau troed gan gynnwys Llwybr
Arfordir Cymru) ar agor ar draws y safle
• defnyddio ffensys ecolegol arbenigol i ddiogelu ymlusgiaid a llygod y dŵr,
a symud rhywogaethau a warchodir.

• installing two metre high fencing around our site’s perimeter
• demolishing existing buildings, walls, gates, field boundaries and other features
• clearing vegetation and field boundaries on our owned or leased land
• keeping Public Rights of Way (and footpaths including the Wales Coast Path)
open across the site
• using specialist ecological fencing to protect reptiles and water voles, and
relocating protected species.

Amseru

Timing

Os caiff ein gwaith ei gymeradwyo gan Gyngor Sir Ynys Môn, bydd yn
dechrau yn gynnar yn 2018 ac yn cymryd tua 15 mis i’w gwblhau. Drwy
wneud y gwaith hwn cyn i ni gael caniatâd i adeiladu’r Orsaf Bŵer, byddwn
ni’n gallu cwtogi hyd at 18 mis ar ein hamser adeiladu cyffredinol.

If approved by the Isle of Anglesey County Council, our work will start in
early 2018 and take around 15 months to complete. By carrying out this
work before we receive permission to build the Power Station, we’re able
to reduce overall construction time by up to 18 months.

Gweithio’n lleol
Byddai’r gwaith yn cael ei wneud o ddydd Llun i ddydd Sadwrn, gyda’r
rhan fwyaf yn cael ei wneud yn ystod oriau golau dydd. Yn ystod y cyfnod
prysuraf rydyn ni’n disgwyl y bydd tua 80 o weithwyr adeiladu ar y safle
ar unrhyw un adeg.

Working locally
Work would take place on weekdays and Saturdays, with the majority
taking place during daylight hours. During peak activities we anticipate
there will be around 80 construction workers on site at any one time.

Paratoi a chlirio’r safle

Site preparation and clearance
ALLWEDD
KEY
Fﬁn paratoi a chlirio’r saﬂe
Site preparation and clearance boundary
Y GWAITH ARFAETHEDIG
PROPOSED WORKS
Ehangder posibl y tir wedi’i adfer
Potential extent of remediated land

Trwyn Wylfa
Wylfa Head
Porth
yr Ogof

Clirio llystyﬁant/fﬁniau caeau a phethau uwchben y tir
Vegetation/ﬁeld boundary and above ground clearance

Maes Parcio’r Fisherman
Fisherman’s Car Park

Ffens adeiladu dros dro (2.0 metr o uchder)
Temporary construction fencing (2.0 metres high)

Gorsaf Bŵer Bresennol Magnox
Existing Magnox Power Station

Ffens adeiladu dros dro (0.9 metr o uchder)
Temporary construction fencing (0.9 metres high)

Porth
Wylfa

Ail-alinio cwrs dŵr
Watercourse realignment
Compownd y contractwr
Contractor’s compound

SoDdGA Tre’r Gof
Tre’r Gof SSSI

Porth-y-pistyll

Compownd adfer
Remediation compound

Gerddi Llysiau
Kitchen Gardens
SoDdGA Bae Cemlyn
Cemlyn Bay SSSI

Gerddi Cestyll
Cestyll Gardens

Compowndiau lloeren storio deunyddiau a phrosesu deunyddiau
Satellite material processing and material storage compounds

Swyddfa saﬂe bresennol Horizon
Existing Horizon site ofﬁce

Compownd y contractwr
Contractor’s compound

Tirweddu ar gyfer ail-alinio’r cwrs dŵr
Landscaping for watercourse realignment

Cemaes
A5025

Cemlyn Road

NODWEDDION PRESENNOL
EXISTING FEATURES
Coetir
Woodland
Coetir hynafol
Ancient woodland
Aneddiadau
Settlements
Ffyrdd
Roads

Tregele

Hawliau Tramwy Cyhoeddus
Public Rights of Way
Llwybr Arfordir Cymru
Wales Coast Path
Y Trywydd Copr
Copper Trail

A5025

Parc a Gardd Hanesyddol Cofrestredig
Registered Historic Park and Garden
Saﬂe o Ddiddordeb Gwyddonol Arbennig
Site of Special Scientiﬁc Interest
Cwrs dŵr
Watercourse

SoDdGA Cae Gwyn
Cae Gwyn SSSI

Y safle ar ddiwedd y gwaith paratoi a chlirio’r safle (gan gynnwys Hawliau Tramwy Cyhoeddus a ffyrdd cludo arfaethedig)

Ysgubor ystlumod
Bat barn

Site at end of site preparation and clearance (including Public Rights of Way and proposed haul roads)

Gallw
c
eich h roi
barn
ni dr
i
wy:

Llenwi ffurflen adborth yma heddiw
Anfon e-bost at
ymholiadauwylfa@horizonnuclearpower.com
Ysgrifennu atom yn ein Freepost WYLFA NEWYDD

Mae ein hymgynghoriad yn dod i ben ar 31 Awst 2017. Wedyn, byddwn
yn adolygu’r holl adborth rydym wedi’i gael ac yn ystyried y pwyntiau a
godwyd cyn cyflwyno ein ceisiadau.

You c
a
give n
your us
views
by:

Filling out a feedback form here today
Emailing us at
wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com
Writing to us at Freepost WYLFA NEWYDD

Our consultation closes on 31 August 2017. After that, we’ll review all
of the feedback we’ve received and consider the points raised before we
submit our applications.

Gwelliannau i ffordd bresennol yr A5025

Road improvements to the existing A5025
ALLWEDD
KEY
Ardal Datblygu Wylfa Newydd
Wylfa Newydd Development Area
Wyneb newydd (Adrannau 1, 3, 5 a 7)
Surface dressing (Sections 1, 3, 5 and 7)
Ailadeiladu ac ymestyn palmentydd (Adrannau 2, 4, 6 a 8)
Pavement reconstruction and widening (Sections 2, 4, 6 and 8)

Adran 8

Adran 7

Adran 6

Adran 5

Adran 4

Adran 3

Adran 2

Adran 1

Y Fali
© Hawlfraint y Goron a hawliau cronfa ddata 2017 yr Arolwg Ordnans 100051118. Mae’n cynnwys gwybodaeth sector cyhoeddus sydd wedi’i thrwyddedu o dan y Drwydded Llywodraeth Agored f3.0
© Crown copyright and database rights 2017 Ordnance Survey 100051118. Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0

Gwelliannau i ffordd bresennol yr A5025

Road improvements to the existing A5025

Mae angen i ni wella’r A5025 bresennol rhwng y Fali
a Wylfa Newydd. Bydd y gwaith uwchraddio’n gwella
diogelwch ac yn helpu i atal oedi yn y dyfodol.

We need to make improvements to the existing A5025
from Valley to Wylfa Newydd. These upgrades will
improve safety and help prevent delays in the future.

Mae ein cynigion yn cynnwys:

Our proposals include:

• lledu adrannau o’r ffordd er mwyn i ddau HGV (Cerbyd Nwyddau Trwm) a bws
allu pasio’n ddiogel

• widening sections of the road so two Heavy Goods Vehicles and buses can
pass safely

• gwella mynediad a’i gwneud hi’n haws gweld o rodfeydd a chyffyrdd

• improving access and visibility from driveways and junctions

• ail adeiladu’r ffordd lle mae angen

• reconstructing the road where needed

• creu cyfleuster ailgylchu dros dro er mwyn delio â’r deunyddiau a fydd yn cael
eu codi o’r ffordd bresennol a’u hailgylchu i greu wyneb newydd i’r ffordd. Rydyn
ni’n cynnig compownd safle wrth ymyl yr A5025 ger Cefn Coch ar gyfer hyn.

• creating a temporary recycling facility to handle the materials removed from
the existing road and recycle them into a new road surface. We are proposing
a site compound alongside the A5025 near Cefn Coch for this.

Amseru

Timing

Yn amodol ar gael caniatâd cynllunio a phrynu’r tir sydd ei angen,
byddwn yn ceisio dechrau’r gwaith adeiladu yn ystod hydref 2018 ac yn
cwblhau’r gwaith mewn tua 12 mis.

Subject to receiving planning permission and purchasing the land
required, we will aim to start construction in autumn 2018 and
complete the works in about 12 months.

Gweithio’n lleol

Working locally

Mae Cyngor Sir Ynys Môn a Horizon yn gweithio gyda’i gilydd i sefydlu
fframwaith ar gyfer contractwyr adeiladu. Mae pecynnau gwaith wedi
cael eu categoreiddio yn ôl gwerth, gan ganiatáu i ystod eang o fusnesau
lleol gymryd rhan.

Isle of Anglesey County Council and Horizon are working together to
set up a framework for construction contractors. Packages of work have
been categorised by value, allowing a wide range of local businesses to
get involved.

Cyswllt Cymunedol

Community liaison

Bwriedir i’r contractwr fod â swyddog cyswllt cymunedol penodol ar
gyfer y gwelliannau i’r briffordd er mwyn mynd i’r afael ag unrhyw
ymholiadau neu bryderon.

It is planned that the contractor will have a dedicated community
liaison contact for the highway improvements to address any queries
or concerns.
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CYNGOR TREF

AMLWCH
TOWN COUNCIL
Swyddfa’r Cyngor, Llawr y Llan, Lon Goch, Amlwch, Ynys Mon, LL68 9EN
Ebost/Email: swyddfa@cyngortrefamlwch.co.uk
Ffon/Tel: 01407 832 228

NORTH ANGLESEY COUNCILS’ PARTNERSHIP
September 2017
Pre-application consultation in preparation for submission of both Town and Country Planning Applications
anticipated to be submitted to the Local Planning Authority (Anglesey County Council) later this year.
1) A5025 Online Highway Improvements
2) Site Preparation and Clearance Work
The North Anglesey Councils’ Partnership is an organisation representing the six Town and Community Councils in
North Anglesey (Amlwch, Llanbadrig, Llaneilian, Mechell, Rhosybol, Cylch y Garn).
With regard to the above documentation, the members feel that the local community is consultation fatigued; the
sheer volume of papers and documents produced relevant to the development of Wylfa Newydd is daunting,
especially for a community volunteer or part time member of staff (the same applies for all consultations to date not
only to this one in particular).
We feel that Horizon is seen to be ‘ticking the boxes’ for their own benefit i.e. local surgeries etc. The local
communities have raised numerous concerns and still waiting for answers.
A5025 Online Highway Improvements
Whilst supportive of highway improvements in general, the Partnership is disappointed that the relatively small
section of road from Cemaes to Rhosgoch has not been included in this application.
Members are especially concerned that no road improvements are scheduled for the ‘Betws bends’ and Peibron as
there have been numerous bad, often fatal, road traffic accidents on this particular stretch of road.
The North Anglesey Partnership proposes that the opportunity of developing a cycle track alongside the road is also
looked at in detail. Such a development would enable cyclists, horse riders and pedestrians to safely use the route,
providing a facility not only for local residents but also those visiting or working in the area.
Site Preparation and Clearance
Restoration of the landscape should the project not be developed is a continuing concern for all local involved.
Another ongoing concern is ensuring that the significant impacts upon the sensitive environment both on land and at
sea are not underestimated, and that funding is readily available for appropriate mitigation measures.
It must be acknowledged that North Anglesey is rural and remote, and that the tourism industry plays an essential
role in the area’s economy. It is vital therefore that potential impacts on the visitor economy, businesses, image,
perception, public amenities, footpaths, right of way etc are identified and effectively managed and mitigation
measures are in place (is a 3m high fence along footpaths the best option?)
The socio economic impact of the site clearance works and the development of Wylfa Newydd must be rigorously
assessed and evaluated with appropriate mitigation measures implemented to address the cumulative impact of
such a development upon a community. Indeed this is an opportunity for Horizon and Wylfa Newydd to work with
and transform the host community providing facilities and resources and more so a lasting legacy.
Gareth Winston Roberts
Chair, North Anglesey Councils Partnership

Llanbadrig Community Council response to Horizon Wylfa Newydd proposals
on A5025 Improvements and Site Preparation and Clearance. September 2017.
A5025
We support the improvements proposed. However, we continue to be disappointed
that Horizon does not propose to make improvements to the A5025 between
Rhosgoch Shell Junction and Cemaes. We predict that as construction commences
there will be a significant increase in traffic between Amlwch and Cemaes. We are
concerned that this will result in injuries and even fatalities particularly near the
Betws bends and Peibron accident blackspots.
We are also concerned that proposals to build by-passes is to await approval of the
Development Consent Order. Presumably construction of these by-passes will
involve months if not years of work whilst simultaneously work will have started at
the main site – relocating 7 million tonnes of excavation material and campus
construction. We do not see how increased construction traffic on the A5025 can be
easily reconciled with constructing by-passes.
If the reluctance to construct by-passes ahead of DCO approval stems from a
concern that the project may not receive appropriate permissions or that finance may
not be arranged then this has obvious implications for proposals for site preparation.
Site Preparation and Clearance
The proposal to demolish buildings, remove walls, fences, hedges and trees will
have a profound impact upon the environment of Cemaes and Tregele. We
understand this will involve of the order of 18 months duration. Yet it is quite possible
that the development will not proceed. In which case, all this disruption and damage
to the environment will have been pointless. Assurances that if the development
does not proceed that Horizon will reinstate all it has destroyed are not credible.
We believe that site preparation and clearance should await the DCO decision.
Separately we welcome the proposal to keep footpaths open. We question the
necessity to surround the site with a 2M high fence which would have significant
visual impact. A fence of lower height should adequately delineate the site and deter
ingress by the public.

Derek Owen
Chair, Llanbadrig Community Council

Ein cyf/Our ref:
CAS-36852-N3X2
Eich cyf/Your ref: WN0130-HZCON-PAC-LET-00003
Maes y Ffynnon
Penrhosgarnedd
Bangor, Gwynedd LL57 2DW
Ebost/Email: bryn.griffiths@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk
Ffôn/Phone: 03000 65 3000

Horizon Nuclear Power Ltd
Sunrise House
1420 Charlton Court
Gloucester Business Park
Gloucester
GL3 4AE

31 Awst / August 2017
Er sylw / For the attention of: Mr Kieran Somers.
Annwyl / Dear Mr Somers,
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE)
(WALES) ORDER 2012 (AS AMENDED) – SECTION 61z
BWRIAD / PROPOSAL: Wylfa Newydd Project – Site Preparation and Clearance
Proposals
LLEOLIAD / LOCATION: Land adjacent Wylfa Power Station, Bae Cemaes
Thank you for consulting Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru / Natural Resources Wales, under the
Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012
(as amended), on the above application.
Please note that our comments are without prejudice to any comments we may wish to
make when consulted on any subsequent planning application (either at pre-application or
application stage) for the proposed development. At that time there may be new or
additional information available which we will need to take into account in making a formal
response.
Based on the information submitted to us, we have significant concerns with the proposed
development. The application does not contain sufficient information to demonstrate that
potential significant environmental effects will be appropriately avoided or mitigated. On
this basis, we would advise the local authority that they should only grant planning
permission if the scheme can meet the following Requirements, and that the information
provided as part of these Requirements demonstrate that effects on environmental
receptors is not significant. The conditions listed below should also be attached to any
planning permission granted. Otherwise, we would object to this planning application.

Tŷ Cambria  29 Heol Casnewydd  Caerdydd  CF24 0TP
Cambria House  29 Newport Road  Cardiff  CF24 0TP
Croesewir gohebiaeth yn y Gymraeg a’r Saesneg
Correspondence welcomed in Welsh and English

Our detailed comments are provided below. We also provide a summary list below of
Requirements (i.e. matters that need to be addressed prior to the determination of this
planning application), and Conditions that should be attached to any planning permission.
Summary of Requirements:
1. Protected Sites: Updated plans to be provided to reflect current Tre’r Gȏf Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) management compartments, and submitted as
part of the planning submission.
2. Protected Sites: Baseline Tern Disturbance Monitoring Report to be submitted as
part of the planning submission.
3. Protected Sites: Chough winter foraging data to be submitted as part of the planning
submission.
Summary of Conditions:
1. Flood Risk / Water Framework Directive (WFD): Detailed information and plans of
the watercourse realignment to be approved by the local authority in consultation
with NRW.
2. Air Quality / Environmental Managament / Protected Sites: Detailed Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP) to be approved by the local authority in consultation
with NRW.
3. Protected Sites: Biosecurity Risk Assessment / Invasive Non-native Species (INNS)
Management Plan to be approved by the local authority in consultation with NRW.
4. Great Crested Newts (GCN): Detailed mitigation measures to be approved by the
local authority in consultation with NRW.
5. Bats: Mitigation and compensation measures to be implemented as specified in
Appendix 14-23 ‘EPS Mitigation Licence Method Statement Delivery Information’.
6. Bats: External lighting strategy and plan to be approved by the local authority in
consultation with NRW to avoid impacts on bats.
7. Otters: Detailed mitigation measures, including Reasonable Avoidance Measures,
to be approved by the local authority in consultation with NRW.
8. Water voles: Mitigation and compensation measures to be implemented as
specified in Appendix 14-21 ‘Water Vole Licence Method Statement’.
9. Red squirrel: Detailed mitigation/compensation measures, including Reasonable
Avoidance Measures, to be agreed in consultation with NRW.
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10. Schedule 1 birds: Detailed mitigation measures (including Reasonable Avoidance
Measures) to avoid disturbing Schedule 1 listed birds during the breeding period, to
be approved by the local authority in consultation with NRW.
11. Migratory Fish: Detailed information (with consideration of fish requirements) of the
watercourse realignment works to be approved by the local authority in consultation
with NRW.
12. Migratory Fish: Detailed eel mitigation measures to be approved by the local
authority in consultation with NRW.
13. Protected Landscape: Detailed landscape restoration measures to be approved by
the local authority in consultation with NRW, should DCO not be granted.
Please see our detailed comments below:

1. Air Quality
1.1.

Table 9-20 in the Environmental Statement (ES) provides the predicted maximum
annual mean NOx concentrations at ecological receptors. NRW advise that the
predicted NOx concentrations are not likely to have significant effects, alone or incombination, at the protected sites (i.e. SAC, SPA and SSSI).

1.2.

Table 9-21 provides the predicted maximum 24hr mean NOx concentrations at the
ecological receptors. NRW advise that the maximum 24-hour mean NOx
concentrations are not likely to have significant effects, alone or in-combination, at
the protected sites.

1.3.

Table 9-22 provides the predicted maximum annual mean SO2 concentrations at the
ecological receptors. NRW advise that the predicted increases in annual mean SO2
concentrations are not likely to have significant effects, alone or in-combination, at
the protected sites.

1.4.

Table 9-23 provides the predicted maximum nutrient nitrogen deposition at the
ecological receptors. NRW advise that the predicted maximum nutrient nitrogen
deposition are not likely to have significant effects, alone or in-combination, at the
protected sites.

1.5.

Table 9-24 provides the predicted maximum acid deposition at ecological receptors.
NRW advise that the predicted maximum acid deposition are not likely to have
significant effects, alone or in-combination, at the protected sites.

1.6.

Paragraph 9.7.15 of the ES states that mitigation measures would be implemented
to control the effects of dust emissions during the Site Preparation and Clearance
(SPC) works. Paragraph 9.11.5 of the ES states “the dust mitigation, management
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and control measures are incorporated in the dust and air quality management
strategies in the CoCP. Monitoring of air quality and dust deposition is proposed as
an integral component of the management strategies in the CoCP”. In order to
ensure no likely significant effects on protected sites due to dust emissions during
the SPC works, NRW advise that the dust mitigation measures detailed in the Code
of Construction Practice (CoCP) should be approved by the local authority (in
consultation with NRW) prior to the commencement of development, as a condition
of any planning permission. We refer you to the condition under comment 3.9 of this
letter in relation to the CoCP.

2. Flood Risk
2.1.

We note in paragraph 4.1.5 of the Flood Consequence Assessment (FCA)
(Appendix 13-04) that the watercourse realignment is to be designed and consider
the 0.1% AEP flood event. With regard to sections 5.1 and 5.2, please note that the
maps are based on current day flood risk for 1% and 0.1% AEPs. They do not
include any allowances for the impacts of climate change. With regard to paragraph
5.4.12, it is agreed that the Infoworks model will provide a better understanding of
flood risk since it is a site specific model (rather than NRW’s generalised modelling
technique).

2.2.

With regard to paragraphs 6.1.6 – 6.1.8, we suggest that these paragraphs are not
required. The 0.1% flood outlines (zone C in the TAN) is a WG/NRW standard. We
agree with paragraph 6.18 which reflects table A1.15 of the TAN, however table
A.14 of the TAN states that the threshold frequency is 1% (fluvial) and 0.5% (tidal).
The TAN does not refer to more frequent events than those of the 1%/0.5%. In
paragraph 6.2.2, reference is made to the 1% AEP tidal flood event. It is usual
practice to refer to the 0.5% AEP and the less frequent ones as stated.

2.3.

Paragraph 6.3.15 refers to fencing in the floodplain. NRW consider that such
fencing can accumulate flood debris and we recommend that regular inspections
are undertaken and the removal of any flood debris when safe.

2.4.

With regard to Table 3-1 of the ES (Phase D – Watercourse realignment), we note
that the indicative duration of these works is 59 weeks from February 2018 to April
2019. The watercourse is classified as that of a main river and according to the
definitive main river maps, we refer to the watercourse which is proposed to be
realigned as Caerdegog Isaf. Due to its status, the realignment works would be
subject to a Flood Risk Activity Permit (FRAP) under the Environmental Permitting
Regulations. NRW may attach a condition on FRAPs which states that no in stream
works should occur between mid October until the following mid-April (due to the
fish spawning period).

2.5.

The bullet points listed in paragraph 3.3.60 of the ES outline the steps proposed for
the realignment works. NRW advise that detailed information and plans of the
proposed watercourse realignment works will need to be approved by the local
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authority (in consultation with NRW) prior to commencement of the works, as a
condition of any planning permission (this information will also be required as part of
the FRAP application for final connection).
Condition 1: Detailed information and plans of the watercourse realignment to be
approved by the local authority in consultation with NRW

3. Environmental Management
3.1.

NRW advise that Waste Management Plans and Materials Management Plans,
which will be developed in accordance with the CoCP, should be comprehensive
and relevant. The plans should reflect best practice, be compliant with the waste
framework directive and be compliant with relevant UK waste legislation.

3.2.

With regard to paragraph 11.4.36 of the ES, this section should reflect the true
wording of Article 2 of the Waste Framework Directive for material that falls out of
scope of the directive. The exclusion under Article 2(1)(c) of the Waste Framework
Directive relates to “uncontaminated soil and other naturally occurring material
excavated in the course of construction activities where it is certain that the material
will be used for the purposes of construction in its natural state on the site from
which it was excavated”. NRW advises that excavated natural (virgin) material falls
into this category.

3.3.

With regard to paragraphs 12.6.10, 12.6.11 and table 12-12, NRW have previously
advised Horizon Nuclear Power (HNP) (SPC S61z consultation, 29/11/2016) to
demonstrate capacity and resilience for environmentally permitted sites to cope with
the waste streams and increased volume. NRW have not requested an assessment
of current quantities of waste being treated in North Wales. In establishing a
baseline, the capacity, resilience and number of sites needs to be considered
against the likely waste streams and tonnages that the SPC phase will produce.

3.4.

HNP must ensure that the resilience for waste acceptance and treatment in the
locality has been assessed, particularly for vegetative (green) waste and the
capacity in the locality for composting. The document states that the impact on
receiving waste management sites will not be significant however there is limited
justification in the ES. There are references to biomass facilities, recycling sites and
composting sites as a solution but with little reference to where or how this might
happen. HNP should be aware that biomass facilities in the locality may not accept
green waste produced by the SPC works as they already have an established
feedstock for their operation. NRW advise HNP consider the above in their
preparation of the detailed CoCP and associated Management Plans.

3.5.

Proposals for remediation of contaminated land are discussed in the SPC Baseline
Condition Report (Appendix 11-01) and the Land Contamination Risk Assessment
and Remediation Strategy (Appendix 11-02). NRW is generally satisfied with the
remediation proposals, with one exception: APC9 – SMBH14 and BH858. The
additional information presented in HNP’s response (4/5/2017) to our concerns
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previously raised (SPC S61z consultation, 29/11/2016), offers assurance that the
free product and organic contamination is intermittent and may not merit physical
treatment at this stage. Nevertheless, this area remains sensitive, particularly as the
installation of the cooling water outlet tunnels (as part of later works consented as
part of the Development Consent Order) could create a preferential pathway for
discharge of the contaminants to the Irish Sea. Construction method of the tunnels
has not yet been confirmed (Table 7.3, Appendix 11-02), which means that the
degree of ground disturbance during main construction is not currently known. The
proposed remedial action has been renamed from “do-nothing” to “accept and
manage” the risk. As part of the management of the risk, we note that continued
baseline and construction phase monitoring of boreholes is proposed within the
area. In addition to this, for added assurance, we recommend that groundwater
monitoring should be carried through into the operational phase. We advise that this
advice is incorporated into the detailed CoCP.
3.6.

Should further additional contamination be identified during the works within APC9,
the preferred remediation option is to be reconsidered. In our view, it is premature
to assume that this remedial action would be Monitored Natural Attenuation (MNA)
(paragraph 7.3.6, Appendix 11-02). Where significant free products or contaminated
groundwater is encountered, we would expect this to be removed and/or treated
appropriately. The remedial strategy within the CoCP should be amended
accordingly.

3.7.

Paragraph 8.2.1 of Appendix 11-02 discusses groundwater monitoring during and
post construction phase, and states that “Baseline groundwater monitoring should
continue at selected monitoring boreholes during the remediation and (where
practicable) at suitable monitoring locations during site-wide construction works to
monitor potential impacts of the works on groundwater quality.” As confirmed in
HNP’s letter of 4/5/2017, we understand the intention is for this groundwater
monitoring to be site wide and not restricted to particular APCs. Nevertheless, the
text should be amended to ensure this is explicit i.e. that the monitoring is to be
carried out across the site. Also, as we advised in our previous response (SPC
S61z consultation, 29/11/2016), we recommend that the monitoring be extended
beyond the SPC phase into the main construction and operational phase as part of
the post remediation monitoring.

3.8.

Chapter 3 of the ES states that storage and processing (crushing) of concrete will
be undertaken at some of the satellite compounds across the site. Large volumes of
crushed concrete can produce an alkaline dust. It is considered best practice for the
demolition operator to monitor for high/abnormal pH in watercourses in close
proximity to the activity. There is also potential for run-off should works not be
appropriately managed. NRW therefore advise that detailed pollution prevention
measures should be set out in a detailed CoCP. HNP will need to comply with the
requirements of Environmental Permitting Regualtions 2016 and register the
relevant exemption for treatment and sorting of waste prior to achieving aggregate
protocol quality.
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3.9.

NRW advise that the CoCP is used by the main contractor to produce a
comprehensive, effective and robust Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP). NRW advise that the detailed CoCP, incorporating the advice provided
above in comments 3.1 to 3.8 (as well as relating to dust, comment 1.7), should be
approved by the local authority, in consultation with NRW, prior to works
commencing on site.
Condition 2: Detailed CoCP to be approved by the local authority, in consultation
with NRW, before SPC works commences on site

4. Water Framework Directive (WFD)
4.1.

As advised within the flood risk section above, detailed information and plans for the
watercourse realignment works will need to be approved by the local authority, in
consultation with NRW, as a condition of any planning permission.

4.2.

As advised above, detailed pollution prevention measures should be specified in the
CoCP and approved by the local authority, in consultation with NRW, as a condition
of any planning permission.

4.3.

As long as the above advice is followed, NRW advises that the proposal is not likely
to compromise the environmental objectives under the WFD and a derogation under
4(7) will not be required.

5. Protected Sites
5.2.

Tre’r Gȏf Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)

As stated in NRW’s previous response (SPC S61z consultation 29/11/2016,
paragraph 6.15), the drier areas which are currently fenced as part of the
management unit of the SSSI are essential to site management as cattle need
access to drier areas for lying up. However, there are a number of statements in the
documents in relation to fencing and grazing management which are not compatible
with appropriate management of Tre’r Gof SSSI.
a) The ‘Existing Site Plan’ (Drawing no. WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00002, Page 2
Application Plans and Drawing document) shows a cattle fence around the
perimeter of the SSSI: this is inaccurate as the fencing currently includes a
number of other areas, with the SSSI boundary marked by a series of wooden
stakes where it does not follow the same line as the livestock fence.
b) The plan titled ‘Proposed Site Plan (Following Completion of SPC Works)’
(Drawing no. WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00004, Page 4 Application Plans and
Drawing document), as well as the plan on the last page of the Factsheet, shows
a temporary construction fence 2m high around the southern and eastern
perimeter of the SSSI. This is not acceptable as it would exclude land essential
for SSSI management. On the same maps the extent of the vegetation
clearance also extends into areas needed as cattle laying up areas.
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c) Table 14.10 refers initially to existing livestock fencing and states that no works
would take place within existing livestock fencing, however it also states that
fencing will be installed according to consented plans for SPC which show new
security fencing within the current fencing arrangement.
We advise that the boundaries outlined on the plans listed above should be
amended to reflect the boundaries of the current grazing compartments, and that
updated plans are provided as part of the planning submission.
Requirement 1: Updated plans to be provided to reflect current Tre’r Gȏf
management compartments, prior to determination of the application
5.3.

Paragraph 16.4.55 states that all ancient woodland would be retained as part of the
SPC Proposals and that no works would take place within the Tre’r Gof SSSI, with
the exception of positive management for ecological enhancement. We note this
modification of landscape proposals from the previous consultation to allow tree
clearance within Tre’r Gof SSSI as part of ongoing management.

5.4.

There are Invasive Non-Native Species (INNS) within the Tre’r Gôf catchment,
including New Zealand pigmyweed (Crassula helmsii), Water fern (Azolla
filiculoides) and Curly pondweed. These species represent a threat to the scientific
interest of the site and if they get into the pools and watercourses within Tre’r Gôf
SSSI it will not be possible to remove them.

5.5.

Chapter 3 (‘Proposed Development’) of the ES states that Phase C is vegetation
clearance whilst Phase G includes control of INNS. By undertaking the work phases
in this order there is a significant risk of spreading INNS across the site. As stated in
paragraph 6.13 of our previous response, INNS should treated before work
commences in the vicinity of the INNS. HNP should be aware that repeat treatment
may be needed to eradicate some INNS.

5.6.

The Biosecurity Risk Assessment / INNS Management Plan will need to be
cascaded to contractors/sub-contractors to inform their own biosecurity risk
assessments. NRW advise that a Biosecurity/INNS Risk Assessment / Management
Plan should be approved by the local authority, in consultation with NRW, as a
condition of any planning permission. The Biosecurity Risk Assessment should
consider species other than Schedule 9 species (e.g. Rosa rugosa) which although
not scheduled may cause problems. The Risk Assessment should address the
following:
a) measures that will be undertaken to control and eradicate INNS within the
area of works;
b) measures or actions that aim to prevent INNS being introduced to the site
for the duration of the construction phase of the scheme.
Condition 3: Biosecurity Risk Assessment / Management Plan to be approved by
the local authority, in consultation with NRW, as a condition of any planning
permission.

5.7.

Figure 3-2 of the ES indicates that the Satellite Materials Processing and Materials
Storage Compunds (numbers 8, 9 and 10) are located within the Tre’r Gȏf SSSI
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catchment. We note storage and crushing of concrete is proposed within these
compounds. As advised above (comment 3.8), there is potential for impacts on
Tre’r Gȏf SSSI through dust and/or run-off from the compounds should works not be
appropriately managed. There is also an area of contaminated land remediation in
the vicinity of the catchment of Tre’r Gȏf, and detailed pollution prevention
measures should be agreed to ensure no pollution occurs during excavation of the
soil. NRW therefore advise that detailed dust control and pollution prevention
measures should be set out in a detailed CoCP and approved in consultation with
NRW.
5.8.

The SPC works, through clearance of above ground vegetation, will generate large
quantities of arisings. We refer you to our comments above (no. 3.4) in terms of
waste and the availability of biomass facilities. Although vegetation will be taken
offsite, we advise that any temporary storage on site should not be located within
100m of Tre’r Gȏf SSSI or any other protected sites. This is in order to avoid any
impacts from nutrient run-off from the stored vegetation. We advise that this
commitment is specified in the detailed CoCP to be approved in consultation with
NRW.
-

5.9.

Cae Gwyn SSSI

NRW advise that, as long as pollution prevention measures are set out in a detailed
CoCP and approved in consultation with NRW, that the SPC works are unlikely to
damage the special interest of Cae Gwyn SSSI.

-

Cemlyn Bay SSSI / Special Area of Conservation (SAC)

5.10. NRW advise that, as long as pollution prevention measures are set out in a detailed
CoCP and approved in consultation with NRW, that the SPC works are unlikely to
damage, or result in any significant effects, on Cemlyn Bay SSSI/SAC.
-

Anglesey Terns Special Protection Area (SPA)

5.11. The proposed works are located in the vicinity of the above named protected sites.
The features of the SPA include the four tern species: Roseate, sandwich, arctic
and common tern.
5.12. In terms of the peer-reviewed literature presented in the Report to Inform Habitats
Regulations Assessment Screening (Stage 1 Report), we note that there is no
reference to sandwich tern. The majority of references do not refer to terns at
breeding colonies and disturbance effects are not related to noise or visual stimuli
expected from construction related activities. None of the references look at the
disturbance effect on Sandwich terns at a colony (the dominant species at Cemlyn
Lagoon), although two of the papers do look at Common tern of which there are
approximately 60 pairs on site. Also, none of the papers look at similar disturbance
effects to the numerous potential activities at the Wylfa site; mainly they look at
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disturbance by foot or watercraft. We provide further advice in Appendix 1 with
regard to the peer-reviewed literature that exists.
5.13. With regard to paragraph 5.1.8 of the HRA report, please note that Thaxter et al
(2012) is an indicative tool that presents seabird foraging ranges from breeding
colonies and not wintering SPAs or Ramsar sites.
5.14. The SPA Screening Matrix in the HRA Screening report (page 62-64) assesses
impacts on the Anglesey Terns SPA. The table states that the worst case scenario
is 49.7 db LAeq, 5 min at the tern nesting island, but then later states that noise
levels will not exceed 61db at the tern nesting island. It is the loud one off noises
which have the potential to disturb the colony and therefore both average and peak
noises need to be considered and how often those peaks would be reached during
breeding months. The applicant needs to consider that it is not just the level of the
noise but the uniqueness of the noise to the birds which may cause disturbance.
5.15. The HRA Screening matrices also refers to monitoring which has been undertaken
between May and June in 2017 to look at ambient noise levels as well as ‘noise
events’. Table 15-7 of the ES states that “VP watches were undertaken at the
Cemlyn Lagoon breeding colony during 2017 in order to identify and assess
behavioural changes of species present due to disturbance. These were undertaken
during May and June 2017 (which involved recording the response of terns in
relation to potential disturbance events). Seventy six hours of monitoring identified
179 events of potentially disturbing occurrences and/or reactions from the terns. Of
these events, 121 reactions from terns were recorded”. However, the report has not
been included as an appendix.
5.16. Table A15-5 in Appendix 15-01 (Noise at Ecological Receptors) only uses the
ambient noise level for one day (17 May) whereas ambient noise levels (and
baseline disturbance events) were actually monitored from 17 May to 23 June. It is
unclear why data for the 2-hour period on 17 May only has been used, and whether
the 49.7dB LAeq is representative. NRW advise that this Baseline Tern Disturbance
Monitoring Report should be submitted as part of any planning submission and
considered in advance of planning determination. This information is required in
order to provide clarification on the ambient noise levels at the tern colony, and the
baseline disturbance at the colony, to allow a full assessment of the likely effects of
the SPC works on the Anglesey Terns SPA.
Requirement 2: Baseline Tern Disturbance Monitoring Report to be submitted to
IACC (and NRW in consultation) as part of the planning submission
5.17. The HRA Report should also consider that the Baseline Tern Disturbance
Monitoring was collected during a year when the colony was under great stress due
to the nocturnal attacks by otters which led to a catastrophic colony collapse,
therefore the reactions of the birds may be atypical of a colony in a normal situation.
5.18. In view of the uncertainty in the current literature/research into sensitivity of terns to
disturbance (as highlighted in comment 5.12 above), and the clarification required
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on the ambient noise levels at the colony, NRW is unable to rule out likely significant
effects on the Anglesey Terns SPA. The information requested above (Baseline
Tern Disturbance Monitoring Report) is required in order to assess the impacts of
noise disturbance on terns at the colony. NRW can provide further advice once
presented with this information. Please note, when consulted on the additional
information, if likely significant effects cannot be ruled out, or the scope/schedule of
works amended to mitigate for significant effects, then a Stage 2 HRA Appropriate
Assessment will need to be undertaken by IACC. HNP would be expected to
provide sufficient information to inform IACC’s Appropriate Assessment.
-

Glannau Ynys Gybi SPA

5.19. In NRW’s advice on the previous SPC consultation (29/11/2016), we advised that
further information should be provided on the important areas on Anglesey for
chough, in order to demonstrate whether the habitats at Wylfa Head represent a
significant contribution to the requirements of wintering chough from Glannau Ynys
Gybi SPA. Paragraph 14.6.62 of the ES states that fortnightly surveys were
completed between January and March (six visits) to record chough and their winter
foraging habitats. However, the baseline data for these wintering chough surveys
have not been fully presented. NRW advise that the full report should be available
(e.g. as an Appendix) and should be submitted as part of the planning submission,
in order to inform the HRA. NRW can provide further advice once consulted on this
additional information
Requirement 3: Chough winter foraging data to be submitted as a report to IACC
(and NRW in consultation) as part of the planning submission

6.

Protected Species

6.1.

Bats, great crested newts and otters are present within/adjacent the SPC works.
These species are European Protected Species (EPS) protected under the
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended) and the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).

6.2.

Water voles, red squirrels, and Schedule 1 listed birds (chough and barn owl) are
present within/adjacent to the SPC works. These species are protected under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).

6.3.

Where an EPS is likely to be affected, a development may only proceed under a
derogation licence issued by NRW having satisfied the three requirements set out in
the legislation. One of these requires that the proposal demonstrates that there is no
likely detriment to the maintenance of the ‘favourable conservation status’ of the
local populations of species concerned. Ecological Compliance Audit (ECA)
Performance Indicators need to be provided as part of the licence and these should
include Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

6.4.

As part of the Ecological Compliance Audit, we recommend that online surveillance
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and reporting systems be devised and implemented. As part of the EPS Licence
submission, we advise that overarching conservation plans be prepared for the
species to provide strategy and context. These should define, but should not be
limited to, overarching aims and objectives, mechanisms for delivery, surveillance
and monitoring targets (including KPI's), management, approaches to tenure for
component mitigation areas. NRW’s Method Statement Template must also be used
and GIS locations of each of the compensation roosts should be provided to the
local authority and NRW.
-

Great Crested Newts (GCNs)

6.5.

Paragraph 14.6.51 of the ES states that surveys in 2016 found a low population of
GCNs in the wetlands of Cae Gwyn SSSI and in two ponds to the north of the SSSI.

6.6.

Paragraph 14.6.52 states that following further eDNA survey in 2017 of Pond 37
along with site visits (where traditional amphibian surveillance was carried out),
that the positive 2016 eDNA result was concluded to be erroneous. NRW accepts
this conclusion.

6.7.

Paragraph 14.6.53 concludes “there are no GCN breeding ponds in the SPC
Application Site, and the only area where they are likely to be present in their
terrestrial phase is 0.3ha of the SPC Application Site within 250m of breeding ponds
around Cae Gwyn SSSI”.

6.8.

As highlighted in paragraph 14.7.70, the SPC works have the potential to result in
disturbing, injuring or killing of GCNs. Where an EPS is likely to be affected, a
development may only proceed under a licence issued by NRW having satisfied the
three requirements set out in the legislation. One of these requires that the proposal
demonstrates that there is no likely detriment to the maintenance of the ‘favourable
conservation status’ (FCS) of the local populations of species concerned. For
mitigation purposes, it is advocated that the current conservation status be deemed
to be unfavourable and the licence application should consider restoration.

6.9.

NRW advise that detailed mitigation should be approved by the local authority, in
consultation with NRW, as a condition of any planning permission. NRW advise
that, as long as the above advice is implemented, the proposal is not likely to be
detrimental to the maintenance of the FCS of the affected local populations of
GCNs.
Condition 4: Detailed mitigation measures to be approved by the local authority in
consultation with NRW

-

Bats

6.10. Paragraphs 14.7.119 and 14.7.120 of the ES state that buildings and trees that
support bats will be affected by the SPC works. An EPS licence will be needed from
NRW.
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6.11. Appendix 14-23 provides the EPS Mitigation Licence Method Statement Delivery
Information. NRW advise that the mitigation/compensation measures proposed are
satisfactory. The mitigation/compensation measures should be clearly marked on
the plans submitted as part of the TCPA application. NRW advise that the bat
mitigation/compensation specified in Appendix 14-23 should be implemented as a
condition of any planning permission. NRW advise that, as long as the above advice
is implemented, the proposal is not likely to be detrimental to the maintenance of the
FCS of the affected local populations of bats.
Condition 5: Bat mitigation and compensation measures, as specified in Appendix
14-23 ‘EPS Mitigation Licence Method Statement Delivery Information’, to be
implemented
6.12. NRW also advise that an external lighting strategy and plan should set out
measures to avoid impacts on bat roosts and flight lines, and should be approved by
the local authority, in consultation with NRW, as a condition of any planning
permission.
Condition 6: External lighting strategy and plan to be approved by the local authority
in consultation with NRW to avoid impacts on bats
-

Otters

6.13. Appendix 14-14 (Consultancy Report: Otter and Water Vole Technical Summary
Report) states that baseline surveys indicated that otters are using the study area
for commuting and foraging, but that no holts or resting places would be affected by
the SPC works.
6.14. NRW consider the survey and assessment to be satisfactory. NRW advise that
detailed mitigation measures (including Reasonable Avoidance Measures (RAMS))
should be approved by the local authority, in consultation with NRW, as a condition
of any planning permission. As long as this advice is followed, NRW advise that the
proposal is not likely to be detrimental to the maintenance of the FCS of each of the
affected local population of otter.
Condition 7: Detailed mitigation measures (including Reasonable Avoidance
Measures (RAMS)) to be approved by the local authority in consultation with NRW
-

Water Voles

6.15. Paragraph 14.7.139 states that water voles will be affected by the realignment of the
Nant Caerdegog Isaf watercourse, and that a programme of trapping and
translocation would be required.
6.16. We note the Water Vole Licence Method Statement provided in Appendix 14-21.
NRW advise that the mitigation and compensation measures proposed are
satisfactory. NRW advise that the water vole mitigation/compensation specified in
Appendix 14-21 should be implemented as a condition a condition of any planning
permission. NRW advise that, as long as the above advice is implemented, the
proposal is not likely to have adverse impacts on water vole populations
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Condition 8: Water vole mitigation and compensation measures to be implemented
as specified in Appendix 14-21 ‘Water Vole Licence Method Statement’
-

Red Squirrels

6.17. Paragraph 14.7.145 states that red squirrels using the study area may be affected
by the SPC works.
6.18. NRW advise that detailed mitigation/compensation measures (including Reasonable
Avoidance Measures (RAMS)) should be agreed to the satisfaction of the local
authority, in consultation with NRW, as a condition of any planning permission. As
long as this advice is followed, NRW advise that the proposal is not likely to have
adverse impacts on the red squirrel population.
Condition 9: Detailed mitigation/compensation measures (including Reasonable
Avoidance Measures (RAMS)) to be approved by the local authority in consultation
with NRW
-

Schedule 1 birds – Chough and Barn Owl

6.19. Chough and barn owls are protected under Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended). The proposed works have the potential to
disturb these Schedule 1 birds. NRW advise that detailed mitigation measures
(including Reasonable Avoidance Measures) should be specified to avoid disturbing
Schedule 1 listed birds during the breeding period.
Condition 10: Detailed mitigation measures (including Reasonable Avoidance
Measures) to avoid disturbing Schedule 1 listed birds during the breeding period, to
be approved by the local authority in consultation with NRW
-

Migratory Fish

6.20. Paragraphs 3.3.60 of the ES lists the steps involved in the diversion of the
watercourse (north of Caerdegog Isaf). We advise that specific design details (with
consideration of fish requirements) of the watercourse realignment will need to be
agreed to the satisfaction of the local authority in consultation with NRW. In the
design of the realigned watercourse, we recommend that HNP seeks advice from
the River Restoration Centre with regard to best practice.
Condition 11: Detailed design details (with consideration of fish requirements) of the
watercourse realignment to be agreed in consultation with NRW
6.21. Table 14-10 states that a fish rescue would be implemented as part of the
watercourse realignment works. NRW require a minimum of 2 weeks’ notice in order
to carry out any fish rescue (for which there may be a charge) or we have a Service
Level Agreement for applications for electrofishing of 10 working days. NRW
request that the results of a fish rescue are provided to NRW.
6.22. With regard to any temporary river/stream crossing, NRW advise that best practice
is followed such as the use of free span bridges, or the use of oversized culvert
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sunk below bed level if free span is not possible.
6.23. Paragraph 14.7.4 states that 200m of riverine habitat would be lost during the SPC
works. Whilst it has been classed as low value, it provides habitat for the European
eel. NRW advise that mitigation measures should be specified to ensure
replacement habitat is made available. Suitable mitigation would, for example, be
construction of eel passes on other watercourses to open up more habitat if a
suitable solution is not available on the site. We advise that mitigation measures for
the European eel are specified, and approved by the local authority in consultation
with NRW, as a condition of any planning permission.
Condition 12: Detailed eel mitigation measures to be approved by the local authority
in consultation with NRW.

7.

Marine Environment

7.1.

We refer you to our comments under Protected Sites (comments 5.11 to 5.19) for
our advice in relation to seabirds.

7.2.

Paragraph 15.1.7 states that the SPC Proposals are unlikely to have significant
impacts on marine water quality. As long as NRW’s advice in relation to pollution
prevention measures is followed, including agreement of a detailed CoCP (see
NRW’s comment 3.9 above), then NRW agree that the proposals are unlikely to
impact on marine water quality (and receptors linked to marine water quality).

8.

Protected Landscapes

8.1.

The proposal is partly within the Ynys Mȏn / Anglesey Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty. NRW’s comments in respect of protected landscapes are made in relation
to the landscape and visual effects on the Anglesey AONB, its natural beauty
character and special qualities and its setting.

8.2.

The site clearance works for the whole site would last approximately 15 months. We
recommend that, wherever possible, that timing of works in areas within local
proximity of the AONB are scheduled to avoid times of the year when access to the
AONB and Wales Coastal Path are known to be most popular.

8.3.

The restoration of field boundaries, scrub, trees, stone walls, with aftercare scheme
is proposed should the DCO not receive consent. We advise that confirmation is
provided that site survey details of stone wall construction, vernacular detailing, and
hedgerow/tree species have been recorded to help ensure a degree of authenticity
and historical continuity in any landscape restoration scheme. NRW advise that
detailed landscape restoration measures will need to be approved by the local
authority, as a condition of any planning permission.
Condition 13: Detailed landscape restoration measures to be approved by the local
authority in consultation with NRW, should DCO not be granted.
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8.4.

As long as the above advice is followed, NRW consider that the proposed
development is unlikely to have significant adverse effects on any designated
protected landscapes. However, please note we have not considered possible
impacts on local or regional landscape interests. We recommend that you consult
the Local Authority’s landscape specialist on any local/regional landscape interests.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require further information or clarification on any
of the above points.
NRW’s comments relate specifically to matters that are included on our checklist “Natural
Resources Wales and Planning Consultations” (March 2015) which is published on our
website: (https://naturalresources.wales/media/5271/150302-natural-resources-wales-andplanning-consultations-final-eng.pdf).
The applicant should be advised that, in addition to planning permission, it is their
responsibility to ensure that they secure all other permits/consents relevant to their
development.
Yn gywir / Yours sincerely

Bryn Griffiths
Senior Development Planning Adviser
Natural Resources Wales

[CONTINUED]
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APPENDIX 1
NRW provide the following advice in relation to the peer-reviewed literature referenced in
the Report to Inform HRA Screening:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

viii.

ix.

Rodgers and Schmidt (2002), looks at the disturbance of a variety of feeding
and foraging birds by watercraft. This does include looking at disturbance of
Least tern and Forster’s tern however it does not include birds at a colony and
is therefore not comparable.
Burger (1998), looks at the disturbance effect on Common terns at a colony by
motorised watercraft.
Erwin (1989), looks at the disturbance effect on Common terns at a colony by
people on foot and not machinery.
Rodgers and Smith (1995), looks at the disturbance effect on Least terns at a
colony by people on foot and not machinery.
Rodgers and Schwikert (2002), looks at roosting and foraging Least and
Forsters terns disturbed by watercraft.
Livezey et al (2016), looks at the disturbance effect on White terns in the
tropics at a colony in a tree by people on foot and not machinery.
Mcleod et al (2013), looks at general disturbance on waterbirds not breeding
terns. The HRA Report states that the paper concludes “there is evidence to
suggest that behavioural responses of birds tend to occur at greater distances
to approaching humans than to machinery”. However what the paper does
conclude is that “some species discriminate between stimuli, but many do not”
and “at least some species can differentiate between stimuli with motor
vehicles apparently being less disturbing than pedestrians”. This study also did
not cover terns or any seabird at a colony.
Paragraph 15.7.13 of the ES states that the tern colony at Leith Docks can be
used “as a basis for comparison to the Cemlyn Lagoon colony”. NRW disagree
with this statement as the colony at Leith docks is an urban tern colony in a
‘busy dock environment’ , which has always had the industrial influence near to
it, whilst Cemlyn is a tern colony in a rural, quiet location.
With regard to paragraph 15.7.15 of the ES, as stated previously, this
reference of Cutts et al (2009) is not relevant as this reference deals with
wintering waterbirds on estuaries and not breeding sandwich and common
terns at a colony.

[END]
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Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Limited
Wylfa Newydd Site Office
Cemaes Bay
Anglesey
LL67 0AA

N.C. Cooper
Site Licensing Specialist
Desk 30
4S.2
Redgrave Court
Bootle
Merseyside
L20 7HS
Telephone: 0203 028 0293
Email: nick.cooper@onr.gov.uk
Our Reference: 2017/331919
Unique Number: HNP50126R
Your Reference:
WN0100-HZCON-PAC-LET-00003
WN0100-HZCON-PAC-LET-00004
Unique Number: HNP20255R
HNP20256R

30 August 2017

For the Attention of Mr Kieran Somers, Head of Planning
Dear Mr Somers

Pre-application Consultation Notices under Article 2D, Town and Country Planning
(Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012

Thank you for your letters of 28 July 2017, concerning your proposed applications for Planning
Permission for improvements to the A5025 and Site Preparation and Clearance. ONR has no
comments to make on these proposals.

Yours sincerely

N C Cooper
Site Licensing Specialist
Distribution
P. Stenhoff (Inspector, Nuclear Safety)
V. Green (Site Inspector, Wylfa Newydd)

DYLAN J. WILLIAMS BA (Hons), MSc, MA, M.R.T.P.I.
Pennaeth Gwasanaeth – Rheoleiddio a Datblygu Economaidd
Head of Service – Regulation and Economic Development

CYNGOR SIR YNYS MÔN
ISLE OF ANGLESEY COUNTY COUNCIL
Canolfan Fusnes Môn • Anglesey Business Centre
Parc Busnes Bryn Cefni • Bryn Cefni Business Park
LLANGEFNI
Ynys Môn • Isle of Anglesey
LL77 7XA

Mr. Kieran Somers
Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Ltd
Sunrise House
1420 Charlton Court
Gloucester Business Park
Gloucester
GL3 4AE.

ffôn / tel: (01248) 752431/2435
ffacs / fax: (01248) 752192
Gofynnwch am / Please ask for: Dylan Williams
E-bost / Email: DylanWilliams@anglesey.gov.uk
Ein Cyf / Our Ref: SWO/C/20-SP&C-S.61z/v1.5
Eich Cyf / Your Ref: SP&C/s.61z

Dyddiad / Date: 07/09/2017

Dear Kieran,
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended)
S.61.z Proposed Site Preparation and Clearance Works for Wylfa Newydd, Anglesey.
The Isle of Anglesey County Council (IACC) welcomes the opportunity, as a courtesy
consultee, to comment on the formal pre-application consultation documents (S.61.z) for the
Site Preparation and Clearance works (SPC Works) for the Wylfa Newydd site. Following
analysis and review of the consultation documents, key issues are set out below, with
detailed comments in the attached Appendix.
We recognise that pre-application discussions are on-going and hope that this written
response to the proposed SPC Works application provide additional direction to inform the
final submitted planning application. Discussions to date have been constructive and
beneficial. Continued engagement and constructive dialogue will be essential as this large
and significant proposal progresses through the consenting process. The scale and
complexity of this project will result in a significant number of documents being presented at
the application stage. To ensure the accessibility of information, it is imperative that thematic
information is effectively ‘sign-posted’.
The application will, under the provisions of the Town & Country Planning Act (1990), be
determined in accordance with the Development Plan and other material considerations.
Horizon will be aware of the recently adopted Joint Local Development Plan and the New
Nuclear Build at Wylfa: Supplementary Planning Guidance. Both should inform and
influence your final submission.
The County Council’s position, from the outset, has remained unchanged in deeming the
SPC Works as the start of the Wylfa Newydd project. Horizon should be aware that it is not
viewed by the County Council, Elected Members, and the local community as a preliminary
operation. The local impacts and effects (positive and negative) should be interpreted as
commencement of the project as a whole. This appears to be acknowledged in the SPC
documents. The final submitted SPC Works documentation should reflect this, clearly
demonstrating how the approach, actions, strategies, and mitigations enable the local
Croeso i chi ddelio gyda’r Cyngor yn Gymraeg neu’n Saesneg. Cewch yr un safon o wasanaeth yn y ddwy iaith.
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impacts to be dealt with effectively and allow the Island to prepare and take full advantage
of positive opportunities as the project progresses.
The key issues identified from the S.61.z documentation can be summarised below:
1. Environmentally the SPC Works will result in the de-characterisation of a large, valued
and attractive rural landscape which is framed by the coastline and the Anglesey Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) to the North and the Tre’r Gof (SSSI) which lies
within the site to the East. The proposal, during an estimated 15 month clearance period,
will impact upon 299 hectares of countryside, with 35 buildings being demolished (which
include traditional stone outbuildings and habitable residential properties). Traditional
grazing land will have been stripped of its identifying features such as stone walls, earth
bunds, important hedgerows, fences and gateways. This will create a landscape devoid
of features which are characteristic of the locality in preparation for the main power station
construction.
2. The SPC Works will result in a substantial loss of flora and fauna. The assessment does
not explore the likely duration of these effects or the time it would take for the restoration
proposals to return the site to an acceptable condition. These significant environmental
impacts should not be underestimated. The provisions of the Environment (Wales) Act
2016, and the more recent publication of the first statutory ‘Natural Resources Policy’
which places environmental issues at the heart of decision making in Wales, should be
considered fully. (link:http://gov.wales/docs/desh/publications/170821-natural-resourcespolicy-en.PDF).
3. This is a major site in a sensitive landscape. The importance of an agreed and costed
site restoration and after care plan (should a decision be taken not to proceed with the
proposed Wylfa Newydd development) cannot be over emphasised. Early agreement (at
officer and legal level) will be critical to enable the application to progress for
consideration by the Planning Committee. We must therefore have the necessary detail
and certainty that the site will be suitably restored should the main project not proceed.
A restoration plan, providing sufficient detail, will ensure the proposals are adequate,
whilst informing and enabling independent costing, and a funding mechanism for the
works. This will be required before any consent can be granted. The costed restoration
plan should also include an acceptable period of after care (minimum 10 years).
4. From recent discussions, IACC note that Horizon are proposing to submit a Community
Impact Report (CIR) as part of their DCO submission. Given the scale and potential
localised impacts of the SPC Works, the IACC request that Horizon produce a separate
CIR for the SPC Works and submit as part of the planning application. The CIR will
highlight and explain (in non-technical language) to local residents immediately adjacent
to the site what the impacts will be and what mitigation measures will be needed to avoid,
minimise or compensate for any adverse effects.
5. A wide range of important and valuable resources and receptors (in the surrounding area)
are likely to be impacted from an economic, social/ community and cultural heritage
perspective. Effective management and mitigation of recognised adverse impacts on
amenity and overall quality of life for local residents, their properties and businesses will
be critical. Impacts on neighbouring communities (i.e. Tregele, Cemaes and surrounding
rural environs) should therefore be given careful consideration.
6. The demolition and closure of the Wylfa Sports & Social Club and associated pitches
represents the loss of recreational resource, leisure facilities and open space. IACC notes
that there is likely to be a long term need for this type of facility and would request a better
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understanding of how the SPC Works will contribute towards re-providing these facilities
in a location that is accessible to maintain the quality of life of the local community.
7. The potential positive economic and employment impacts which is predicted are
welcomed. The strategies, activities and interventions undertaken to ensure these are
achieved and maximised will be of critical importance, together with proposed monitoring
arrangements to demonstrate that they are effective (or not).
8. Amlwch is the main centre of employment and services in the North of the Island. It is
also identified in the recently adopted JLDP as one of the main centres for growth. The
close proximity to the main Wylfa Newydd Site via the A5025 highlights the potential for
an enhanced role as a key centre in the North of the Island for opportunities linked to the
Wylfa Newydd project. IACC would expect Horizon to pay cognicance to this fact and
would again refer Horizon to IACC’s New Nuclear Build Supplementary Planning
Guidance (NNB SPG): http://www.anglesey.gov.uk/business/energy-island/energyisland-news/new-nuclear-build-at-wylfa-supplementary-planningguidance/123426.article
9. The Wylfa Newydd development is expected to provide significant local employment
opportunities during both the construction and operational phases. With the SPC deemed
as the start of the project, it is essential that Horizon demonstrates a clear commitment
from the onset to inspire young people in the uptake of STEM subjects ensureing that
they have the appropriate skills and qualifications to secure employment both during
construction and operation. The SPC provides a clear opportunity to pilot this approach
in North Anglesey, through investment in STEM facilities of schools within the catchment,
prior to rolling out across the Island as the development progresses.
10. It is unclear how Horizon will ensure that all the workforce will be home-based and how
this will be achieved, whilst the assumption also informs the stance that there will be no
impact on accommodation, schools, and the Welsh language. No detailed proposals
(strategies, actions and interventions) are outlined to create confidence and certainty that
the level of predicted local employment is achieved. We are eager to collaborate to ensure
these positive benefits are achieved.
11. Welsh language and culture have repeatedly been highlighted as important
considerations which should be applied to all of the project assessments and proposals.
IACC is disappointed to see that Welsh language has largely been considered in
insolation in the WLIA. The WLIA assessment is predicated on the assumption that SPC
workers will be local and home based therefore having no detrimental impact on the
Welsh language. As previously advised, if Horizon wish to rely on this assumption it is
vital that delivery mechanisms and monitoring is put in place together with mechanisms
for addressing any impact should the assumption not prove to be correct in practice. We
would expect the planning application to deal with these issues.
12. Tourism is a key economic sector on the Island with the North of Anglesey renowned for
its quiet, relaxing and tranquil environment. IACC does not believe that the potential
impacts on the visitor economy, neighbouring businesses, image, perception, public
amenity, footpaths and Public Rights of Way etc. have been adequately addressed in the
draft Environmental Statement for the North of Anglesey. We would request that this
issue, is revisited prior to submission of the application.
13. The cumulative impact of the various Horizon proposals is unclear. We would expect the
cumulative impact assessment to be revisited and robustly assessed prior to submitting
the application. It is critical that the cumulative impacts are described by Horizon as there
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can be no determination, until all cumulative impacts are outlined. The timing of delivery
of the mitigation required to address those impacts also needs to be determined to ensure
that the early commitments on local employment measures, education, local supply chain
and training are fully captured. As the SPC Works are a major element of the project
which signifies commencement of development, it is not acceptable to examine the
proposals as a standalone development. For example, the cumulative labour demands of
these works with other developments, including third party developments, have the
potential to impact labour availability in the Anglesey and wider North Wales area. New
employment and labour opportunities is to be welcomed but not displacement. The
potential impacts which include the positive elements of the scheme should be adequately
assessed and reflected.
14. The scale and duration of SPC Works would constitute a major project for the North
Anglesey area in their own right. We therefore welcome further pre-application
discussions to better understand how negative impacts will be managed and mitigated,
with positive benefits being exploited. It is imperative that potential legacy issues are
given detailed consideration, in an effort to ensure that opportunities are not missed.
15. The preliminary view of IACC is that the additional traffic movements could result in the
need for road improvements to the A5025 between Cemaes and Burwen. This would see
the widening of the bends to improve road safety. A similar design approach would be
adopted to the proposed A5025 Works. This would respond to the increased traffic
movements whilst ensuring the local highway network is fit for purpose as the project
progresses. IACC welcome early dialogue to determine the most appropriate way
forward.
16. IACC note the timescale indicated by Horizon of seeking to begin works in January 2018.
Determining a submitted planning application by this period will be challenging due to its
scale and complexity. Despite our best endeavours our ability to process the application
in a timely and effective manner will be influenced by the quality and content of information
submitted, the response of statutory bodies (when consulted), and timely agreement on
Heads of Terms for the Section 106 agreement (and conditions). In this regard it is critical
that up to date Heads of Terms are made available to the IACC as soon as possible
reflecting the proposals as outlined in the Section 61z documentation. This will allow
discussions to take place on the form and content of a Section 106 Agreement and for
that document to be agreed as soon as possible. It is important that such an Agreement
reflects the fact that the SPC Works are the first stage of the wider project. A completed
Section 106 Agreement will be required before the planning permission can be issued.
I look forward to having further engagement and dialogue on the important issues outlined
above, and in the Appendix.
Yn Gywir / Yours Sincerely

DYLAN J. WILLIAMS
Pennaeth Gwasanaeth – Rheoleiddio a Datblygu Economaidd
Head of Service - Regulation and Economic Development
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Copies to:
Roger Parkinson – Horizon
Will Ryan – Horizon
Iwan Williams – Natural Resources Wales

Enc. Appendix - SPC Summary Consultee Responses
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Appendix
SPC Summary Consultee Responses
These comments are summaries of the detailed consideration undertaken by relevant
officers of the IACC, and are provided in addition to the high level response set out in the
above letter and should be read in conjunction with that. IACC would be pleased to engage
with Horizon on any of these points and to provide further detail of the points noted and
changes IACC considers should be made to the draft documents prior to submission.
1. General
1.1 The planning policy references should be updated to reflect current local planning position,
specifically adoption of the JLDP (31 July 2017); this supersedes the Gwynedd Structure
Plan (1993) and Anglesey Local Plan (1996), which are no longer relevant.
1.2 IACC recommend all plans are reviewed to ensure consistency.
1.3 IACC have not undertaken detailed review of the HRA although key issues appear to have
been addressed.
1.4 Anglesey has been identified an enterprise zone – this is misleading as the EZ status only
applies to specific sites.
1.5 The Design and Access Statement (DAS) contains information that is already, or would be
more appropriately provided, in other documents supporting the application, and which could
be omitted to avoid any inconsistencies and unnecessary duplication. Further, the IACC
does not consider that the four requirements of the Town and Country Planning
(Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012 (as amended) are met, in most
cases as the DAS tends to describe “what” is proposed, rather than “why”.
1.6 The Planning Statement should firstly state the relevant policies and comment on whether
the predicted impacts are in accordance with these policies. Where it is concluded that the
predicted impacts are not in accordance with the policies, the Planning Statement should
state this and then draw a planning balance to determine whether or not the development
would be acceptable overall. This is done correctly with some topics but not with others.
2. Welsh Language and Culture
2.1 As part of the methodology process, a commitment by Horizon to deploy the Risk
Assessment Methodology currently being developed by Welsh Government would be
welcomed in order to validate the 18 key questions for accuracy and robustness of the
scoring system.
2.2 Welsh language has not been assessed with regard to impacts on various other sectors.
Welsh language should be treated as a theme throughout all of the topics and assessed
under all of the ES headings, it cannot and should not be treated in isolation. Loss of local
employment opportunities due to any downturn in tourism exacerbate out-migration of skilled
native Welsh speakers. Welsh language has not been assessed in relation to negative
tourism impacts. The effects of potential in-migration caused by cumulative labour demand
or use of contractors based outwith the DCCZ are not appropriately considered.
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3. Education and Lifelong Learning
3.1 There is no reference to schools or education, libraries or culture in the consultation
documents. A two year proposal period with a potential two year restoration period is not a
short term project; particularly should a significant number of workers and their families
relocate to the area to work on this element or take advantage of possible employment
opportunities. This could have adverse effects on the language and culture in schools and
communities. This omission should be addressed, assessed and appropriately mitigated.
3.2 In addition, the Wylfa Newydd development is expected to provide significant local
employment opportunities during both the construction and operational phases. With the
SPC Works deemed as the start of the project, it is essential that Horizon demonstrate a
clear commitment from the onset to inspire young people in the uptake of STEM subjects to
ensure that they have the appropriate skills and qualifications to secure employment both
during construction and operation. The SPC Works provides a clear opportunity to pilot this
approach in North Anglesey, through investment in STEM facilities of schools within the
catchment, prior to rolling out across the Island as the development progresses.
4. Tourism
4.1 The tourism assessment is inadequate. Only one unnamed business is mentioned. There
is no reference to recreation, cycling or the use of NCR Lôn Las 566. The visitor centre
which closed in 2015 is included but noted as not being expected to cause a net loss in
visitor numbers. Notwithstanding the fact this closure dealt a critical blow in terms of the loss
of an important educational resource centre, it also resulted in the loss of an important wet
weather tourist attraction in the North of the island. The loss of such an important and wellestablished facility is clearly a negative impact in terms of visitor experience and should be
included within the consideration.
4.2 The Planning Statement contains no reasoning as to why the impacts on businesses and
visitors are not predicted to be significant. This conclusion cannot be accepted without
robust explanation, Horizon are requested to revisit this prior to submission of the
application.
5. Noise and Vibration
5.1 Further mitigation strategies and Contractor Environmental Management Plans (CEMPs)
should be supported by additional site-specific management plans; e.g. those supported by
the Waste and Materials Oversight Group (WaMOG). IACC would support such
environmental management systems which shall be accredited to the British Standard (BS)
EN ISO 14001: Environmental Management.
5.2 IACC would welcome the opportunity to assist with establishing suitable noise and vibration
levels and monitoring regimes including locations.
5.3 Section 61 Prior Consent agreements made under the Control of Pollution Act 1974
application process between Horizon and IACC must afford protection and mitigation for
residents and communities bordering the site boundaries. IACC will not consider it
appropriate for these to be used to weaken the protection afforded under the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP) and related plans.
6. Air Quality
6.1 Compliance with the national air quality objectives is essential and levels of pollution should
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be kept as low as practicable. The dust deposition thresholds proposed are unacceptable
and Horizon is advised to liaise with IACC prior to finalising the application to discuss these
in detail. Dust and air quality monitoring equipment shall be installed and operational prior
to the commencement of the SPC works and continue until all works are complete.
6.2 IACC wish to agree the locations of the monitoring equipment with Horizon and to have
access to the data upon request. For PM10 and PM2.5, this should be a web-based real
time system, with alert systems in place. IACC would be happy to provide Horizon with
advice on the alert levels.
7. Cultural Heritage
7.1 Dame Sylvia Crowe’s landscaping area will be removed as a result of the development.
Horizon has identified a ‘significant effect’ reducing to ‘not significant’ following mitigation.
IACC do not accept that the recording of the landscape through survey and photography
(whilst welcomed) would constitute sufficient mitigation to result in a ‘not significant’
conclusion. Further justification for this conclusion is required together with an explanation
of how the final landscaping proposals will reflect the historical context.
7.2 Similarly, Tre’r Gof Uchaf and Nant Orman are both shown as sustaining significant effects
given both are being removed. Mitigation in the form of a level 3 survey is not sufficient to
result in a ‘not significant, residual effect and this conclusion cannot be accepted.
7.3 Where the Environmental Statement refers to a ‘targeted watching brief’, IACC recommend
the approach should first be agreed with GAPS before the proposal is finalised.
8. Ecology
8.1 Overall the assessments contain a disconnect between the clearance and restoration, and
it is difficult to reliably assess the effects if there is no substantive consideration of their likely
duration. The SPC Works application permits the clearance of the site for a period of time,
and then its restoration – so many of the effects in this context are not permanent. Whilst
the progress of the DCO cannot be determined in detail it will be possible to identify the
approximate maximum period over which SPC Works effects will occur, and factor these
into the assessment. This has not however been done and this requires to be addressed
prior to submission. For example, the SPC Works will result in a substantial loss of foraging
and commuting habitat for bats (although this is not quantified or estimated) for a period of
time – but the assessment does not explore the likely duration of this or the time until
restoration could be said to have returned the site to an acceptable condition. Some of the
commitments which are proposed are contradictory and need to be brought together in a
cohesive plan which addresses the current inconsistencies.
8.2 It is recognised that there are construction aspects that will need some inherent flexibility
and which cannot be determined at this stage, but this proposal provides no surety that
these watercourses will be safeguarded. Mitigation commitments are not in a suitable form,
there is no detail on how they will be secured and accordingly they provide little degree of
protection.
8.3 The works, particularly on wetland enhancement, need to be subject to a form of Reasonable
Avoidance Methodology Statement (RAMS) in relation to protected species.
8.4 Survey data is only available for a small proportion of the receptor site, and is from 2013.
The current reptile population at the receptor area is not therefore established. It may be
reasonable to infer that it is low or nil, based on the habitats present and evidence from
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similar areas of surveyed habitat (although this is not done), but if the habitat is sub-optimal
then it is unclear how much will be in suitable condition to receive reptiles with only a 6
month preparation period.
8.5 It should also be noted that the receptor site is some distance from the existing reptile
populations (at least 1km, substantially more for adder populations) and will be separated
from most of these by the development site. The section on bats provides little quantitative
information on habitat loss or the relative importance of apparent commuting routes.
8.6 The bat activity surveys are from 2013 – 2014, so the extent to which they meet the current
guidelines is not clear. The survey area and period varied from 2013 – 2014 (April surveys
only undertaken once) so it would be useful to understand why surveys were not repeated
in 2015, 2016 or 2017. Given the scale of the vegetation removal the survey effort appears
inadequate.
8.7 Marine environment: there is no reference to fishing (pleasure or commercial) or fish and
their habitat, this should be included.
8.8 The watercourse diversion which is proposed as part of the scheme involves a designated
main river and the intended works will therefore need to be consented by NRW.
8.9 The Flood Consequences Assessment referred to in the Environmental Statements should
be included with the planning submission
9. Highways, Traffic and Transport
9.1 IACC would require a full comprehensive and robust Construction Traffic Management Plan
to be submitted for approval before any work commences. This should include control of
HGV movements along the A5025 taking into account morning and afternoon peak periods
to avoid these and the school arrival and departure times (08:00 to 09:00 and 15:00 to
16:00).
9.2 The Construction Traffic Management Plan should also detail the following:a) The parking of vehicles for site operatives and visitors
b) Loading and unloading of plant and materials
c) Storage of plant and materials used for the works
d) Wheel washing facilities
e) Hours and days of operation and the management and operation of construction and
delivery vehicles.
9.3 Horizon will need to apply for the necessary consent as required under Section 184 of the
Highways Act 1980, to carry out works within the highway for the modification of any existing
verge crossing. The Highways Authority will be utilising Section 59 of the Highways Act 1980
“Recovery of expenses due to extraordinary traffic”, to recover compensation for any
damage done to the public highway as a consequence of these works. Horizon should
therefore provide the necessary information for these along with the planning application so
that they can be processed along with the planning application.
9.4 Both the A5025 On-line improvements and the SPC Works proposals will result in an
increase in HGV traffic on the highway network. With all this additional traffic routing through
the existing A5025 at Valley, including traffic associated with other major projects on the
Island, the IACC have concerns with the potential significant increase in risk to highway
users at the existing Valley crossroads junction. Horizon will need to provide an assessment
of the crossroads junction, which will demonstrate both the existing situation (baseline) and
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following the commencement of the On-line and SPC Works. The assessment shall confirm
if mitigation works (i.e. modifications to the junction layout, signal timings, etc.) are required
to mitigate this potential increase in risk. This assessment could also form part of future
proposals to the junction as part of the A5025 Off-line improvements
9.5 The preliminary view of IACC is that the additional traffic movements could result in the need
for road improvements to the A5025 between Cemaes and Burwen. This would see the
widening of the bends to improve road safety. A similar design approach would be adopted
to the proposed A5025 Works (On-line). This would respond to the increased traffic
movements of SPC Works, whilst ensuring the local highway network is fit for purpose as
the project progresses. We would welcome early dialogue to determine the most appropriate
way forward.
9.6 HNP will need to demonstrate that all improvements which are required to ensure Nanner
Road is fit for purpose, such as works to the adjoining A5025 junction, have been completed
prior to any closure of Cemlyn Road.
10. Socio-economics
10.1 There is limited analysis of what the data provided actually means which impedes its
meaningfulness. There are also inaccuracies in the text and tables alongside incorrect
analysis of the data within the ES Vol 1. For example, the ES Vol 1 7.6.6 and Table 7.10 7.6.6 state that Economic activity in Anglesey is higher than North Wales and Wales – this
is incorrect as it is only higher than Wales position and lower compared to North Wales.
Similarly the ES states that economic inactivity is lower than North Wales and Wales when
it is actually higher than the North Wales figure. The paragraph also incorrectly states the
position on the percentages of people who are economically inactive but do not want a job.
This questions both accuracy of the statements and Table7.10. Further, some of the data
used is not the best and most recent available. This should be updated and clarified.
10.2 There is a lack of clarity and contradiction in the assessment of employment impacts.
IACC is concerned impacts on businesses from other environmental aspects are not
included within the socio-economic section.
10.3 The use of North Wales as a proxy for the daily construction commuting zone skews the
data and analysis as it includes a larger area, population and workforce. The use of North
Wales as a proxy for the DCCZ overstates the supply of labour that can be drawn upon as
it includes a larger labour pool and this impacts on the conclusions drawn undermining their
robustness.
10.4 There is a lack of clarity and potential contradiction as to the argument and basis for
treating the jobs as safeguarded on the assessment of jobs rather than created/new job
opportunities.
10.5 There is no reference to a specific commitment relating to the percentage use of local
labour or clear basis for which local labour would be maximised. The claimed benefits of
local employment need to be delivered through secured delivery plans and monitored to
ensure their effectiveness.
10.6 There is no specific assessment of impacts on individual or grouped clusters of
businesses, this should be included.
10.7 The demolition and closure of the Wylfa Sports & Social Club and associated pitches
represents the loss of leisure facilities and open space. IACC note that there is likely to be
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a long term need for this type of facility and would expect a contribution to re-providing these
facilities in a location that is accessible to the local community.
10.8 There is limited reference to impact on Cestyll Gardens & Kitchen gardens yet they are
in close proximity to the application red line boundary and as such likely to be significantly
impacted by a combination of noise, vibration, visual and air quality impacts. Further detail
on proposed mitigation for this resource is needed. The Planning Statement and
Environmental Impact Statement (Vol 1) identifies significant noise, vibration, visual and air
quality impacts for a number of residential properties and as a consequence local residents
within Cemlyn Bay, Cemaes and Tregele alongside a number of other properties in close
proximity to the WNDA. These individual and combined impacts as a result of the SPC
Works will have a range of significant adverse impact on amenity and overall quality of life
for local residents and their properties as such there is a need to provide mitigation to
address these issues. Some impacts will be extended beyond the life of the SPC Works as
the main construction phase of the Wylfa Newydd project begins (intra project cumulative
impacts).
10.9 Beyond the proposed SPC Works there are significant adverse cumulative impacts on a
wide range of resources and receptors from a community and business perspective. These
include Cemaes Primary school, businesses, residential properties, heritage assets, AONB,
PRoW, Wales Coastal Path, Copper Trail and their owners, occupiers and users. IACC
expects further detail and investment from Horizon to both mitigate and compensate for
adverse impacts on these communities.
11. Landscape, Visual Amenity, Public Access, Recreation and Local Visual Amenity
11.1 Para 4.11.8 of PPW9 does not say that “landscape considerations are an integral part of
the design process that should be taken into account at an early stage”. It actually states
that “landscape considerations are an integral part of the design process and can make a
positive contribution to environmental protection and improvement, for example, to
biodiversity, climate protection, air quality and the protection of water resources”. Para 5.1.4
states that “it is important that biodiversity and landscape considerations are taken into
account at an early stage ...”. There are also several other paragraphs in PPW9 that are of
relevance to the Proposed Development and the conservation of landscapes, for example
para 4.11.10 “seek to promote or reinforce traditional and local distinctiveness (in AONBs)”.
11.2 Para 8.9.1 – para 11.1.13 of PPW9 also goes on to say that local authorities “are also
encouraged to promote the national cycle network, long distance footpaths, bridleways, ...
as greenways for sustainable recreation” which is of particular relevance to this Proposed
Development as the A5025 is crossed by three Sustrans routes, one of which Horizon
propose to divert and/or supplement with a new section. PPW9 paras 8.1.5 and 8.2.3 are
also of relevance to this development.
12. Minerals and Waste
12.1 The North Wales Minerals and Waste Planning Service has been part of the Waste and
Materials Oversite Group since its set up in 2016. IACC is disappointed that the concerns
and opportunities voiced by the shared service in relation to the on-line works have not been
conveyed within the documents.
12.2 IACC/ North Wales Minerals and Waste Planning Service would, as a minimum, request
that Assessments are undertaken on individual consented facilities within the Anglesey and
Gwynedd sub-region, rather than quoting NRW and EA figures for Local Authorities on past
years (2016 and 2015) as this does not reflect the true nature of the actual situation.
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12.3 Horizon appear to be willing to convey additional capacities and facilities that may be
coming on board with the proposed Parc Adfer facility in Deeside and the Mona AD plant on
Anglesey (para 12.6.6). However, although Horizon’s stance that waste will be managed as
close to its source as possible in line with the Proximity Principle, no reference is given to
the problematic situation within Anglesey and Gwynedd for inert landfill capacity as the
general figures produced indicate sufficient capacities.
12.4 No reference made with respect to the scarcity of inert landfill void within the North West
Wales sub region which has previously been discussed with IACC and WaMOG. IACC
believe this has been overlooked given that Horizon state that unsuitable materials might be
sent to landfill.
12.5 IACC require the submission of detail to clarify the measures adopted for vegetative
green waste handling in the locality.
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Dyddiad
Date

31 August 2017

Llinell uniongyrchol
Direct line

0300 025 9098

Ebost
Email:

Helen.May2@gov.waled

Dear Sir,
Pre- Planning Application Consultation on site preparation and clearance works
proposals at the Wylfa Newydd site.
Thank you for your letter of 28 July inviting our comments on the pre- planning
application consultation for the site preparation and clearance works at the Wylfa
Newydd site. The following comments are based on information made available to
us as part of the pre-application consultation and we will review our comments
when we are consulted on the final planning application.
We welcome the discussion of ‘embedded mitigation’ at paragraph 17.4.16 of the
Environmental Statement which includes limiting the extent of works to avoid
physical effects on Cestyll Garden and its essential setting. However, we are
concerned that care is taken to ensure that features of historic interest to Cestyll
are retained and not harmed by the positioning of the fence, during construction of
the boundary fence and associated SPC works. Such historic features include
those relating to the walled garden, valley garden, house site, historic entrance
drive, boundary walls and entrance gateposts and we would welcome an
assurance as to how this will be achieved. I attach a copy of our assessment at
Annex 1.
In addition, Table 17-2 of the Environmental Statement includes references to
Welsh Office Circular 60/96 Planning and the Historic Environment: Archaeology
and Circular 61/96 Planning and the Historic Environment: Historic Buildings and
Conservation Areas (documents RD10 and RD11). These documents were
revoked on 31 May 2017 and should be removed from this table. In Table 17-3,
document RD35 Setting of Historic Assets in Wales was commenced on 31 May
2017 so is no longer a draft document as stated.
Yours sincerely

Helen May
Diogelu a Pholisi/ Protection and Policy
Mae’r Gwasanaeth Amgylchedd Hanesyddol Llywodraeth Cymru (Cadw) yn hyrwyddo
gwaith cadwraeth ar gyfer amgylchedd hanesyddol Cymru a gwerthfawrogiad ohono.
The Welsh Government Historic Environment Service (Cadw) promotes the conservation
and appreciation of Wales’s historic environment.
Rydym yn croesawu gohebiaeth yn Gymraeg ac yn Saesneg.
We welcome correspondence in both English and Welsh.

Annex 1
Assessment of pre-planning application consultation on site preparation and
clearance works proposals at the Wylfa Newydd site.
This advice is provided in response to the pre-application consultation on proposed site
preparation and clearance works (SPC) at the Wylfa Newydd site. The SPC application
site boundary lies immediately adjacent to the registered historic park and garden
known as GD45 Cestyll and will therefore have an impact on its setting.
The pre-application consultation includes an Environmental Statement. Chapter 17
assesses the impacts of the SPC works on Cultural Heritage, including the registered
historic park and garden at Cestyll. We welcome the discussion of ‘embedded
mitigation’ at paragraph 17.4.16, which includes limiting the extent of works to avoid
physical effects on Cestyll Garden and its essential setting.
Works immediately outside the mapped essential setting of the registered historic park
and garden involve above ground clearance of the site, which would markedly change
the rural landscape in which the registered site now sits. It is also proposed to install a
2 metre high perimeter fence around the SPC application site, which would be located
immediately adjacent to the registered garden and/or its essential setting. We consider
that it is important that features of historic interest to Cestyll are retained and that care is
taken not to harm features of historic interest to Cestyll by the positioning of the fence
and during construction of the boundary fence and associated SPC works. Such
historic features include those relating to the walled garden, valley garden, house site,
historic entrance drive, boundary walls and entrance gateposts.
The Historic Environment (Wales) Act 2016 places the register of parks and gardens on
a statutory footing, meaning that the Welsh Ministers (through Cadw) have a statutory
duty to compile and maintain a register of historic parks and gardens in Wales. As part
of the move from a non-statutory to a statutory register, Cadw (via an independent
consultant) has undertaken a review of the boundaries of all registered historic parks
and gardens in Wales to ensure that all features and land of historic significance to the
registered park and garden are included in the boundary. One outcome of the review is
a proposed increase to the registered area at Cestyll to include parts of the area
currently mapped as ‘essential setting’ in the registered area boundary. The proposed
revised area includes the field linking the two currently separated registered areas of the
valley garden and kitchen garden, extending as far as the coast and incorporating land
to the west of the valley garden and the listed mill, Felin Gafnan.
The Environmental Statement concludes that the significance of effect of the SPC works
on the registered park and garden at Cestyll is not significant. Table 17-14 ‘Historic
landscapes summary of effects’ identifies the potential significance of effects of the
proposed SPC on the garden at Cestyll as being minor adverse. We have no reason to
disagree with the conclusions of the Environmental Statement.
Finally, the current application refers to the report on the Assessment of Significance for
Cestyll registered park and garden (ES table 17-6) and refers to the meeting of 8 March
2017, which Cadw attended along with IACC, GAPS and WHGT. Cadw has not yet
received a copy of the final version of this report and would welcome a copy in due
course.

200 Lichfield Lane
Mansfield
Nottinghamshire
NG18 4RG
T: 01623 637 119
E: planningconsultation@coal,gov.uk
www.gov.uk/coalauthority
Mr Kieran Somers - Head of Planning
Horizon Nuclear Power
[By email: wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com]
07 August 2017
Dear Mr Somers
Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012 (as
amended 2016)
Schedule 1C Article 2D - Consultation before applying for planning permission
Pre-application consultation for Site Preparation and Clearance (SPC) Proposals in preparation for
the construction of a new power station on Anglesey at Wylfa Newydd, Isle of Anglesey
Thank you for your consultation letter of 28 July 2017 seeking the pre-application views of the Coal
Authority on the above.
I have checked the site location plan against our coal mining information and can confirm that the
proposed development site is located outside of the defined coalfield.
Accordingly, there is no requirement to submit a Coal Mining Risk Assessment in support of a planning
application for the redevelopment of this site. The Local Planning Authority will not consult the Coal
Authority on any planning application for this site.
Yours sincerely

D Roberts
Deb Roberts M.Sc.
Planning Liaison Officer

WYLFA NEWYDD, SITE PREPARATION AND CLEARANCE CONSULTATION,
8TH SEPTEMBER 2017

RESPONSE FROM NATIONAL TRUST
1. National Trust and North Anglesey
1.1
National Trust is a leading conservation charity with 4 million members.
Established over 115 years ago, our primary statutory purpose is to promote the
preservation of special places for the benefit of the nation. To achieve this aim we
manage over a quarter of a million hectares of land, more than 700 miles of unspoilt
coastline and estuary, several hundred historic houses, gardens and parks, and 6
World Heritage Sites. More than 100 million visits are made every year to the
properties in our care.
1.2
National Trust owns 482ha of land in North Anglesey, including land adjoining
the proposed Wylfa Newydd power station project at Porth y Pistyll; farms and
agricultural land next to the proposed development area and a property and land
adjoining the site of proposed land raising. National Trust has land ownership at the
nearby Cemlyn lagoon, an internationally designated protected area and one of the
most important sites in the UK for breeding sandwich terns.
1.3
Cemlyn is a place of dramatic big skies; a place of tranquillity and fragility; a
sanctuary for wildlife and for those escaping everyday life to seek peace and solace
amongst breath taking beauty. The area is steeped in maritime history, the first
lifeboat on Anglesey, the base for the first flight across the Irish Sea and the site of a
number of coastal historic farm and mill buildings.
1.4
At Cemlyn Bay, a shingle storm beach forms a bar between a tidal lagoon and
the open shore. The shingle habitats, together with saltmarsh developing around the
lagoon and brackish pools further inland are a combined rare and fragile habitat.
1.5
National Trust ownership in North Anglesey also includes a number of listed
buildings and sites of heritage and cultural interest. Adjoining the development area
is Felin Gafnan a Grade II listed building, a Grade II corn drying mill and lying next to
the development a Grade II* listed mill.
1.6
This land was acquired for its outstanding seascape quality; a place where
land and sea combine to produce a stunning end product; recognised by human, bird
and cetacean visitors; acknowledged and appreciated by its resident population
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including National Trust tenants and staff. The Cemlyn area provides an experience
which is valued and loved by all who visit.
1.7
National Trust has developed a future vision for the area; a vision which
respects the natural and cultural environment, and a vision which fulfils our role of
looking after this special place, forever, for everyone. The Cemlyn Vision was
shared with our tenants, Members and visitors during summer 2016. We held an
open day and shared our vision at the Anglesey Show and Cemlyn Open Day. We
have received a large number of positive comments and work has progressed during
2017 on moving forward the Cemlyn Vision.
1.8
It is noted from the Pre application 3 (PAC3) that Horizon proposes a
continued timeline of 16 years of construction, 60 years of operation and a further
140 years of waste placement. National Trust owns the land at North Anglesey in
perpetuity, and will retain its responsibilities in the area long after the restoration of
the existing Wylfa site and long after Wylfa Newydd has been built, operated and
decommissioned.
1.9
National Trust has a wide portfolio of natural and heritage assets in North
Anglesey. Many lie within the identified zone of visual influence, and heritage search
area for the proposed Wylfa Newydd.
1.10 The next decade will be challenging for the environment of North Anglesey. It
is hoped that all organisations making decisions in the area will share a future vision
that respects the natural and cultural environment. It is also hoped that sufficient
investment is made to protect what this area has given to past generations and
ensure we are still able to pass onto future generations the inherent qualities of this
very special place. Fundamental questions on this future still remain prior to
Development Consent Order (DCO).
1.11 Many of the major issues raised by National Trust in Pre application 1, 2
and 3 remain unresolved.
1.12 This document is provided as part of the pre application consultation relating
to Site Preparation and Clearance (SPC) for Wylfa Newydd.
1.13 In summary, National Trust consider the SPC application remains
premature, and could be rolled into the DCO application to enable an
appropriate planning balance, and wider considerations to be made. This is
particularly the case given the currently unresolved issues within the DCO; many lie
at the heart of the environmental acceptability of the scheme.
1.14 The SPC does not act as a standalone submission, and relies on the
accompanying DCO for need and justification, yet fails to consider such matters
within the Habitat Regulations Assessment. The HRA fails to provide or recognise
the need for an in combination assessment of the main project. The views of
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Anglesey Council and Natural Resources Wales on this key matter will be an
important further consideration by National Trust.
1.15 The consultation documentation fails to provide sufficient detail to
demonstrate that the proposed works are necessary either to ensure the timely
delivery of the Wylfa Newydd DCO, or to provide mitigation for the effects of
construction of the DCO project. The power station is being brought forward in an
internationally recognised environment, and in the absence of solutions and answers
to the big questions, moving forward the clearance of the site remains premature,
and the planning and design process is not being taken forward in a manner which is
sympathetic to the quality of the North Anglesey environment.
1.16 Detailed feedback to the consultation is provided within Section 2 below, key
issues identified by National Trust are:
-The SPC seeks approval as a standalone project, but consistently uses the wider
WN project as its justification. It is hoped that there is greater clarity and certainty of
the wider project. The two projects are inextricably linked, and SPC cannot be
justified as a standalone project.
- There remains the risk of a flush of nutrient release and risk of algal bloom and
other water quality impacts in Cemlyn Bay;
- Could the submission drawings use a different key to clarify the retention of trees
which is not clear on printed drawings?
- National Trust is concerned about the conclusions of the HRA documentation in
relation to in combination effects with the main project;
- National Trust remains concerned about the inclusion of AONB, particularly in a
project justified as standalone, and with fundamental questions still remaining in
relation to the wider project;
-The lack of progress on LEMP, and need to understand how the future LEMP sits
alongside the proposed SPC restoration scheme;
-Uncertainty in the nature of proposed mitigation, and lack of ambition for the project;
-Concern about the low priority given to existing tourism and lack of recognition of
the need to bring forward appropriate mitigation;
-The use of un evidenced statements relating to delays should the SPC not move
forward;
- Clarification as to what threshold would be considered appropriate for the
restoration scheme to be initiated.
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2. Pre application consultation to Site Preparation and Clearance.
Section 61z Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
2.1

National Trust welcomes the opportunity to comment on proposals.

2.2
National Trust wishes to draw attention to key issues for SPC, but has had
limited time to move forward clarification or discussion of issues due to the short
period of consultation.
2.21 National Trust welcomes the decision to rethink the approach to Site
Preparation and Clearance Works following feedback during the previous November
2016 consultation with a revised and more limited scope of works.
2.22 National Trust welcomes the liaison meetings completed with two National
Trust tenants near to the application site. The process was useful in being able to
discuss any issues prior to submission of the planning application. This active
engagement and discussion on specific issues with National Trust is also a useful
process to enable Horizon to understand the impacts it is bringing forward on some
of the nearest residential properties to the proposed works.
2.23 The timing of the pre application consultation for SPC for a short period during
the peak summer season has caused a number of issues for National Trust, a 7 day
extension is useful, but full consideration of the scheme has not been possible in a
four week summer period. National Trust will look to consider further when the full
planning application is submitted.
2.24 In our response to PAC 3 we have drawn attention to lack of information
provided during pre-application consultation and lack of environmental information
which, unless remedied may result in a flawed application for DCO consent. This
comment remains an overarching concern for the Wylfa Newydd project. The SPC
seeks approval as a standalone project, but consistently uses the wider WN project
as its justification. It is hoped that there is greater clarity and certainty of the wider
project as consideration and determination of the SPC is made. The two projects
are inextricably linked, and SPC cannot be justified as a standalone project.
2.25 National Trust welcome the removal of topsoil strip works, associated
drainage and haul road and overall reduction in environmental impact. The
proposals do, however, still bring forward very significant environmental change and
considerable environmental impact across 299ha of North Anglesey. The proposed
application includes earth works, highways and material movements and
management, with the potential for the release and dispersion of suspended
sediments. The proposed scheme still includes the potential for release of sediment
during the construction of the new alignment at Nant Caerdegog Isaf watercourse. It
is noted that these works are programmed for February and April. There remains,
however, the risk of a flush of nutrient release and risk of algal bloom and other
water quality impacts in Cemlyn Bay. Questions are raised on how practical it is to
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condition and programme weather dependant works at WN. The lack of progress or
availability of a marine hydrodynamic model means there remains no ability to
confirm understanding of the potential impact of the scheme on the marine
environment and National Trust land at Cemlyn. The SPC is potentially bringing
forward a scheme which at the current time has unknown impacts on an
internationally designated site.
2.26 Could the submission drawings use a different key to clarify the retention of
trees which is not clear on printed drawings?
2.27 National Trust remains concerned about the lack of progress or publically
available information on Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) issues for the
substantive project. Concerns are also raised with the approach taken to HRA within
the proposed SPC, and the conclusions in Table 3-2 of the Consultation HRA and
absence of an in combination assessment with the main project. The response of
NRW and IOACC to the SPC and feedback on this issue is awaited. National Trust
has had very limited involvement in the Project HRA, and to aid understanding
requested minutes of the meetings of the HRA Working Group, this request was
refused. Greater explanation of the May 2016 meeting (HRA Working Group) and
conclusion is required, in order to understand why an in combination assessment
with the main project is not provided within the submitted SPC documentation.
National Trust thus is concerned about the conclusions of the SPC consultation
documentation (6.1.1, 5.1.20) in relation to in combination effects with the main
project;
2.28 The application brings forward development in a landscape recognised for its
outstanding natural beauty (the boundary of the AONB lies to the south west of the
existing power station, and is included in the planning application unit for the
proposed planning application). National Trust remains concerned about the
inclusion of AONB, particularly in a project justified as standalone, and with
fundamental questions still remaining in relation to the wider project. National Trust
considers that the SPC planning application does not demonstrate an overriding
public need, nor exceptional circumstances.
2.29 There has been a lack of progress or any detail relating to the Landscape and
Environmental Masterplan (LEMP) and information provided on the LEMP is
indicative and very general. National Trust noted this in relation to PAC3, and
considers the LEMP to be a crucial document in demonstrating that the overarching
project can deliver an appropriate level of mitigation and any necessary
compensation. A restoration scheme is brought forward, as a requirement relating to
the decision to submit an early SPC application. The area of development is
undergoing a gradual process of landscape and ecological decline, associated with
borehole and archaeological investigations for the main project. There appears to be
no action to make publically available a LEMP at an early stage of the project, either
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to demonstrate the environmental credentials of the project, or to confirm an
appropriate level of mitigation and compensation is being considered.
At this stage of the SPC, National Trust raise concerns about the level of mitigation
being brought forward, uncertainty in the status of future mitigation, and lack of
ambition for the project (the SPC Restoration Scheme appears to bring forward a
potential loss of 20% of boundary features (29km down to 23.26km loss of 5.74km);
no scrub or pond replacement and no species rich grassland seeding. National
Trust also raise concerns about the size of the areas defined as Ecological Receptor
Site and Reptile Translocation site which represents only 20ha of a 299ha site (8%
of what is to be disturbed and ultimately cleared entirely). Further clarification and
detail on the approach is requested for the submitted planning application.
Could the application also clarify the statement within Section 6.5.4 “additional
mitigation for the loss of habitat would be included as part of the approved
restoration scheme if the Wylfa Newydd DCO does not proceed”. How is this
envisaged to move forward? Greater ambition in both LEMP and SPC restoration
schemes need to be brought forward.
2.30 The SPC contains little detail on the tourism impacts and gives neither
specific commitment nor adequate consideration of tourism impacts in North
Anglesey. Section 6.1.148 of the Planning Statement provides little clarification “the
effect on tourism accommodation and attractions is also not predicted to be
significant”. The application does not seek to assess the role, value or quantity of
existing tourism at Cemlyn. The scheme does not demonstrate any consideration of
negative impacts to tourism based around the proximity of land in National Trust
ownership. SPC, even in its modified form, will bring forward considerable disruption
and a visual and audible change to a tourism visit to Cemlyn. It is hoped the
submitted SPC application will recognise the issue, include some specifics (eg
recognition of the visitor viewpoints at Cemlyn east car park, the new passing bay
near to Tyddyn Sidney, the visitor route into Cemlyn along Nanner road), and bring
forward potential mitigation (eg off site planting, boundary management and
proactive visitor route signage). National Trust await the views on Isle of Anglesey
Council on this matter, given the importance of tourism to Anglesey.
2.31 National Trust consider some of the timing constraints are over estimated in
the SPC Consultation and further justification is needed if they are to be considered
material. 6.1.21 of the Design and Access Statement indicates that the “SPC means
the Wylfa Newydd project can move to its operational phase as early as possible”.
This statement is made without any reference to timing or construction requirements
in this application. This information may be justified by information available to
Horizon as part of DCO, but this assumption is not justified in what is a standalone
planning application. Similarly 6.1.25 states “if SPC proposals are not granted
ahead of DCO, the preparation works would need to be included in the main
construction phase and increase the number and severity of intra project impacts”.
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This again is a un evidenced statement. Section 8.1.3 provides a further neither
unjustified nor quantified position by indicating that the project would delay overall
construction by 12 to 18 months if SPC was not approved. No further information
appears to be provided in the Consultation documents, and perhaps this requires
documentation or knowledge from DCO documentation which is not submitted, nor
available for review in the SPC? This conclusion is not easily drawn by evidence
provided within the SPC documentation, and should not be accepted as a valid
conclusion without further evidence or justification.
2.32 Might further detail be provided on what constitutes “plant to allow material
processing” (Section 6.1.16). Will material processing be taking place at the
westerly compound (ie with potential for amenity disturbance to Tyddyn Sidney)?
2.33 Could consideration be given to use 0.9m security fencing and new double
hedge planting at the boundary with Nanner Road. The application does not
recognise the tourism value of this site boundary. Could the application clarify the
specific requirements of the Centre for Protection of National Infrastructure security
fencing for the wider western end of the application site (which will involve no
security issues other than works to field boundaries)?
2.34 Could greater clarification be provided on lighting requirements for the
westerly satellite compound? This may have an impact on the amenity.
2.35 Could greater clarification be provided on the point at which restoration works
will be commenced? Section 6.5.1 of the DAS indicates this position will move
forward by planning condition. Could this issue be clarified as to what threshold
would be considered appropriate for the restoration scheme to be initiated, rather
than the site remain in limbo as a degrading potential construction site? Could the
application clarify the terminology used in Section 6.5.2 as “maximum restoration”?
Thank you for your consideration.
For further information please contact John Pearson, Planning Adviser, National
Trust John.pearson@nationaltrust.org.uk
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North Wales Wildlife Trust: - Consultation response on Horizon
Nuclear Power’s Section 61z of the Site Preparation & Clearance
Proposals, Wylfa Newydd
Thank you for giving North Wales Wildlife Trust (NWWT) the opportunity to comment on
Horizon Nuclear Power’s (HNP) Section 61z consultation of the Site Preparation & Clearance
(SPC) proposals. Our comments are made in the context of our role and responsibilities as
an environmental non-governmental organisation with over 4,000 members and as the
managers of an internationally designated Nature Reserve in the immediate vicinity of the
SPC and Wylfa Newydd Development Area (WNDA) for the Power Station. Cemlyn Nature
Reserve, which is within 150m of the WNDA boundary, is a SAC, SPA and SSSI and amongst
it’s nationally and internationally important wildlife supports the only colony of breeding
Sandwich tern in Wales holding up to 2,500 breeding pairs (2016), which represents 20% of
the total UK population and a significant proportion of the Irish Sea population (33% calculated from http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-2890 data up to and including 2014). The Nature
Reserve attracts over 50,000 visitors a year and can be considered a key tourist destination
in the local area.
The Wildlife Trust looks forward to discussing our comments and concerns with Horizon. The
Wildlife Trust will continue to work positively, proactively and professionally with all parties as
the proposals move toward the formal submissions of either the TCPA for the SPC or the DCO
for the main Power Station development.

1. Introduction & Summary
1.1

1.2

The NWWT commented extensively on the last Section 61z consultation (November
2016) and welcome the reduction in both the scale and extent of the amended proposals.
However, there is still considerable concern about some elements of the scheme, which
in our opinion are necessary for the formal submission. Additionally, the submission is
extremely difficult to navigate, contains a number of fundamental errors and/or omission
and the timescale of the consultation (minimum statutory 28 days) has made it
exceptionally difficult to give the Section 61z submission full consideration. A separate
Annex to this response details editorial issues.
Detailed comments are made in Section 2 on a large number of matters of fact, points
of justification and internal inconsistencies, which can be broadly categorised by the
following summary: 1.3.1 It is our opinion that some conclusions of the EIA are not based on a full or
adequate assessment or evaluation of receptors. Additionally, some of the EIA
conclusions cannot be verified due to the lack of submitted appendices of the
relevant studies. This detail is necessary in order that all consultees can provide
comment and the determination of the application can be undertaken in the full
knowledge supported by information & the justification of HNP’s conclusions. This
relates particularly but not exclusively to:  Fungi
 Reptiles
 Black-headed gull
 Chough
 Noise impact analysis for ecological features
 Predator displacement.
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1.3

1.3.2 In our view given the scale of the development and its impacts, the mitigation detail
continues to significantly lack proportionality. Additional detail or amendments to
plans are required in order to demonstrate that planning mechanisms can be
secured (by reference to relevant plans/reports) & enforced based on the final
submission. It needs to provide the Local Planning Authority (Isle of Anglesey
County Council IACC) with the confidence and avoidance of future doubt that the
embedded, good practice & additional mitigation can be implemented effectively.
This specifically relates to a number of the mitigation packages and the Landscape
Management Strategy to be implemented via the CoCP (Code of Construction
Practice), along with the Restoration Principals should the DCO not be granted. It
is important to note that NWWT consider that current works under GDO/PDO
rights have already started to impact key ecological receptors and will extenuate
the process of degradation of habitat quality and suitability for species receptors.
Areas where issues occur:  Lack of detail/omissions relating to identified ecological outcomes is shown
on key application plans to be conditioned; the Proposed Site and Landscape
Restoration Principles plans (WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00004 and WN0903JAC-OS-DRG-00034 respectively).
 Interim land use management strategy following/during SPC – is muddled &
inappropriate for a number of receptors.
 Chough - good practice mitigation & additional mitigation Wylfa Head is
required to reduce impacts to negligible.
 Water vole - mitigation is compromised, misapplies current best practice will
result in unacceptable and potentially non-compliant habitat fragmentation.
 Reptile unidentified resource – population assessment, habitat suitability audit
and differentiation of (resource cloddiau fences, walls)
 Japanese knotweed as contaminated waste – omission of appropriate
treatment strategy
 Mud snail translocation - habitat creation, capture and translocation protocols
are not included to demonstrate the mitigation can be effective
 Inappropriate management principles for great crested newt release area and
Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area
1.3.3 The Restoration Principles suffer from similar problems but relating to:  Need for Planning Restoration Bond and mechanism to secure mitigation in
the edge blue land if DCO fails and/or Horizon is no longer a legal party to the
land
 Reduction by nearly 20% in boundary features, scrub & pond along with
decline in semi-natural grassland resource (chough, species rich grassland,
CHEG fungi assemblage)
 Lack of differentiation between cloddiau and other field boundaries to guide
replacement.
 Increased field size & risk of further future ecological damage which will
compromise objectives
 Lack of provision of demonstrable habitat connectivity
 Lack of clarity on the aftercare period and the Landscape Management
Strategy
Many of the mitigation plans/draft licence applications place an over-reliance on the
LEMP to provide a co-ordinated range of environmental habitat mitigation (European
Protected Species bat & great crested newt and UK protected species water vole &
reptiles). NWWT do not agree that the LEMP currently provides this and the LEMP is
not part of the current submission so it cannot be scrutinised at this time. The Wildlife
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1.4

1.5

Trust does not agree with what appears to be Horizon’s current approach to the LEMP’s
development during the DCO inquiry. This is a core element of the scheme, which is
needed to validate an application (DCO submission). Horizon should develop sufficient
detail of what is proposed via an illustrated LEMP 5 plan, rather than a bland pasture
landscape supported by an oversimplified statement of return to pasture and agricultural
production. Substantial & an appropriate level of detail is required to demonstrate that
the LEMP will be able to deliver its stated objectives.
NWWT do not concur with the justification provided by HNP that the SPC is a standalone
application with such minimal impacts that it justifies the lack of an in-combination
assessment under the Habitats Regulations.
In the Section 2 comments NWWT have highlighted (in bold) the nature of the comment
for example where clarification is sought, as opposed to lack of agreement with
conclusions/assessment or where it is felt that the submission is lacking
information/justification which would enable the reader to accurately assess the
application when it is formally submitted.

2. Detailed comments on Section 61z documents for SPC
Environmental Statement Volume 1
Chapter 3 Proposed Development
2.1 Phase B Clarification sought at 3.3.33 that temporary internal boundary fencing (0.9m)
will be left open at PRoW in same manner as 2m temporary construction fencing
(3.3.25).
2.2 Clarification of lighting arrangements – if any - for 2m temporary construction fence.
2.3 Phase C Clarification and modification of text at 3.3.27 to indicate if cloddiau banks
or other banked features are to be flattened/rolled to ground level and/or soil/fill removed
to one of the material compounds.
2.4 At 3.3.33 there is no submission of the reptile habitat suitability assessment or plan
(2016 see also Table 14-8). There is no presentation of what is considered to be low or
high quality features for reptiles. This is an omission and see 2.41 below for justification.
2.5 There appears to be no plan or tree numbers to indicate which trees may require further
survey/special measures. Clarification and potentially modification is needed on this
matter.
2.6 At 3.3.59 if the watercourse realignment is to include flood plain attenuation capacity the
extent and cross sections should be provided on the application plan (Application dwg
no WN0903…..00027) and ES Figure 3-6). Elsewhere in the ES (13.4.20) it is indicated
that a 0.1% AEP (Annual Exceedance Probability) will be designed in as a flood
prevention measure. The submission must demonstrate that there is sufficient space or
landform modification proposed to accommodate this storage capacity at predicted
greenfield run-off rates, including a calculation for the alteration of the sub catchment of
this area from the DCO cut and fill. This is considered an omission.
2.7 Figure 3-6 does not tally with text at 3.3.60 (bullet 9 & 12) which appear to indicate that
3 ponds will be created in watercourse realignment. Clarification and potential
amendment.
2.8 Para 3.3.61 All Method Statements to be conditioned and a Schedule of Planning
Conditions (see Annex) should be provided. Ecology fencing to material compounds
(para 3.3.69) needs to be specified and shown on plan in order that it can be conditioned.
This is an omission.
2.9 Treatment of contaminated material (paras 3.3.78 – 3.3.84) discusses the excavation of
soils and materials containing asbestos. Soils supporting Japanese knotweed plant
material (generally considered to be within 7m of above ground growth) are also
statutorily identified as contaminated materials (Waste (England & Wales) Regulations
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2.10

2.11
2.12

2.13

2011), requiring special treatment, storage and disposal. Protocols & treatment
methodologies for this highly invasive species do not appear to have been considered
in the submission in either Chapter 12 (Materials & Waste) or the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP). This is a serious omission as para 3.6.23 indicates that this could be
as much as 5,200 tonnes of material. Consideration of this species therefore, should not
just be regarded as an INNS (Invasive Non-Native Species under Schedule 9 of Wildlife
& Countryside Act).
Clearance of other vegetation (3.3.467) This section should signpost an interim land
management plan to be included in the CoCP. It is acknowledged that the purpose
of Phase C is to undertake preconstruction removal of key species. However, there is
lack of clarity on how the final SPC’s vegetation will be managed to dissuade
recolonisation. At 3.3.467 it is indicated that grass (or other vegetation) will not to exceed
200mm in height. At 16.4.54 it indicates that grazing will be continued for as long as
possible and elsewhere it is stated that the grass will be mown short regularly, with the
equipment list showing that flail mowers will be used (CoCP). There is inconsistency
in the draft submissions approach and there are sound ecological arguments why the
management of the retained vegetation should be varied and it would not compromise
the objectives of Phase C.
It is well known that some large-scale infrastructure projects have experienced
considerable delays between the inception of SPC/enabling works and the
commencement of construction of the proposal (eg Hinkley C delays of 4 years and
Kingsway Business Park, Rochdale over 5 years). In this eventuality, the landscape and
retained vegetation should not be allowed to degrade visually or physically due to
unconsidered management practices (see also Section ).
At 3.5.4 the document needs internal consistency of working arrangements to reflect
mitigation measures (Table 14-10 Embedded ecological mitigation).
Section 3.6 Removal & Restoration Principles NWWT have considerable concerns
about the contents and detail of this part of the proposal and it is our opinion that if the
formal submission is made in its current form we would object on the grounds of lack of
a proportionate and achievable restoration scheme with appropriate aftercare provision.
The Wildlife Trust has ecological concerns about the restoration proposals and their
ability to provide proportionate mitigation, which are discussed at discussion at 2.45 et
sequel. The lack of a coherent process in this matter is illustrated by an internal
tautology; with Chapter 3 indicating it is outlined in the CoCP and the CoCP referring
back to Chapter 3.
The comments presented here relate to the project description and the planning aspects
of the restoration proposals.
2.14.1 NWWT welcome the use of planning conditions to secure the Removal &
Restoration.
2.14.2 NWWT strongly recommend that a planning restoration bond is also secured
on the Restoration, in a similar manner to that used commonly for Mineral
Planning Applications. This would ensure that the Local Planning Authority had
a mechanism to achieve an appropriate level of removal, remediation and
restoration should the applicant – Horizon - cease to be a trading company (ie
legal entity) and/or relinquish its legal interest in the land.
2.14.3 Equally important, in the event of a collapse of the DCO proposal and potential
that Horizon is no longer a legal entity, is the security of mitigation undertaken in
edge blue land. In this scenario, this would also require some form of transfer to
successor in title of the requirements to maintain features for species mitigation
and potentially inclusion of restrictive covenant on future land use/removal of
structures (eg bat barns & bat poles). Some form of planning security is
imperative for European Protected Species (EPS bats, GCN & otter), where the
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2.14.4

2.14.5

2.14.6

2.14.7

2.14.8

requirements of the mitigation and legislation is to ensure maintenance of
favourable conservation status of the species in perpetuity. The EPS licencing
process does not have any powers or mechanism to enforce this. Therefore, a
planning mechanism needs to be in place to secure the mitigation in blue
edge land should the DCO not go ahead.
The landscape aftercare period is not consistent; at 3.6.1 and 3.4.4 it appears to
be open ended with the date to be subsequently agreed, whereas at 3.6.17 the
minimum aftercare period of 5 years is quoted (MPG guidance). Internal
consistency is required in the submission, so there is a no-quibble defined end
point to what constitutes full restoration and the aftercare period quantified in
years.
The LPA need to be able to define the criteria/circumstances under which the
Removal & Restoration package will be initiated should the Power Station not be
granted DCO consent or the proposal does not proceed for another reason, as
there could be a lengthy period of uncertainty whilst the future of the proposals
are debated/negotiated.
NWWT welcome the retention/completion of the watercourse realignment should
it have been initiated. However, there is an omission as there is no mention of
the Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area & reptile receptor habitat (Mynydd Ithel),
along with others areas which are proposed to mitigate SPC ecological impacts
(eg EPS). These areas and their ecological enhancements should continue to
the end of their agreed period to allow sufficient time for translocated/displaced
species to recolonise the reinstated landscape. This should also accommodate
a contingency should the SPC be completed, but there are subsequent delays
in it becoming apparent that removal and restoration is necessary.
The application plans and EIA figures for the restoration & aftercare should be
amended to show all the mitigation areas within both the red and blue edge.
These currently include:  Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area
 Reptile receptor habitat Mynydd Ithel
 Great crested newt mitigation area receptor/release site
 Bat mitigation barns 4 in total, including the 2 already constructed
 Bat mitigation area in Dame Sylvia Crowe’s Plantation
 Bat mitigation areas in 50m zone around bat barns
 Any other areas which are subsequently agreed as embedded, good
practice or additional mitigation (eg Wylfa Head)
The removal of temporary site infrastructure does not appear to include the haul
roads. This should be clarified and plans/text potentially amended.

Chapter 14 Terrestrial & Freshwater Ecology
2.14 Table 14-5 does not include any reference to NWWT’s Scoping response (10.3.16) &
Table 14-6 where issues are not accurately reflected. Whilst the Wildlife Trust are
disappointed, we are also fully cognisant that not all matters raised/advocated by an
NGO will influence the applicant. However, some of the matters that have been
consistently raised are of continuing and substantive concern.
2.15 Table 14-8 indicates that a habitat suitability audit for reptiles has been undertaken. This
was not presented in the relevant appendices (Appendix 14-9 Environmental Statement
Appendices 3C 14-9 pdf g 664). This omission needs to be addressed and a plan
produced so that it can be used to support the submission of the mitigation as laid out
in the CoCP (para11.2.23).
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2.16 NWWT continue to object to the scoping out of grassland CHEG fungi as a receptor
from the EIA process (Table 4-18) and are particularly disappointed with the approach
adopted by Horizon in this Section 61z submission. The previous consultations on
Appendix 14-01 (EIA Progress Report Spring 2016 and Section 61z of SPC autumn
2016) both included the following commentary apparently for surveyor/author Phil Budd:
“During the course of the survey no more than eight species of Hygrocybe
were recorded at any given site. However, this cannot be taken as an
indication that the best sites [6, 8, 11 & 12] in the study area are of less than
national significance as all the site visits were very brief i.e. no more than about
20 minutes survey time. Furthermore, 2013 did not appear to be a particularly
good year for CHEG fungi, perhaps due to the drier than average conditions.”
He goes on to conclude that despite the dry season and late date of the survey
that sufficient data was gathered to make “an initial assessment of fungal
habitats” [my emphasis in bold].
A highlighted version of the first consultation submission is appended to this
response to assist Horizon in establishing a paper trail on this matter.

The statements quoted above have been removed from the current submission’s
appendices (Environmental Statement Appendices Vol3C Appendix 14-4 starts pdf
page 474), with apparently no reference to the original author or provision of a reasoned
justification for the alteration of the text. It appears that additional analysis on this matter
has only come from “incidental” records of species from a “visit” in 2016, when it would
appear that only two areas were considered (area 9 and a new area on Wylfa Head Area A). It is our view that there is no justification for the approach adopted by Horizon,
with the removal of the original surveyor’s consideration of the limitations, status &
conclusions of his own survey. NWWT remain of the view that the grassland fungi
receptor has not been fully assessed or evaluated.
Further inaccuracies occur in that Table 4-18 concludes that only one regionally
significant population of fungi is present (outside the SPC boundary). Table 6 of
Appendix 14-4 (Environmental Statement Vol3C Appendix 14-4 pdf pg 499) concludes
– based on the limited data – that Area 12 is also of regional importance.
This situation should be addressed by additional survey and accurate reporting. It is
NWWT’s view that additional mitigation will be required to ameliorate for impact on
this group.
2.17 Table 14-9 does not include habitats listed under the Habitats Directive Annex I where
they occur outside Natura 2000 sites, this would include for example perennial
vegetation of stony banks (H1220). These habitats should be evaluated in the context
that the UK has an obligation to monitor (Article 11) and report (Article 17) on the extent
of the resource both within and outside Natura 2000 sites. Whilst this omission does not
impact the SPC application it should be noted for the DCO submission. Similarly,
Annex 1 bird species (Birds Directive) are omitted from the Table.
2.18 An additional impact pathway should be added to those listed at paragraph 14.4.12 –
habitat modification resulting in changes to distribution or populations dynamics of
negatively co-related species (land-based predators), which cause disturbance or
mortality/injury to receptor species, as discussed fully 2.62 below.
2.19 NWWT do not agree with the statement at 14.4.25 that survey limitations do not affect
the robustness of the assessment and multiple examples are highlighted within this
response; fungi, chough, black-headed gull, noise assessment of ecological receptors
and issues raised previously in other responses.
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2.20 Note that the setting of noise thresholds for breeding birds is not a single figure across
the board and other studies have used different thresholds for different types of activity
(percussive, frequency, periodicity of impacts etc) and at different times during the
breeding period (at colony establishment, chick rearing).
2.21 Table 14-10 (Embedded Mitigation). The boundary of the Tre’r Gof SSSI should be
buffered 20m from than the stockproof fence on the same principle as for other
watercourses and waterbodies. The existing fence line does not constitute a buffer. Any
drains which outfall SSSIs should be similarly buffered (at 15m) to prevent their blockage
or collapse, which would alter invert levels and disrupt hydrology. Within this buffer there
should be no storage of materials, use of vehicles, vegetation clearance or construction
should occur. Risk assessments as described in Table 14-10 should be used within 20m
of the Tre’r Goff boundary.
The watercourse realignment will isolate watercourse 7 & 8 by the laying of a pipe to
allow their continued drainage, which has had records for water vole (cf application
drawing WN0903…. 00027 Watercourse plan & section Phase D). See discussion on
CoCP below.
These items should be included as part of embedded mitigation.
2.22 Table 14-11 (Good Practice Mitigation) and Table 14-20 (Additional Mitigation) Whilst
NWWT welcome & concur with the items identified, there are a number of concerns
relating to those listed which are discussed fully under the comments on the CoCP.
Additionally, there are a number of measures which have been omitted and in order for
the SPC to satisfactorily address impacts items should be added to Table 14-11 and
14-20 and amendments should be made to the CoCP to ensure that appropriate and
proportionate mitigation can be conditioned.
2.22.1 protective fencing should be erected around all ponds (all but one to be retained
in the SPC cf Environmental Statement Volume 2 Figure 14-8) to protect them
from accidental spillage of spoil/stored materials which might be temporarily
located on site or impacts from vehicle movements. The stand-off should be 5m
with high visibility fencing.
2.22.2 The fish spawning & migration periods should be specified.
2.22.3 Watercourse realignment destruction of pond should be timed to avoid the toad
breeding season or methods should be used to exclude toad from returning to
breed if destruction is to occur as spawning & breeding times.
2.22.4 The CoCP omits discussion or inclusion of an outline strategy for dealing with
biosecurity risks.
2.22.5 Chough are omitted from the tables and should be included in Table 14-11 to
ensure that suitable areas of grassland are managed in the interim land use
management scheme for chough foraging (ie within approx 500m of nest sites).
This will not be detrimental to the objectives of Phase C
2.22.6 Wylfa Head is omitted as an Additional mitigation measure. The implementation
of appropriate management at Wylfa Head will ameliorate impacts for foraging
chough, coastal grassland & heath and grassland CHEG fungi assemblage to
reduce acknowledged impacts on these receptors within the SPC. ‘Warm words’
and positive acknowledgment of this has been provided by HNP environmental
staff at meetings (WNHEFF, HRA birds and RSPB/Stretford meetings), but it has
not been included in this Sectn 61z draft submission Therefore, there is no actual
planning guarantee or mechanism to enforce or secure this. Wylfa Head (within
the blue edge) as an ecological mitigation area should be shown on the relevant
application plans (eg WN0903…..00004 Proposed Site Plan (following
completion of SPC works) and WN0903……. 00034 & Environmental Statement
Vol2 Figure 3-3 Landscape Restoration Principles)
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2.22.7 NWWT still do not agree that the 15 year period of secured management on the
blue edge land (Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area and the Reptile Receptor
Site Mynydd Ithel) is sufficient if delays occur in the implementation of the Power
Station. The build out timeline is now extremely tight with operational
commencement in 2025, but civil and construction activity continuing until at least
2027 (PAC3), and the LEMP will subsequently need an establishment period.
This means that any delays will result in the release of the obligation to manage
these ecological areas before the adequate establishment of the newly created
LEMP landform, into which notable species are expected to recolonise. Horizon
should provide a contingency & commitment that in the event of delays beyond
completion at 2025 that the management of these two receptor sites will be
extended to the end of the normal 5 year landscape establishment period. If this
is not forthcoming there is a high probability that the translocation and
displacement of species will ultimately fail in its stated objectives to provide long
term opportunity for recolonisation (cf Conclusions para 4.11.2). Whilst this is a
DCO matter it should be acknowledged and amended in the SPC final
submission.

Consultation comments on Environmental Statement by ecological receptor
Great crested newt (GCN) – Chapter 14 & Environmental Statement Vol3D Appendix 14-20
(pdf pg 560)
Bats – Chapter 14 & Environmental Statement Vol3D Appendix 14-23 (pdf pg 652)
2.23 These two European Protected Species are considered together as the same issues
relate to both.
2.24 The baseline data is now considerably out of date (>3 years) and all structures (bats)
and the ponds within Cae Gwyn & 500m buffer zone will need to be resurveyed prior to
mitigation work being implemented
2.25 Draft EPSML D.5 the maintenance of features (bat barns/GCN release area) should be
in perpetuity not just for the 10 years of DCO construction
2.26 Draft EPSML (Bat - E.1 & GCN - E.2.5) The LEMP does not show detailed enhancement
can be achieved and does not currently illustrate a co-ordinated range of environmental
mitigation (see above)
2.27 All mitigation areas either within the edge blue or red should be shown on the relevant
plans (WN0903…….00004 Proposed Site on Completion of SPC and WN090300034
Restoration Principles)
2.28 All areas of receiving/adjacent habitat should have management methods provided. The
information at E.2.1 (GCN only) indicates that on cessation of grazing the habitat will
improve. While this may be the case in the short term, the release habitat will rapidly
become invaded with either willow and/or gorse scrub, which will rapidly become dense
and shade out ground cover which provides foraging, commuting and refuge habitat.
The release area or contiguous with the SPC boundary should include artificial
hibernacula to compensate for the loss of wall habitat within the 500m ZOI (circa 300m
+ 160m in two walls to be removed).
2.29 Habitat enhancement & management for bats (E.2.3) should include hedgerow creation
and management on the boundaries of Tregele bat barn site to create commuting
features to the south east and western boundaries.
2.30 E3.3 (GCN only) needs to highlight that site adjacent to release area will become the
temporary viewing site (DCO) and may be subject to a TCPA application for the visitor
centre.
2.31 Section E.3, F.1 and F.4 (bats & GCN), whilst NWWT welcome Horizon’s commitment
to the maintenance of the mitigation areas and future responsibilities a legally binding
mechanism can & should be provided to ensure the long-term maintenance of
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favourable conservation status by appropriate treatment of all the mitigation habitats and
structures. In addition, the edge blue should be secured by a suitable planning
mechanism (eg Section 106 and restrictive covenant) to enable the transfer of
responsibilities with successor-in-title and that the land cannot be subject to future
inappropriate development or removal of built structures, if Horizon cease to be a cease
to trade (no longer a legal entity) and/or have a legal interest in the land.
Water vole - Chapter 14 and Environmental Statement Vol3D Appendix 14-21 (pdf pg 580)
2.32 NWWT do not agree with the conclusion that there will negligible impact on water vole
following mitigation, for several reasons: 2.33 The Section 61z’s Water Vole Method Statement misinterprets the Water Vole Mitigation
Handbook (2016) and the approach is flawed. Table 2 of the method statement
indicates that displacement can be used where water vole are present in <50m of
habitat. Whereas the Handbook indicates the 50m threshold applies to the length of
habitat to be impacted/working area and in fact states “it is not appropriate to attempt to
displace water voles over longer distances by sequential displacement along
consecutive 50m stretches” (Water Vole Mitigation Handbook para 4.6.21). This is a
serious error and needs adjusting as displacement should not be the favoured
approach to the realignment of 357m of watercourse.
2.34 The analysis takes insufficient account of the effects of habitat fragmentation. The
Method Statement and Environmental Statement both indicate that habitat
fragmentation will not an impact. However, the survey reports indicate that watercourse
8, upstream from the realignment, has supported water vole and in addition this
upstream habitat is considered optimal in places (watercourse 7). The realignment will
sever the connection of watercourse 7 & 8 from the Afon Cafnan by the introduction of
approx 75m of pipe. The submitted Method Statement should provide an outline
approach to mitigation in the event that this upstream area is found to support water
vole during the precommencement surveys.
2.35 The water vole method statement does not identify or quantify the objective of habitat
enhancement measures for suboptimal habitat (Environmental Statement Vol3D
Appendix 14-21 1.3). This additional mitigation is should be included in Table 20-3 or
Table 14-22.
2.36 The assessment does not appear to have surveyed the adjacent marshy grassland or
ditches within the realignment’s working area or considered the loss of these additional
supporting habitats. This should be clarified and specification for future
precommencement surveys should include this habitat type.
2.37 Additionally, the proposed planting regime does not appear to reflect the diversity of the
habitats to be lost (cf TN24 Phase I Habitat Survey Environmental Statement Vol3C
Appendix 14-1 pdf pg 328). It includes reed sweet-grass which was not previously
recorded in this location and can become extremely invasive. The specification should
be adjusted to reflect the current species composition such as hairy willowherb, yellow
iris, water forget-me-not, angelica, lesser spearwort, common sedge, marsh cinquefoils,
water horsetail and tufted hair-grass. The planting specification should be adjusted.
2.38 There should be a minimum of 2 years post completion monitoring and remediation
period, with planting failures replaced during the standard 5 year landscape
establishment period.
2.39 Whilst it is apparent that NRW agree that the Method Statement can be conditioned
(Environmental Statement Vol3A Appendix 05-02 Consideration of original Section 61z
pdf pg 106) it is unclear whether a detailed commentary or analysis of the details was
provided and/or whether the current draft submission has been altered. Notwithstanding
this, NWWT belief that the amendments should be made in order that the approach is
capable of meeting its stated objectives.
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Reptiles – common lizard & adder - Chapter 14 and Code of Construction Practice
2.40 NWWT do not concur with the evaluation of this receptor as low as it believes that
insufficient population data from targeted surveys to been provided to justify this
conclusion.
2.41 The land at ecological receptor at Mynydd Ithel has been recorded as one of the most
species diverse grassland areas in the study area and supports a locally rare bryophyte
moonwort (Environmental Statement Vol3C Appendices 14-1 Phase I Habitat Survey
and 14-2 NVC Survey pdf pg 413). There is no recognition in any of the discussion that
the habitat will continue to be managed to maintain this existing feature of value. In fact,
the proposed management objective of allowing a taller sward and scrub to develop or
be planted is totally contrary to this. The management objectives should be amended
to reflect the existing value of the site and necessary management.
2.42 Figure 14-1 (Environmental Statement Vol2 Figures pdf pg 44) shows the general
arrangements for this group. Whilst the stated aim of the SPC is to clear land and prevent
recolonisation the northern and north-western boundary of the receptor site abuts the
SPC boundary and appears to be totally permeable to reptile movement. However, once
this boundary is secured to prevent the movement of reptiles the majority of the receptor
site will be encompassed by reptile proof fencing and the translocated reptiles are in real
danger of habitat isolation and limitations on population expansion. Horizon should
justify why the receptor site is so curtailed by reptile proof fencing and alternative
solutions presented as this approach is not beneficial to the population. Clarification
and amendment of the reptile mitigation strategy in the CoCP should be undertaken.
Chough
2.43 NWWT do not agree with the Environmental Statements conclusion that impacts on
chough will be negligible (14.7.91) and the statement that overall the quality of the
habitat for foraging will not change. The interim land use management protocol is
unclear and the loss of grazing (where dung invertebrates are an important chough food
source) and a potential mown sward height of 200mm will both degrade the habitat for
chough making areas within the WNDA sub-optimal for this species. The HRA
discussion indicates that habitats within 500m of breeding sites is particularly important,
however the Environmental Statement now concludes that Wylfa Head is the key
foraging area. This contradicts Horizon’s own analysis from presentation of plans by
staff at meetings in 2016 when Horizon showed that habitat suitability for this species
was much more widely dispersed. It is also of note that chough surveys in 2017 were
both short and apparently contradicted by observation of the SPC site by RSPB and the
WNHEFF site visit to the Wylfa Head – Port Wylfa biodiversity hotspot (Site Campus).
In NWWT’s opinion to overcome these issues the formal submission of the SPC
should include the addition of: 
Interim management strategy as a matter of good practice mitigation, that shows
a variable and appropriate management regime for chough in selected areas (eg
Wylfa Head – Porth Wylfa biodiversity hotspot)

Additional mitigation to include the identification of Wylfa Head as an ecological
receptor and implementation of a management plan to be beneficial to chough,
coastal heath & grassland, CHEG fungi and reptiles. Key management objectives
for these species and habitats would not conflict with each. This has been
discussed with Horizon staff on numerous occasions but currently has no
mechanism to secure it except for the warm words and say so of a small number
of Horizon staff.
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Restoration Principles – Environmental Statement (14.10) & CoCP
2.44 The plans currently presented (WN0903…..00034 and Environmental Assessment Vol
2 Figure 3-3) contradict each other and do not show all necessary features of ecological
mitigation which should be included to make the plan valid for conditioning (see
discussion in the Annex)
2.45 The restoration scheme is flawed as it does not return the landscape and habitats to
a condition that equates to its current value. The scheme is poorly developed and in
NWWT’s view cannot provide the basis for a condition.
2.46 The plan does not present like-for-like reinstatement of habitats and would in fact results
in the reduction by almost 20% of boundary features (29km down to 23.26km = loss of
5.75km) and no scrub or pond replacement and no species rich grassland seeding. This
is compounded by: 2.26.1 Lack of differentiation on plan of cloddiau from either the walls or hedgerow
features. As cloddiau are a complex and high value potential refugia habitat for
a number of the receptors, the replacement of this resource needs to be
quantified and the restoration principals made clear as to what proportion of
boundaries are to be reinstated with which type of feature. This is analysis is not
included in the Phase I Survey plan or that presented in the Appendix
(Environmental Statement Vol3C Appendices pdf pg 328) or Table 14-14
(Environmental Statement Vol1)
2.26.2 The apparent retention of a network of haul roads post restoration.
2.26.3 The creation of a network of fields that are in places substantially larger than
those that currently exist, which will increase the probability of the introduction of
more industrial scale agricultural practices (larger machinery, increased
compaction, introduction of more intensive ranch-style grazing practices) with
associated negative impacts on wildlife (for comparison see alongside Figure 33 with 14-5).
2.26.4 Lack of replacement of the toad breeding pond – it is NWWT’s opinion that
creation of open water in the Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area, within an area
of existing wetland, will not be suitable for breeding toad and will impact an
already existing valuable resource.
2.26.5 Replacement/reseeding with pasture is not appropriate and there is no
recognition or interim land use protocols to provide appropriate management to
preserve existing semi-natural species rich grassland, use of wildflower grass
seed (either harvested or bespoke), or by identification of areas where seminatural grassland could be recreated in the SPC compounds located on existing
demolished building platforms or adjacent to semi-improved fields.
2.26.6 The Restoration Principles do not demonstrate the achievement of continued
habitat connectivity or similar habitat connectivity as features such as
replacement of scrub or retention marshy grassland during interim land use will
lead to a degraded landscape.

Code of Construction Practice
2.47 The Code of Construction Practice along with draft licence applications are helpful in
demonstrating the strategies for achieving ecological mitigation and when fully amended
and formally submitted can be quoted in conditions to secure successful implantation.
However, not withstanding the acceptance of the use of conditions NWWT feel that
elements of the scheme’s mitigation need to be amended to ensure avoidance of doubt.
2.48 As discussed extensively elsewhere the CoCP should include an interim land use
management protocol.
2.49 The Landscape Management Strategy Aftercare period should be clearly defined as
discussed elsewhere.
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2.50 Hours of working (4.2.1) should be adjusted to show that during winter, working hours
will be reduced and work will cease at dusk. The ecological mitigation indicates no night
time working (Environmental Statement Vol1 Table 14-10 Embedded mitigation - ie
when it is dark).
2.51 Where lighting is discussed in the CoCP it should indicate the use of passive infrared
LEDs as stated in the Environmental Statement (ES Vol1 Table 14-10 pdf pg 563).
2.52 Section on waste should include Japanese knotweed protocols as a contaminated soil.
2.53 Note otter precommencement surveys (11.2.8) should highlight suitable couch (day bed)
or holt features to be removed. Otter can use refugia or resting places up to 500m from
a watercourse (http://www.snh.org.uk/publications/on-line/wildlife/otters/effects.asp).
2.54 Paragraph 11.2.20 Barn owl mitigation should protect/replace known roosts for nonbreeding individuals, as male barn owls do not generally roost at the nest site when
chicks are present, but deliver prey items to ensure successful fledging.
2.55 Mud snail (11.2.34) – This species has specific habitat requirements which are not well
understood. However, it would appear that ponds, seepages or marsh which support
this species have a fluctuating hydrology which creates drawdown zones and variable
exposure to persistently wet habitats, which do not necessarily permanently hold water.
The details should give a specification outline of what habitat is required and where it
will be located. To reduce the probability of extinction more than one receptor site should
be prepared. Information on the translocation methodology to be employed should be
provided and identify that capture & seeding of the receptor habitat should occur on
more than one occasion.
2.56 The use of buffer zones is discussed above at 2.22 and the approach should be
reiterated at 10.2.3 and should include protection of ponds during SPC works, as all but
one of them are retained in the SPC final landform.
2.57 The most significant issue in relation to the CoCP and the SPC’s mitigation strategy is
the Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area: 2.58.1 The area is comparatively small representing only 8% of the total application
area, but is required to provide sufficient habitat matrices to support a wide
number of Section 7 species with very different ecological requirements. Of
specific concern is
2.58.2 The area’s stated condition would be managed to “would allow a taller sward and
some scrub to develop”, while species rich wildflower grassland will be
established over the majority of the field units. This does not appear to take
regard of habitat requirements of the different species it is intended to support.
2.58.3 The existing field units will be subdivided by scrub bands to achieve grasslands
which would be very difficult to manage without small agricultural machinery such
as small hay bailers on alpine tractors or similar. This will limit the contractors
who can manage the grassland and reduce the likelihood that a cut and lift
approach will be adopted in the long term to maintain the grassland diversity. It
also increases the likelihood that these scrub belts will be removed as soon as
the 15 year management period has expired
2.58.4 The extent of the habitat works as shown on Figure 14-12 (Environmental
Statement Vol2 Figures) is large and will take considerably longer than one
growing season to establish. For example: establishment of flower rich grass on
previously improved pasture will require a nutrient strip before any re-seeding
can be considered. Scrub establishment of any value will need to created 2 or 3
seasons in advance to be able to have any meaningful ecological value
2.58.5 There is no recreation of coastal heath or grassland which would be a valuable
contribution to the enhancement resource.
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Report to inform the Habitats Regulations Assessment - Cemlyn Nature
Reserve (SPA & SAC)
2.58 NWWT currently do not accept the conclusions of the shadow HRA and the lack of
consideration of in-combination assessment, which is based on the use of de minimis.
Horizon’s conclusions appear to be justified based on the interpretation of two elements
of NRW advice:  Table 3-2 states “If SPC Proposals considered a standalone project, the HRA needs
to demonstrate that the SPC works “alone” would result in no or imperceptible
effects on any European Protected Site” It is clear that the project is integrally linked
to and necessary for the Power Stations implementation. There is in fact no other
reason for the SPC to come forward except to enable the larger development so
therefore there is no justification for it to be deemed standalone.
 Paragraph 3.1.3 states that “In May 2017, a presentation of the scope of the SPC
Proposals was given to the HRA Working Group, along with a summary of the
conclusions of the assessment. NRW commented that unless there are no effects
[my emphasis] of SPC Proposals on European Designated Sites, it would be
necessary to undertake an in-combination assessment with the main site works.”
2.59 Additionally, Horizon’s justification for the use of the de minimis is unwarranted and
flawed as guidance indicates this approach should not be used to salami slice projects
in order to remove impacts from future analysis when other elements of a scheme come
forward for consideration and which would make the subdivided elements of a larger
project more ‘acceptable’/liable to receive permission (DTA publications 2013).The use
of the de minimis approach appears only to be applicable when effects are trivial even
if combined with other effects; ie not before the consideration of other projects or plans
(Category B screening - no likely significant effect; Tyldesley 2009). Whilst NWWT
acknowledge that the extent of likely impacts has significantly altered in the current draft
submission, there are still elements of the SPC proposal which it is considered could
have an effect on the SPA and subsequently when considered in-combination could
result in cumulative additive or synergistic impacts on the qualifying features of the
Anglesey tern SPA.
2.60 It is fully appreciated that IACC, supported/advised by NRW, make the final decision on
the HRA, however NWWT feel that some matters appear to have either been omitted or
not adequately considered with sufficient supporting materials are as follows:
2.61 Predator Displacement The application seeks to passively displace notable terrestrial
animals via the phased & directional clearance of vegetation (scrub), buildings and
boundary features (hedges, walls & cloddiau) towards the Notable Wildlife Enhancement
Area (Phase C - 3.3.54) and other habitats. Subsequently, the SPC habitats will be
managed in a manner which will prevent their recolonisation by a mowing regime. The
Environmental Statement acknowledges that there will be increased resource pressure
from the displacement of mammals as this occurs (Environmental Statement Vol1 para
14.7.151 pdf pg 620). If this approach is successful as a good practice mitigation
measure (Table 14-11), then it will also have the effect of displacing other mammals
such as fox, stoat/weasel and rat. These species along with some of the notable
mammals (section 7 species) predate eggs and chicks. The ES has made no
assessment of the distribution or population densities of predator species, but the
vegetation clearance of an area the size of Holyhead (circa 300ha) could be considered
to hold a not insubstantial number of predators, taken as whole. The effects of predator
displacement and/or predator use of the WNDA (large gulls) will continue when the
Power Station (intraproject impact Chapter 19) is implemented, with further vegetation
removal and earth moving. The bird colony at Cemlyn – as is true for many breeding
tern colonies - is acknowledged to be an ecosystem with fragility, with predation
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identified as a key factor for control (cf draft Conservation Objectives for Anglesey Terns
SPA).
The lack of consideration of an impact pathway due to habitat manipulation (functional
land-take) resulting in changes to negatively co-related species’ population dynamics or
distribution is an omission (EIA & HRA). It should be included as a screening category
within the ZOI and with a pathway to the qualifying features of Anglesey Terns SPA.
This should be considered an intraproject impact of the SPC with the DCO (EIA) and an
in-combination effect within the HRA.
2.62 Noise assessment The information presented in Chapter 15 lacks clarity and relevant
reports are missing: NWWT question if it is safe to derive background ambient noise levels based on what
appears to one day’s recording taken in 1.5 hours. This is in contrast to Appendix 10-2
(Environmental Statement Appendices Vol3A Appendix 10-2 Construction Noise Model
Inputs), which undertook 4 weeks survey of continuous monitoring to establish the
baseline for human receptors.
Reports are omitted, therefore it is not possible to provide a view on the validity of the
survey methodology and/or the veracity of the results and subsequent discussion:  Table 15-7 presents a summary of a disturbance study of response at the breeding
colony undertaken during the breeding season. This included but is not reported a
percussive sound trial (to mimic blasting)
 Results and discussion of the observations of tern flight response to DOfGI (para
15.7.34 & 35 - Detailed Offshore Ground Investigations). Note the reported “small”
deviations are not quantified. Additionally, small changes in flight over a breeding
season can be cumulative and have impacts on bird foraging energetics and
consequently feeding chicks and breeding success.
NWWT do not agree that Imperial Docks Leith (15.7.37 and HRA) is a suitable
comparator in this instance as that SPA tern colony established in an urban context and
does not equate to the disturbance issues associated with a colony that is established
in a rural agricultural context.
Black-headed gull usage of SPC site (cf 14.6.74 – 76 & Table 14-5) As a key sympatric
species associated with the success of the SPA tern breeding colony, this species
should be subject to separate study, survey and discussion for wintering, colony
establishment - which occurs prior to the arrival of terns returning to breed - and breeding
season impacts. It is understood that RSPB raised concerns about the data and analysis
provided in relation to black-headed gull in their previous responses and it appears that
this draft submission does not address this. Retro-fitting an existing dataset where
transects cover areas both within and outside the WNDA is not a sound basis on which
to draw conclusions.

3. Conclusions
NWWT have welcomed the current reduction in scale and extent of the SPC proposals
and the consequent changes in impacts. However, there are still a number of
outstanding concerns which we consider are substantive. These principally, but not
exclusively, relate to:  The Habitats Regulations Assessment and the lack of an in-combination
assessment
 The Restoration Principles are not adequate
 The addition and provision of extra best practice and additional mitigation for some
species/groups
 The amendments of ecological mitigation packages along with the associated plans
to make them fit for purpose and be used to form the basis of planning condition
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Planning mechanisms to secure the necessary mitigation and long-term
management of areas within the edge blue, should Horizon cease to trade and/or
have a legal interest in the land.

NWWT have provided extremely detailed comments in our response in order to assist
Horizon in formulating a submission that is valid, can be determined and would be
capable of being conditioned to ensure the implementation of adequate, appropriate and
proportionate mitigation for the impacts. It is sincerely hoped that Horizon take this
opportunity to adjust the application in the ways suggested, as NWWT are now of the
view that these matters could be addressed satisfactorily within a formal submission.
NWWT are more than willing to discuss these comments directly with Horizon
environmental staff and planners in order to further facilitate this process and avoid any
remaining objections. If Horizon wish to discuss this further please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Teresa Hughes
Biodiversity Planning

On behalf of North Wales Wildlife Trust
Email: teresa.hughes@biodiversityplanning.co.uk
Phone: 0785 840 3402
Address: 26 Lower Lane, Chinley, High Peak, SK23 6BD
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Annex - Ease of navigation, editorial errors and omissions
Schedule of proposed conditions and planning mechanisms
3.1

This is a matter for the determining body to agree with the applicant. However, it would
assist with the consultation for other consultees to have a schedule of what is being put
forward. The current draft submission does indicate in some places where it is assumed
matters will be secured by conditions, but this does not appear to be consistent. It is
indicated in some cases in Environmental Statement Vol 1 and in others is more hidden
in the Environmental Statement Appendices Vol3A – 3G.

Application Plans & Drawings
No contents list – should be internally hyperlinked
Plan numbers are not sequential with a number of plans apparently ‘missing’. Situation
was confirmed by HNP via phone call (25.8.17), but needs addressing in submission
3.4 Many plans are not at a scale that can be viewed on-screen at 100% and read the keys
or other detail. Enlargement at > 100% just makes the text illegible
3.5 Site Location Plan (dwg no WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00001) showing the planning
application boundary (edge red) and other land in the applicant’s control (edge blue)
does not appear to tally with the extent of the proposed DCO works as consulted on in
PAC3. This encompasses the area at Wylfa Head for the Site Campus and the working
area for the Cooling Water Outfall. It is NWWT’s understanding that in order for the
application to be valid the area edge red must include all those areas which will be
subject to the proposals as outlined in the SPC description. For example, it would be
exceptional that the Site Campus outside the edge red would not require the removal of
fences, walls or scrub or above ground vegetation as is proposed for the Site Campus
which majoritarily lies within the edge red.
3.6 All primary plans which show Tre’r Gof and Cae Gwyn SSSI should also show boundary
of Cemlyn Bay SSSI & SAC, with key stating that this also encompasses all or part of
the larger Natura 2000 sites in the marine habitat. This is particularly important on the
Existing Site Plan (dwg WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00002) as this gives the reader the
principle first impression of key environmental features. If other SSSIs are shown a
reader will assume that all such designated features within the plan area will be shown.
3.7 All primary plans showing candidate Wildlife Sites should also show Wylfa Head cWS
as shown on JLDP published constraints plan (published July 31st 2017)
3.8 Proposed Site Plan (following completion of works) – dwg no WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG00004 does not show:  great crested newt mitigation area receptor site
 bat mitigation area in Dame Sylvia Crowe’s Plantation
 bat mitigation areas in 50m zone around bat barns
 any other areas which are subsequently agreed for embedded, good practice or
additional mitigation
3.9 Landscape Restoration Principles are shown on two plans, which do not have the same
content: dwg no WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00034 and EIA Figure 3-3
3.10 Landscape Restoration Principles plans should show:  great crested newt mitigation area receptor/release site
 bat mitigation barns 4 in total, including the 2 already constructed
 bat mitigation area in Dame Sylvia Crowe’s Plantation
 bat mitigation areas in 50m zone around bat barns
 any other areas which are subsequently agreed for embedded, good practice or
additional mitigation
 no haul roads as they will be lifted & reseeded as part of the removal & restoration
plan
3.2
3.3
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Environmental Statement Volume 1
3.11 The volume is not sequentially paginated – each chapter has its own page numbering
3.12 The contents page is not hyperlinked to start of chapters
3.13 Not possible to use search function (ctrl f) consistently to go to paragraphs numbers, or
tables (eg parts of Chapter 3)
3.14 Consistency of numbering of figures in the text with EIA Vol 2 Figures eg para 3.3.7
refers to Figure 3-6 but it is labelled 3-5 in Vol 2 Figures and at para 3.3.58 Figure 3-7
does not exist
3.15 Where tables cross page boundaries both table number & title, along with column
headings should be repeated header rows
3.16 Where the text refers to appendices the number should also include which Vol3 it
appears in.
2.63 Paragraph 3.3.61 water vole is not a European Protected Species.
3.17 Table 14-1 section on Environment (Wales) Act 2016 does not refer to the renaming of
the previous NERC (2010 Section 42) Species of Principal Importance with Section 7
species or habitats.
3.18 Table 14-2 does not include the recently published (July 31st 2017) Joint Local
Development Plan, which is not unexpected given the timeline for the current
consultation.

Environmental Statement Volume 2 Figures
3.19 No internal hyperlinks to contents page
3.20 No page numbering in contents table or pagination within document
3.21 General Arrangements Plan (Figure 3-2) and Landscape Restoration Principles (Figure
3-3) should include
 great crested newt mitigation area receptor/release site
 bat mitigation barns
 bat mitigation area in Dame Sylvia Crowe’s Plantation
 bat mitigation areas in 50m zone around bat barns
 any other areas which are subsequently agreed for embedded, good practice or
additional mitigation
3.22 Figure 14-1 key does not include description of brown line at ends of ‘horseshoe’
3.23 Figure 14-11 Otter & Water Vole Survey Results does not tally with Environmental
Statement Appendices Vol3D Appendix 14-21 Water Vole Mitigation contents shown in
Figure 1

Environmental Statement Appendices Volume 3A – 3G
3.24
3.25
3.26
3.27

No overall contents list of which Appendices are contained in which Volumes
No internal hyperlinks to each Appendix from the main contents page
No internal hyperlinks within an Appendix from the appendices contents table
Some Appendices do not have pagination (eg Appendix 15-01 Noise at Ecological
Receptors and Appendix 15-02 Land-based Seal Survey in Environmental Statement
Appendices Vol3D)
3.28 Environmental Statement Appendices Vol3D Appendix 14-21 Figure 1 see 3.20 above.
Neither does the text of the appendices (Table 1) tally with the contents of the figure
3.29 Environmental Statement Appendices Vol3D Appendix 15-01 Noise at Ecological
Receptors plan60PO80878_SPC_ES_MAR_15 is missing. This was raised with Horizon
was subsequently supplied (8.9.17).

From: Crispin Hill [mailto:Crispin.Hill@snh.gov.uk]
Sent: 25 August 2017 08:52
To: Wylfa Enquiries <WylfaEnquiries@Horizonnuclearpower.com>
Subject: Pre‐application consultation for site preparation and clearance proposals

Dear Sir/madam,
Thank you for consulting SNH on the Pre‐application consultation for Site Preparation and Clearance (SRC) Proposals. Notice under Article 2D. Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order
2012.
We do not intend to offer formal comment on this proposal as it does not meet our criteria for consultation, as outlined in our Service Statement for Planning and Development. This, along with details of our approach and a
consultation checklist, can be found on our website by following this link.
Advice for planners and developers can also be found on our website.

Kind regards
Crispin Hill
--

**********************************************************************
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they
are addressed. If you have received this email in error please
notify the system manager or the sender.
Please note that for business purposes, outgoing and incoming
emails from and to SNH may be monitored.

Tha am post-dealain seo agus fiosrachadh sam bith na chois
dìomhair agus airson an neach no buidheann ainmichte amhàin. Mas e gun d’ fhuair sibh am post-dealain seo le
mearachd, cuiribh fios dhan manaidsear-siostaim no neachsgrìobhaidh.
Thoiribh an aire airson adhbharan gnothaich, ‘s dòcha gun tèid
sùil a chumail air puist-dealain a’ tighinn a-steach agus a’ dol amach bho SNH.
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**********************************************************************
Disclaimer Notice - This message and any attachments are confidential and should only be read by those to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact us immediately by emailing or telephoning the sender, delete the message from your computer and destroy any copies. Any distribution or copying
without our prior permission is prohibited. For the avoidance of doubt the contents of this email are subject to contract and will not constitute a legally binding contract, unless specifically stated otherwise. Internet communications are not always secure and therefore Horizon Nuclear Power Limited and its affiliates do not accept legal
responsibility for this message. The recipient is responsible for verifying its authenticity before acting on the contents. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Horizon Nuclear Power Limited or any of its affiliates.
Horizon Nuclear Power Limited is registered in England and Wales with company number 06660388 and its registered office is at Sunrise House, 1420 Charlton Court, Gloucester Business Park, Gloucester, GL3 4AE. Horizon Nuclear Power Oldbury Limited (registered in England and Wales with company number 06811995), Horizon
Nuclear Power Wylfa Limited (registered in England and Wales with company number 06811987), Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Holdings Limited (registered in England and Wales with company number 09641958) and Horizon Nuclear Power Services Limited (registered in England and Wales with company number 06812099) are all
affiliates of Horizon Nuclear Power Limited and have the same registered office as that company. For further information about Horizon Nuclear Power Limited and its affiliates, please see our website at www.horizonnuclearpower.com.
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RSPB Cymru

Your Ref: WN031-S9-LAP-LET-00005
8 September 2017
Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Ltd
Wylfa Newydd Site Office
Cemaes Bay
Anglesey
LL67 0AA
By email to: wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com

Dear Sir/Madam

Pre-Application Consultation for Site Preparation and Clearance (SPC) Proposals. Notice under Article
2D, Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012
Thank you for consulting the RSPB on the above pre-application consultation.
We have a number of concerns relating to the proposals which we consider have not been adequately addressed
in the draft Environmental Statement (ES) or Report to Inform Habitats Regulations Assessment Process (HRA).
We have set out these concerns in detail below, however they can be summarised as follows:
 Inadequate impact assessment concerning tern disturbance
 Insufficient data concerning foraging black-headed gulls
 No assessment of effect of predator displacement
 Inadequate impact assessment concerning chough
 Deficient mitigation/enhancement measures to reduce impacts on chough
We also raise further concerns regarding Horizon’s disappointing approach to the Wylfa Head local nature
conservation designations.

Tern disturbance
A key issue is that the application site is in close proximity to the seabird colony at Cemlyn (forming part of the
Anglesey Terns / Morwenoliaid Ynys Môn Special Protection Area). Section 15.7.7 of the ES, identifies potential
impacts through disturbance by the SPC works:
 Visual disturbance to nesting terns
 Light disturbance to nesting terns
 Disturbance to nesting terns from noise and vibration
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We concur with the above and consider the assessment of visual/and or light disturbance is sufficiently
addressed. However, we do not consider the potential impacts arising from noise and vibration to be adequately
addressed in the ES or HRA.
Horizon has undertaken some useful observations of noise responses of terns as part of the ecological survey
work, including nesting tern responses to existing natural/anthropogenic disturbances at Cemlyn in May and June
2017, and of commuting terns in response to offshore ground investigation works in late July 2017. We welcome
this work. However, the summarised information presented in the ES (sections 15.7.24 – 15.7.37) is unclear and
confusing. We have set out our detailed concerns on this issue in the attached annex.
Without full information on how terns responded to noise in the surveys conducted to inform the EIA, it is not
possible to assess what level of noise would be acceptable to the terns or whether the conclusions reached in
the ES and HRA are robust.
If it is not possible to present sufficient information to demonstrate no adverse effect, Horizon should conduct
the project outside the breeding season and thus “design out” the potential noise disturbance impacts on nesting
terns. As such, we would recommend that works should be timed as to avoid the nesting period between April
and July, especially April and May which are particularly sensitive periods while the terns settle and establish the
colony.

Black-headed gull data
The ES does not present information on terrestrial foraging of black-headed gulls during the breeding season
(April, May and June) as recommended in our scoping opinion of 2 March 2016. Instead it presents a summary of
records from wintering bird surveys (Table 14.15). However, foraging patterns during the winter are unlikely to be
representative of year-round use of the area, particularly during the critical breeding season period when blackheaded gulls play an essential role in the establishment of breeding terns within the Cemlyn Lagoon (part of the
Cemlyn Bay Special Protection Area (SPA)).
Furthermore, there appears to be an anomaly in the methodology of the black-headed gull records presented in
Table 14.15, which makes it difficult to draw any firm conclusions regarding the impacts of the SPC proposals on
the foraging gulls from the available data. Specifically, transects 1 to 4 are not wholly/completely within the SPC
application area, whilst transects 5 to 6 abut the SPC application area. Thus, it is difficult to judge the relative
value of the application site, as the survey boundaries have not been apportioned to areas either within or
outside of the SPC application site boundary.
The RSPB considers that it is essential that foraging information is provided for the breeding season (April-June
inclusive) and that survey methodology allows for a comparison to be made between areas inside and areas
outside of the application boundary in order to assess the relative importance of the application site and hence
the likely impacts of the loss of this foraging habitat. This information is required to inform the HRA of the SPC
proposals.

Predator displacement
The ES and HRA do not consider the displacement of ground predators resulting from the SPC works. Section
14.7.151 of the ES acknowledges that habitat modification within the SPC application site and loss of field
boundaries is likely to have the greatest effect on notable mammals (brown hare, hedgehog and polecat); and
states that this habitat loss will result in displacement into adjacent areas, resulting in increased pressure on
resource availability.
Based on the above predication, it is reasonable to assume that the habitat loss will also have the effect of
displacing other more common mammals such as fox, stoat, weasel and brown rat. These species, along with

some of the notable mammals, predate eggs and chicks of birds including seabirds. The ES has made no
assessment of the distribution or population densities of predator species, but the vegetation clearance of an
area of approximately 300ha could be considered to hold a substantial number of predators, taken as whole.
Furthermore, the effects of predator displacement and/or predator use of the development area will continue
during the construction of the Power Station, with further vegetation removal and earth moving.
The seabird colony at Cemlyn is acknowledged to be a fragile ecosystem, with predation identified as a key
factor for control (cf draft Conservation Objectives for Anglesey Terns SPA). Therefore, the lack of consideration
of habitat manipulation resulting in changes to predator dynamics or distribution is a potentially serious
omission, and should be included as a screening category within the development Zone of Influence, with an
impact pathway to the qualifying features of Anglesey Terns SPA. This issue should also be considered as a
potential in-combination effect within the DCO ES and HRA.

Chough impact assessment
Section 14.7.88 of the ES, identifies two potential significant effects on chough in the vicinity of the SPC
Application Site:
 Disturbance; and
 Habitat loss and fragmentation or modification
We agree with these identified impacts, and consider that the first of these – visual and acoustic disturbance
arising from the proposed SPC works – is adequately addressed in the ES. However, the assessment underplays
the potential impacts of changes to chough foraging habitat as a result of the cessation of grazing.
The ES identifies the coastal grassland in the vicinity of Wylfa Head and Porth y Wylfa as an important feeding
area for chough. Indeed recent observations during a joint site visit (20 June 2017) revealed adult chough with
fledged young feeding in areas which are within the SPC boundary (and earmarked to be fenced off). We are
concerned that this habitat is unlikely to continue to be suitable for chough once the fence is erected and grazing
ceases. We therefore disagree with the statement/assumptions made in the ES (para 14.7.91), which states that:
“…. the habitat suitability would not change and chough would continue to use the SPC Application Site. The
effects of habitat loss and modification are therefore predicated to be negligible.”
The RSPB has already highlighted the importance of maintaining chough foraging habitats within and surrounding
the Wylfa Newydd application site in our responses to both PAC 2 and 3. As we explained in these earlier
responses, any loss of chough feeding habitat as a result of the Wylfa Newydd proposals could have adverse
implications on the breeding success and productivity of this Annex 1 and Schedule 1 species. It is therefore
important to minimise any habitat loss, fragmentation or modification to help maintain the local population of
this priority species.
We consider that the impacts on chough feeding habitat must be reassessed to accurately determine the
significance of potential effects on the local chough population. We have set out in the annex the detailed
potential impact pathways and suggestions for the mitigation of resulting potential adverse effects.

Chough mitigation/enhancement measures
We are very disappointed that mitigation/enhancement measures for the impacts on chough foraging habitat are
not included in the SPC application. We have had two positive meetings with Jacobs and Horizon about chough
habitat requirements and habitat enhancement measures. Therefore it is surprising and extremely disappointing
to see that the discussed (indeed, as we understood, agreed) measures are not reflected in the ES.
Measures discussed included the management of bracken and scrub encroachment in order to open up areas for
grazing animals. In addition, the creation of a grazing plan, incorporating grassland along the coastal strip
between and including Wylfa Head and Porth y Wylfa, was also agreed. The RSPB remains committed to

supporting the development of these important mitigation and enhancement measures (including the targeted
measures recommended in the annex to this response), and strongly recommends that all such measures are
incorporated into the SPC proposals.

Wylfa Head nature conservation designations
Although the Trwyn Pencarreg cLWS is identified and considered in the ES, we note that Wylfa Head Local Nature
Reserve (LNR) and Wylfa Head Candidate Local Wildlife Site (cLWS) are not properly recognised, and the
boundaries of these sites not illustrated in any of the supporting figures.
We are aware that Horizon have submitted representations to the Isle of Anglesey County Council and Gwynedd
Council Joint Local Development Plan consultation, requesting the removal of the Wylfa Head LNR designation
and recommending that Wylfa Head should not be designated as a LWS. Although we are unclear of the outcome
of this request, we are extremely disappointed by Horizon’s apparent disregard of the value of these sites, which
is at odds with their commitment to protecting biodiversity at Wylfa. We recommend that these local nature
conservation assets are fully respected and, where possible, enhanced as part of the Wylfa Newydd proposals.
We consider that all of the above issues have the potential to be resolved ahead of the submission of the final SPC
application. However, we would remind Horizon that any outstanding matters concerning tern disturbance, blackheaded gull foraging and predator displacement which could impact on the Anglesey Terns SPA will need to be
considered further in the HRA in-combination assessment of the main site works (i.e. the DCO application).
We hope that this response clearly sets out the RSPB’s concerns, but please do not hesitate to get in touch should
you wish to discuss any of our comments in further detail. I would be grateful if you would continue to keep the
RSPB informed of any future consultations related to the Wylfa Newydd scheme.
Yours sincerely

Simon Hugheston-Roberts
Conservation Officer (Casework)

Annex
Tern disturbance (continued)
The reporting of the responses of terns to noise disturbance in sections 15.7.24 – 15.7.37 is not as transparent as
it could be. It would be valuable to see the original data from these surveys to improve our understanding of the
types of noise disturbance to which terns respond, and how this compares to their baseline behaviour in the
absence of noise.
Section 15.7.27 is particularly opaque. It states that, during disturbance monitoring undertaken during May and
June 2017: “The noise level at times of reaction by terns varied between approximately 37dB and 88dB, with
average noise being fairly consistent for non-human induced causes at 54 to 58 dB. Noise levels from human
causes had a higher maximum (88.8dB) than non-human causes (79.5dB) and a slightly higher average (64dB) due
to low flying aircraft being included in this category”
From the summarised information given in this section, one can conclude that terns responded to noise levels as
low as 37dB. However, the next paragraph (15.7.28) states that: “of the 145 potential anthropogenic disturbance
events considered to be associated with a marked increase in noise (as determined from both the measured noise
level and the extent of increase relative to ambient noise), two were associated with “fly up” response by the
terns. Both of these events involved jets flying overhead, with noise levels of 78dB and 89dB. The mean noise level
for the 12 “noise events” that produced no tern response was 65.5dB, with values ranging from 47-78dB and being
65 or above in 10 of these events”
This implies that the terns only exhibited a “fly up” response to very loud noises (78 & 89 dB) from jet flights, and
did not fly up in response to lower level noise. However, in order for this to tally with the information in section
15.7.27 (which states that terns responded to noise levels as low as 37dB), presumably there is some kind of
lesser response (i.e. a change in behaviour but not flying up) by the terns recorded in response to lower level
noise disturbance. It would be helpful to have a breakdown of this information, as flying up is not the only way in
which terns might be affected.
Section 15.7.28 also refers to Table 15-7, which states that of 179 events of potential disturbance, 121 reactions
from terns were recorded. However it is unclear how many of these events relate to noise, as opposed to visual
disturbance, and the types of response shown by the terns are not given. As a consequence, we are unable match
up the information given in Table 15-7, and sections 15.7.27-28.
Sections 15.7.32 – 15.7.37 are concerned with effects on commuting/foraging terns. Section 15.7.34 summarises
the results of surveys conducted during offshore ground investigation works, but the information provided in this
summary is inadequate and disjointed. Section 15.7.35 states that approximately 10% of Sandwich terns show a
“small” deviation in flight direction or height in response to the larger rig in Porth-y-Pistyll. However, the
information given is too vague to determine whether the “small” deviations described are important or not.
Depending on how “small” these deviations in flight lines are, if they are repeated on many foraging trip
throughout a breeding season they could have large impacts on energy use by provisioning adult terns, and
therefore their ability to effectively rear their chicks. However if they are extremely small this might not be
important – without any quantification other than the word “small” it is impossible for us to assess whether this is
important. Again, further information on the results of this survey work is required in order to determine whether
the conclusion of no adverse effect is robust.
Chough impact assessment (continued)
Habitat modification - loss of grazing
Whilst we understand that Wylfa Head will continue to be grazed to help maintain chough foraging during the
SPC works, the erection of the security fence along the SPC Application Site boundary will exclude grazing to the

application site and thus render a large area of current foraging habitat unsuitable or of lower value for chough,
which prefer open grazed areas to forage.
We understand that any undeveloped grassland within the fenced off area is likely to be managed through
mowing, although no details of the management regime have been provided. Regular mowing would help
maintain a short sward, suitable for foraging chough, but this ungrazed grassland will still be a less optimal habitat
for chough owing to the lack of animal dung and subsequent reduced variety of invertebrate food resource. The
difference between grazed and mowed grassland is particularly significant later in the year when soil
invertebrates are less frequent and/or less accessible (eg during drought and frosts) and dung invertebrates are a
particularly important food source for chough.
Nevertheless, it is recommended that any short mown grassland within the application site is managed to
maximise invertebrate supply and ensure suitable sward structure to reduce the loss of chough feeding habitat
across the site. The RSPB is willing to provide advice on the management of the grassland to help maintain the
biodiversity interest, including supporting foraging chough.
Habitat loss - SPC application site footprint
The SPC Application Site boundary partly overlaps with the Site Campus boundary as indicated in PAC3, which the
RSPB raised concerns about due to loss of this important wildlife habitat.
In our response to PAC3 we stated: “We strongly recommend that the footprint of the campus is reviewed and, if
no alternative less sensitive locations are available, the campus boundary be amended to at least exclude areas of
rocky outcrops, allowing them to be grazed along with the remaining coastal belt and to continue to support
foraging chough.”
The above comment also applies to the SPC Application Site boundary, which similarly threatens to exclude
grazing and reduce the value to this habitat to chough. We therefore repeat our recommendation that the
development boundary fence line be realigned to at least exclude the areas of rock outcrops, in order to avoid
any unnecessary habitat loss or modification and instead allow for greater habitat connectivity and management
along the coastal strip of grassland in order to maintain and potentially enhance its value to biodiversity including
foraging chough.

Natural Environment Division
Klondyke Building
Cromac Avenue
Gasworks Business Park
Malone Lower
BELFAST
BT7 2JA
Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa
Limited
Wylfa Newydd Site Office
Cemaes Bay
Anglesely
LL67 0AA

Date: 22/08/2017
Telephone: 028 90569615
Your Ref: WN0130-HZCON-PAC-LET-00005
Our Ref: C894

Re: Pre-application consultation for Site Preparation and Clearance (SPC)
Proposals for construction of a new nuclear power station on Anglesey.
Dear Sir/Madam
Thank-you for your letter dated 28 July 2017 regarding Pre-application consultation for Site
Preparation and Clearance (SPC) Proposals for construction of a new nuclear power station
on Anglesey.
The Northern Ireland Environment Agency (NIEA) Countryside, Coast and Landscapes has
considered the consultation documents and on the basis of the information provided, has no
comments to make.
Yours sincerely

Development Management Team

James Davies
Rheolwr Prosiect / Project Manager
Swyddfa'r Rhaglen Gorfforaethol / Corporate Programme Office
Heddlu Gogledd Cymru / North Wales Police
Pencadlys Yr Heddlu / Police Headquarters
Bae Colwyn / Colwyn Bay
Conwy
LL29 8AW
FREEPOST Wylfa Newydd
31st August 2017
Re: Response to Site Preparation and Clearance
I write to formally submit the views of North Wales Police (NWP) in relation to the Site Preparation and Clearance
proposals.
NWP is eager to continue the dialogue with Horizon Nuclear Power (HNP) and looks forward to working together
to continue making a safer North Wales.
With reference to the Transport Statement document:
On Page 15, Table 5-1 shows “AM peak two-way hourly flow (07:00-08:00)” and “PM peak two-way hourly flow
(18:00-19:00)”. These hours are then repeated in tables 8-1 and 8-2. These times are not representative of peak
hours and should be expanded. NWP, along with other agencies, raised this issue at one of the Horizon led
Transport Focus Groups and it was agreed by HNP that these times would be expanded. It is therefore
disappointing that this has not been carried forward. A reassessment, as previously agreed should be undertaken
with expanded hours.
Page 22, 5.2 Accidents and safety
The data shown in the tables (5-3 and 5-4) omits Damage Only Accidents. The data supplied by NWP does contain
this data and we are willing to update and provide this data again if requested. Damage Only is particularly
relevant as the Welsh Assembly Government now accepts the inclusion of Damage Only data as part of the
Capital Road Safety bid applications. These bids are submitted by Local Authorities for road safety improvements.
Furthermore inclusion of Damage Only Accidents leads to the identification of cluster sites that may require road
safety improvements. NWP are of the opinion that in the interests of road safety the assessment is refreshed
with the inclusion of Damage Only Accidents.
Page 31, Accident Analysis, 8.3.1 refers to an “approach outline in paragraphs 4.6 and 4.7 within this Transport
Statement”. Paragraphs 4.6 and 4.7 do not exist in this document.
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Regards

James Davies
Rheolwr Prosiect / Project Manager
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Appendix 16

Consideration of August 2017 section 61Z consultation responses

Not translated into Welsh

16.1.1

The SPC Proposals were subject to pre-application consultation during August and September 2017. This was undertaken
in accordance with section 61Z of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, as inserted by section 17 of the Planning (Wales)
Act 2015. A number of consultation responses were received and a variety of issues were raised in those responses. Table
1-1 provides a full list of the consultation responses and how each of these have been considered by Horizon.
Table 6-1 Consideration of section 61Z consultation responses

Organisation

Issue

Response

Reference in Planning Application

Natural
Resources
Wales (NRW)
(letter dated
31
August
2017)

1.1. Table 9-20 in the Environmental Statement (ES) provides the predicted
maximum annual mean NOx concentrations at ecological receptors. NRW advise
that the predicted NOx concentrations are not likely to have significant effects,
alone or in-combination, at the protected sites (i.e. SAC, SPA and SSSI).

Noted. No response required.

Environmental Statement Chapter 9
Air quality: Table 9-20.

NRW

1.2. Table 9-21 provides the predicted maximum 24hr mean NOx concentrations
at the ecological receptors. NRW advise that the maximum 24-hour mean NOx
concentrations are not likely to have significant effects, alone or in-combination,
at the protected sites.

Noted. No response required.

Environmental Statement Chapter 9
Air quality: Table 9-21.

NRW

1.3. Table 9-22 provides the predicted maximum annual mean SO2
concentrations at the ecological receptors. NRW advise that the predicted
increases in annual mean SO2 concentrations are not likely to have significant
effects, alone or in-combination, at the protected sites.

Noted. No response required.

Environmental Statement Chapter 9
Air quality: Table 9-22.

NRW

1.4. Table 9-23 provides the predicted maximum nutrient nitrogen deposition at
the ecological receptors. NRW advise that the predicted maximum nutrient
nitrogen deposition are not likely to have significant effects, alone or incombination, at the protected sites.

Noted. No response required.

Environmental Statement Chapter 9
Air quality: Table 9-23.

NRW

1.5. Table 9-24 provides the predicted maximum acid deposition at ecological
receptors. NRW advise that the predicted maximum acid deposition are not likely
to have significant effects, alone or in-combination, at the protected sites.

Noted. No response required.

Environmental Statement Chapter 9
Air quality: Table 9-24.

© Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Limited
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Issue

Response

Reference in Planning Application

NRW

1.6. Paragraph 9.7.15 of the ES states that mitigation measures would be
implemented to control the effects of dust emissions during the Site Preparation
and Clearance (SPC) works. Paragraph 9.11.5 of the ES states “the dust
mitigation, management and control measures are incorporated in the dust and
air quality management strategies in the CoCP. Monitoring of air quality and dust
deposition is proposed as an integral component of the management strategies
in the CoCP”. In order to ensure no likely significant effects on protected sites
due to dust emissions during the SPC works, NRW advise that the dust mitigation
measures detailed in the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) should be
approved by the local authority (in consultation with NRW) prior to the
commencement of development, as a condition of any planning permission. We
refer you to the condition under comment 3.9 of this letter in relation to the CoCP.

Noted. Measures currently included
within, and further additions to, the
CoCP are subject to agreement
between
Horizon
and
key
stakeholders, including the IACC.
The CoCP will be secured by a
condition in the planning permission
to be granted by the IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter 9
Air quality.
Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP)

NRW

2.1. We note in paragraph 4.1.5 of the Flood Consequence Assessment (FCA)
(Appendix 13-04) that the watercourse realignment is to be designed and
consider the 0.1% AEP flood event. With regard to sections 5.1 and 5.2, please
note that the maps are based on current day flood risk for 1% and 0.1% AEPs.
They do not include any allowances for the impacts of climate change. With
regard to paragraph 5.4.12, it is agreed that the Infoworks model will provide a
better understanding of flood risk since it is a site specific model (rather than
NRW’s generalised modelling technique).

Noted. The text has been updated.

Environmental Statement Appendix
13-04
Flood
Consequences
Assessment. Section 5.1

Noted. The text has been updated.

Environmental Statement Appendix
13-04
Flood
Consequences
Assessment. Section 6.

NRW

2.2. With regard to paragraphs 6.1.6 – 6.1.8, we suggest that these paragraphs
are not required. The 0.1% flood outlines (zone C in the TAN) is a WG/NRW
standard. We agree with paragraph 6.18 which reflects table A1.15 of the TAN,
however table A.14 of the TAN states that the threshold frequency is 1%
(fluvial) and 0.5% (tidal). The TAN does not refer to more frequent events than
those of the 1%/0.5%. In paragraph 6.2.2, reference is made to the 1% AEP
tidal flood event. It is usual practice to refer to the 0.5% AEP and the less
frequent ones as stated.

NRW

2.3. Paragraph 6.3.15 refers to fencing in the floodplain. NRW consider that such
fencing can accumulate flood debris and we recommend that regular inspections
are undertaken and the removal of any flood debris when safe.

Noted. This has been added to the
CoCP.

Environmental Statement Appendix
13-04
Flood
Consequences
Assessment. Section 6.
CoCP

NRW

2.4. With regard to Table 3-1 of the ES (Phase D – Watercourse realignment),
we note that the indicative duration of these works is 59 weeks from February
2018 to April 2019. The watercourse is classified as that of a main river and
according to the definitive main river maps, we refer to the watercourse which is
proposed to be realigned as Caerdegog Isaf. Due to its status, the realignment
works would be subject to a Flood Risk Activity Permit (FRAP) under the

Noted.

N/A
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Environmental Permitting Regulations. NRW may attach a condition on FRAPs
which states that no in stream works should occur between mid October until the
following mid-April (due to the fish spawning period).
NRW

2.5. The bullet points listed in paragraph 3.3.60 of the ES outline the steps
proposed for the realignment works. NRW advise that detailed information and
plans of the proposed watercourse realignment works will need to be approved
by the local authority (in consultation with NRW) prior to commencement of the
works, as a condition of any planning permission (this information will also be
required as part of the FRAP application for final connection).
Condition 1: Detailed information and plans of the watercourse realignment to be
approved by the local authority in consultation with NRW

Noted. No response required. The
detailed information and plans of the
watercourse realignment form part
of the TCPA application submission
within the Environmental Statement.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development
Environmental Statement Figure 3-5:
Watercourse realignment plan.

NRW

3.1. NRW advise that Waste Management Plans and Materials Management
Plans, which will be developed in accordance with the CoCP, should be
comprehensive and relevant. The plans should reflect best practice, be compliant
with the waste framework directive and be compliant with relevant UK waste
legislation.

Noted. Measures currently included
within, and further additions to, the
CoCP are subject to agreement
between
Horizon
and
key
stakeholders, including the IACC.
The CoCP will be secured by a
condition in the planning permission
to be granted by the IACC.

CoCP.

NRW

3.2. With regard to paragraph 11.4.36 of the ES, this section should reflect the
true wording of Article 2 of the Waste Framework Directive for material that falls
out of scope of the directive. The exclusion under Article 2(1)(c) of the Waste
Framework Directive relates to “uncontaminated soil and other naturally
occurring material excavated in the course of construction activities where it is
certain that the material will be used for the purposes of construction in its natural
state on the site from which it was excavated”. NRW advises that excavated
natural (virgin) material falls into this category.

Noted. Clarification has been added
to paragraph 12.7.1 of chapter 12 of
the Environmental Statement with
regards to what is considered a
material and a waste.

Environmental Statement Chapter 12:
Conventional waste and materials
management

NRW

3.3. With regard to paragraphs 12.6.10, 12.6.11 and table 12-12, NRW have
previously advised Horizon Nuclear Power (HNP) (SPC S61z consultation,
29/11/2016) to demonstrate capacity and resilience for environmentally
permitted sites to cope with the waste streams and increased volume. NRW have
not requested an assessment of current quantities of waste being treated in North
Wales. In establishing a baseline, the capacity, resilience and number of sites
needs to be considered against the likely waste streams and tonnages that the
SPC phase will produce.

A review of waste management
facilities
(including
composting
facilities) at a more local level both
on the Isle of Anglesey and within
Gwynedd has been carried out and
has been included in appendix 1201 of the Environmental Statement,
volume 3B.

Environmental Statement Chapter 12:
Conventional waste and materials
management.
Environmental Statement Appendix
12-01
Summary
of
waste
management facilities in North Wales.
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NRW

3.4. HNP must ensure that the resilience for waste acceptance and treatment in
the locality has been assessed, particularly for vegetative (green) waste and the
capacity in the locality for composting. The document states that the impact on
receiving waste management sites will not be significant however there is limited
justification in the ES. There are references to biomass facilities, recycling sites
and composting sites as a solution but with little reference to where or how this
might happen. HNP should be aware that biomass facilities in the locality may
not accept green waste produced by the SPC works as they already have an
established feedstock for their operation. NRW advise HNP consider the above
in their preparation of the detailed CoCP and associated Management Plans.

A review of waste management
facilities
(including
composting
facilities) at a more local level both
on the Isle of Anglesey and within
Gwynedd has been carried out and
has been included in appendix 1201 of the Environmental Statement,
volume 3B.
Reference to the use of biomass
facilities have been removed from
chapter 12.
Waste management arrangements
would
be
implemented
in
accordance with the site waste
management strategy set out in the
CoCP.

Environmental Statement Chapter 12:
Conventional waste and materials
management.
Environmental Statement Appendix
12-01
Summary
of
waste
management facilities in North Wales.
CoCP.

NRW

3.5. Proposals for remediation of contaminated land are discussed in the SPC
Baseline Condition Report (Appendix 11-01) and the Land Contamination Risk
Assessment and Remediation Strategy (Appendix 11-02). NRW is generally
satisfied with the remediation proposals, with one exception: APC9 – SMBH14
and BH858. The additional information presented in HNP’s response (4/5/2017)
to our concerns previously raised (SPC S61z consultation, 29/11/2016), offers
assurance that the free product and organic contamination is intermittent and
may not merit physical treatment at this stage. Nevertheless, this area remains
sensitive, particularly as the installation of the cooling water outlet tunnels (as
part of later works consented as part of the Development Consent Order) could
create a preferential pathway for discharge of the contaminants to the Irish Sea.
Construction method of the tunnels has not yet been confirmed (Table 7.3,
Appendix 11-02), which means that the degree of ground disturbance during
main construction is not currently known. The proposed remedial action has been
renamed from “do-nothing” to “accept and manage” the risk. As part of the
management of the risk, we note that continued baseline and construction phase
monitoring of boreholes is proposed within the area. In addition to this, for added
assurance, we recommend that groundwater monitoring should be carried
through into the operational phase. We advise that this advice is incorporated
into the detailed CoCP.

It is noted that NRW is generally
satisfied with the remediation
proposals.
As noted, groundwater monitoring of
the APC9 area has been proposed
during the construction phase.
Environmental Statement Appendix
11-02 also notes that should
additional
contamination
be
encountered during this monitoring,
remediation options would need to
be reconsidered.
If baseline conditions have not
altered
during
construction,
continued monitoring of the APC9
area during operation is unlikely to
be warranted as it is considered
unlikely that any change would be
observed.

Environmental Statement Appendix
11-01: Soils and geology Baseline
Condition Report and Environmental
Statement Appendix 11-02: Land
Contamination Risk Assessment and
Remediation Strategy.
CoCP

NRW

3.6. Should further additional contamination be identified during the works within
APC9, the preferred remediation option is to be reconsidered. In our view, it is
premature to assume that this remedial action would be Monitored Natural

The wording in Environmental
Statement Appendix 11-02 has been

Environmental Statement Appendix
11-02 Land Contamination Risk
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Attenuation (MNA) (paragraph 7.3.6, Appendix 11-02). Where significant free
products or contaminated groundwater is encountered, we would expect this to
be removed and/or treated appropriately. The remedial strategy within the CoCP
should be amended accordingly.

amended to remove reference to
monitored natural attenuation.

Assessment
Strategy

NRW

3.7. Paragraph 8.2.1 of Appendix 11-02 discusses groundwater monitoring
during and post construction phase, and states that “Baseline groundwater
monitoring should continue at selected monitoring boreholes during the
remediation and (where practicable) at suitable monitoring locations during sitewide construction works to monitor potential impacts of the works on groundwater
quality.” As confirmed in HNP’s letter of 4/5/2017, we understand the intention is
for this groundwater monitoring to be site wide and not restricted to particular
APCs. Nevertheless, the text should be amended to ensure this is explicit i.e.
that the monitoring is to be carried out across the site. Also, as we advised in our
previous response (SPC S61z consultation, 29/11/2016), we recommend that
the monitoring be extended beyond the SPC phase into the main construction
and operational phase as part of the post remediation monitoring.

The wording in Environmental
Statement Appendix 11-02 has been
amended to add in reference to sitewide monitoring during construction
site-wide.

Environmental Statement Appendix
11-02 Land Contamination Risk
Assessment
and
Remediation
Strategy

NRW

3.8. Chapter 3 of the ES states that storage and processing (crushing) of
concrete will be undertaken at some of the satellite compounds across the site.
Large volumes of crushed concrete can produce an alkaline dust. It is considered
best practice for the demolition operator to monitor for high/abnormal pH in
watercourses in close proximity to the activity. There is also potential for run-off
should works not be appropriately managed. NRW therefore advise that detailed
pollution prevention measures should be set out in a detailed CoCP. HNP will
need to comply with the requirements of Environmental Permitting Regulations
2016 and register the relevant exemption for treatment and sorting of waste prior
to achieving aggregate protocol quality.

Noted. Relevant pollution prevention
measures are set out in the air
quality management strategy and
the water management strategies of
the CoCP.
Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the
planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.

CoCP

NRW

3.9. NRW advise that the CoCP is used by the main contractor to produce a
comprehensive, effective and robust Construction Environmental Management
Plan (CEMP). NRW advise that the detailed CoCP, incorporating the advice
provided above in comments 3.1 to 3.8 (as well as relating to dust, comment 1.7),
should be approved by the local authority, in consultation with NRW, prior to
works
commencing
on
site.
Condition 2: Detailed CoCP to be approved by the local authority, in consultation
with NRW, before SPC works commences on site

The CoCP will be used and
managed
by
the
appointed
contractor.
Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the

CoCP.

and

Remediation
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planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.
NRW

4.1. As advised within the flood risk section above, detailed information and plans
for the watercourse realignment works will need to be approved by the local
authority, in consultation with NRW, as a condition of any planning permission.

Noted. No response required; the
detailed information and plans are
provided as part of the planning
application.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development.
Environmental Statement Figure 3-5
Watercourse realignment plan.

NRW

4.2. As advised above, detailed pollution prevention measures should be
specified in the CoCP and approved by the local authority, in consultation with
NRW, as a condition of any planning permission.

Pollution prevention measures are
specified in the CoCP.
Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the
planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.

CoCP.

NRW

4.3. As long as the above advice is followed, NRW advises that the proposal is
not likely to compromise the environmental objectives under the WFD and a
derogation under 4(7) will not be required.

Noted. No response required.

Environmental Statement Appendix
13-05 Water Framework Directive
Compliance Assessment

NRW

5.2. As stated in NRW’s previous response (SPC S61z consultation 29/11/2016,
paragraph 6.15), the drier areas which are currently fenced as part of the
management unit of the SSSI are essential to site management as cattle need
access to drier areas for lying up. However, there are a number of statements in
the documents in relation to fencing and grazing management which are not
compatible
with
appropriate
management
of
Tre’r
Gof
SSSI.
a) The ‘Existing Site Plan’ (Drawing no. WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00002, Page 2
Application Plans and Drawing document) shows a cattle fence around the
perimeter of the SSSI: this is inaccurate as the fencing currently includes a
number of other areas, with the SSSI boundary marked by a series of wooden
stakes where it does not follow the same line as the livestock fence.
b) The plan titled ‘Proposed Site Plan (Following Completion of SPC Works)’
(Drawing no. WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00004, Page 4 Application Plans and
Drawing document), as well as the plan on the last page of the Factsheet, shows
a temporary construction fence 2m high around the southern and eastern
perimeter of the SSSI. This is not acceptable as it would exclude land essential
for SSSI management. On the same maps the extent of the vegetation clearance
also extends into areas needed as cattle laying up areas.
c) Table 14.10 refers initially to existing livestock fencing and states that no works

The fence line around Tre’r Gof
SSSI has been updated on the plans
to
reflect
boundaries
of
management compartments.

Whilst the Environmental Statement
refers to the plans in Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology,
they are not included within the
Environmental Statement and are
provided separately.
Environmental Statement Figure 3-2
The SPC Proposals.
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would take place within existing livestock fencing, however it also states that
fencing will be installed according to consented plans for SPC which show new
security
fencing
within
the
current
fencing
arrangement.
We advise that the boundaries outlined on the plans listed above should be
amended to reflect the boundaries of the current grazing compartments, and that
updated plans are provided as part of the planning submission.
Requirement 1: Updated plans to be provided to reflect current Tre’r Gȏf
management compartments, prior to determination of the application.
NRW

5.3. Paragraph 16.4.55 states that all ancient woodland would be retained as part
of the SPC Proposals and that no works would take place within the Tre’r Gof
SSSI, with the exception of positive management for ecological enhancement.
We note this modification of landscape proposals from the previous consultation
to allow tree clearance within Tre’r Gof SSSI as part of ongoing management.

Noted.

Environmental Statement Chapter 16:
Landscape and visual.

NRW

5.4. There are Invasive Non-Native Species (INNS) within the Tre’r Gôf
catchment, including New Zealand pigmyweed (Crassula helmsii), Water fern
(Azolla filiculoides) and Curly pondweed. These species represent a threat to the
scientific interest of the site and if they get into the pools and watercourses within
Tre’r Gôf SSSI it will not be possible to remove them.

Noted. Procedures relating to
invasive non-native species are
specified in the CoCP. Measures
currently included within, and further
additions to, the CoCP are subject to
agreement between Horizon and
key stakeholders, including the
IACC. The CoCP will be secured by
a condition in the planning
permission to be granted by the
IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
CoCP

NRW

5.5. Chapter 3 (‘Proposed Development’) of the ES states that Phase C is
vegetation clearance whilst Phase G includes control of INNS. By undertaking
the work phases in this order there is a significant risk of spreading INNS across
the site. As stated in paragraph 6.13 of our previous response, INNS should
treated before work commences in the vicinity of the INNS. HNP should be aware
that repeat treatment may be needed to eradicate some INNS.

Noted. The phases are not
necessarily set out in chronological
order, for example, treatment of
INNS in phase G is required before
vegetation clearance works in phase
C. The programme for the SPC
works is provided in section 3.4 of
Environmental Statement Chapter 3.
Treatment of the INNS will take
place before other works in its
vicinity. For the avoidance of doubt,
INNS has been subject to
specialised treatment over a number
of years.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development: Section 3.4
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NRW

5.6. The Biosecurity Risk Assessment / INNS Management Plan will need to be
cascaded to contractors/sub-contractors to inform their own biosecurity risk
assessments. NRW advise that a Biosecurity/INNS Risk Assessment /
Management Plan should be approved by the local authority, in consultation with
NRW, as a condition of any planning permission. The Biosecurity Risk
Assessment should consider species other than Schedule 9 species (e.g. Rosa
rugosa) which although not scheduled may cause problems. The Risk
Assessment
should
address
the
following:
a) measures that will be undertaken to control and eradicate INNS within the area
of
works;
b) measures or actions that aim to prevent INNS being introduced to the site for
the
duration
of
the
construction
phase
of
the
scheme.
Condition 3: Biosecurity Risk Assessment / Management Plan to be approved by
the local authority, in consultation with NRW, as a condition of any planning
permission.

Noted. An assessment of biosecurity
risks and a method statement to
avoid risks forms part of the CoCP.
The method statement will detail
how contaminated areas are to be
demarcated and how the disposal of
contaminated waste is managed
throughout the SPC works. This
method statement will include
details of how the transfer of viable
propagules of plants listed on
Schedule 9 of the WCA 1981 by
people or vehicles will be prevented.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
Table 14-12 Good practice mitigation.
CoCP

NRW

5.7. Figure 3-2 of the ES indicates that the Satellite Materials Processing and
Materials Storage Compunds (numbers 8, 9 and 10) are located within the Tre’r
Gȏf SSSI catchment. We note storage and crushing of concrete is proposed
within these compounds. As advised above (comment 3.8), there is potential for
impacts on Tre’r Gȏf SSSI through dust and/or run-off from the compounds
should works not be appropriately managed. There is also an area of
contaminated land remediation in the vicinity of the catchment of Tre’r Gȏf, and
detailed pollution prevention measures should be agreed to ensure no pollution
occurs during excavation of the soil. NRW therefore advise that detailed dust
control and pollution prevention measures should be set out in a detailed CoCP
and approved in consultation with NRW.

Noted. Dust control and pollution
prevention measures are outlined in
the CoCP.
Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the
planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.

CoCP.

NRW

5.8. The SPC works, through clearance of above ground vegetation, will generate
large quantities of arisings. We refer you to our comments above (no. 3.4) in
terms of waste and the availability of biomass facilities. Although vegetation will
be taken offsite, we advise that any temporary storage on site should not be
located within 100m of Tre’r Gȏf SSSI or any other protected sites. This is in
order to avoid any impacts from nutrient run-off from the stored vegetation. We
advise that this commitment is specified in the detailed CoCP to be approved in
consultation with NRW.

Noted.
The
Environmental
Statement has been updated to
include this requirement.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development; Section 3.3.

NRW

5.9. NRW advise that, as long as pollution prevention measures are set out in a
detailed CoCP and approved in consultation with NRW, that the SPC works are
unlikely to damage the special interest of Cae Gwyn SSSI.

Noted.
Pollution
prevention
measures are outlined in the CoCP.
Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
CoCP.
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are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the
planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.
NRW

5.10. NRW advise that, as long as pollution prevention measures are set out in
a detailed CoCP and approved in consultation with NRW, that the SPC works
are unlikely to damage, or result in any significant effects, on Cemlyn Bay
SSSI/SAC.

Noted.
Pollution
prevention
measures are outlined in the CoCP.
Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the
planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.

CoCP.

NRW

5.11. The proposed works are located in the vicinity of the above named
protected sites. The features of the SPA include the four tern species: Roseate,
sandwich, arctic and common tern.

Noted. The assessment identifies
the local protected sites and their
features, assesses any impact and
proposes
mitigation
where
necessary.

Environmental Statement Chapter 15:
Marine environment

NRW

5.12. In terms of the peer-reviewed literature presented in the Report to Inform
Habitats Regulations Assessment Screening (Stage 1 Report), we note that there
is no reference to sandwich tern. The majority of references do not refer to terns
at breeding colonies and disturbance effects are not related to noise or visual
stimuli expected from construction related activities. None of the references look
at the disturbance effect on Sandwich terns at a colony (the dominant species at
Cemlyn Lagoon), although two of the papers do look at Common tern of which
there are approximately 60 pairs on site. Also, none of the papers look at similar
disturbance effects to the numerous potential activities at the Wylfa site; mainly
they look at disturbance by foot or watercraft. We provide further advice in
Appendix 1 with regard to the peer-reviewed literature that exists.

Noted. Horizon has carried out a
comprehensive literature search for
peer-reviewed
references
with
regard to disturbance of seabirds. It
is recognised that references
specific to Sandwich terns are very
limited and therefore the references
used are to some extent only
indicative of likely effects on this
species. However, in light of the
limited scale of potential effects from
the SPC Proposals, it is considered
that these references are sufficiently
informative of likely effects to be
proportionate for the assessment
required. Additionally, the responses
of the colony (including Sandwich
terns) during monitoring of current

Report to Inform Habitats Regulations
Assessment Screening
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disturbances carried out in 2017
showed a very consistent response
to a range of unusual stimuli. This is
now fully reported in the seabird
baseline report appended to the
marine chapter of the Environmental
Statement (volume 3D). This further
shows that the understanding of
likely responses to disturbance is
sufficient
to
undertake
a
proportionate assessment in light of
the limited scope of the SPC
Proposals.
NRW

5.13. With regard to paragraph 5.1.8 of the HRA report, please note that Thaxter
et al (2012) is an indicative tool that presents seabird foraging ranges from
breeding colonies and not wintering SPAs or Ramsar sites.

It is recognised that Thaxter et al
only provides indicative information
for breeding colonies. The text of the
assessment has been amended.
However, the wintering ranges of
seabirds from SPAs designated for
breeding populations are considered
to be so large that the proportion of
the range within the ZOI of the SPC
Proposals would be inconsequential
and so scoped out of the
assessment in light of the limited
scope of the proposals.

Report to Inform Habitats Regulations
Assessment Screening

NRW

5.14. The SPA Screening Matrix in the HRA Screening report (page 62-64)
assesses impacts on the Anglesey Terns SPA. The table states that the worst
case scenario is 49.7 db LAeq, 5 min at the tern nesting island, but then later
states that noise levels will not exceed 61db at the tern nesting island. It is the
loud one off noises which have the potential to disturb the colony and therefore
both average and peak noises need to be considered and how often those peaks
would be reached during breeding months. The applicant needs to consider that
it is not just the level of the noise but the uniqueness of the noise to the birds
which may cause disturbance.

The screening matrices have been
edited to clarify the predicted noise
generated by the SPC Proposals
and the threshold of noise levels that
cause flight responses by terns to
unusual
noises.
This
is
demonstrated by monitoring of
existing disturbance and trial blasts,
which is now fully reported in
appendices 15-03 (Seabird baseline
report) and 15-01 (Noise at
ecological receptors report) of
chapter 15 of the Environmental
Statement
(see
volume
3D)

Report to Inform Habitats Regulations
Assessment Screening.
Environmental
Statement
Appendices
15-01:
Noise
at
ecological receptors report and 15-03
Seabird baseline report.
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(although it should be noted that
blasting is not included in the scope
of
the
SPC
Proposals).
Environmental Statement Appendix
15-01 in volume 3D also now
includes consideration of published
data on impulsive LAmax for the
plant to be used, which shows the
worst case one-off peak noises that
could be generated occasionally.
The
monitoring
of
existing
disturbance has shown that the
response of the colony to unusual
stimuli, including noises, is very
consistent whatever the stimulus.
Even if unique noises were to be
generated therefore, the terns would
be highly likely to respond in the
same way and at the same
thresholds.
NRW

5.15. The HRA Screening matrices also refers to monitoring which has been
undertaken between May and June in 2017 to look at ambient noise levels as
well as ‘noise events’. Table 15-7 of the ES states that “VP watches were
undertaken at the Cemlyn Lagoon breeding colony during 2017 in order to
identify and assess behavioural changes of species present due to disturbance.
These were undertaken during May and June 2017 (which involved recording the
response of terns in relation to potential disturbance events). Seventy six hours
of monitoring identified 179 events of potentially disturbing occurrences and/or
reactions from the terns. Of these events, 121 reactions from terns were
recorded”. However, the report has not been included as an appendix.

The
monitoring
of
existing
disturbance in 2017 is now fully
reported in appendices 15-03
(Seabird baseline report) and 15-01
(Noise at ecological receptors
report) in volume 3D of the
Environmental Statement.

Environmental
Statement
Appendices
15-01:
Noise
at
ecological receptors report and 15-03
Seabird baseline report.

NRW

5.16. Table A15-5 in Appendix 15-01 (Noise at Ecological Receptors) only uses
the ambient noise level for one day (17 May) whereas ambient noise levels (and
baseline disturbance events) were actually monitored from 17 May to 23 June. It
is unclear why data for the 2-hour period on 17 May only has been used, and
whether the 49.7dB LAeq is representative. NRW advise that this Baseline Tern
Disturbance Monitoring Report should be submitted as part of any planning
submission and considered in advance of planning determination. This
information is required in order to provide clarification on the ambient noise levels
at the tern colony, and the baseline disturbance at the colony, to allow a full

The
monitoring
of
existing
disturbance in 2017 is now fully
reported in the Noise at ecological
receptors report (appendix 15-01 in
volume 3D of the Environmental
Statement). The ambient noise
levels at the colony have been
amended to take into account the full
data set. NRW and IACC have been

Environmental Statement Appendix
15-01: Noise at ecological receptors.
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assessment of the likely effects of the SPC works on the Anglesey Terns SPA.
Requirement 2: Baseline Tern Disturbance Monitoring Report to be submitted to
IACC (and NRW in consultation) as part of the planning submission

provided with the full report as part
of the separate consultation on the
draft DCO documentation

NRW

5.17. The HRA Report should also consider that the Baseline Tern Disturbance
Monitoring was collected during a year when the colony was under great stress
due to the nocturnal attacks by otters which led to a catastrophic colony collapse,
therefore the reactions of the birds may be atypical of a colony in a normal
situation.

Whilst 2017 was an unusual (but not
unique) year in that heavy predation
(by otters) led to a catastrophic
colony collapse, the behaviours
recorded in response to a wide
variety of different disturbing and
potentially disturbing stimuli were
very consistent throughout the
monitoring that included the whole
breeding season. This very strongly
suggests that responses of terns to
individual disturbing events is
consistent irrespective of the cause
or the general level of disturbance
throughout the season.

Report to Inform Habitats Regulations
Assessment Screening

NRW

5.18. In view of the uncertainty in the current literature/research into sensitivity of
terns to disturbance (as highlighted in comment 5.12 above), and the clarification
required on the ambient noise levels at the colony, NRW is unable to rule out
likely significant effects on the Anglesey Terns SPA. The information requested
above (Baseline Tern Disturbance Monitoring Report) is required in order to
assess the impacts of noise disturbance on terns at the colony. NRW can provide
further advice once presented with this information. Please note, when consulted
on the additional information, if likely significant effects cannot be ruled out, or
the scope/schedule of works amended to mitigate for significant effects, then a
Stage 2 HRA Appropriate Assessment will need to be undertaken by IACC. HNP
would be expected to provide sufficient information to inform IACC’s Appropriate
Assessment.

The
monitoring
of
existing
disturbance in 2017 is now fully
reported in the Noise at ecological
receptors report (appendix 15-01 in
volume 3D of the Environmental
Statement). The ambient noise
levels at the colony have been
amended to take into account the full
data set. NRW and IACC have been
provided with the full report as part
of the separate consultation on the
draft DCO documentation.
Horizon consider that with the
additional information provided,
there is no requirement for IACC to
undertake a stage 2 Appropriate
Assessment.

Report to Inform Habitats Regulations
Assessment Screening
Environmental Statement Appendix
15-01: Noise at ecological receptors.

NRW

5.19. In NRW’s advice on the previous SPC consultation (29/11/2016), we
advised that further information should be provided on the important areas on
Anglesey for chough, in order to demonstrate whether the habitats at Wylfa Head
represent a significant contribution to the requirements of wintering chough from

The report has been appended to
chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement.

Environmental Statement Appendix
14-24: Chough Baseline Report
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Glannau Ynys Gybi SPA. Paragraph 14.6.62 of the ES states that fortnightly
surveys were completed between January and March (six visits) to record
chough and their winter foraging habitats. However, the baseline data for these
wintering chough surveys have not been fully presented. NRW advise that the
full report should be available (e.g. as an Appendix) and should be submitted as
part of the planning submission, in order to inform the HRA. NRW can provide
further
advice
once
consulted
on
this
additional
information
Requirement 3: Chough winter foraging data to be submitted as a report to IACC
(and NRW in consultation) as part of the planning submission
NRW

6.1. Bats, great crested newts and otters are present withiN/Adjacent the SPC
works. These species are European Protected Species (EPS) protected under
the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended) and
the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).

Noted. These receptors have been
identified as part of the assessment.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology

NRW

6.2. Water voles, red squirrels, and Schedule 1 listed birds (chough and barn
owl) are present within/Adjacent to the SPC works. These species are protected
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).

Noted. These receptors have been
identified as part of the assessment.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology

NRW

6.3. Where an EPS is likely to be affected, a development may only proceed
under a derogation licence issued by NRW having satisfied the three
requirements set out in the legislation. One of these requires that the proposal
demonstrates that there is no likely detriment to the maintenance of the
‘favourable conservation status’ of the local populations of species concerned.
Ecological Compliance Audit (ECA) Performance Indicators need to be provided
as part of the licence and these should include Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs).
6.4. As part of the Ecological Compliance Audit, we recommend that online
surveillance and reporting systems be devised and implemented. As part of the
EPS Licence submission, we advise that overarching conservation plans be
prepared for the species to provide strategy and context. These should define,
but should not be limited to, overarching aims and objectives, mechanisms for
delivery, surveillance and monitoring targets (including KPI's), management,
approaches to tenure for component mitigation areas. NRW’s Method Statement
Template must also be used and GIS locations of each of the compensation
roosts should be provided to the local authority and NRW.

Noted. EPS licences form part of the
proposed mitigation for the SPC
Proposals. EPS licence method
statements are appended to the
terrestrial and freshwater ecology
chapter of the Environmental
Statement. KPIs will be considered
for inclusion within future licence
submissions.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
Environmental
Statement
Appendices 14-19 to 14-23.
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NRW

6.5. Paragraph 14.6.51 of the ES states that surveys in 2016 found a low
population of GCNs in the wetlands of Cae Gwyn SSSI and in two ponds to the
north of the SSSI.
6.6. Paragraph 14.6.52 states that following further eDNA survey in 2017 of Pond
37 along with site visits (where traditional amphibian surveillance was carried
out), that the positive 2016 eDNA result was concluded to be erroneous. NRW
accepts this conclusion.
6.7. Paragraph 14.6.53 concludes “there are no GCN breeding ponds in the SPC
Application Site, and the only area where they are likely to be present in their
terrestrial phase is 0.3ha of the SPC Application Site within 250m of breeding
ponds around Cae Gwyn SSSI”.

Noted. No response required.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.

NRW

6.8. As highlighted in paragraph 14.7.70, the SPC works have the potential to
result in disturbing, injuring or killing of GCNs. Where an EPS is likely to be
affected, a development may only proceed under a licence issued by NRW
having satisfied the three requirements set out in the legislation. One of these
requires that the proposal demonstrates that there is no likely detriment to the
maintenance of the ‘favourable conservation status’ (FCS) of the local
populations of species concerned. For mitigation purposes, it is advocated that
the current conservation status be deemed to be unfavourable and the licence
application should consider restoration.

Noted.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.

NRW

6.9. NRW advise that detailed mitigation should be approved by the local
authority, in consultation with NRW, as a condition of any planning permission.
NRW advise that, as long as the above advice is implemented, the proposal is
not likely to be detrimental to the maintenance of the FCS of the affected local
populations
of
GCNs.
Condition 4: Detailed mitigation measures to be approved by the local authority
in consultation with NRW

Noted. Mitigation measures are
detailed in the chapter 14 and the
appended draft European Protected
Species Mitigation Licence.
Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the
planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
Table
14-12:
Good
practice
mitigation.
Environmental
Statement
Appendices 14-19 and 14-20.
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NRW

6.10. Paragraphs 14.7.119 and 14.7.120 of the ES state that buildings and trees
that support bats will be affected by the SPC works. An EPS licence will be
needed from NRW.
6.11. Appendix 14-23 provides the EPS Mitigation Licence Method Statement
Delivery Information. NRW advise that the mitigation/compensation measures
proposed are satisfactory. The mitigation/compensation measures should be
clearly marked on the plans submitted as part of the TCPA application. NRW
advise that the bat mitigation/compensation specified in Appendix 14-23 should
be implemented as a condition of any planning permission. NRW advise that, as
long as the above advice is implemented, the proposal is not likely to be
detrimental to the maintenance of the FCS of the affected local populations of
bats.
Condition 5: Bat mitigation and compensation measures, as specified in
Appendix 14-23 ‘EPS Mitigation Licence Method Statement Delivery
Information’, to be implemented.

Noted. No response required.

Environmental Statement Appendix
14-23: European Protected Species
Mitigation Licence Method Statement
Delivery Information: Bats

NRW

6.12. NRW also advise that an external lighting strategy and plan should set out
measures to avoid impacts on bat roosts and flight lines, and should be approved
by the local authority, in consultation with NRW, as a condition of any planning
permission.
Condition 6: External lighting strategy and plan to be approved by the local
authority in consultation with NRW to avoid impacts on bats

It is not considered that a lighting
strategy is required as no night time
work is proposed, with lighting only
at the site compounds unless
agreed with the IACC.
Measures with regards to lighting
are included within the CoCP.
Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the
planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
CoCP.
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NRW

6.13. Appendix 14-14 (Consultancy Report: Otter and Water Vole Technical
Summary Report) states that baseline surveys indicated that otters are using the
study area for commuting and foraging, but that no holts or resting places would
be affected by the SPC works.
6.14. NRW consider the survey and assessment to be satisfactory. NRW advise
that detailed mitigation measures (including Reasonable Avoidance Measures
(RAMS)) should be approved by the local authority, in consultation with NRW, as
a condition of any planning permission. As long as this advice is followed, NRW
advise that the proposal is not likely to be detrimental to the maintenance of the
FCS
of
each
of
the
affected
local
population
of
otter.
Condition 7: Detailed mitigation measures (including Reasonable Avoidance
Measures (RAMS)) to be approved by the local authority in consultation with
NRW.

Noted. Measures with regards to
otters are included within the CoCP.
Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the
planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
Table 14-12.
CoCP.

NRW

6.15. Paragraph 14.7.139 states that water voles will be affected by the
realignment of the Nant Caerdegog Isaf watercourse, and that a programme of
trapping and translocation would be required.
6.16. We note the Water Vole Licence Method Statement provided in Appendix
14-21. NRW advise that the mitigation and compensation measures proposed
are satisfactory. NRW advise that the water vole mitigation/compensation
specified in Appendix 14-21 should be implemented as a condition a condition of
any planning permission. NRW advise that, as long as the above advice is
implemented, the proposal is not likely to have adverse impacts on water vole
population. Condition 8: Water vole mitigation and compensation measures to
be implemented as specified in Appendix 14-21 ‘Water Vole Licence Method
Statement’.

Noted. No response required.

Environmental Statement Appendix
14-21: Water Vole Licence Method
Statement

NRW

6.17. Paragraph 14.7.145 states that red squirrels using the study area may be
affected by the SPC works.
6.18. NRW advise that detailed mitigation/compensation measures (including
Reasonable Avoidance Measures (RAMS)) should be agreed to the satisfaction
of the local authority, in consultation with NRW, as a condition of any planning
permission. As long as this advice is followed, NRW advise that the proposal is
not likely to have adverse impacts on the red squirrel population.
Condition 9: Detailed mitigation/compensation measures (including Reasonable
Avoidance Measures (RAMS)) to be approved by the local authority in
consultation with NRW

Noted. Measures with regards to red
squirrels are included within the
CoCP. Measures currently included
within, and further additions to, the
CoCP are subject to agreement
between
Horizon
and
key
stakeholders, including the IACC.
The CoCP will be secured by a
condition in the planning permission
to be granted by the IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
Tables 14-12 and 14-23.
CoCP.
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NRW

6.19. Chough and barn owls are protected under Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended). The proposed works have the potential to
disturb these Schedule 1 birds. NRW advise that detailed mitigation measures
(including Reasonable Avoidance Measures) should be specified to avoid
disturbing Schedule 1 listed birds during the breeding period.
Condition 10: Detailed mitigation measures (including Reasonable Avoidance
Measures) to avoid disturbing Schedule 1 listed birds during the breeding period,
to be approved by the local authority in consultation with NRW

Noted. Measures with regards to
Schedule 1 birds are included within
the CoCP. Measures currently
included within, and further additions
to, the CoCP are subject to
agreement between Horizon and
key stakeholders, including the
IACC. The CoCP will be secured by
a condition in the planning
permission to be granted by the
IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
Table 14-12.
CoCP.

NRW

6.20. Paragraphs 3.3.60 of the ES lists the steps involved in the diversion of the
watercourse (north of Caerdegog Isaf). We advise that specific design details
(with consideration of fish requirements) of the watercourse realignment will need
to be agreed to the satisfaction of the local authority in consultation with NRW.
In the design of the realigned watercourse, we recommend that HNP seeks
advice from the River Restoration Centre with regard to best practice.
Condition 11: Detailed design details (with consideration of fish requirements) of
the watercourse realignment to be agreed in consultation with NRW

Noted. Measures with regards to
consideration of fish during the
watercourse realignment works are
included within the CoCP. Measures
currently included within, and further
additions to, the CoCP are subject to
agreement between Horizon and
key stakeholders, including the
IACC. The CoCP will be secured by
a condition in the planning
permission to be granted by the
IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
Table 14.12.
CoCP

NRW

6.21. Table 14-10 states that a fish rescue would be implemented as part of the
watercourse realignment works. NRW require a minimum of 2 weeks’ notice in
order to carry out any fish rescue (for which there may be a charge) or we have
a Service Level Agreement for applications for electrofishing of 10 working days.
NRW request that the results of a fish rescue are provided to NRW.

Noted.

N/A

NRW

6.22. With regard to any temporary river/stream crossing, NRW advise that best
practice is followed such as the use of free span bridges, or the use of oversized
culvert sunk below bed level if free span is not possible.

Noted. There are no temporary
stream/river crossings proposed as
part of the SPC works.

N/A

NRW

6.23. Paragraph 14.7.4 states that 200m of riverine habitat would be lost during
the SPC works. Whilst it has been classed as low value, it provides habitat for
the European eel. NRW advise that mitigation measures should be specified to
ensure replacement habitat is made available. Suitable mitigation would, for
example, be construction of eel passes on other watercourses to open up more
habitat if a suitable solution is not available on the site. We advise that mitigation
measures for the European eel are specified, and approved by the local authority

The loss of 200m of low value
habitat within Porth-y-pistyll will be
offset by improvement to habitat
quality and fish passage resulting
from the Caerdegog Isaf river
realignment.
Improvement
to
riverine sinuosity and habitat will

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
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in consultation with NRW, as a condition of any planning permission.
Condition 12: Detailed eel mitigation measures to be approved by the local
authority in consultation with NRW.

enhance riverine habitats and eel
passage, potentially opening up
approximately 1km of the upper
catchment on this tributary, including
suitable habitats at Groes-fechan
and Cae Gwyn. Details will be
agreed with NRW.

NRW

7.1 We refer you to our comments under Protected Sites (comments 5.11 to 5.19)
for our advice in relation to seabirds.

Noted. Please see responses to
previous comments.

Please see responses to previous
comments.

NRW

7.2. Paragraph 15.1.7 states that the SPC Proposals are unlikely to have
significant impacts on marine water quality. As long as NRW’s advice in relation
to pollution prevention measures is followed, including agreement of a detailed
CoCP (see NRW’s comment 3.9 above), then NRW agree that the proposals are
unlikely to impact on marine water quality (and receptors linked to marine water
quality).

Noted. Measures with regards to
pollution are included within the
CoCP. Measures currently included
within, and further additions to, the
CoCP are subject to agreement
between
Horizon
and
key
stakeholders, including the IACC.
The CoCP will be secured by a
condition in the planning permission
to be granted by the IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter 15:
Marine environment

NRW

8.1. The proposal is partly within the Ynys Mȏn / Anglesey Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty. NRW’s comments in respect of protected landscapes are made
in relation to the landscape and visual effects on the Anglesey AONB, its natural
beauty character and special qualities and its setting.

Noted.

Environmental Statement Chapter 16:
Landscape and visual

NRW

8.2. The site clearance works for the whole site would last approximately 15
months. We recommend that, wherever possible, that timing of works in areas
within local proximity of the AONB are scheduled to avoid times of the year when
access to the AONB and Wales Coastal Path are known to be most popular.

Noted. Information regarding the
timing of works is provided in
Environmental Statement Chapter 3.
No footpaths will be closed as a
consequence of the SPC Proposals
and wherever possible cognisance
will be taken of the proximity of the
AONB.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3
Proposed development: Section 3.4.

NRW

8.3. The restoration of field boundaries, scrub, trees, stone walls, with aftercare
scheme is proposed should the DCO not receive consent. We advise that
confirmation is provided that site survey details of stone wall construction,
vernacular detailing, and hedgerow/tree species have been recorded to help
ensure a degree of authenticity and historical continuity in any landscape
restoration scheme. NRW advise that detailed landscape restoration measures

Surveys to record details of stone
wall
construction,
vernacular
detailing, and hedgerow/ tree
species will be carried out to help
ensure a degree of authenticity and
historical continuity in any landscape

Environmental Statement Chapter 16:
Landscape and visual: Table 16-21.
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will need to be approved by the local authority, as a condition of any planning
permission.
Condition 13: Detailed landscape restoration measures to be approved by the
local authority in consultation with NRW, should DCO not be granted.

restoration scheme. These surveys
have been cited as an additional
mitigation measure in Environmental
Statement Chapter 16. Appropriate
restoration details will be subject to
agreement with the IACC.

NRW

8.4. As long as the above advice is followed, NRW consider that the proposed
development is unlikely to have significant adverse effects on any designated
protected landscapes. However, please note we have not considered possible
impacts on local or regional landscape interests. We recommend that you consult
the Local Authority’s landscape specialist on any local/regional landscape
interests.

Noted.

Environmental Statement Chapter 16:
Landscape and visual

IACC
(letter
received
September
2017)

1. Environmentally the SPC Works will result in the de-characterisation of a large,
valued and attractive rural landscape which is framed by the coastline and the
Anglesey Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) to the North and the Tre’r
Gof (SSSI) which lies within the site to the East. The proposal, during an
estimated 15 month clearance period, will impact upon 299 hectares of
countryside, with 35 buildings being demolished (which include traditional stone
outbuildings and habitable residential properties). Traditional grazing land will
have been stripped of its identifying features such as stone walls, earth bunds,
important hedgerows, fences and gateways. This will create a landscape devoid
of features which are characteristic of the locality in preparation for the main
power station construction.

Noted. The effects of the SPC
Proposals on the landscape has
been assessed in Environmental
Statement
Chapter
16
and
mitigation
identified
where
considered appropriate.

Environmental Statement Chapter 16:
Landscape and visual. Section 16.7.

IACC

2. The SPC Works will result in a substantial loss of flora and fauna. The
assessment does not explore the likely duration of these effects or the time it
would take for the restoration proposals to return the site to an acceptable
condition. These significant environmental impacts should not be
underestimated. The provisions of the Environment (Wales) Act 2016, and the
more recent publication of the first statutory ‘Natural Resources Policy’ which
places environmental issues at the heart of decision making in Wales, should be
considered fully. (link:http://gov.wales/docs/desh/publications/170821-naturalresources-policy-en.PDF).

All relevant policies have been
identified and have formed part of
the landscape assessment. The
Landscape Restoration Principals
have been revised to provide greater
biodiversity benefit and further
information is included in chapter 3
of the Environmental Statement.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
Section 14.10

IACC

3. This is a major site in a sensitive landscape. The importance of an agreed and
costed site restoration and after care plan (should a decision be taken not to
proceed with the proposed Wylfa Newydd development) cannot be over
emphasised. Early agreement (at officer and legal level) will be critical to enable
the application to progress for consideration by the Planning Committee. We
must therefore have the necessary detail and certainty that the site will be

The
Landscape
Restoration
Principles are illustrated on drawing
WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00034 and
described
in
Environmental
Statement Chapter 3. The details of
the restoration plan will be

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development.
Environmental Statement Figure 3-3:
Landscape restorations principles.
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suitably restored should the main project not proceed. A restoration plan,
providing sufficient detail, will ensure the proposals are adequate, whilst
informing and enabling independent costing, and a funding mechanism for the
works. This will be required before any consent can be granted. The costed
restoration plan should also include an acceptable period of aftercare (minimum
10 years).

considered further in the event that
the Project does not proceed.
Appropriate restoration costs and
funding will be subject to agreement
with the IACC. A 10 year period of
aftercare
is
also
considered
appropriate by Horizon.

IACC

4. From recent discussions, IACC note that Horizon are proposing to submit a
Community Impact Report (CIR) as part of their DCO submission. Given the
scale and potential localised impacts of the SPC Works, the IACC request that
Horizon produce a separate CIR for the SPC Works and submit as part of the
planning application. The CIR will highlight and explain (in non-technical
language) to local residents immediately adjacent to the site what the impacts
will be and what mitigation measures will be needed to avoid, minimise or
compensate for any adverse effects.

Noted. A Community Impact Report
is provided as part of the TCPA
application.

N/A

IACC

5. A wide range of important and valuable resources and receptors (in the
surrounding area) are likely to be impacted from an economic, social/ community
and cultural heritage perspective. Effective management and mitigation of
recognised adverse impacts on amenity and overall quality of life for local
residents, their properties and businesses will be critical. Impacts on
neighbouring communities (i.e. Tregele, Cemaes and surrounding rural environs)
should therefore be given careful consideration.

Noted. Local communities are
considered
as
part
of
the
assessment of the effects of the
SPC Proposals. These effects on
local
communities
are
then
summarised in the Community
Impact Report.

Environmental Statement Chapter 7:
Socio-economics.
Environmental Statement Chapter 17:
Cultural heritage.
Environmental Statement Chapter 18:
Combined topic effects.
Environmental Statement Chapter 19:
Cumulative effects.

IACC

6. The demolition and closure of the Wylfa Sports & Social Club and associated
pitches represents the loss of recreational resource, leisure facilities and open
space. IACC notes that there is likely to be a long term need for this type of facility
and would request a better understanding of how the SPC Works will contribute
towards re-providing these facilities in a location that is accessible to maintain
the quality of life of the local community.

The Wylfa Sports & Social Club (a
private facility) closed in May 2017.
At the time of closure, Horizon made
a payment to help fund alternative
premises within Anglesey North for
events and activities that were
previously held at the former Wylfa
Sports and Social Club. The need
for re-providing any additional
facilities will be considered in the
context of the proposed Community
Resilience Fund.

N/A

IACC

7. The potential positive economic and employment impacts which are predicted
are welcomed. The strategies, activities and interventions undertaken to ensure

Horizon understands the importance
to the island of the positive

Environmental Statement Chapter 7:
Socio-economics.
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these are achieved and maximised will be of critical importance, together with
proposed monitoring arrangements to demonstrate that they are effective (or
not).

employment and economic impacts
associated with the SPC Proposals
and will continue to make efforts to
ensure that these are realised.

IACC

8. Amlwch is the main centre of employment and services in the North of the
Island. It is also identified in the recently adopted JLDP as one of the main
centres for growth. The close proximity to the main Wylfa Newydd Site via the
A5025 highlights the potential for an enhanced role as a key centre in the North
of the Island for opportunities linked to the Wylfa Newydd project. IACC would
expect Horizon to pay cognisance to this fact and would again refer Horizon to
IACC’s New Nuclear Build Supplementary Planning Guidance (NNB SPG):
http://www.anglesey.gov.uk/business/energy-island/energy-island-news/newnuclear-build-at-wylfa-supplementary-planning-guidance/123426.article

The socio-economic assessment
includes a detailed definition of the
study areas applied to the
consideration of this matter. Defining
the study area for a socio-economic
assessment can be complex
because of the need to consider
each receptor within various
catchment areas, and although
Amlwch lies outside of the
immediate Local Area of Influence
(5km radius from the site) it is
considered in the context of North
Anglesey and also broader study
areas. These are illustrated on figure
7-1 of the Environmental Statement
Volume 2.

Environmental Statement Chapter 7:
Socio-economics.

IACC

9. The Wylfa Newydd development is expected to provide significant local
employment opportunities during both the construction and operational phases.
With the SPC deemed as the start of the project, it is essential that Horizon
demonstrates a clear commitment from the onset to inspire young people in the
uptake of STEM subjects ensuring that they have the appropriate skills and
qualifications to secure employment both during construction and operation. The
SPC provides a clear opportunity to pilot this approach in North Anglesey,
through investment in STEM facilities of schools within the catchment, prior to
rolling out across the Island as the development progresses.

Noted. Noted. How best to address
the issue of ensuring appropriate
skills on the island will be an
important consideration during both
the SPC and Wylfa Newydd
developments.
Horizon is currently very involved in
encouraging the uptake of STEM
subjects in schools across Anglesey
and aims to continue this good work.
The Horizon Apprenticeship scheme
is now into its second year which has
given several young people from
across the island the opportunity to
learn in a professional environment
whilst also being paid a salary.
Additionally, Horizon events such as
Work Insight Week have given

N/A
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interested young individuals from
Anglesey information about the
potential variety of roles available
through the study of STEM subjects
at Horizon as well as helping them
develop professional skills such as
interview technique.
IACC

10. It is unclear how Horizon will ensure that all the workforce will be home-based
and how this will be achieved, whilst the assumption also informs the stance that
there will be no impact on accommodation, schools, and the Welsh language. No
detailed proposals (strategies, actions and interventions) are outlined to create
confidence and certainty that the level of predicted local employment is achieved.
We are eager to collaborate to ensure these positive benefits are achieved.

Noted. The preferred contractor
identified for the SPC Proposals was
in part identified after providing
clarity on workforce issues such as
where they are based, language
skills and related issues.
This approach was taken to help
ensure positive benefits of the
project at the local level.

N/A

IACC

11. Welsh language and culture have repeatedly been highlighted as important
considerations which should be applied to all of the project assessments and
proposals. IACC is disappointed to see that Welsh language has largely been
considered in insolation in the WLIA. The WLIA assessment is predicated on the
assumption that SPC workers will be local and home based therefore having no
detrimental impact on the Welsh language. As previously advised, if Horizon wish
to rely on this assumption it is vital that delivery mechanisms and monitoring is
put in place together with mechanisms for addressing any impact should the
assumption not prove to be correct in practice. We would expect the planning
application to deal with these issues.

Horizon
recognises
then
significance of the Welsh language
in the context of Anglesey generally
and the SPC Proposals specifically.
Welsh language has formed an
important part of the consideration in
preparing the planning application
and will form an integral part of many
of the operation elements to which it
is appropriate (signage etc.).
This is reported within the planning
application
documents
as
appropriate, including within the
Welsh
Language
Impact
Assessment
document,
the
Planning Statement and the
Environmental Statement.

WLIA

IACC

12. Tourism is a key economic sector on the Island with the North of Anglesey
renowned for its quiet, relaxing and tranquil environment. IACC does not believe
that the potential impacts on the visitor economy, neighbouring businesses,
image, perception, public amenity, footpaths and Public Rights of Way etc. have
been adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Statement for the North

The assessment in Environmental
Statement
Chapter
7
has
considered potential effects on
visitor numbers as a result of the
SPC works by interpreting and

Environmental Statement Chapter 7:
Socio-economics
Environmental Statement Chapter 16:
Landscape and visual
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of Anglesey. We would request that this issue, is revisited prior to submission of
the application.

reporting the findings of the 2015
STEAM
Survey
which
was
undertaken to establish the potential
impact on visitor numbers of the
Wylfa Newydd Project.
Effects on landscape quality,
tranquillity, nature, views, etc. are
assessed under the parameters of
Landscape and Visual Effects and
are reported in Environmental
Statement Chapter 16.

13. The cumulative impact of the various Horizon proposals is unclear. We would
expect the cumulative impact assessment to be revisited and robustly assessed
prior to submitting the application. It is critical that the cumulative impacts are
described by Horizon as there can be no determination, until all cumulative
impacts are outlined. The timing of delivery of the mitigation required to address
those impacts also needs to be determined to ensure that the early commitments
on local employment measures, education, local supply chain and training are
fully captured. As the SPC Works are a major element of the project which
signifies commencement of development, it is not acceptable to examine the
proposals as a standalone development. For example, the cumulative labour
demands of these works with other developments, including third party
developments, have the potential to impact labour availability in the Anglesey
and wider North Wales area. New employment and labour opportunities is to be
welcomed but not displacement. The potential impacts which include the positive
elements of the scheme should be adequately assessed and reflected.

Some of the wider effects arising
from
Wylfa
Newydd
Project
developments are excluded from
this cumulative effects assessment,
because they do not have temporal
and spatial links with the effects of
SPC. Such wider effects will all be
reported in the Wylfa Newydd
Project Environmental Statement,
which will be submitted with the
DCO application. It is necessary to
limit the assessment in this SPC
Environmental Statement to the
effects that are contributed to by the
works for which planning permission
is being sought. As the planning
application should be considered on
its own merits, and planning
conditions must only refer to the
scope of the development.
It is not possible within the scope of
the SPC Proposals to mitigate the
effects of the other developments
within the Wylfa Newydd Project
and, given the much larger
contribution those effects make to
the significance of the intra-project
cumulative effects, it is appropriate

Environmental Statement Chapter 19;
Cumulative effects.
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for them to be mitigated through the
DCO.
Horizon, as the proponent of both
the SPC Proposals and the wider
Wylfa Newydd Project, has identified
mitigation to reduce or avoid likely
significant
adverse
cumulative
effects associated with the Wylfa
Newydd Project as a whole. The
majority of this mitigation will be
secured through the DCO, which is
entirely appropriate and in line with
the regulatory regime applicable to
Nationally Significant Infrastructure
Projects.
IACC

14. The scale and duration of SPC Works would constitute a major project for the
North Anglesey area in their own right. We therefore welcome further preapplication discussions to better understand how negative impacts will be
managed and mitigated, with positive benefits being exploited. It is imperative
that potential legacy issues are given detailed consideration, in an effort to
ensure that opportunities are not missed.

Noted. Pre-application discussions
have continued and an open
dialogue would be welcomed
through the application process.

N/A

IACC

15. The preliminary view of IACC is that the additional traffic movements could
result in the need for road improvements to the A5025 between Cemaes and
Burwen. This would see the widening of the bends to improve road safety. A
similar design approach would be adopted to the proposed A5025 Works. This
would respond to the increased traffic movements whilst ensuring the local
highway network is fit for purpose as the project progresses. IACC welcome early
dialogue to determine the most appropriate way forward.

Noted. The assessment presented
in the transport statement concludes
that the traffic flows on the A5025
west would remain low even with the
predicted increase in traffic flows
associated with the SPC Proposals.
The use of the A55, A5 and A5025
to site for SPC traffic will help to
keep movements along the A5025
west of the SPC application site to a
minimum. Open dialogue would be
welcomed through the application
process

Transport Statement Section 8.

IACC

16. IACC note the timescale indicated by Horizon seeking to begin works in
January 2018. Determining a submitted planning application by this period will
be challenging due to its scale and complexity. Despite our best endeavours our
ability to process the application in a timely and effective manner will be
influenced by the quality and content of information submitted, the response of

Noted.
The draft planning
application was prepared on the
basis of a determination in January
2018. Based on the comments
received, the planning application

Throughout
Statement
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statutory bodies (when consulted), and timely agreement on Heads of Terms for
the Section 106 agreement (and conditions). In this regard it is critical that up to
date Heads of Terms are made available to the IACC as soon as possible
reflecting the proposals as outlined in the Section 61z documentation. This will
allow discussions to take place on the form and content of a Section 106
Agreement and for that document to be agreed as soon as possible. It is
important that such an Agreement reflects the fact that the SPC Works are the
first stage of the wider project. A completed Section 106 Agreement will be
required before the planning permission can be issued.

submitted does not assume a
specific starting date. Horizon will
continue to liaise with the IACC
during the determination of the
application on the manner in which
any planning obligations might be
delivered.

IACC

Appendix 1. General
1.1 The planning policy references should be updated to reflect current local
planning position, specifically adoption of the JLDP (31 July 2017); this
supersedes the Gwynedd Structure Plan (1993) and Anglesey Local Plan (1996),
which are no longer relevant.

Noted.
The
Environmental
Statement has been updated to
reflect the adoption of the JLDP in
July 2017.

Throughout
Statement.

IACC

1.2 IACC recommend all plans are reviewed to ensure consistency.

Noted. All plans have been subject
to a review and consistency check
and have been updated as part of
the application.

N/A

IACC

1.3 IACC have not undertaken detailed review of the HRA although key issues
appear to have been addressed.

Noted. No response required.

N/A

IACC

1.4 Anglesey has been identified an enterprise zone – this is misleading as the
EZ status only applies to specific sites.

Noted. Relevant text has been
amended.

Environmental Statement Chapter 7.
Socio-economics.

IACC

1.5 The Design and Access Statement (DAS) contains information that is
already, or would be more appropriately provided, in other documents supporting
the application, and which could be omitted to avoid any inconsistencies and
unnecessary duplication. Further, the IACC does not consider that the four
requirements of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management
Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012 (as amended) are met, in most cases as the
DAS tends to describe “what” is proposed, rather than “why”.

Noted. The DAS has been amended
to address these issues.

N/A

IACC

1.6 The Planning Statement should firstly state the relevant policies and
comment on whether the predicted impacts are in accordance with these policies.
Where it is concluded that the predicted impacts are not in accordance with the
policies, the Planning Statement should state this and then draw a planning
balance to determine whether or not the development would be acceptable
overall. This is done correctly with some topics but not with others.

Noted. The Planning Statement has
been updated to reflect this
comment.

N/A

the

Environmental
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IACC

"2. Welsh Language and Culture
2.1 As part of the methodology process, a commitment by Horizon to deploy the
Risk Assessment Methodology currently being developed by Welsh Government
would be welcomed in order to validate the 18 key questions for accuracy and
robustness of the scoring system."

The methodology used in the WLIA
follows
adopted
local
Supplementary Planning Guidance.
In addition, the updates to TAN 20
have also been considered.

Welsh Language Impact Assessment

IACC

2.2 Welsh language has not been assessed with regard to impacts on various
other sectors. Welsh language should be treated as a theme throughout all of the
topics and assessed under all of the ES headings, it cannot and should not be
treated in isolation. Loss of local employment opportunities due to any downturn
in tourism exacerbate out-migration of skilled native Welsh speakers. Welsh
language has not been assessed in relation to negative tourism impacts. The
effects of potential in-migration caused by cumulative labour demand or use of
contractors based outwith the DCCZ are not appropriately considered.

The effect on the Welsh language
and culture in relation to tourism and
labour demand has been considered
within the WLIA. In addition, other
relevant chapters and supporting
documents have also assessed the
potential effects on Welsh language.

Welsh Language Impact Assessment

IACC

3. Education and Lifelong Learning
3.1 There is no reference to schools or education, libraries or culture in the
consultation documents. A two year proposal period with a potential two year
restoration period is not a short term project; particularly should a significant
number of workers and their families relocate to the area to work on this element
or take advantage of possible employment opportunities. This could have
adverse effects on the language and culture in schools and communities. This
omission should be addressed, assessed and appropriately mitigated."

The SPC workforce consists of 80
workers which is not considered to
be significant.
The assumption
relating to the workforce is based on
information
provided
by
the
preferred contractor (Jones Brothers
Balfour Beatty JV). This contractor
has a pre-existing presence in north
Wales and is expected to source the
vast majority (approximately 90%) of
its workforce from Anglesey, with the
remainder from north Wales. The
SPC Proposals are not therefore
expected to lead to workers and
families in-migrating into Anglesey.

Welsh Language Impact Assessment

IACC

3.2 In addition, the Wylfa Newydd development is expected to provide significant
local employment opportunities during both the construction and operational
phases. With the SPC Works deemed as the start of the project, it is essential
that Horizon demonstrate a clear commitment from the onset to inspire young
people in the uptake of STEM subjects to ensure that they have the appropriate
skills and qualifications to secure employment both during construction and
operation. The SPC Works provides a clear opportunity to pilot this approach in
North Anglesey, through investment in STEM facilities of schools within the
catchment, prior to rolling out across the Island as the development progresses.

Noted.
How best to address the issue of
ensuring appropriate skills on the
island will be an important
consideration during both the SPC
and Wylfa Newydd developments.
Horizon is currently very involved in
encouraging the uptake of STEM

N/A
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subjects in schools across Anglesey
and aims to continue this good work.
The Horizon Apprenticeship scheme
is now into its second year which has
given several young people from
across the island the opportunity to
learn in a professional environment
whilst also being paid a salary.
Additionally, Horizon events such as
Work Insight Week have given
interested young individuals from
Anglesey information about the
potential variety of roles available
through the study of STEM subjects
at Horizon as well as helping them
develop professional skills such as
interview technique.
Horizon welcome open dialogue on
this matter through the application
process.
IACC

4. Tourism
4.1 The tourism assessment is inadequate. Only one unnamed business is
mentioned. There is no reference to recreation, cycling or the use of NCR Lôn
Las 566. The visitor centre which closed in 2015 is included but noted as not
being expected to cause a net loss in visitor numbers. Notwithstanding the fact
this closure dealt a critical blow in terms of the loss of an important educational
resource centre, it also resulted in the loss of an important wet weather tourist
attraction in the North of the island. The loss of such an important and wellestablished facility is clearly a negative impact in terms of visitor experience and
should be included within the consideration."

Socio-economics does not assess
individual receptors but assesses
according to themes or spatial scale
– clusters of receptors or businesses
are assessed within the context of
the potential impacts that the LAI
(5km) is expected to witness (i.e.
Potential effects of air, noise, visual
and landscape, and severance)
during the undertaking of SPC
works.) (Paragraph 7.4.13)
Recreation and cycle routes are
considered
in
Environmental
Statement Chapter 8: Public access
and recreation.
The closure of the Magnox Visitor
Centre was a decision by its owners
and is not considered of relevance to
the SPC Proposals, It is included in

Environmental Statement Chapter 7:
Socio economics.
Environmental Statement Chapter 8:
Public access and recreation.
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the baseline to justify its exclusion:
the visitor centre no longer forms
part of the baseline for the
assessment of the SPC Proposals
and any effects of its closure are not
relevant to the SPC Proposals.
IACC

4.2 The Planning Statement contains no reasoning as to why the impacts on
businesses and visitors are not predicted to be significant. This conclusion
cannot be accepted without robust explanation, Horizon are requested to revisit
this prior to submission of the application.

Noted. Planning Statement has
been amended to better reflect the
Environmental
Statement
assessment outcomes.

IACC

5. Noise and Vibration
5.1 Further mitigation strategies and Contractor Environmental Management
Plans (CEMPs) should be supported by additional site-specific management
plans; e.g. those supported by the Waste and Materials Oversight Group
(WaMOG). IACC would support such environmental management systems
which shall be accredited to the British Standard (BS) EN ISO 14001:
Environmental Management."

Noted. As noted in the CoCP, the
appointed contractor(s) will be
required to comply with ISO 14001:
Environmental Management, or
equivalent.
Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the
planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.

IACC

5.2 IACC would welcome the opportunity to assist with establishing suitable noise
and vibration levels and monitoring regimes including locations.

Noted. Measures currently included
within, and further additions to, the
CoCP are subject to agreement
between
Horizon
and
key
stakeholders, including the IACC.
The CoCP will be secured by a
condition in the planning permission
to be granted by the IACC.

CoCP

IACC

5.3 Section 61 Prior Consent agreements made under the Control of Pollution
Act 1974 application process between Horizon and IACC must afford protection
and mitigation for residents and communities bordering the site boundaries.
IACC will not consider it appropriate for these to be used to weaken the protection
afforded under the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) and related plans.

Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the

CoCP
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planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.
IACC

6. Air Quality
6.1 Compliance with the national air quality objectives is essential and levels of
pollution should be kept as low as practicable. The dust deposition thresholds
proposed are unacceptable and Horizon is advised to liaise with IACC prior to
finalising the application to discuss these in detail. Dust and air quality monitoring
equipment shall be installed and operational prior to the commencement of the
SPC works and continue until all works are complete."

No
specific
thresholds
were
specified in the text. However,
chapter 9 of the Environmental
Statement has been amended to
clarify this and to provide a
suggested approach for the setting
of the dust deposition thresholds.
This will be subject to ongoing
discussion and agreement with
IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter 9:
Air quality. Section 9.4.

IACC

6.2 IACC wish to agree the locations of the monitoring equipment with Horizon
and to have access to the data upon request. For PM10 and PM2.5, this should
be a web-based real time system, with alert systems in place. IACC would be
happy to provide Horizon with advice on the alert levels.

Further liaison with the IACC would
be undertaken to discuss the details
of the air quality monitoring,
including locations, access to data
and alert levels (see paragraph
9.4.78).

Environmental Statement Chapter 9:
Air quality. Section 9.4.

IACC

7. Cultural Heritage
7.1 Dame Sylvia Crowe’s landscaping area will be removed as a result of the
development. Horizon has identified a ‘significant effect’ reducing to ‘not
significant’ following mitigation. IACC do not accept that the recording of the
landscape through survey and photography (whilst welcomed) would constitute
sufficient mitigation to result in a ‘not significant’ conclusion. Further justification
for this conclusion is required together with an explanation of how the final
landscaping proposals will reflect the historical context."

Dame Sylvia Crowe's landscaping
would not be removed as part of the
SPC Proposals. As noted in para
17.7.9 elements, comprising areas
of woodland located to the southeast of the southern landscape
mound and to the south of the
Existing Power Station, and stone
walls which formed part of the
original landscape design to the
south-west and north-east of the
Existing Power Station, would be
removed.
As noted, the mitigation proposed
(comprising photographic surveys
and landscape surveys) would
reduce the amount of information
that would be lost if these elements
were removed unrecorded. As such
the magnitude of change is reduced
and the residual significance of

Environmental Statement Chapter 17:
Cultural heritage. Section 17.7 and
17.8
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effect is also reduced. The final
landscaping proposals of the Wylfa
Newydd Project are not relevant to
this application.
IACC

7.2 Similarly, Tre’r Gof Uchaf and Nant Orman are both shown as sustaining
significant effects given both are being removed. Mitigation in the form of a level
3 survey is not sufficient to result in a ‘not significant, residual effect and this
conclusion cannot be accepted.

As set out in Environmental
Statement Chapter 17, recording of
historic building information that
might otherwise be lost through their
removal or changes to their settings
would be reduced in comparison to
the situation where recording was
not undertaken. As Tre’r Gof Uchaf
and
Nant
Orman
are
not
architecturally complex this is
effective mitigation. The significance
of effect is therefore reduced.

IACC

7.3 Where the Environmental Statement refers to a ‘targeted watching brief’,
IACC recommend the approach should first be agreed with GAPS before the
proposal is finalised.

Noted. The approach to the
watching brief would be agreed with
GAPS through the WSI

IACC

8. Ecology
8.1 Overall the assessments contain a disconnect between the clearance and
restoration, and it is difficult to reliably assess the effects if there is no substantive
consideration of their likely duration. The SPC Works application permits the
clearance of the site for a period of time, and then its restoration – so many of
the effects in this context are not permanent. Whilst the progress of the DCO
cannot be determined in detail it will be possible to identify the approximate
maximum period over which SPC Works effects will occur, and factor these into
the assessment. This has not however been done and this requires to be
addressed prior to submission. For example, the SPC Works will result in a
substantial loss of foraging and commuting habitat for bats (although this is not
quantified or estimated) for a period of time – but the assessment does not
explore the likely duration of this or the time until restoration could be said to
have returned the site to an acceptable condition. Some of the commitments
which are proposed are contradictory and need to be brought together in a
cohesive plan which addresses the current inconsistencies."

The
Landscape
Restoration
Principles
illustrated
in
Environmental Statement Volume 2
Figure 3-3 have been revised to
provide greater biodiversity benefit.
The timescale associated with this
and how that may affect sensitive
receptors is described in the
Restoration
section
in
Environmental Statement Chapter
14.

IACC

8.2 It is recognised that there are construction aspects that will need some
inherent flexibility and which cannot be determined at this stage, but this proposal
provides no surety that these watercourses will be safeguarded. Mitigation

Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
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commitments are not in a suitable form, there is no detail on how they will be
secured and accordingly they provide little degree of protection.

Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the
planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.

IACC

8.3 The works, particularly on wetland enhancement, need to be subject to a form
of Reasonable Avoidance Methodology Statement (RAMS) in relation to
protected species.

The CoCP identifies that European
Protected Species Licences will be
required. Such licence applications
have to include a supporting method
statement. Draft EPSML are
appended
to
Environmental
Statement Chapter 14.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology:
CoCP
Environmental
Statement
Appendices 14-19 to 14-23.

IACC

8.4 Survey data is only available for a small proportion of the receptor site, and
is from 2013. The current reptile population at the receptor area is not therefore
established. It may be reasonable to infer that it is low or nil, based on the habitats
present and evidence from similar areas of surveyed habitat (although this is not
done), but if the habitat is sub-optimal then it is unclear how much will be in
suitable condition to receive reptiles with only a 6 month preparation period.

Horizon considers the valuation of
the receptor as low as being in line
with the valuation methodology
described
in
Environmental
Statement Chapter 14 (table 14-10).
The mitigation strategy proposed is
suitably robust to address a larger
number of reptiles than the baseline
indicates. Discussions have been
ongoing with NRW to ensure the
suitability of the survey data and
receptor site.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology:
CoCP
Environmental
Statement
Appendices 14-19 to 14-23.

IACC

8.5 It should also be noted that the receptor site is some distance from the
existing reptile populations (at least 1km, substantially more for adder
populations) and will be separated from most of these by the development site.
The section on bats provides little quantitative information on habitat loss or the
relative importance of apparent commuting routes.

The bespoke reptile receptor area
secured as part of the SPC
Proposals has direct links into the
wider landscape which avoids the
risk of population isolation and
allows for recolonisation of the SPC
Application Site once landscape
planting is established. Further
information has been provided on
bat commuting routes.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
Environmental Statement Figure 1401

IACC

8.6 The bat activity surveys are from 2013 – 2014, so the extent to which they
meet the current guidelines is not clear. The survey area and period varied from
2013 – 2014 (April surveys only undertaken once) so it would be useful to

Baseline data were collected
annually between 2009 and 2015,
providing a comprehensive dataset
of roosting, commuting and foraging

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
Environmental
Statement
Appendices 14-22 and 14-23
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understand why surveys were not repeated in 2015, 2016 or 2017. Given the
scale of the vegetation removal the survey effort appears inadequate.

behaviour within the relevant study
areas. Pre-construction surveys to
identify building and tree roosts
would occur prior to any clearance
works and would support the
application of a European Protected
Species licence with respect to bats
(a draft EPSML application is
included
in
Environmental
Statement Appendices 14-22 and
14-23).

IACC

8.7 Marine environment: there is no reference to fishing (pleasure or commercial)
or fish and their habitat, this should be included.

There are no pathways of effect to
marine water quality, plankton,
intertidal
habitats/communities,
subtidal habitats/communities, fish
and cetaceans, and therefore no
assessment of effects on these
receptors has been carried out.

Environmental Statement Chapter 15:
Marine environment.

IACC

8.8 The watercourse diversion which is proposed as part of the scheme involves
a designated main river and the intended works will therefore need to be
consented by NRW.

Noted. No response required.

N/A

IACC

8.9 The Flood Consequences Assessment referred to in the Environmental
Statements should be included with the planning submission

The
Flood
Consequences
Assessment is appended to the
Environmental Statement (appendix
13-04) and as such is included
within the planning submission.

Environmental Statement Appendix
13-04:
Flood
Consequences
Assessment
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IACC

9. Highways, Traffic and Transport
9.1 IACC would require a full comprehensive and robust Construction Traffic
Management Plan to be submitted for approval before any work commences.
This should include control of HGV movements along the A5025 taking into
account morning and afternoon peak periods to avoid these and the school
arrival and departure times (08:00 to 09:00 and 15:00 to 16:00)."
9.2 The Construction Traffic Management Plan should also detail the following:a) The parking of vehicles for site operatives and visitors
b) Loading and unloading of plant and materials
c) Storage of plant and materials used for the works
d) Wheel washing facilities
e) Hours and days of operation and the management and operation of
construction and delivery vehicles."

Noted. A CoCP is being produced
that contains the principles of the
Construction Traffic Management
Strategy for the SPC Proposals.
Measures currently included within,
and further additions to, the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders,
including the IACC. The CoCP will
be secured by a condition in the
planning permission to be granted
by the IACC.

CoCP

IACC

9.3 Horizon will need to apply for the necessary consent as required under
Section 184 of the Highways Act 1980, to carry out works within the highway for
the modification of any existing verge crossing. The Highways Authority will be
utilising Section 59 of the Highways Act 1980 “Recovery of expenses due to
extraordinary traffic”, to recover compensation for any damage done to the public
highway as a consequence of these works. Horizon should therefore provide the
necessary information for these along with the planning application so that they
can be processed along with the planning application.

Noted.

N/A

IACC

9.4 Both the A5025 On-line improvements and the SPC Works proposals will
result in an increase in HGV traffic on the highway network. With all this additional
traffic routing through the existing A5025 at Valley, including traffic associated
with other major projects on the Island, the IACC have concerns with the potential
significant increase in risk to highway users at the existing Valley crossroads
junction. Horizon will need to provide an assessment of the crossroads junction,
which will demonstrate both the existing situation (baseline) and following the
commencement of the On-line and SPC Works. The assessment shall confirm if
mitigation works (i.e. modifications to the junction layout, signal timings, etc.) are
required to mitigate this potential increase in risk. This assessment could also
form part of future proposals to the junction as part of the A5025 Off-line
improvements

Analysis of traffic flows associated
with the SPC Proposals indicates
that there will be negligible
increases compared with the
baseline, which would not have a
material effect on the A5025 at
Valley.

IACC

9.5 The preliminary view of IACC is that the additional traffic movements could
result in the need for road improvements to the A5025 between Cemaes and
Burwen. This would see the widening of the bends to improve road safety. A
similar design approach would be adopted to the proposed A5025 Works (On-

The increase in traffic associated
with the SPC Proposals would have
a negligible impact on the existing
transport network. Therefore, no
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line). This would respond to the increased traffic movements of SPC Works,
whilst ensuring the local highway network is fit for purpose as the project
progresses. We would welcome early dialogue to determine the most appropriate
way forward.

highway improvements would be
implemented during the SPC
Proposals.

IACC

9.6 HNP will need to demonstrate that all improvements which are required to
ensure Nanner Road is fit for purpose, such as works to the adjoining A5025
junction, have been completed prior to any closure of Cemlyn Road.

Noted.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development.

IACC

10. Socio-economics
10.1 There is limited analysis of what the data provided actually means which
impedes its meaningfulness. There are also inaccuracies in the text and tables
alongside incorrect analysis of the data within the ES Vol 1. For example, the ES
Vol 1 7.6.6 and Table 7.10 - 7.6.6 state that Economic activity in Anglesey is
higher than North Wales and Wales – this is incorrect as it is only higher than
Wales position and lower compared to North Wales. Similarly the ES states that
economic inactivity is lower than North Wales and Wales when it is actually
higher than the North Wales figure. The paragraph also incorrectly states the
position on the percentages of people who are economically inactive but do not
want a job. This questions both accuracy of the statements and Table7.10.
Further, some of the data used is not the best and most recent available. This
should be updated and clarified."

These inconsistencies have been
amended and rectified throughout
the text and should now be correct.
The most recent and appropriate
data has been used throughout.
Please see ‘Section 7.6 – Baseline
Environment’ for adequate and
appropriate account of the existing
environment for which the SPC
Proposals are proposed. Paragraph
7.7.6 also hold amended text in
describing the scenario regarding
the economically inactive.

Environmental Statement Chapter 7
Socio-economics

IACC

10.2 There is a lack of clarity and contradiction in the assessment of employment
impacts. IACC is concerned impacts on businesses from other environmental
aspects are not included within the socio-economic section.

No
contradiction
within
the
assessment of employment – the
potential net employment from SPC
is compared against the existing
labour market and assessed on that
basis.
Potential effects of air, noise, visual
and landscape, and severance are
all assessed to determine potential
significant effects on businesses
within 5km (the LAI) of the SPC
works. This is typical of the
methodological approach used for
socio-economic
assessments
(para.7.4.13).

Environmental Statement Chapter 7
Socio-economics

IACC

10.3 The use of North Wales as a proxy for the daily construction commuting
zone skews the data and analysis as it includes a larger area, population and
workforce. The use of North Wales as a proxy for the DCCZ overstates the supply

North Wales has been used as a
proxy for the DCCZ only where
statistical information for the DCCZ

Environmental Statement Chapter 7
Socio-economics
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of labour that can be drawn upon as it includes a larger labour pool and this
impacts on the conclusions drawn undermining their robustness.

was not available. Spatial scales are
relatively similar and not completely
dissimilar to one another. North
Wales statistical trends are similar to
those found within a DCCZ context

IACC

10.4 There is a lack of clarity and potential contradiction as to the argument and
basis for treating the jobs as safeguarded on the assessment of jobs rather than
created/new job opportunities.

The safeguarding position is as a
result of many discussions between
Horizon
and
the
preferred
contractor, and is due to the strong
determination that SPC works will be
undertaken by an established
contractor which will have existing
workforce in the local area that is
available to carry out the works.
(Paragraph 7.7.5)

Environmental Statement Chapter 7:
Socio-economics

IACC

10.5 There is no reference to a specific commitment relating to the percentage
use of local labour or clear basis for which local labour would be maximised. The
claimed benefits of local employment need to be delivered through secured
delivery plans and monitored to ensure their effectiveness.

Commitments in relation to the use
of local labour are expected to be
determined between Horizon and its
preferred contractor and is not
something that should be outlined in
this chapter.

N/A

IACC

10.6 There is no specific assessment of impacts on individual or grouped clusters
of businesses, this should be included.

Socio-economics does not assess
individual receptors but assesses
according to themes or spatial scale
– clusters of receptors or businesses
are assessed within the context of
the potential impacts that the LAI
(5km) is expected to witness (i.e.
Potential effects of air, noise, visual
and landscape, and severance)
during the undertaking of SPC
works.) (Paragraph 7.4.13)

Environmental Statement Chapter 7:
Socio-economics

IACC

10.7 The demolition and closure of the Wylfa Sports & Social Club and
associated pitches represents the loss of leisure facilities and open space. IACC
note that there is likely to be a long term need for this type of facility and would
expect a contribution to re-providing these facilities in a location that is accessible
to the local community.

The Wylfa Sports & Social Club (a
private facility) closed in May 2017.
At the time of closure, Horizon made
a payment to help fund alternative
premises within Anglesey North for
events and activities that were
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previously held at the former Wylfa
Sports and Social Club. The need
for re-providing any additional
facilities will be considered in the
context of the proposed Community
Resilience Fund.
IACC

10.8 There is limited reference to impact on Cestyll Gardens & Kitchen gardens
yet they are in close proximity to the application red line boundary and as such
likely to be significantly impacted by a combination of noise, vibration, visual and
air quality impacts. Further detail on proposed mitigation for this resource is
needed. The Planning Statement and Environmental Impact Statement (Vol 1)
identifies significant noise, vibration, visual and air quality impacts for a number
of residential properties and as a consequence local residents within Cemlyn
Bay, Cemaes and Tregele alongside a number of other properties in close
proximity to the WNDA. These individual and combined impacts as a result of the
SPC Works will have a range of significant adverse impact on amenity and
overall quality of life for local residents and their properties as such there is a
need to provide mitigation to address these issues. Some impacts will be
extended beyond the life of the SPC Works as the main construction phase of
the Wylfa Newydd project begins (intra project cumulative impacts).

The
combined
topic
effects
assessment,
which
considers
different types of effects such as air
quality, noise and visual on the
same receptor, is provided in
Environmental Statement Chapter
18.

Environmental Statement Chapter 18:
Combined topic effects

IACC

10.9 Beyond the proposed SPC Works there are significant adverse cumulative
impacts on a wide range of resources and receptors from a community and
business perspective. These include Cemaes Primary school, businesses,
residential properties, heritage assets, AONB, PRoW, Wales Coastal Path,
Copper Trail and their owners, occupiers and users. IACC expects further detail
and investment from Horizon to both mitigate and compensate for adverse
impacts on these communities.

The cumulative effects beyond the
scope of the SPC Proposals are
assessed as part of the DCO
Environmental Statement.

Environmental Statement Chapter 19:
Cumulative effects

IACC

11. Landscape, Visual Amenity, Public Access, Recreation and Local Visual
Amenity
11.1 Para 4.11.8 of PPW9 does not say that “landscape considerations are an
integral part of the design process that should be taken into account at an early
stage”. It actually states that “landscape considerations are an integral part of the
design process and can make a positive contribution to environmental protection
and improvement, for example, to biodiversity, climate protection, air quality and
the protection of water resources”. Para 5.1.4 states that “it is important that
biodiversity and landscape considerations are taken into account at an early
stage ...”. There are also several other paragraphs in PPW9 that are of relevance
to the Proposed Development and the conservation of landscapes, for example

Noted. The text which summarises
section 5.3 of Planning Policy Wales
9 in table 16-2 has been updated.

Environmental Statement Chapter 16:
Landscape and visual. Table 16-2
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para 4.11.10 “seek to promote or reinforce traditional and local distinctiveness
(in AONBs)”."
IACC

11.2 Para 8.9.1 – para 11.1.13 of PPW9 also goes on to say that local authorities
“are also encouraged to promote the national cycle network, long distance
footpaths, bridleways, ... as greenways for sustainable recreation” which is of
particular relevance to this Proposed Development as the A5025 is crossed by
three Sustrans routes, one of which Horizon propose to divert and/or supplement
with a new section. PPW9 paras 8.1.5 and 8.2.3 are also of relevance to this
development.

Chapters 8 and 11 of PPW9 are
discussed in table 8-2. Summary of
Key Policy which details key policy
relevant to the public access and
recreation topic area. Specific
reference to PPW9 paragraphs
11.1.13 and 8.2.3 have now also
been added to table 8-2, and are
considered in this assessment.
PPW9 paragraph 8.1.5 is not
considered relevant to the SPC
Works as no new infrastructure
development is proposed.

Environmental Statement Chapter 8:
Public access and recreation. Table
8-2.

IACC

12. Minerals and Waste
12.1 The North Wales Minerals and Waste Planning Service has been part of the
Waste and Materials Oversite Group since its set up in 2016. IACC is
disappointed that the concerns and opportunities voiced by the shared service in
relation to the on-line works have not been conveyed within the documents."

Waste and materials generated from
the A5025 On-line works have been
considered in the DCO application.
Horizon will continue to engage with
stakeholders, including through
groups such as the Waste &
Materials Oversight Group Meeting
(WaMOG)

N/A

IACC

12.2 IACC/ North Wales Minerals and Waste Planning Service would, as a
minimum, request that Assessments are undertaken on individual consented
facilities within the Anglesey and Gwynedd sub-region, rather than quoting NRW
and EA figures for Local Authorities on past years (2016 and 2015) as this does
not reflect the true nature of the actual situation.

In
line
with
appropriate
methodology, the assessment within
the chapter considers the use of
waste management sites in north
Wales and northwest England and
their capacities in relation to the
waste generated from the SPC
works.
A review of the waste management
facilities at a more local level both on
the Isle of Anglesey and within
Gwynedd has been carried out and
has been included in appendix 1201 in volume 3B of the
Environmental Statement. This

Environmental Statement Chapter 12:
Conventional waste and materials
management.
Environmental Statement Appendix
12-01
Summary
of
waste
management facilities in north Wales.
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review uses the most up to date
information available at the time of
writing but does not alter the
assessment findings.
IACC

12.3 Horizon appear to be willing to convey additional capacities and facilities
that may be coming on board with the proposed Parc Adfer facility in Deeside
and the Mona AD plant on Anglesey (para 12.6.6). However, although Horizon’s
stance that waste will be managed as close to its source as possible in line with
the Proximity Principle, no reference is given to the problematic situation within
Anglesey and Gwynedd for inert landfill capacity as the general figures produced
indicate sufficient capacities.

The assessment within the chapter
considers the use of waste
management sites in north Wales
and northwest England and their
capacities in relation to the waste
generated from the SPC works.
A review of the waste management
facilities at a more local level both on
the Isle of Anglesey and within
Gwynedd has been carried out and
has been included in appendix 1201 in volume 3B of the
Environmental Statement.

Environmental Statement Chapter 12:
Conventional waste and materials
management.
Environmental Statement Appendix
12-01
Summary
of
waste
management facilities in north Wales.

IACC

12.4 No reference made with respect to the scarcity of inert landfill void within
the North West Wales sub region which has previously been discussed with
IACC and WaMOG. IACC believe this has been overlooked given that Horizon
state that unsuitable materials might be sent to landfill.

Waste generated by the SPC works
would be managed in accordance
with the waste hierarchy.
Appendix 12-01 in volume 3B of the
Environmental Statement states that
there is permitted capacity within the
inert landfills on the Isle of Anglesey
and within Gwynedd, however it is
acknowledged that void space
maybe limited. It is proposed that the
inert waste generated by the SPC
works would be reused within the
Wylfa Newydd Development Area
therefore no off-site inert disposal or
use/treatment would be required.

Environmental Statement Chapter 12:
Conventional waste and materials
management.
Environmental Statement Appendix
12-01
Summary
of
waste
management facilities in north Wales.

IACC

12.5 IACC require the submission of detail to clarify the measures adopted for
vegetative green waste handling in the locality.

The composting facilities on the Isle
of Anglesey and within Gwynedd
have been reviewed and their
capacity to handle SPC vegetation
waste has been considered. This
has been included in appendix 12-

Environmental Statement Chapter 12:
Conventional waste and materials
management.
Environmental Statement Appendix
12-01
Summary
of
waste
management facilities in north Wales.
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01 in volume 3B of the
Environmental Statement.
Waste management arrangements
would
be
implemented
in
accordance with the site waste
management strategy set out in the
CoCP.
NWWT
(letter dated 4
September
2017)

1. Introduction & Summary
1.1 The NWWT commented extensively on the last Section 61z consultation
(November 2016) and welcome the reduction in both the scale and extent of
the amended proposals.
However, there is still considerable concern about some elements of the
scheme, which in our opinion are necessary for the formal submission.
Additionally, the submission is extremely difficult to navigate, contains a
number of fundamental errors and/or omission and the timescale of the
consultation (minimum statutory 28 days) has made it exceptionally difficult to
give the Section 61z submission full consideration. A separate Annex to this
response details editorial issues.

Noted, a response to more detailed
comments is provided below.

Throughout the Environmental
Statement

NWWT

1.2 Detailed comments are made in Section 2 on a large number of matters of
fact, points of justification and internal inconsistencies, which can be broadly
categorised by the following summary: 1.3.1 It is our opinion that some conclusions of the EIA are not based on a full
or adequate assessment or evaluation of receptors. Additionally, some of the
EIA conclusions cannot be verified due to the lack of submitted appendices of
the relevant studies. This detail is necessary in order that all consultees can
provide comment and the determination of the application can be undertaken in
the full knowledge supported by information & the justification of HNP’s
conclusions. This relates particularly but not exclusively to: - Fungi
- Reptiles
- Black-headed gull
- Chough
- Noise impact analysis for ecological features
- Predator displacement.

Noted, a response to more detailed
comments is provided below.

Throughout the Environmental
Statement and more specifically in
Chapter 14: Terrestrial and
freshwater ecology.

NWWT

1.3.2 In our view given the scale of the development and its impacts, the
mitigation detail continues to significantly lack proportionality. Additional detail
or amendments to plans are required in order to demonstrate that planning
mechanisms can be secured (by reference to relevant plans/reports) &
enforced based on the final submission. It needs to provide the Local Planning

Noted, a response to more detailed
comments is provided below.

Throughout the Environmental
Statement and more specifically in
Chapter 14: Terrestrial and
freshwater ecology.
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Authority (Isle of Anglesey County Council IACC) with the confidence and
avoidance of future doubt that the embedded, good practice & additional
mitigation can be implemented effectively. This specifically relates to a number
of the mitigation packages and the Landscape Management Strategy to be
implemented via the CoCP (Code of Construction Practice), along with the
Restoration Principals should the DCO not be granted. It is important to note
that NWWT consider that current works under GDO/PDO rights have already
started to impact key ecological receptors and will extenuate the process of
degradation of habitat quality and suitability for species receptors. Areas where
issues occur: - Lack of detail/omissions relating to identified ecological outcomes is shown on
key application plans to be conditioned; the Proposed Site and Landscape
Restoration Principles plans (WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00004 and WN0903-JACOS-DRG-00034 respectively).
- Interim land use management strategy following/during SPC – is muddled &
inappropriate for a number of receptors.
- Chough - good practice mitigation & additional mitigation Wylfa Head is
required to reduce impacts to negligible.
- Water vole - mitigation is compromised, misapplies current best practice will
result in unacceptable and potentially non-compliant habitat fragmentation.
- Reptile unidentified resource – population assessment, habitat suitability audit
and differentiation of (resource cloddiau fences, walls)
- Japanese knotweed as contaminated waste – omission of appropriate
treatment strategy
- Mud snail translocation - habitat creation, capture and translocation protocols
are not included to demonstrate the mitigation can be effective
- Inappropriate management principles for great crested newt release area and
Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area
NWWT

1.3.3 The Restoration Principles suffer from similar problems but relating to: - Need for Planning Restoration Bond and mechanism to secure mitigation in
the edge blue land if DCO fails and/or Horizon is no longer a legal party to the
land
- Reduction by nearly 20% in boundary features, scrub & pond along with
decline in semi-natural grassland resource (chough, species rich grassland,
CHEG fungi assemblage)
- Lack of differentiation between cloddiau and other field boundaries to guide
replacement.
- Increased field size & risk of further future ecological damage which will
compromise objectives
- Lack of provision of demonstrable habitat connectivity
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restoration of the site and off site
mitigation will be subject of ongoing
discussions and agreement
between Horizon, IACC and key
stakeholders. The Landscape
Restoration Principals illustrated in
Environmental Statement Volume 2
Figure 3-3 have been revised to
provide greater biodiversity benefit.
Further details of the restoration
phase have been added to
Environmental Statement Chapter

Throughout the Environmental
Statement and more specifically in
Chapter 14: Terrestrial and
freshwater ecology.
CoCP
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- Lack of clarity on the aftercare period and the Landscape Management
Strategy

3. Surveys to record details of stone
wall construction, vernacular
detailing, and hedgerow/ tree
species will be carried out to help
ensure a degree of authenticity and
historical continuity in any
landscape restoration scheme.
These surveys have been cited as
an additional mitigation measure in
Environmental Statement Chapter
16.

NWWT

1.3 Many of the mitigation plans/draft licence applications place an overreliance on the LEMP to provide a co-ordinated range of environmental habitat
mitigation (European Protected Species bat & great crested newt and UK
protected species water vole & reptiles). NWWT do not agree that the LEMP
currently provides this and the LEMP is not part of the current submission so it
cannot be scrutinised at this time. The Wildlife Trust does not agree with what
appears to be Horizon’s current approach to the LEMP’s development during
the DCO inquiry. This is a core element of the scheme, which is needed to
validate an application (DCO submission). Horizon should develop sufficient
detail of what is proposed via an illustrated LEMP 5 plan, rather than a bland
pasture landscape supported by an oversimplified statement of return to
pasture and agricultural production. Substantial & an appropriate level of detail
is required to demonstrate that the LEMP will be able to deliver its stated
objectives.

Comment has been duly noted and
will be considered within the DCO
Environmental Statement.
The LEMP is not being submitted
with the SPC Proposals. Should
restoration be required the details
will be agreed with relevant
stakeholders.

N/A

NWWT

1.4 NWWT do not concur with the justification provided by HNP that the SPC is
a standalone application with such minimal impacts that it justifies the lack of an
in-combination assessment under the Habitats Regulations.

In the event that the DCO is not
granted or the Wylfa Newydd
Project does not proceed, a
scheme of restoration would be
implemented to return the SPC
Application Site to an acceptable
condition, to be agreed with the
IACC by way of a planning
condition. The SPC proposals are
therefore a standalone project.
In response to the original s61Z
proposals, NRW advised “In
proceeding with an approach that
considers the SPC works as a
project in its own right, then a

Report to Inform Habitats
Assessment Screening.
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standalone Habitats Regulations
Assessment needs to be completed
which can robustly demonstrate
that through avoidance and
mitigation measures and regulatory
controls that the SPC project when
considered “alone” would result in
no or imperceptible effects on any
European Protected Site. Thus
demonstrating that proceeding with
SPC activities would not act incombination with future
developments at the development
site, if granted”. Horizon considers
that the RIHRA of the SPC
proposals have demonstrated no or
imperceptible effects on any
European Protected Site. The
conclusion of this RIHRA remains
that significant effects can be ruled
out and that stage 2 HRA is not
necessary.
Potential pathways to likely
significant effects have been
considered in the stage 1 screening
HRA. It has been demonstrated that
there are no pathways to significant
effects. As such, any effects from
the SPC Proposals would be so
small (de minimis) that they could
not contribute significantly to incombination effects. An incombination assessment is
therefore not required.
NWWT

1.5 In the Section 2 comments NWWT have highlighted (in bold) the nature of
the comment for example where clarification is sought, as opposed to lack of
agreement with conclusions/assessment or where it is felt that the submission
is lacking information/justification which would enable the reader to accurately
assess the application when it is formally submitted.
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NWWT

2.1 Phase B Clarification sought at 3.3.33 that temporary internal boundary
fencing (0.9m) will be left open at PRoW in same manner as 2m temporary
construction fencing (3.3.25).

Chapter 3 of the Environmental
Statement has been updated to
clarify that there will be gaps left at
PRoW in the temporary internal
boundary fencing.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development. Section 3.3.

NWWT

2.2 Clarification of lighting arrangements – if any - for 2m temporary
construction fence.

Chapter 3 of the Environmental
Statement has been updated to
clarify that there will be no lighting
on the 2m temporary construction
fencing.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development. Section 3.3.

NWWT

2.3 Phase C Clarification and modification of text at 3.3.27 to indicate if
cloddiau banks or other banked features are to be flattened/rolled to ground
level and/or soil/fill removed to one of the material compounds.

Chapter 3 of the Environmental
Statement has been updated to
clarify that cloddiau banks and
banked features are to be removed
as part of Phase C works.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development. Section 3.3.

NWWT

2.4 At 3.3.33 there is no submission of the reptile habitat suitability assessment
or plan (2016 see also Table 14-8). There is no presentation of what is
considered to be low or high quality features for reptiles. This is an omission
and see 2.41 below for justification.

Reptile habitat loss figures are
provided in the Assessment of
Effects section of Environmental
Statement Chapter 14. The CoCP
includes the provision of an
Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW)
to determine suitable reptile habitat
and appropriate mitigation
strategies during clearance works.
Discussions have been held with
NRW to refine and agree these
issues.

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology

NWWT

2.5 There appears to be no plan or tree numbers to indicate which trees may
require further survey/special measures. Clarification and potentially
modification is needed on this matter.

An arboricultural survey and tree
retention and removal plan is
submitted with the planning
application. Surveys for bat roost
potential of all trees being felled
would take place as part of
clearance work. This is detailed
within the draft EPSML appended
to the submission and has been the
subject of discussion and
agreement with NRW.

Environmental Statement Appendix
16-09 Tree schedule.
Environmental Statement Appendix
14-20
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NWWT

2.6 At 3.3.59 if the watercourse realignment is to include flood plain attenuation
capacity the extent and cross sections should be provided on the application
plan (Application dwg no WN0903…..00027) and ES Figure 3-6). Elsewhere in
the ES (13.4.20) it is indicated that a 0.1% AEP (Annual Exceedance
Probability) will be designed in as a flood prevention measure. The submission
must demonstrate that there is sufficient space or landform modification
proposed to accommodate this storage capacity at predicted greenfield run-off
rates, including a calculation for the alteration of the sub catchment of this area
from the DCO cut and fill. This is considered an omission.

Information within Surface water
and groundwater and Flood
consequences assessment
provided after agreement with
NRW.

Environmental Statement Chapter
13: Surface water and groundwater.
Environmental Statement Appendix
13-04: Flood Consequences
Assessment.

NWWT

2.7 Figure 3-6 does not tally with text at 3.3.60 (bullet 9 & 12) which appear to
indicate that 3 ponds will be created in watercourse realignment. Clarification
and potential amendment.

Text in Chapter 3 of the
Environmental Statement has been
updated to clarify the creation of
two ponds.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development.

NWWT

2.8 Para 3.3.61 All Method Statements to be conditioned and a Schedule of
Planning Conditions (see Annex) should be provided. Ecology fencing to
material compounds (para 3.3.69) needs to be specified and shown on plan in
order that it can be conditioned. This is an omission.

Noted. Measures currently included
within, and further additions to, the
CoCP are subject to agreement
between Horizon and key
stakeholders, including the IACC.
The CoCP will be secured by a
condition in the planning permission
to be granted by the IACC.
Measures included within the CoCP
are subject to agreement between
Horizon and key stakeholders
including the IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology.
CoCP

NWWT

2.9 Treatment of contaminated material (paras 3.3.78 – 3.3.84) discusses the
excavation of soils and materials containing asbestos. Soils supporting
Japanese knotweed plant material (generally considered to be within 7m of
above ground growth) are also statutorily identified as contaminated materials
(Waste (England & Wales) Regulations 2011), requiring special treatment,
storage and disposal. Protocols & treatment methodologies for this highly
invasive species do not appear to have been considered in the submission in
either Chapter 12 (Materials & Waste) or the Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP). This is a serious omission as para 3.6.23 indicates that this could be
as much as 5,200 tonnes of material. Consideration of this species therefore,
should not just be regarded as an INNS (Invasive Non-Native Species under
Schedule 9 of Wildlife & Countryside Act).

Noted. The CoCP will include
information on treatment of
contaminated material including the
requirement for a Biosecurity Risk
Assessment and Method Statement
which would include details of
appropriate management and
disposal of invasive non-native
species
It is anticipated that a bespoke
mobile plant environmental permit
would be applied for to enable
processing on the Remediation
Processing Compound

Environmental Statement Chapter
12: Conventional waste and
materials management.
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology
CoCP
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NWWT

2.10 Clearance of other vegetation (3.3.467) This section should signpost an
interim land management plan to be included in the CoCP. It is acknowledged
that the purpose of Phase C is to undertake preconstruction removal of key
species. However, there is lack of clarity on how the final SPC’s vegetation will
be managed to dissuade recolonisation. At 3.3.467 it is indicated that grass (or
other vegetation) will not to exceed 200mm in height. At 16.4.54 it indicates that
grazing will be continued for as long as possible and elsewhere it is stated that
the grass will be mown short regularly, with the equipment list showing that flail
mowers will be used (CoCP). There is inconsistency in the draft submissions
approach and there are sound ecological arguments why the management of
the retained vegetation should be varied and it would not compromise the
objectives of Phase C.
It is well known that some large-scale infrastructure projects have experienced
considerable delays between the inception of SPC/enabling works and the
commencement of construction of the proposal (eg Hinkley C delays of 4 years
and Kingsway Business Park, Rochdale over 5 years). In this eventuality, the
landscape and retained vegetation should not be allowed to degrade visually or
physically due to unconsidered management practices (see also Section ).

Environmental Statement Chapters
3 and 16 have been updated to
clarify that the grass will be mown
to between 50-100mm to dissuade
recolonization.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3
Proposed development.
Environmental Statement Chapter
16: Landscape and visual impact.

NWWT

2.11 At 3.5.4 the document needs internal consistency of working
arrangements to reflect mitigation measures (Table 14-10 Embedded
ecological mitigation).

Check has been undertaken to
ensure all chapters are consistent.

Throughout the Environmental
Statement

NWWT

2.12 Section 3.6 Removal & Restoration Principles NWWT have considerable
concerns about the contents and detail of this part of the proposal and it is our
opinion that if the formal submission is made in its current form we would object
on the grounds of lack of a proportionate and achievable restoration scheme
with appropriate aftercare provision. The Wildlife Trust has ecological concerns
about the restoration proposals and their ability to provide proportionate
mitigation, which are discussed at discussion at 2.45 et sequel. The lack of a
coherent process in this matter is illustrated by an internal tautology; with
Chapter 3 indicating it is outlined in the CoCP and the CoCP referring back to
Chapter 3.

Noted. This has been further
developed and will be subject to
further discussion and agreement
between Horizon, IACC and key
stakeholders.

Throughout the Environmental
Statement, Chapter 3
CoCP

NWWT

2.13 The comments presented here relate to the project description and the
planning aspects of the restoration proposals.

Noted. No response required.

N/A

NWWT

2.14.1 NWWT welcome the use of planning conditions to secure the Removal &
Restoration.

Noted. No response required.

N/A Planning Statement

NWWT

2.14.2 NWWT strongly recommend that a planning restoration bond is also
secured on the Restoration, in a similar manner to that used commonly for
Mineral Planning Applications. This would ensure that the Local Planning
Authority had a mechanism to achieve an appropriate level of removal,

Noted. The mechanism for securing
the restoration of the application
site will be subject to further
discussions and agreement

N/A Planning Statement
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remediation and restoration should the applicant – Horizon - cease to be a
trading company (ie legal entity) and/or relinquish its legal interest in the land.

between Horizon, IACC and key
stakeholders.

NWWT

2.14.3 Equally important, in the event of a collapse of the DCO proposal and
potential that Horizon is no longer a legal entity, is the security of mitigation
undertaken in edge blue land. In this scenario, this would also require some
form of transfer to successor in title of the requirements to maintain features for
species mitigation and potentially inclusion of restrictive covenant on future land
use/removal of structures (eg bat barns & bat poles). Some form of planning
security is imperative for European Protected Species (EPS bats, GCN & otter),
where the requirements of the mitigation and legislation is to ensure
maintenance of favourable conservation status of the species in perpetuity. The
EPS licencing process does not have any powers or mechanism to enforce
this. Therefore, a planning mechanism needs to be in place to secure the
mitigation in blue edge land should the DCO not go ahead.

Noted. The mechanism for securing
the restoration of the application
site will be subject to further
discussions and agreement
between Horizon, IACC and key
stakeholders.

N/A Planning Statement

NWWT

2.14.4 The landscape aftercare period is not consistent; at 3.6.1 and 3.4.4 it
appears to be open ended with the date to be subsequently agreed, whereas at
3.6.17 the minimum aftercare period of 5 years is quoted (MPG guidance).
Internal consistency is required in the submission, so there is a no-quibble
defined end point to what constitutes full restoration and the aftercare period
quantified in years.

Horizon has proposed an aftercare
period of 10 years.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development
Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology
Environmental Statement Chapter
16: Landscape and visual impacts

NWWT

The LPA need to be able to define the criteria/circumstances under which the
Removal & Restoration package will be initiated should the Power Station not
be granted DCO consent or the proposal does not proceed for another reason,
as there could be a lengthy period of uncertainty whilst the future of the
proposals are debated/negotiated.

Noted. The criteria for initiating the
restoration of the application site
will be subject to further discussions
and agreement between Horizon,
IACC and key stakeholders.

N/A

NWWT

2.14.6 NWWT welcome the retention/completion of the watercourse
realignment should it have been initiated. However, there is an omission as
there is no mention of the Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area & reptile receptor
habitat (Mynydd Ithel), along with others areas which are proposed to mitigate
SPC ecological impacts (eg EPS). These areas and their ecological
enhancements should continue to the end of their agreed period to allow
sufficient time for translocated/displaced species to recolonise the reinstated
landscape. This should also accommodate a contingency should the SPC be
completed, but there are subsequent delays in it becoming apparent that
removal and restoration is necessary.

The 15 year lease is designed to
cover the construction period of the
Wylfa Newydd Development and to
allow for the establishment of
landscape planting. Should there be
a significant delay in the
construction programme it is
recognised that the lease and
management of receptor areas may
need to be extended.
Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement includes a section on
restoration which confirms the

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology
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receptor habitats would be retained
as described in table 14-22..
NWWT

2.14.7 The application plans and EIA figures for the restoration & aftercare
should be amended to show all the mitigation areas within both the red and
blue edge. These currently include: - Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area
- Reptile receptor habitat Mynydd Ithel
- Great crested newt mitigation area receptor/release site
- Bat mitigation barns 4 in total, including the 2 already constructed
- Bat mitigation area in Dame Sylvia Crowe’s Plantation
- Bat mitigation areas in 50m zone around bat barns
- Any other areas which are subsequently agreed as embedded, good practice
or additional mitigation (eg Wylfa Head)

The Landscape Restoration
Principals illustrated in
Environmental Statement Volume 2
Figure 3-3 have been revised to
provide greater biodiversity benefit
and to show the features listed.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3
Proposed development. Figure 3-3.

NWWT

2.14.8 The removal of temporary site infrastructure does not appear to include
the haul roads. This should be clarified and plans/text potentially amended.

Noted. The restoration of the
application site will be subject to
further discussions and agreement
between Horizon, IACC and key
stakeholders.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development

NWWT

Chapter 14 Terrestrial & Freshwater Ecology
2.14 Table 14-5 does not include any reference to NWWT’s Scoping response
(10.3.16) & Table 14-6 where issues are not accurately reflected. Whilst the
Wildlife Trust are disappointed, we are also fully cognisant that not all matters
raised/advocated by an NGO will influence the applicant. However, some of the
matters that have been consistently raised are of continuing and substantive
concern.

Consultation tables within the
terrestrial and freshwater ecology
chapter of the Environmental
Statement are designed to
summarise key themes raised
during consultation rounds rather
than list each comment in detail.
The consultation tables within this
chapter have been reviewed and it
is considered that the most relevant
and regularly occurring issues have
been addressed.

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology.

NWWT

2.15 Table 14-8 indicates that a habitat suitability audit for reptiles has been
undertaken. This was not presented in the relevant appendices (Appendix 14-9
Environmental Statement Appendices 3C 14-9 pdf g 664). This omission needs
to be addressed and a plan produced so that it can be used to support the
submission of the mitigation as laid out in the CoCP (para11.2.23).

Reptile habitat loss figures are
provided in the Assessment of
Effects section of the Environmental
Statement Chapter 14. The CoCP
includes the provision of an
Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW)
to determine suitable reptile habitat
and appropriate mitigation

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology.
CoCP.
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strategies during clearance works.
Restoration plan updated.
NWWT

2.16 NWWT continue to object to the scoping out of grassland CHEG fungi as a
receptor from the EIA process (Table 4-18) and are particularly disappointed
with the approach adopted by Horizon in this Section 61z submission. The
previous consultations on Appendix 14-01 (EIA Progress Report Spring 2016
and Section 61z of SPC autumn 2016) both included the following commentary
apparently for surveyor/author Phil Budd:
“During the course of the survey no more than eight species of Hygrocybe were
recorded at any given site. However, this cannot be taken as an indication that
the best sites [6, 8, 11 & 12] in the study area are of less than national
significance as all the site visits were very brief i.e. no more than about 20
minutes survey time. Furthermore, 2013 did not appear to be a particularly
good year for CHEG fungi, perhaps due to the drier than average conditions.”
He goes on to conclude that despite the dry season and late date of the survey
that sufficient data was gathered to make “an initial assessment of fungal
habitats” [my emphasis in bold].
A highlighted version of the first consultation submission is appended to this
response to assist Horizon in establishing a paper trail on this matter.
The statements quoted above have been removed from the current
submission’s appendices (Environmental Statement Appendices Vol3C
Appendix 14-4 starts pdf page 474), with apparently no reference to the original
author or provision of a reasoned justification for the alteration of the text. It
appears that additional analysis on this matter has only come from “incidental”
records of species from a “visit” in 2016, when it would appear that only two
areas were considered (area 9 and a new area on Wylfa Head - Area A). It is
our view that there is no justification for the approach adopted by Horizon, with
the removal of the original surveyor’s consideration of the limitations, status &
conclusions of his own survey. NWWT remain of the view that the grassland
fungi receptor has not been fully assessed or evaluated.
Further inaccuracies occur in that Table 4-18 concludes that only one regionally
significant population of fungi is present (outside the SPC boundary). Table 6 of
Appendix 14-4 (Environmental Statement Vol3C Appendix 14-4 pdf pg 499)
concludes – based on the limited data – that Area 12 is also of regional
importance.
This situation should be addressed by additional survey and accurate reporting.
It is NWWT’s view that additional mitigation will be required to ameliorate for
impact on this group.

The areas of grassland containing
potentially valuable assemblages of
fungi would not be affected by the
SPC Proposals. However, it has
been recognised that additional
survey data would be valuable to
determine effects likely for works
consented by the application for
development consent. Three
surveys were therefore scheduled,
the first of which was completed in
October 2017. The final survey will
be completed in November 2017.
The results from these surveys will
be made available during
consideration of the application if
required.

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology

NWWT

2.17 Table 14-9 does not include habitats listed under the Habitats Directive
Annex I where they occur outside Natura 2000 sites, this would include for

Noted. As indicated this does not
impact on the SPC Proposals.

N/A
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example perennial vegetation of stony banks (H1220). These habitats should
be evaluated in the context that the UK has an obligation to monitor (Article 11)
and report (Article 17) on the extent of the resource both within and outside
Natura 2000 sites. Whilst this omission does not impact the SPC application it
should be noted for the DCO submission. Similarly, Annex 1 bird species (Birds
Directive) are omitted from the Table.
NWWT

2.18 An additional impact pathway should be added to those listed at
paragraph 14.4.12 – habitat modification resulting in changes to distribution or
populations dynamics of negatively co-related species (land-based predators),
which cause disturbance or mortality/injury to receptor species, as discussed
fully 2.62 below.

The displacement of co-related
species to dedicated receptor sites
and into adjacent habitats is not
considered to represent a
significant change in the balance
which currently exists between
these co-related species as an
increase in numbers of predator
species within the habitats adjacent
to the SPC Application Site would
be mirrored by an increase in the
co-related prey species.

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology

NWWT

2.19 NWWT do not agree with the statement at 14.4.25 that survey limitations
do not affect the robustness of the assessment and multiple examples are
highlighted within this response; fungi, chough, black-headed gull, noise
assessment of ecological receptors and issues raised previously in other
responses.

The baseline for chough and blackheaded gull is updated with 2017
survey data (Environmental
Statement Appendices 14-24 and
15-03). Fungi surveys are being
undertaken in 2017 but are not
considered relevant to the SPC
Proposals as no works to remove
topsoil supporting potentially
valuable assemblage of fungi is
proposed.

Environmental Statement
Appendices 14-24 and 15-03

NWWT

2.20 Note that the setting of noise thresholds for breeding birds is not a single
figure across the board and other studies have used different thresholds for
different types of activity (percussive, frequency, periodicity of impacts etc) and
at different times during the breeding period (at colony establishment, chick
rearing).

It is acknowledged that other
approaches to noise assessment in
relation to birds are available, but it
is considered that the approach
used for the SPC Proposals is
appropriate and suitably
precautionary.

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology.
Environmental Statement Chapter
15: Marine ecology

NWWT

2.21 Table 14-10 (Embedded Mitigation). The boundary of the Tre’r Gof SSSI
should be buffered 20m from than the stockproof fence on the same principle
as for other watercourses and waterbodies. The existing fence line does not

Mitigation appropriate for the
potential effects to Tre’r Gof SSSI
has been proposed, including buffer

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
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constitute a buffer. Any drains which outfall SSSIs should be similarly buffered
(at 15m) to prevent their blockage or collapse, which would alter invert levels
and disrupt hydrology. Within this buffer there should be no storage of
materials, use of vehicles, vegetation clearance or construction should occur.
Risk assessments as described in Table 14-10 should be used within 20m of
the Tre’r Goff boundary.
The watercourse realignment will isolate watercourse 7 & 8 by the laying of a
pipe to allow their continued drainage, which has had records for water vole (cf
application drawing WN0903…. 00027 Watercourse plan & section Phase D).
See discussion on CoCP below.
These items should be included as part of embedded mitigation.

zones around the SSSI,
watercourse re-alignment and its
associated drains. Response
relating to watervole mitigation can
be found below.
Environmental Statement Volume 2
Figure 14-11 has been updated so
show baseline record of water vole
at the confluence of watercourse 7
and 13, in line with Environmental
Statement Appendices 14-14 and
14-21. Should any water vole be
recorded within watercourses 7 or 8
during pre-construction surveys
they would form part of the
mitigation strategy detailed within
the draft water vole conservation
licence. (Environmental Statement
Appendix 14-21).

ecology
CoCP

NWWT

2.22 Table 14-11 (Good Practice Mitigation) and Table 14-20 (Additional
Mitigation) Whilst NWWT welcome & concur with the items identified, there are
a number of concerns relating to those listed which are discussed fully under
the comments on the CoCP. Additionally, there are a number of measures
which have been omitted and in order for the SPC to satisfactorily address
impacts items should be added to Table 14-11 and 14-20 and amendments
should be made to the CoCP to ensure that appropriate and proportionate
mitigation can be conditioned.

Noted. Response to more detailed
comments can be found below.

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology.
CoCP

NWWT

2.22.1 protective fencing should be erected around all ponds (all but one to be
retained in the SPC cf Environmental Statement Volume 2 Figure 14-8) to
protect them from accidental spillage of spoil/stored materials which might be
temporarily located on site or impacts from vehicle movements. The stand-off
should be 5m with high visibility fencing.

Fencing is proposed for all retained
ponds within the SPC Application
Site.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development.

NWWT

2.22.2 The fish spawning & migration periods should be specified.

Table 14-12 has been updated to
specify spawning and migratory
periods as October-March.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
Table 14-12.

NWWT

2.22.3 Watercourse realignment destruction of pond should be timed to avoid
the toad breeding season or methods should be used to exclude toad from
returning to breed if destruction is to occur as spawning & breeding times.

Where possible, pond destruction
would be timed to avoid breeding
season. If not possible, the pond
would be drained down and cleared

Environmental Statement Chapter 14
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.
Table 14-12.
CoCP
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under the supervision of an ECoW.
Animals collected would be
translocated to the nearest retained
pond.
The CoCP has been updated
accordingly. Measures currently
included within, and further
additions to, the CoCP are subject
to agreement between Horizon and
key stakeholders, including the
IACC. The CoCP will be secured by
a condition in the planning
permission to be granted by the
IACC.
NWWT

2.22.4 The CoCP omits discussion or inclusion of an outline strategy for dealing
with biosecurity risks.

Noted. An assessment of
biosecurity risks and a method
statement to avoid risks forms part
of the CoCP. The method
statement will detail how
contaminated areas are to be
demarcated and how the disposal
of contaminated waste is managed
throughout the SPC works. This
method statement will include
details of how the transfer of viable
propagules of plants listed on
Schedule 9 of the WCA 1981 by
people or vehicles will be
prevented.

CoCP

NWWT

2.22.5 Chough are omitted from the tables and should be included in Table 1411 to ensure that suitable areas of grassland are managed in the interim land
use management scheme for chough foraging (ie within approx 500m of nest
sites). This will not be detrimental to the objectives of Phase C

The management of the SPC
Application Site and Wylfa Head will
be designed to retain and enhance
chough foraging as far as
practicable. Chough now in table
14-9 and 14-13. Further details are
in Appendix 14-24 of Volume 3D of
the Environmental Statement.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology
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NWWT

2.22.6 Wylfa Head is omitted as an Additional mitigation measure. The
implementation of appropriate management at Wylfa Head will ameliorate
impacts for foraging chough, coastal grassland & heath and grassland CHEG
fungi assemblage to reduce acknowledged impacts on these receptors within
the SPC. ‘Warm words’ and positive acknowledgment of this has been provided
by HNP environmental staff at meetings (WNHEFF, HRA birds and
RSPB/Stretford meetings), but it has not been included in this Sectn 61z draft
submission Therefore, there is no actual planning guarantee or mechanism to
enforce or secure this. Wylfa Head (within the blue edge) as an ecological
mitigation area should be shown on the relevant application plans (eg
WN0903…..00004 Proposed Site Plan (following completion of SPC works)
and WN0903……. 00034 & Environmental Statement Vol2 Figure 3-3
Landscape Restoration Principles)

Wylfa Head is now under enhanced
management to reduce bracken
and scrub cover, increase the area
and quality of coastal grassland and
provide optimal foraging habitat for
chough. The plans have been
updated.

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology.

NWWT

2.22.7 NWWT still do not agree that the 15 year period of secured management
on the blue edge land (Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area and the Reptile
Receptor Site Mynydd Ithel) is sufficient if delays occur in the implementation of
the Power Station. The build out timeline is now extremely tight with operational
commencement in 2025, but civil and construction activity continuing until at
least 2027 (PAC3), and the LEMP will subsequently need an establishment
period. This means that any delays will result in the release of the obligation to
manage these ecological areas before the adequate establishment of the newly
created LEMP landform, into which notable species are expected to recolonise.
Horizon should provide a contingency & commitment that in the event of delays
beyond completion at 2025 that the management of these two receptor sites
will be extended to the end of the normal 5 year landscape establishment
period. If this is not forthcoming there is a high probability that the translocation
and displacement of species will ultimately fail in its stated objectives to provide
long term opportunity for recolonisation (cf Conclusions para 4.11.2). Whilst this
is a DCO matter it should be acknowledged and amended in the SPC final
submission.

The 15 year lease is designed to
cover the construction period of the
Wylfa Newydd Development and to
allow for the establishment of
landscape planting. Should there be
a significant delay in the
construction programme it is
recognised that the lease and
management of receptor areas may
need to be extended but this is
considered unlikely.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development

NWWT

2.23 These two European Protected Species are considered together as the
same issues relate to both.

No response required.

N/A

NWWT

2.24 The baseline data is now considerably out of date (>3 years) and all
structures (bats) and the ponds within Cae Gwyn & 500m buffer zone will need
to be resurveyed prior to mitigation work being implemented

Baseline data were collected
annually between 2009 and 2015,
providing a comprehensive dataset
of roosting, commuting and foraging
behaviour within the relevant study
areas. Pre-construction surveys to
identify building and trees roosts

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology.
Environmental Statement
Appendices 14-22 and 14-23
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would occur prior to any clearance
works and would support the
application of a European Protected
Species licence with respect to bats
(a draft EPSML application is
included in Environmental
Statement Appendices 14-22 and
14-23).
NWWT

2.25 Draft EPSML D.5 the maintenance of features (bat barns/GCN release
area) should be in perpetuity not just for the 10 years of DCO construction

Mitigation for EPS is within land
owned by or in a 999 year lease to
Horizon. Maintenance would form
part of the ongoing management of
Horizon's land holdings.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology.

NWWT

2.26 Draft EPSML (Bat - E.1 & GCN - E.2.5) The LEMP does not show detailed
enhancement can be achieved and does not currently illustrate a co-ordinated
range of environmental mitigation (see above)

The LEMP has been superseded by
information within chapter 14 and
the appendices of the
Environmental Statement and also
the CoCP.

CoCP

NWWT

2.27 All mitigation areas either within the edge blue or red should be shown on
the relevant plans (WN0903…….00004 Proposed Site on Completion of SPC
and WN090300034 Restoration Principles)

The Landscape Restorations
Principles plan has been updated to
show the mitigation areas.

Environmental Statement Figure 3-3

NWWT

2.28 All areas of receiving/adjacent habitat should have management methods
provided. The information at E.2.1 (GCN only) indicates that on cessation of
grazing the habitat will improve. While this may be the case in the short term,
the release habitat will rapidly become invaded with either willow and/or gorse
scrub, which will rapidly become dense and shade out ground cover which
provides foraging, commuting and refuge habitat. The release area or
contiguous with the SPC boundary should include artificial hibernacula to
compensate for the loss of wall habitat within the 500m ZOI (circa 300m +
160m in two walls to be removed).

Horizon would ensure the
management of these areas is
sympathetic and designed to
maximise their biodiversity value
and function as a receptor site. This
requirement is detailed within the
CoCP. The structure of these sites
(including planting and creation of
artificial hibernacula) would be
established prior to the start of site
clearance, with the biodiversity
value of the areas increasing as
planting matures.

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology

NWWT

2.29 Habitat enhancement & management for bats (E.2.3) should include
hedgerow creation and management on the boundaries of Tregele bat barn site
to create commuting features to the south east and western boundaries.

Noted. Mitigation measures as set
out in the EPSML are subject to
agreement between Horizon and
IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology
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NWWT

2.30 E3.3 (GCN only) needs to highlight that site adjacent to release area will
become the temporary viewing site (DCO) and may be subject to a TCPA
application for the visitor centre.

Noted. This would be set out in the
DCO application.

N/A

NWWT

2.31 Section E.3, F.1 and F.4 (bats & GCN), whilst NWWT welcome Horizon’s
commitment to the maintenance of the mitigation areas and future
responsibilities a legally binding mechanism can & should be provided to
ensure the long-term maintenance of favourable conservation status by
appropriate treatment of all the mitigation habitats and structures. In addition,
the edge blue should be secured by a suitable planning mechanism (eg Section
106 and restrictive covenant) to enable the transfer of responsibilities with
successor-in-title and that the land cannot be subject to future inappropriate
development or removal of built structures, if Horizon cease to be a cease to
trade (no longer a legal entity) and/or have a legal interest in the land.

Noted. The necessary mechanisms
to secure mitigation and receptor
site will be subject to ongoing
discussion and agreement between
Horizon, the IACC and key
stakeholders.

N/A

NWWT

2.32 NWWT do not agree with the conclusion that there will negligible impact
on water vole following mitigation, for several reasons: -

Noted. Response to more detailed
comments can be found below.

N/A

NWWT

2.33 The Section 61z’s Water Vole Method Statement misinterprets the Water
Vole Mitigation Handbook (2016) and the approach is flawed. Table 2 of the
method statement indicates that displacement can be used where water vole
are present in <50m of habitat. Whereas the Handbook indicates the 50m
threshold applies to the length of habitat to be impacted/working area and in
fact states “it is not appropriate to attempt to displace water voles over longer
distances by sequential displacement along consecutive 50m stretches” (Water
Vole Mitigation Handbook para 4.6.21). This is a serious error and needs
adjusting as displacement should not be the favoured approach to the
realignment of 357m of watercourse.

The approach to water vole
mitigation proposed within the
Environmental Statement and its
supporting appendix (Appendix 1421) is in line with recognised good
practice guidance, and would
address all potential effects from
the SPC Proposals. This would be
informed by comprehensive preconstruction surveys, the findings of
which would support the final
application for a water vole
conservation licence, if required.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology
Environmental Statement Appendix
14-21

NWWT

2.34 The analysis takes insufficient account of the effects of habitat
fragmentation. The Method Statement and Environmental Statement both
indicate that habitat fragmentation will not an impact. However, the survey
reports indicate that watercourse 8, upstream from the realignment, has
supported water vole and in addition this upstream habitat is considered
optimal in places (watercourse 7). The realignment will sever the connection of
watercourse 7 & 8 from the Afon Cafnan by the introduction of approx 75m of
pipe. The submitted Method Statement should provide an outline approach to
mitigation in the event that this upstream area is found to support water vole
during the precommencement surveys.

Environmental Statement Volume 2
Figure 14-11 has been updated so
show baseline record of water vole
at the confluence of watercourse 7
and 13, in line with Environmental
Statement Appendices 14-14 and
14-21. Should any water vole be
recorded within watercourses 7 or 8
during pre-construction surveys
they would form part of the
mitigation strategy detailed within

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology
Environmental Statement Figure 1411.
Environmental Statement Appendix
14-21.
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the draft water vole conservation
licence. (Environmental Statement
Appendix 14-21).
NWWT

2.35 The water vole method statement does not identify or quantify the
objective of habitat enhancement measures for suboptimal habitat
(Environmental Statement Vol3D Appendix 14-21 1.3). This additional
mitigation is should be included in Table 20-3 or Table 14-22.
2.36 The assessment does not appear to have surveyed the adjacent marshy
grassland or ditches within the realignment’s working area or considered the
loss of these additional supporting habitats. This should be clarified and
specification for future precommencement surveys should include this habitat
type.

The approach to water vole
mitigation proposed within the
Environmental Statement and its
supporting appendix (Appendix 1421) is in line with recognised good
practice guidance, and would
address all potential effects from
the SPC Proposals. This would be
informed by comprehensive preconstruction surveys, the findings of
which would support the final
application for a water vole
conservation licence, if required.
This approach has been agreed
with NRW.

Environmental Statement Appendix
14-21

NWWT

2.37 Additionally, the proposed planting regime does not appear to reflect the
diversity of the habitats to be lost (cf TN24 Phase I Habitat Survey
Environmental Statement Vol3C Appendix 14-1 pdf pg 328). It includes reed
sweet-grass which was not previously recorded in this location and can become
extremely invasive. The specification should be adjusted to reflect the current
species composition such as hairy willowherb, yellow iris, water forget-me-not,
angelica, lesser spearwort, common sedge, marsh cinquefoils, water horsetail
and tufted hair-grass. The planting specification should be adjusted.

Any planting strategy required will
take account of recommendations
provided by NWWT. The strategy
site will be subject to ongoing
discussion and agreement between
Horizon, the IACC, NWWT and key
stakeholders.

Environmental Statement Appendix
14-21

NWWT

2.38 There should be a minimum of 2 years post completion monitoring and
remediation period, with planting failures replaced during the standard 5 year
landscape establishment period.

All proposed planting will be
maintained to ensure that it is
successfully established and
achieves the intended mitigation
objectives. Landscape and ecology
management requirements will be
set out in the CoCP. Planting
maintenance and management will
include a requirement to replace
any plant failures within 5 years of
planting. Monitoring will take place
to ensure that new planting is
successfully established and

Environmental Statement Chapter
16: Landscape and visual
CoCP
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managed for a minimum period of
10 years.
NWWT

2.39 Whilst it is apparent that NRW agree that the Method Statement can be
conditioned (Environmental Statement Vol3A Appendix 05-02 Consideration of
original Section 61z pdf pg 106) it is unclear whether a detailed commentary or
analysis of the details was provided and/or whether the current draft
submission has been altered. Notwithstanding this, NWWT belief that the
amendments should be made in order that the approach is capable of meeting
its stated objectives.

Noted. Addressed in more detail
below.

N/A

NWWT

2.40 NWWT do not concur with the evaluation of this receptor as low as it
believes that insufficient population data from targeted surveys to been
provided to justify this conclusion.

Horizon considers the valuation of
the receptor as low as being in line
with the valuation methodology
described in Environmental
Statement Chapter 14 (table 1410). Baseline surveys were
targeted in areas of highest quality
reptile habitat and a population
estimate based on these data.

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology

NWWT

2.41 The land at ecological receptor at Mynydd Ithel has been recorded as one
of the most species diverse grassland areas in the study area and supports a
locally rare bryophyte moonwort (Environmental Statement Vol3C Appendices
14-1 Phase I Habitat Survey and 14-2 NVC Survey pdf pg 413). There is no
recognition in any of the discussion that the habitat will continue to be managed
to maintain this existing feature of value. In fact, the proposed management
objective of allowing a taller sward and scrub to develop or be planted is totally
contrary to this. The management objectives should be amended to reflect the
existing value of the site and necessary management.

The area will be managed for both
the existing features of interest e.g.
moonwort, and to act as an
effective receptor site for reptiles.
This will be developed according to
the Horizon management plan for
the area contained within Section
11 of the CoCP (Ecology and
Landscape Management
Strategies).

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development

NWWT

2.42 Figure 14-1 (Environmental Statement Vol2 Figures pdf pg 44) shows the
general arrangements for this group. Whilst the stated aim of the SPC is to
clear land and prevent recolonisation the northern and north-western boundary
of the receptor site abuts the SPC boundary and appears to be totally
permeable to reptile movement. However, once this boundary is secured to
prevent the movement of reptiles the majority of the receptor site will be
encompassed by reptile proof fencing and the translocated reptiles are in real
danger of habitat isolation and limitations on population expansion. Horizon
should justify why the receptor site is so curtailed by reptile proof fencing and
alternative solutions presented as this approach is not beneficial to the

The bespoke reptile receptor area
secured as part of the SPC
Proposals has direct links into the
wider landscape which avoids the
risk of population isolation and
allows for recolonisation of the SPC
Application Site once landscape
planting is established.

Chapter 14: Terrestrial and
freshwater ecology.
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Chapter 3 has been updated to
clarify that the grass will be
managed to between 50-100mm to
dissuade recolonization by
amphibians, reptiles and mammals,
and support foraging by chough.
Wylfa Head is now under enhanced
management to reduce bracken
and scrub cover, increase the area
and quality of coastal grassland and
provide optimal foraging habitat for
chough.

Environmental Statement Chapter 14

population. Clarification and amendment of the reptile mitigation strategy in the
CoCP should be undertaken.
NWWT

2.43 NWWT do not agree with the Environmental Statements conclusion that
impacts on chough will be negligible (14.7.91) and the statement that overall
the quality of the habitat for foraging will not change. The interim land use
management protocol is unclear and the loss of grazing (where dung
invertebrates are an important chough food source) and a potential mown
sward height of 200mm will both degrade the habitat for chough making areas
within the WNDA sub-optimal for this species. The HRA discussion indicates
that habitats within 500m of breeding sites is particularly important, however the
Environmental Statement now concludes that Wylfa Head is the key foraging
area. This contradicts Horizon’s own analysis from presentation of plans by
staff at meetings in 2016 when Horizon showed that habitat suitability for this
species was much more widely dispersed. It is also of note that chough surveys
in 2017 were both short and apparently contradicted by observation of the SPC
site by RSPB and the WNHEFF site visit to the Wylfa Head – Port Wylfa
biodiversity hotspot (Site Campus). In NWWT’s opinion to overcome these
issues the formal submission of the SPC should include the addition of: - Interim management strategy as a matter of good practice mitigation, that
shows a variable and appropriate management regime for chough in selected
areas (eg Wylfa Head – Porth Wylfa biodiversity hotspot)
- Additional mitigation to include the identification of Wylfa Head as an
ecological receptor and implementation of a management plan to be beneficial
to chough, coastal heath & grassland, CHEG fungi and reptiles. Key
management objectives for these species and habitats would not conflict with
each. This has been discussed with Horizon staff on numerous occasions but
currently has no mechanism to secure it except for the warm words and say so
of a small number of Horizon staff.

Report to Inform Habitats
Regulations Assessment Screening
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NWWT

2.44 The plans currently presented (WN0903…..00034 and Environmental
Assessment Vol 2 Figure 3-3) contradict each other and do not show all
necessary features of ecological mitigation which should be included to make
the plan valid for conditioning (see discussion in the Annex)
2.45 The restoration scheme is flawed as it does not return the landscape and
habitats to a condition that equates to its current value. The scheme is poorly
developed and in NWWT’s view cannot provide the basis for a condition.
2.46 The plan does not present like-for-like reinstatement of habitats and would
in fact results in the reduction by almost 20% of boundary features (29km down
to 23.26km = loss of 5.75km) and no scrub or pond replacement and no
species rich grassland seeding. This is compounded by: 2.26.1 Lack of differentiation on plan of cloddiau from either the walls or
hedgerow features. As cloddiau are a complex and high value potential refugia
habitat for a number of the receptors, the replacement of this resource needs to
be quantified and the restoration principals made clear as to what proportion of
boundaries are to be reinstated with which type of feature. This is analysis is
not included in the Phase I Survey plan or that presented in the Appendix
(Environmental Statement Vol3C Appendices pdf pg 328) or Table 14-14
(Environmental Statement Vol1)

A check has been undertaken to
ensure consistency between plans.
The Landscape Restoration
Principals illustrated in
Environmental Statement Volume 2
Figure 3-3 has been updated and
revised to provide greater
biodiversity benefit. Surveys to
record details of stone wall
construction, vernacular detailing,
and hedgerow/ tree species will be
carried out to help ensure a degree
of authenticity and historical
continuity in any landscape
restoration scheme. These surveys
have been cited as an additional
mitigation measure in Chapter 16 of
the Environmental Statement.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development
Environmental Statement Figure 3-3
Environmental Statement Chapter
16: landscape and visual

NWWT

2.26.2 The apparent retention of a network of haul roads post restoration.

The restoration of the application
site will be subject to further
discussions and agreement
between Horizon, IACC and key
stakeholders.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development

NWWT

2.26.3 The creation of a network of fields that are in places substantially larger
than those that currently exist, which will increase the probability of the
introduction of more industrial scale agricultural practices (larger machinery,
increased compaction, introduction of more intensive ranch-style grazing
practices) with associated negative impacts on wildlife (for comparison see
alongside Figure 3-3 with 14-5).

Following a number of discussions
with stakeholders, the restoration
proposals and associated
landscape design principals have
been revised to restore greater
lengths of linear habitat and provide
habitats of greater biodiversity
value than currently exist. The final
restoration plan for the site will be
subject to ongoing discussion and
agreement between Horizon, IACC
and key stakeholders.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development

NWWT

2.26.4 Lack of replacement of the toad breeding pond – it is NWWT’s opinion
that creation of open water in the Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area, within an

The design of the open water area
within the Notable Wildlife

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development
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area of existing wetland, will not be suitable for breeding toad and will impact
an already existing valuable resource.

Enhancement Area will provide
features and planting suitable to
support breeding toads.

NWWT

2.26.5 Replacement/reseeding with pasture is not appropriate and there is no
recognition of interim land use protocols to provide appropriate management to
preserve existing semi-natural species rich grassland, use of wildflower grass
seed (either harvested or bespoke), or by identification of areas where seminatural grassland could be recreated in the SPC compounds located on
existing demolished building platforms or adjacent to semi-improved fields.

Regular cutting of pasture will not
negatively impact semi-natural
species rich grassland. Areas of
reseeding would be extremely small
as topsoil stripping does not form
part of the SPC Works, but would
be completed around the curtilages
of demolished buildings where
required, using species of local
provenance.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development

NWWT

2.26.6 The Restoration Principles do not demonstrate the achievement of
continued habitat connectivity or similar habitat connectivity as features such as
replacement of scrub or retention marshy grassland during interim land use will
lead to a degraded landscape.

Following a number of discussions
with stakeholders, the restoration
proposals and associated
landscape design principals have
been revised to restore greater
lengths of linear habitat and provide
habitats of greater biodiversity
value than currently exist through
the creation of coastal grass-heath
mosaics, and increased areas of
woodland planting.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development

NWWT

2.47 The Code of Construction Practice along with draft licence applications are
helpful in demonstrating the strategies for achieving ecological mitigation and
when fully amended and formally submitted can be quoted in conditions to
secure successful implantation. However, not withstanding the acceptance of
the use of conditions NWWT feel that elements of the scheme’s mitigation need
to be amended to ensure avoidance of doubt.

Noted. Specific mitigation
comments are addressed as listed
elsewhere in this table.

CoCP

NWWT

2.48 As discussed extensively elsewhere the CoCP should include an interim
land use management protocol.

Management of the SPC
Application Site would be as per the
Ecology and Landscape
Management Strategies of the
CoCP.

CoCP

NWWT

2.49 The Landscape Management Strategy Aftercare period should be clearly
defined as discussed elsewhere.

No change to the CoCP. There will
be a separate CoCP for restoration,
which will outline the aftercare
period. This will be subject to

N/A
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agreement between Horizon, IACC
and key stakeholders.
NWWT

2.50 Hours of working (4.2.1) should be adjusted to show that during winter,
working hours will be reduced and work will cease at dusk. The ecological
mitigation indicates no night time working (Environmental Statement Vol1 Table
14-10 Embedded mitigation - ie when it is dark).

Subject to agreement between
Horizon, the IACC and key
stakeholders

CoCP
Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development

NWWT

2.51 Where lighting is discussed in the CoCP it should indicate the use of
passive infrared LEDs as stated in the Environmental Statement (ES Vol1
Table 14-10 pdf pg 563).
2.52 Section on waste should include Japanese knotweed protocols as a
contaminated soil.

Text added to the CoCP to include
reference to passive infrared LEDs
and Japanese knotweed protocols.

CoCP

NWWT

2.53 Note otter precommencement surveys (11.2.8) should highlight suitable
couch (day bed) or holt features to be removed. Otter can use refugia or resting
places up to 500m from a watercourse (http://www.snh.org.uk/publications/online/wildlife/otters/effects.asp).

Pre-commencement surveys and
supervision of works included within
the CoCP would be employed
wherever there is habitat will the
potential to support an otter couch
or holt..

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology.
CoCP

NWWT

2.54 Paragraph 11.2.20 Barn owl mitigation should protect/replace known
roosts for non-breeding individuals, as male barn owls do not generally roost at
the nest site when chicks are present, but deliver prey items to ensure
successful fledging.

The provision of four barn owl
boxes has been included as
additional mitigation.

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology. Table 14-22
CoCP

NWWT

2.55 Mud snail (11.2.34) – This species has specific habitat requirements which
are not well understood. However, it would appear that ponds, seepages or
marsh which support this species have a fluctuating hydrology which creates
drawdown zones and variable exposure to persistently wet habitats, which do
not necessarily permanently hold water. The details should give a specification
outline of what habitat is required and where it will be located. To reduce the
probability of extinction more than one receptor site should be prepared.
Information on the translocation methodology to be employed should be
provided and identify that capture & seeding of the receptor habitat should
occur on more than one occasion.

The pond that supports mud snail
would not be affected during SPC
works. However, the comments
made will influence mitigation
design for works consented under
the application for development
consent, if required.

CoCP

NWWT

2.56 The use of buffer zones is discussed above at 2.22 and the approach
should be reiterated at 10.2.3 and should include protection of ponds during
SPC works, as all but one of them are retained in the SPC final landform.

Fencing is proposed for all retained
ponds within the SPC Application
Site, which will clearly demarcate
ponds and avoid potential impacts
from construction work.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development.

NWWT

2.57 The most significant issue in relation to the CoCP and the SPC’s
mitigation strategy is the Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area: -

The Notable Wildlife Enhancement
Area is designed principally to

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development
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2.58.1 The area is comparatively small representing only 8% of the total
application area, but is required to provide sufficient habitat matrices to support
a wide number of Section 7 species with very different ecological requirements.
Of specific concern is

provide a strong corridor (in terms
of cover and foraging opportunity)
through which displaced animals
can move off the site and into
adjacent habitats. It is not designed
specifically as a receptor site to
accommodate all animals displaced
from the site, although the habitat
enhancements proposed would
increase the area’s carrying
capacity.

NWWT

2.58.2 The area’s stated condition would be managed to “would allow a taller
sward and some scrub to develop”, while species rich wildflower grassland will
be established over the majority of the field units. This does not appear to take
regard of habitat requirements of the different species it is intended to support.

The area's design is to enhance
cover providing refuge and foraging
opportunities for a wide range of
ecological receptors, not just the
notable mammal species which will
be displaced from site.

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology

NWWT

2.58.3 The existing field units will be subdivided by scrub bands to achieve
grasslands which would be very difficult to manage without small agricultural
machinery such as small hay bailers on alpine tractors or similar. This will limit
the contractors who can manage the grassland and reduce the likelihood that a
cut and lift approach will be adopted in the long term to maintain the grassland
diversity. It also increases the likelihood that these scrub belts will be removed
as soon as the 15 year management period has expired

Horizon will ensure the
management of this area is
sympathetic and designed to
maximise its biodiversity value. It
will be managed to provide optimal
habitats to support a range of
species, including common toad
and notable mammal species.
Management of these areas
beyond the lease period will be at
the discretion of the land owner.
They are not designed to provide
habitat in perpetuity, but to retain
source populations to recolonise
the WNDA once landscape planting
is established. The 15 year lease is
designed to cover the construction
period of the Wylfa Newydd
Development and to allow for the
establishment of landscape
planting. Should there be a
significant delay in the construction

Environmental Statement Chapter
14: Terrestrial and freshwater
ecology
CoCP
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programme it is recognised that the
lease and management of receptor
areas may need to be extended but
this is considered unlikely
NWWT

2.58.4 The extent of the habitat works as shown on Figure 14-12
(Environmental Statement Vol2 Figures) is large and will take considerably
longer than one growing season to establish. For example: establishment of
flower rich grass on previously improved pasture will require a nutrient strip
before any re-seeding can be considered. Scrub establishment of any value will
need to created 2 or 3 seasons in advance to be able to have any meaningful
ecological value
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2.58 NWWT currently do not accept the conclusions of the shadow HRA and
the lack of consideration of in-combination assessment, which is based on the
use of de minimis. Horizon’s conclusions appear to be justified based on the
interpretation of two elements of NRW advice: - Table 3-2 states “If SPC Proposals considered a standalone project, the HRA
needs to demonstrate that the SPC works “alone” would result in no or
imperceptible effects on any European Protected Site” It is clear that the project
is integrally linked to and necessary for the Power Stations implementation.
There is in fact no other reason for the SPC to come forward except to enable
the larger development so therefore there is no justification for it to be deemed
standalone.
- Paragraph 3.1.3 states that “In May 2017, a presentation of the scope of the
SPC Proposals was given to the HRA Working Group, along with a summary of
the conclusions of the assessment. NRW commented that unless there are no
effects [my emphasis] of SPC Proposals on European Designated Sites, it
would be necessary to undertake an in-combination assessment with the main
site works.”
2.59 Additionally, Horizon’s justification for the use of the de minimis is
unwarranted and flawed as guidance indicates this approach should not be
used to salami slice projects in order to remove impacts from future analysis
when other elements of a scheme come forward for consideration and which
would make the subdivided elements of a larger project more ‘acceptable’/liable
to receive permission (DTA publications 2013).The use of the de minimis
approach appears only to be applicable when effects are trivial even if
combined with other effects; ie not before the consideration of other projects or
plans (Category B screening - no likely significant effect; Tyldesley 2009).
Whilst NWWT acknowledge that the extent of likely impacts has significantly
altered in the current draft submission, there are still elements of the SPC
proposal which it is considered could have an effect on the SPA and
subsequently when considered in-combination could result in cumulative
additive or synergistic impacts on the qualifying features of the Anglesey tern
SPA.

The SPC proposals are considered
as a standalone project as it is
possible that the DCO will not go
ahead, in which case the works
undertaken under SPC would be
subject to restoration.
NRW have advised that the SPC
proposals could be brought forward
without an in combination
assessment in the HRA if it could
be demonstrated that the SPC
Proposals would result in no or
imperceptible effects on any
European Protected Site. Horizon
consider that this has been
demonstrated in the stage 1 HRA
provided.
Potential pathways to likely
significant effects have been
considered in the stage 1 screening
HRA. It has been demonstrated that
there are no pathways to significant
effects. As such, any effects from
the SPC Proposals would be so
small (de minimis) that they could
not contribute materially to in
combination effects. An in
combination assessment is
therefore not required.

2.60 It is fully appreciated that IACC, supported/advised by NRW, make the
final decision on the HRA, however NWWT feel that some matters appear to
have either been omitted or not adequately considered with sufficient
supporting materials are as follows:
2.61 Predator Displacement The application seeks to passively displace
notable terrestrial animals via the phased & directional clearance of vegetation
(scrub), buildings and boundary features (hedges, walls & cloddiau) towards
the Notable Wildlife Enhancement Area (Phase C - 3.3.54) and other habitats.

The development of the screening
categories was done in consultation
with NRW and IACC and the
categories include all pathways that
are considered to have significant
potential to affect the conservation
objectives of the SPA.
Displacement of predators is

Report to Inform Habitats
Regulations Assessment Screening

Report to Inform Habitats
Regulations Assessment Screening
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Subsequently, the SPC habitats will be managed in a manner which will
prevent their recolonisation by a mowing regime. The Environmental Statement
acknowledges that there will be increased resource pressure from the
displacement of mammals as this occurs (Environmental Statement Vol1 para
14.7.151 pdf pg 620). If this approach is successful as a good practice
mitigation measure (Table 14-11), then it will also have the effect of displacing
other mammals such as fox, stoat/weasel and rat. These species along with
some of the notable mammals (section 7 species) predate eggs and chicks.
The ES has made no assessment of the distribution or population densities of
predator species, but the vegetation clearance of an area the size of Holyhead
(circa 300ha) could be considered to hold a not insubstantial number of
predators, taken as whole. The effects of predator displacement and/or
predator use of the WNDA (large gulls) will continue when the Power Station
(intraproject impact Chapter 19) is implemented, with further vegetation
removal and earth moving. The bird colony at Cemlyn – as is true for many
breeding identified as a key factor for control (cf draft Conservation Objectives
for Anglesey Terns SPA).
The lack of consideration of an impact pathway due to habitat manipulation
(functional land-take) resulting in changes to negatively co-related species’
population dynamics or distribution is an omission (EIA & HRA). It should be
included as a screening category within the ZOI and with a pathway to the
qualifying features of Anglesey Terns SPA. This should be considered an
intraproject impact of the SPC with the DCO (EIA) and an in-combination effect
within the HRA.

considered to be highly unlikely to
significantly affect the predation
levels of the colony. Most
mammalian predators are territorial
and so the mammals potentially
predating the colony would remain
as those individuals with territories
that include the colony itself. For
large gulls, there are significant
numbers of large gulls within the
vicinity of colony already, but these
are effectively discouraged from
entering the colony by the
communal defensive behaviour of
the colony. Any increase in large
gulls in the area of the colony would
similarly be discouraged. The
minimal nature of this effect means
that no in combination assessment
is required

2.62 Noise assessment The information presented in Chapter 15 lacks clarity
and relevant reports are missing: NWWT question if it is safe to derive background ambient noise levels based
on what appears to one day’s recording taken in 1.5 hours. This is in contrast to
Appendix 10-2 (Environmental Statement Appendices Vol3A Appendix 10-2
Construction Noise Model Inputs), which undertook 4 weeks survey of
continuous monitoring to establish the baseline for human receptors.
Reports are omitted, therefore it is not possible to provide a view on the validity
of the survey methodology and/or the veracity of the results and subsequent
discussion: - Table 15-7 presents a summary of a disturbance study of response at the
breeding colony undertaken during the breeding season. This included but is
not reported a percussive sound trial (to mimic blasting)
- Results and discussion of the observations of tern flight response to DOfGI
(para 15.7.34 & 35 - Detailed Offshore Ground Investigations). Note the
reported “small” deviations are not quantified. Additionally, small changes in
flight over a breeding season can be cumulative and have impacts on bird

The monitoring of existing
disturbance in 2017 is now fully
reported in appendices 15-03
(Seabird baseline report) and 15-01
(Noise at ecological receptors
report) in volume 3D of the
Environmental Statement. The
ambient noise levels at the colony
have been amended to take into
account the full data set that covers
the whole breeding season.
The full methodology and results of
the percussive sound trial are also
now reported in appendices 15-01
and 15-03 in volume 3D of the
Environmental Statement, although
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foraging energetics and consequently feeding chicks and breeding success.
NWWT do not agree that Imperial Docks Leith (15.7.37 and HRA) is a suitable
comparator in this instance as that SPA tern colony established in an urban
context and does not equate to the disturbance issues associated with a colony
that is established in a rural agricultural context.
Black-headed gull usage of SPC site (cf 14.6.74 – 76 & Table 14-5) As a key
sympatric species associated with the success of the SPA tern breeding
colony, this species should be subject to separate study, survey and discussion
for wintering, colony establishment - which occurs prior to the arrival of terns
returning to breed - and breeding season impacts. It is understood that RSPB
raised concerns about the data and analysis provided in relation to blackheaded gull in their previous responses and it appears that this draft
submission does not address this. Retro-fitting an existing dataset where
transects cover areas both within and outside the WNDA is not a sound basis
on which to draw conclusions.

it should be noted that blasting is not
within the scope of the SPC
Proposals.
The full methodology and results of
the tern flight response to DOfGI are
also now reported in appendix 15-03
in volume 3D of the Environmental
Statement. The small deviations of
flight in response to unusual stimuli
recorded (and any cumulative effect
generated over a season) are
considered to be de minimis in light
of the very limited scale of effects
predicted.
Horizon has carried out a
comprehensive literature search for
peer-reviewed
references
with
regard to disturbance of seabirds. It
is recognised that there are
differences between the Imperial
Docks Leith tern colony and the
Cemlyn Bay colony. However,
previous consultation responses
have expressed concern relating to
the proximity of the Cemlyn Bay tern
colony to the SPC works and the
possible effects that may arise due
to human activity and disturbance to
nesting. It is therefore considered
that the information cited is of
relevance to this assessment as the
situation at Imperial Docks Leith is
an example of a large tern colony
becoming habituated to human
activities with birds nesting within a
busy environment. Furthermore, the
reliance on the information used is
considered to be proportionate for
the assessment required (given the
limited scope of the SPC Proposals)
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and merely highlights that some
species of tern are tolerant of
activities that many would consider
to be ‘disturbing’.
Black-headed gull has been subject
to specific surveys in breeding and
non-breeding seasons. This is now
fully reported in appendix 15-03
(Seabird Baseline Report) in
volume 3D of the Environmental
Statement.
NWWT

3. Conclusions
NWWT have welcomed the current reduction in scale and extent of the SPC
proposals and the consequent changes in impacts. However, there are still a
number of outstanding concerns which we consider are substantive. These
principally, but not exclusively, relate to: - The Habitats Regulations Assessment and the lack of an in-combination
assessment
- The Restoration Principles are not adequate
- The addition and provision of extra best practice and additional mitigation for
some species/groups
- The amendments of ecological mitigation packages along with the associated
plans to make them fit for purpose and be used to form the basis of planning
condition
15
- Planning mechanisms to secure the necessary mitigation and long-term
management of areas within the edge blue, should Horizon cease to trade
and/or have a legal interest in the land.
NWWT have provided extremely detailed comments in our response in order to
assist Horizon in formulating a submission that is valid, can be determined and
would be capable of being conditioned to ensure the implementation of
adequate, appropriate and proportionate mitigation for the impacts. It is
sincerely hoped that Horizon take this opportunity to adjust the application in
the ways suggested, as NWWT are now of the view that these matters could be
addressed satisfactorily within a formal submission.
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National Trust
(letter dated 8
September
2017)

National Trust & Anglesey
1.1 National Trust is a leading conservation charity with 4 million members.
Established over 115 years ago, our primary statutory purpose is to promote the
preservation of special places for the benefit of the nation. To achieve this aim
we manage over a quarter of a million hectares of land, more than 700 miles of
unspoilt coastline and estuary, several hundred historic houses, gardens and
parks, and 6 World Heritage Sites. More than 100 million visits are made every
year to the properties in our care."

No response required

N/A

National Trust

1.2 National Trust owns 482ha of land in North Anglesey, including land
adjoining the proposed Wylfa Newydd power station project at Porth y Pistyll;
farms and agricultural land next to the proposed development area and a
property and land adjoining the site of proposed land raising. National Trust has
land ownership at the nearby Cemlyn lagoon, an internationally designated
protected area and one of the most important sites in the UK for breeding
sandwich terns.

No response required

N/A

National Trust

1.3 Cemlyn is a place of dramatic big skies; a place of tranquillity and fragility; a
sanctuary for wildlife and for those escaping everyday life to seek peace and
solace amongst breath taking beauty. The area is steeped in maritime history,
the first lifeboat on Anglesey, the base for the first flight across the Irish Sea and
the site of a number of coastal historic farm and mill buildings.

No response required

N/A

National Trust

1.4 At Cemlyn Bay, a shingle storm beach forms a bar between a tidal lagoon
and the open shore. The shingle habitats, together with saltmarsh developing
around the lagoon and brackish pools further inland are a combined rare and
fragile habitat.

No response required

N/A

National Trust

1.5 National Trust ownership in North Anglesey also includes a number of listed
buildings and sites of heritage and cultural interest. Adjoining the development
area is Felin Gafnan a Grade II listed building, a Grade II corn drying mill and
lying next to the development a Grade II* listed mill.

No response required

N/A

National Trust

1.6 This land was acquired for its outstanding seascape quality; a place where
land and sea combine to produce a stunning end product; recognised by human,
bird and cetacean visitors; acknowledged and appreciated by its resident
population including National Trust tenants and staff. The Cemlyn area provides
an experience which is valued and loved by all who visit.

No response required

N/A

National Trust

1.7 National Trust has developed a future vision for the area; a vision which
respects the natural and cultural environment, and a vision which fulfils our role
of looking after this special place, forever, for everyone. The Cemlyn Vision was

No response required

N/A
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shared with our tenants, Members and visitors during summer 2016. We held
an open day and shared our vision at the Anglesey Show and Cemlyn Open Day.
We have received a large number of positive comments and work has
progressed during 2017 on moving forward the Cemlyn Vision.
National Trust

1.8 It is noted from the Pre application 3 (PAC3) that Horizon proposes a
continued timeline of 16 years of construction, 60 years of operation and a further
140 years of waste placement. National Trust owns the land at North Anglesey
in perpetuity, and will retain its responsibilities in the area long after the
restoration of the existing Wylfa site and long after Wylfa Newydd has been built,
operated and decommissioned.

Noted

N/A

National Trust

1.9 National Trust has a wide portfolio of natural and heritage assets in North
Anglesey. Many lie within the identified zone of visual influence, and heritage
search area for the proposed Wylfa Newydd.

No response required

N/A

National Trust

1.10 The next decade will be challenging for the environment of North Anglesey.
It is hoped that all organisations making decisions in the area will share a future
vision that respects the natural and cultural environment. It is also hoped that
sufficient investment is made to protect what this area has given to past
generations and ensure we are still able to pass onto future generations the
inherent qualities of this very special place. Fundamental questions on this future
still remain prior to Development Consent Order (DCO).

Noted

N/A

National Trust

1.11 Many of the major issues raised by National Trust in Pre application 1, 2
and 3 remain unresolved.
1.12 This document is provided as part of the pre application consultation relating
to Site Preparation and Clearance (SPC) for Wylfa Newydd.

Noted.

N/A

National Trust

1.13
In summary, National Trust consider the SPC application remains
premature, and could be rolled into the DCO application to enable an appropriate
planning balance, and wider considerations to be made. This is particularly the
case given the currently unresolved issues within the DCO; many lie at the heart
of the environmental acceptability of the scheme.

Noted. National policy recognises
the urgent need for new nuclear
power stations, to be brought
forward as soon as possible
(Overarching National Policy
Statement for Energy, 2011 (NPS
EN-1) [RD3] and National Policy
Statement for Nuclear Power
Generation: Annexes - Volume I of
II, 2011 (NPS EN-6)NPS EN-6
[RD4]). Horizon considers the SPC
Proposals to be a vital component
required to facilitate the

Planning Statement
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construction and ultimate operation
of the Power Station as early as
possible. In the event that the SPC
Proposals are only granted through
the DCO, this would have the effect
of delaying the overall construction
period by 12 to 18 months, given
the extended timescales associated
with the determination of DCO
applications compared with that of
planning applications under the
TCPA.
There is precedence for bringing
forward early and/or preparatory
works associated with Nationally
Significant Infrastructure Projects
(NSIP) under the TCPA, ahead of
the grant of a DCO. This includes
the site preparation works
associated with the construction of
two new nuclear reactors at Hinkley
Point C, which were secured by a
full planning permission (Local
Planning Authority reference:
3/32/10/037) granted by West
Somerset Council. Indeed, a letter
from the Chief Planner of DCLG in
March 2010 entitled ‘Preliminary
Works; Planning Act 2008 –
Guidance for Local Authorities’
[RD8] highlights that the then draft
NPSs may be a material
consideration for local authorities
when determining planning
applications for preliminary works.
Given that draft NPSs can be
material considerations, in can be
inferred that published NPSs must
would also be material
considerations.
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1.14 The SPC does not act as a standalone submission, and relies on the
accompanying DCO for need and justification, yet fails to consider such matters
within the Habitat Regulations Assessment. The HRA fails to provide or
recognise the need for an in combination assessment of the main project. The
views of Anglesey Council and Natural Resources Wales on this key matter will
be an important further consideration by National Trust.

Although the SPC Proposals would
ultimately be part of the wider Wylfa
Newydd Project, they are subject to
a standalone application and
assessment process. In the event
that the DCO is not granted or the
Wylfa Newydd Project does not
proceed, a scheme of restoration
would be implemented to return the
SPC Application Site to an
acceptable condition, to be agreed
with the IACC by way of a planning
condition. It is therefore necessary
to understand the potential effects of
the SPC Proposals as a standalone
project, which includes carrying out
a separate shadow HRA
In response to the original s61Z
proposals, NRW advised “In
proceeding with an approach that
considers the SPC works as a
project in its own right, then a
standalone Habitats Regulations
Assessment needs to be completed
which can robustly demonstrate that
through avoidance and mitigation
measures and regulatory controls
that the SPC project when
considered “alone” would result in
no or imperceptible effects on any
European Protected Site. Thus
demonstrating that proceeding with
SPC activities would not act incombination
with
future
developments at the development
site, if granted”.
Potential
pathways
to
likely
significant effects have been
considered in the stage 1 shadow
HRA. It has been demonstrated that
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there are no pathways to significant
effects. As such, any effects from
the SPC Proposals would be so
small (de minimis) that they could
not contribute materially to incombination effects.
On this basis, Horizon considers that
this Report has demonstrated no or
imperceptible effects on any
European Designated Site and that
an in-combination assessment is
therefore not required, as per NRW's
advice. See text above.
National Trust

1.15 The consultation documentation fails to provide sufficient detail to
demonstrate that the proposed works are necessary either to ensure the timely
delivery of the Wylfa Newydd DCO, or to provide mitigation for the effects of
construction of the DCO project. The power station is being brought forward in
an internationally recognised environment, and in the absence of solutions and
answers to the big questions, moving forward the clearance of the site remains
premature, and the planning and design process is not being taken forward in a
manner which is sympathetic to the quality of the North Anglesey environment.

Noted. Refer to above text in
response to 1.13.

N/A

National Trust

"1.16 Detailed feedback to the consultation is provided within Section 2 below,
key issues identified by National Trust are:
-The SPC seeks approval as a standalone project, but consistently uses the
wider WN project as its justification. It is hoped that there is greater clarity and
certainty of the wider project. The two projects are inextricably linked, and SPC
cannot be justified as a standalone project.
- There remains the risk of a flush of nutrient release and risk of algal bloom and
other water quality impacts in Cemlyn Bay;
- Could the submission drawings use a different key to clarify the retention of
trees which is not clear on printed drawings?
- National Trust is concerned about the conclusions of the HRA documentation
in relation to in combination effects with the main project;
- National Trust remains concerned about the inclusion of AONB, particularly in
a project justified as standalone, and with fundamental questions still remaining
in relation to the wider project;

Noted. These issues are considered
within the specific comments below.

See below comments.
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-The lack of progress on LEMP, and need to understand how the future LEMP
sits alongside the proposed SPC restoration scheme;
-Uncertainty in the nature of proposed mitigation, and lack of ambition for the
project;
-Concern about the low priority given to existing tourism and lack of recognition
of the need to bring forward appropriate mitigation;
-The use of un evidenced statements relating to delays should the SPC not move
forward;
- Clarification as to what threshold would be considered appropriate for the
restoration scheme to be initiated.
National Trust

"2. Pre application consultation to Site Preparation and Clearance. Section 61z
Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
2.1 National Trust welcomes the opportunity to comment on proposals.

No response required.

N/A

National Trust

2.2 National Trust wishes to draw attention to key issues for SPC, but has had
limited time to move forward clarification or discussion of issues due to the short
period of consultation.

No response required.

N/A

National Trust

2.21 National Trust welcomes the decision to rethink the approach to Site
Preparation and Clearance Works following feedback during the previous
November 2016 consultation with a revised and more limited scope of works.

No response required.

N/A

National Trust

2.22 National Trust welcomes the liaison meetings completed with two National
Trust tenants near to the application site. The process was useful in being able
to discuss any issues prior to submission of the planning application. This active
engagement and discussion on specific issues with National Trust is also a useful
process to enable Horizon to understand the impacts it is bringing forward on
some of the nearest residential properties to the proposed works.

Noted. No response required.

N/A

National Trust

2.23 The timing of the pre application consultation for SPC for a short period
during the peak summer season has caused a number of issues for National
Trust, a 7 day extension is useful, but full consideration of the scheme has not
been possible in a four week summer period. National Trust will look to consider
further when the full planning application is submitted

Horizon welcome the additional
consideration that the National Trust
will give to the submitted planning
application.

N/A

National Trust

2.24 In our response to PAC 3 we have drawn attention to lack of information
provided during pre-application consultation and lack of environmental
information which, unless remedied may result in a flawed application for DCO
consent. This comment remains an overarching concern for the Wylfa Newydd
project. The SPC seeks approval as a standalone project, but consistently uses

The SPC proposals are considered
as a standalone project as it is
possible that the DCO will not go
ahead, in which case the works
undertaken under SPC would be

N/A
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the wider WN project as its justification. It is hoped that there is greater clarity
and certainty of the wider project as consideration and determination of the SPC
is made. The two projects are inextricably linked, and SPC cannot be justified
as a standalone project.

subject to restoration. There is
precedence for bringing forward
early and/or preparatory works
associated
with
Nationally
Significant Infrastructure Projects
(NSIP) under the TCPA, ahead of
the grant of a DCO. This includes
the
site
preparation
works
associated with the construction of
two new nuclear reactors at Hinkley
Point C, which were secured by a full
planning permission (Local Planning
Authority reference: 3/32/10/037)
granted by West Somerset Council.
Indeed, a letter from the Chief
Planner of DCLG in March 2010
entitled
‘Preliminary
Works;
Planning Act 2008 – Guidance for
Local Authorities’ [RD8] highlights
that the then draft NPSs may be a
material consideration for local
authorities
when
determining
planning applications for preliminary
works. Given that draft NPSs can be
material considerations, in can be
inferred that published NPSs must
would
also
be
material
considerations.

2.25 National Trust welcome the removal of topsoil strip works, associated
drainage and haul road and overall reduction in environmental impact. The
proposals do, however, still bring forward very significant environmental change
and considerable environmental impact across 299ha of North Anglesey. The
proposed application includes earth works, highways and material movements
and management, with the potential for the release and dispersion of suspended
sediments. The proposed scheme still includes the potential for release of
sediment during the construction of the new alignment at Nant Caerdegog Isaf
watercourse. It is noted that these works are programmed for February and April.
There remains, however, the risk of a flush of nutrient release and risk of algal
bloom and other water quality impacts in Cemlyn Bay. Questions are raised on
how practical it is to condition and programme weather dependant works at WN.

NRW has confirmed in its Section
61z consultation response that as
long as its advice in relation to
pollution prevention measures is
followed, including agreement of a
detailed CoCP, then NRW agree
that the proposals are unlikely to
impact on marine water quality (and
receptors linked to marine water
quality). NRW’s advice will be
followed.

Environmental Statement Chapter 15
Marine environment
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The lack of progress or availability of a marine hydrodynamic model means there
remains no ability to confirm understanding of the potential impact of the scheme
on the marine environment and National Trust land at Cemlyn. The SPC is
potentially bringing forward a scheme which at the current time has unknown
impacts on an internationally designated site.
National Trust

2.26 Could the submission drawings use a different key to clarify the retention of
trees which is not clear on printed drawings?

A tree schedule and retention and
removal plans have been provided
as part of the TCPA application.

Environmental Statement Appendix
16-09

National Trust

2.27 National Trust remains concerned about the lack of progress or publically
available information on Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) issues for the
substantive project. Concerns are also raised with the approach taken to HRA
within the proposed SPC, and the conclusions in Table 3-2 of the Consultation
HRA and absence of an in combination assessment with the main project. The
response of NRW and IOACC to the SPC and feedback on this issue is awaited.
National Trust has had very limited involvement in the Project HRA, and to aid
understanding requested minutes of the meetings of the HRA Working Group,
this request was refused. Greater explanation of the May 2016 meeting (HRA
Working Group) and conclusion is required, in order to understand why an in
combination assessment with the main project is not provided within the
submitted SPC documentation. National Trust thus is concerned about the
conclusions of the SPC consultation documentation (6.1.1, 5.1.20) in relation to
in combination effects with the main project;

NRW have advised that the SPC
proposals could be brought forward
without
an
in
combination
assessment in the HRA if it could be
demonstrated
that
the
SPC
Proposals would result in no or
imperceptible effects on any
European Protected Site. Horizon
consider that this has been
demonstrated in the stage 1 HRA
provided.
National Trust has been consulted
on issues relating to the tern
breeding colony. NRW and IACC
have been consulted specifically on
the HRA due to their statutory roles
in this process.

Report to Inform Habitats Regulations
Assessment Screening

National Trust

2.28 The application brings forward development in a landscape recognised for
its outstanding natural beauty (the boundary of the AONB lies to the south west
of the existing power station, and is included in the planning application unit for
the proposed planning application). National Trust remains concerned about the
inclusion of AONB, particularly in a project justified as standalone, and with
fundamental questions still remaining in relation to the wider project. National
Trust considers that the SPC planning application does not demonstrate an
overriding public need, nor exceptional circumstances.

The landscape chapter provides a
detailed assessment of the effects of
the
proposals,
including
the
landscape character of the AONB
and sets out proposed mitigation
measures. The SPC works would
result in some residual significant
adverse effects on landscape
character and people’s views.
These effects would be relatively
localised and generally of a shortterm, temporary nature. The effects
of
removing
some
existing

Environmental Statement Chapter 16.
Landscape and visual
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landscape features would, however,
have medium or longer-term effects.
There would be a moderate adverse
and therefore residual significant
effect on the landscape and
seascape character of the directly
affected part of the SPC Application
Site. This would result in a localised
effect on the Isle of Anglesey AONB,
the non-designated wider landscape
and the North Anglesey Heritage
Coast. However, the overall effects
on these designated areas would be
negligible and not significant due to
the small areas of the designations
which would be affected either
directly and/or indirectly.
National Trust

"2.29 There has been a lack of progress or any detail relating to the Landscape
and Environmental Masterplan (LEMP) and information provided on the LEMP is
indicative and very general. National Trust noted this in relation to PAC3, and
considers the LEMP to be a crucial document in demonstrating that the
overarching project can deliver an appropriate level of mitigation and any
necessary compensation. A restoration scheme is brought forward, as a
requirement relating to the decision to submit an early SPC application. The area
of development is undergoing a gradual process of landscape and ecological
decline, associated with borehole and archaeological investigations for the main
project. There appears to be no action to make publically available a LEMP at
an early stage of the project, either to demonstrate the environmental credentials
of the project, or to confirm an appropriate level of mitigation and compensation
is being considered.
At this stage of the SPC, National Trust raise concerns about the level of
mitigation being brought forward, uncertainty in the status of future mitigation,
and lack of ambition for the project (the SPC Restoration Scheme appears to
bring forward a potential loss of 20% of boundary features (29km down to
23.26km loss of 5.74km); no scrub or pond replacement and no species rich
grassland seeding. National Trust also raise concerns about the size of the areas
defined as Ecological Receptor Site and Reptile Translocation site which
represents only 20ha of a 299ha site (8% of what is to be disturbed and ultimately

The Landscape and Environmental
Masterplan is no longer provided as
part of the TCPA application for the
SPC Proposals.
The Notable Wildlife Enhancement
Area is designed principally to
provide a strong corridor (in terms of
cover and foraging opportunity)
through which displaced animals
can move off the site and into
adjacent habitats. It is not designed
specifically as a receptor site to
accommodate all animals displaced
from the site, although the habitat
enhancements proposed would
increase
the
area’s
carrying
capacity. The reptile receptor site is
permeable into the wider landscape.
The adjacent property will be fenced
off as a condition of the lease, but
this would not result in any isolation

Environmental Statement Chapter 14:
Terrestrial and freshwater ecology
Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development.
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cleared entirely). Further clarification and detail on the approach is requested for
the submitted planning application.
Could the application also clarify the statement within Section 6.5.4 “additional
mitigation for the loss of habitat would be included as part of the approved
restoration scheme if the Wylfa Newydd DCO does not proceed”. How is this
envisaged to move forward? Greater ambition in both LEMP and SPC
restoration schemes need to be brought forward.

of reptiles translocated to this
receptor site.
The
Landscape
Restoration
Principals
illustrated
in
Environmental Statement Volume 2
Figure 3-3 have been revised to
provide greater biodiversity benefit.
The timescale associated with this
and how that may affect sensitive
receptors is described in the
Restoration section of chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement.

National Trust

2.30 The SPC contains little detail on the tourism impacts and gives neither
specific commitment nor adequate consideration of tourism impacts in North
Anglesey. Section 6.1.148 of the Planning Statement provides little clarification
“the effect on tourism accommodation and attractions is also not predicted to be
significant”. The application does not seek to assess the role, value or quantity
of existing tourism at Cemlyn. The scheme does not demonstrate any
consideration of negative impacts to tourism based around the proximity of land
in National Trust ownership. SPC, even in its modified form, will bring forward
considerable disruption and a visual and audible change to a tourism visit to
Cemlyn. It is hoped the submitted SPC application will recognise the issue,
include some specifics (eg recognition of the visitor viewpoints at Cemlyn east
car park, the new passing bay near to Tyddyn Sidney, the visitor route into
Cemlyn along Nanner road), and bring forward potential mitigation (eg off site
planting, boundary management and proactive visitor route signage). National
Trust await the views on Isle of Anglesey Council on this matter, given the
importance of tourism to Anglesey.

The assessment in Environmental
Statement
Chapter
7
has
considered potential effects on
visitor numbers as a result of the
SPC works by interpreting and
reporting the findings of the 2015
STEAM
Survey
which
was
undertaken to establish the potential
impact on visitor numbers of the
Wylfa Newydd Project. Effects on
landscape
quality,
tranquillity,
nature, views, etc. are assessed
under the parameters of Landscape
and Visual Effects and are reported
in Environmental Statement Chapter
16.

Environmental Statement Chapter 7
Socio-economics.
Environmental Statement Chapter 16:
Landscape and visual

National Trust

2.31 National Trust consider some of the timing constraints are over estimated
in the SPC Consultation and further justification is needed if they are to be
considered material. 6.1.21 of the Design and Access Statement indicates that
the “SPC means the Wylfa Newydd project can move to its operational phase as
early as possible”. This statement is made without any reference to timing or
construction requirements in this application. This information may be justified
by information available to Horizon as part of DCO, but this assumption is not
justified in what is a standalone planning application. Similarly 6.1.25 states “if
SPC proposals are not granted ahead of DCO, the preparation works would need
to be included in the main construction phase and increase the number and
severity of intra project impacts”. This again is a un evidenced statement.

Noted. See above text.

N/A
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Section 8.1.3 provides a further neither unjustified nor quantified position by
indicating that the project would delay overall construction by 12 to 18 months if
SPC was not approved. No further information appears to be provided in the
Consultation documents, and perhaps this requires documentation or knowledge
from DCO documentation which is not submitted, nor available for review in the
SPC? This conclusion is not easily drawn by evidence provided within the SPC
documentation, and should not be accepted as a valid conclusion without further
evidence or justification.
National Trust

2.32 Might further detail be provided on what constitutes “plant to allow material
processing” (Section 6.1.16). Will material processing be taking place at the
westerly compound (ie with potential for amenity disturbance to Tyddyn Sidney)?

An indicative plant list has been
provided in chapter 3 of the
Environmental Statement.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development

National Trust

2.33 Could consideration be given to use 0.9m security fencing and new double
hedge planting at the boundary with Nanner Road. The application does not
recognise the tourism value of this site boundary. Could the application clarify
the specific requirements of the Centre for Protection of National Infrastructure
security fencing for the wider western end of the application site (which will
involve no security issues other than works to field boundaries)?

Consideration has been given to the
Nanner Road boundary treatment.
The locations and specifications for
the CPNI fencing are set out in
Environmental Statement Chapter 3
and the relevant planning drawings.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development
Drawing nos:
WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00030 and
WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00033.

National Trust

2.34 Could greater clarification be provided on lighting requirements for the
westerly satellite compound? This may have an impact on the amenity.

The Material Compounds would be
lit when required at the beginning
and end of the day as necessary for
both security and health and safety
requirements, in accordance with
the hours of work set out in
Environmental Statement Chapter 3,
using passive infra-red, LED
security lighting.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development

National Trust

2.35 Could greater clarification be provided on the point at which restoration
works will be commenced? Section 6.5.1 of the DAS indicates this position will
move forward by planning condition. Could this issue be clarified as to what
threshold would be considered appropriate for the restoration scheme to be
initiated, rather than the site remain in limbo as a degrading potential construction
site? Could the application clarify the terminology used in Section 6.5.2 as
“maximum restoration”? Thank you for your consideration.

This will be agreed in discussions
with the IACC and it is expected that
it will form part of the planning
conditions
and
Section
106
agreement.

Scottish
Natural
Heritage

Thank you for consulting SNH on the Pre-application consultation for Site
Preparation and Clearance (SRC) Proposals. Notice under Article 2D. Town and
Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012.

No response required.

N/A
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(email dated
25
August
2017)

We do not intend to offer formal comment on this proposal as it does not meet
our criteria for consultation, as outlined in our Service Statement for Planning and
Development. This, along with details of our approach and a consultation
checklist, can be found on our website by following this link.
Advice for planners and developers can also be found on our website."

Office
of
Nuclear
Regulation
(letter
30
August 2017)

Thank you for your letters of 28 July 2017, concerning your proposed applications
for Planning Permission for improvements to the A5025 and Site Preparation and
Clearance. ONR has no comments to make on these proposals.

No response required.

N/A

The
Coal
Authority
(letter dated 7
August 2017)

Thank you for your consultation letter of 28 July 2017 seeking the pre-application
views of the Coal Authority on the above.
I have checked the site location plan against our coal mining information and can
confirm that the proposed development site is located outside of the defined
coalfield.
Accordingly, there is no requirement to submit a Coal Mining Risk Assessment
in support of a planning application for the redevelopment of this site. The Local
Planning Authority will not consult the Coal Authority on any planning application
for this site.

Noted. No response required.

N/A

Northern
Ireland
Environment
Agency

Thank-you for your letter dated 28 July 2017 regarding Pre-application
consultation for Site Preparation and Clearance (SPC) Proposals for construction
of a new nuclear power station on Anglesey.
The Northern Ireland Environment Agency (NIEA) Countryside, Coast and
Landscapes has considered the consultation documents and on the basis of the
information provided, has no comments to make."

No response required.

N/A

Magnox
(letter
23
August 2017)

"It is noted that the use of the haulage road crossing of the site access road is to
be undertaken under the supervision of a vehicle marshal and that priority will be
given to Magnox site traffic, particularly during defueling flask transporter
movements. In order to avoid delays to site traffic entering and leaving work, we
request that use of the crossing be limited to periods outside the peak traffic time(
07:30 -0800:00 and 16:30- 17:00). Given that the crossing is to be used for
haulage from one agricultural area to another, we request that arrangements are
put in place for cleaning of the access road to minimise risk to site traffic.
It is understood that two heavy duty haulage crossings of the approach road will
also be required as part of the major earth works in the future and confirmation
is sought as to whether these will be in addition to the crossing proposed in the

Text has been added to chapter 3 of
the Environmental Statement to
state that where possible, use of
crossings would be limited to outside
the peak hours for the Existing
Power Station (i.e.7:30- 8:00 and
1630-1730).
Management arrangements would
be put into place regarding the use
of vehicle crossings and site trackout to the access road.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3
Proposed development.
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scope of the Site Preparation & Clearance project. Maintaining access to the
Magnox site remains a concern for both Magnox and NDA and this will be
included as a topic in a Statement of Common Ground for the DCO application.
Magnox

Temporary construction fencing is to be erected along the full length of the buried
water main from Wylfa Lodge to the point where the pipeline turns towards the
million gallon reservoir. This, together with the requirement for HGV's and other
vehicles to cross over the pipeline by the proposed vehicle turning point pose
significant risk to this essential water supply to the Magnox site. As per the
current established arrangements, Magnox will require full visibility of the
appointed contractor's Method Statements and Risk Assessments for all works
to all Magnox buried services to ensure that adequate protection/ mitigation
measures are to be deployed.

Noted. Specific issues will
addressed in discussions
necessary.

Magnox

The proposed demolition of this off- site facility will be conditional on the
replacement on-site District Survey Lab being operational and the replacement
AECC at Coleg Menai being fully functional and demonstrated to the satisfaction
of the site's ONR Site Inspector.

Noted.

Magnox

During the duration of the Site Preparation and Clearance project, Magnox will
continue to require access to the construction site for the purposes of undertaking
conditions, maintenance and testing of equipment(e.g. EPGMS, Meteorological
and security) and to carry out routine off-site radiological monitoring . Access
would also be required in an emergency to respond to a nuclear event.
Arrangements for granting access to Magnox should be considered and agreed
upfront with the Principal Contractor for construction site.
Magnox and NDA recognise the strategic importance of undertaking the Site
Preparations and Clearance project at this point in the programme and will
continue to work collaboratively with Horizon to help meet the project timescales.
"

Noted. Specific issues will
addressed in discussions
necessary.

Welsh
Government –
Cadw
(letter dated
31
August
2017)

This advice is provided in response to the pre-application consultation on
proposed site preparation and clearance works (SPC) at the Wylfa Newydd site.
The SPC application site boundary lies immediately adjacent to the registered
historic park and garden known as GD45 Cestyll and will therefore have an
impact on its setting.
The pre-application consultation includes an Environmental Statement. Chapter
17 assesses the impacts of the SPC works on Cultural Heritage, including the
registered historic park and garden at Cestyll. We welcome the discussion of
‘embedded mitigation’ at paragraph 17.4.16, which includes limiting the extent of
works to avoid physical effects on Cestyll Garden and its essential setting."

Noted. No response required.

be
as

N/A

N/A

be
as

N/A

N/A
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Welsh
Government Cadw

Works immediately outside the mapped essential setting of the registered historic
park and garden involve above ground clearance of the site, which would
markedly change the rural landscape in which the registered site now sits. It is
also proposed to install a 2 metre high perimeter fence around the SPC
application site, which would be located immediately adjacent to the registered
garden and/or its essential setting. We consider that it is important that features
of historic interest to Cestyll are retained and that care is taken not to harm
features of historic interest to Cestyll by the positioning of the fence and during
construction of the boundary fence and associated SPC works. Such historic
features include those relating to the walled garden, valley garden, house site,
historic entrance drive, boundary walls and entrance gateposts."

Noted.

Environmental Statement Chapter 17:
Cultural heritage

Welsh
Government Cadw

The Historic Environment (Wales) Act 2016 places the register of parks and
gardens on a statutory footing, meaning that the Welsh Ministers (through Cadw)
have a statutory duty to compile and maintain a register of historic parks and
gardens in Wales. As part of the move from a non-statutory to a statutory register,
Cadw (via an independent consultant) has undertaken a review of the boundaries
of all registered historic parks and gardens in Wales to ensure that all features
and land of historic significance to the registered park and garden are included
in the boundary. One outcome of the review is a proposed increase to the
registered area at Cestyll to include parts of the area currently mapped as
‘essential setting’ in the registered area boundary. The proposed revised area
includes the field linking the two currently separated registered areas of the valley
garden and kitchen garden, extending as far as the coast and incorporating land
to the west of the valley garden and the listed mill, Felin Gafnan."
In addition, Table 17-2 of the Environmental Statement includes references to
Welsh Office Circular 60/96 Planning and the Historic Environment: Archaeology
and Circular 61/96 Planning and the Historic Environment: Historic Buildings and
Conservation Areas (documents RD10 and RD11). These documents were
revoked on 31 May 2017 and should be removed from this table. In Table 17-3,
document RD35 Setting of Historic Assets in Wales was commenced on 31 May
2017 so is no longer a draft document as stated.

Noted. Welsh Office Circular 60/96
Planning
and
the
Historic
Environment: Archaeology and
Circular 61/96 Planning and the
Historic
Environment:
Historic
Buildings and Conservation Areas
have been removed. The reference
to Setting of Historic Assets in Wales
has been updated.

Environmental Statement Chapter 17:
Cultural heritage

Welsh
Government Cadw

The Environmental Statement concludes that the significance of effect of the
SPC works on the registered park and garden at Cestyll is not significant. Table
17-14 ‘Historic landscapes summary of effects’ identifies the potential
significance of effects of the proposed SPC on the garden at Cestyll as being
minor adverse. We have no reason to disagree with the conclusions of the
Environmental Statement."

Noted. No response required.

Environmental Statement Chapter 17:
Cultural heritage
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Welsh
Government Cadw

Finally, the current application refers to the report on the Assessment of
Significance for Cestyll registered park and garden (ES table 17-6) and refers to
the meeting of 8 March 2017, which Cadw attended along with IACC, GAPS and
WHGT. Cadw has not yet received a copy of the final version of this report and
would welcome a copy in due course."

Noted. The
provided.

North Wales
Police
(email
31
August 2017)

On Page 15, Table 5-1 shows “AM peak two-way hourly flow (07:00-08:00)” and
“PM peak two-way hourly flow (18:00-19:00)”. These hours are then repeated in
tables 8-1 and 8-2. These times are not representative of peak hours and should
be expanded. NWP, along with other agencies, raised this issue at one of the
Horizon led Transport Focus Groups and it was agreed by HNP that these times
would be expanded. It is therefore disappointing that this has not been carried
forward. A reassessment, as previously agreed should be undertaken with
expanded hours.

Across the Wylfa Newydd DCO
Project the worst case peak hour
has been assessed. This is based
on the peak hour for traffic flows
based on the sum of existing future
(reference case) traffic plus project
traffic.
Therefore,
the
hours
assessed are a robust conservative
assessment
of
the
impacts
associated with the SPC works.

North Wales
Police

Page 22, 5.2 Accidents and safety.The data shown in the tables (5-3 and 5-4)
omits Damage Only Accidents. The data supplied by NWP does contain this data
and we are willing to update and provide this data again if requested. Damage
Only is particularly relevant as the Welsh Assembly Government now accepts
the inclusion of Damage Only data as part of the Capital Road Safety bid
applications. These bids are submitted by Local Authorities for road safety
improvements. Furthermore inclusion of Damage Only Accidents leads to the
identification of cluster sites that may require road safety improvements. NWP
are of the opinion that in the interests of road safety the assessment is refreshed
with the inclusion of Damage Only Accidents.

For planning applications, it is
standard practice to only use
accidents
where
there
are
casualties. In addition to this,
reporting of damage only accidents
is not mandatory; as a consequence
reporting
is
unreliable
and
conclusions using the data could not
be considered wholly robust.

Transport Statement

North Wales
Police

Page 31, Accident Analysis, 8.3.1 refers to an “approach outline in paragraphs
4.6 and 4.7 within this Transport Statement”. Paragraphs 4.6 and 4.7 do not exist
in this document.

There is no paragraph 8.3.1 in the
Transport Statement. There is a
paragraph 4.6 and 4.7 and they do
refer to the accident methodology
used.

Transport Statement

Local resident

"1. I believe you should defer site preparation and clearance until you have
obtained planning permission to proceed with the construction of Wylfa Newydd.
Just as you are not proceeding with constructing by passes on the A5025 until
you have planning.
Living adjacent to the site we are already being disturbed by your second round
of archaeological investigations. Currently we enjoy a pleasing outlook over fields
to Wylfa Head, Wylfa Bay and Llanbadrig Church. On a clear day we can see the
Isle of Man and the mountains of the Lake District. Your proposal for site

National policy recognises the
urgent need for new nuclear power
stations, to be brought forward as
soon as possible (Overarching
National Policy Statement for
Energy, 2011 (NPS EN-1) [RD3] and
National Policy Statement for
Nuclear
Power
Generation:

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development.

report

Reference in Planning Application
has

been

N/A
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preparation will reduce our pleasant outlook to a landscape devoid of ancient
boundaries and neighbouring houses – in reality we will be a viewing platform for
a wasteland. If you are unable to acquire planning permission we will have been
subject to great inconvenience over a prolonged period unnecessarily.
2. Perimeter fencing: I refer you to my comments on this in the stage 2
consultation. A 2 metre fence is wholly unnecessary to delineate the
development area – 1 metre or 1.5 metre ought to be perfectly sufficient and save
cost. I understand that you will have additional security fencing for
sensitive/valuable equipment.
3. Hours of work: I have no objection you your proposal to work essentially
daylight hours Monday to Friday and Saturday mornings. I am however
concerned about the hours you may be proposing for your employees or your
contractor employees to work. I have been told:
a. Employees will work 10.5 hour shifts
b. Employees will work 11 hour shifts
c. This is not your concern but that of the contractors
d. You just do not know!
This is an important issue. I hope you will be able to communicate what you
intend individual hours of work will be for site preparation. This will be even more
important for the main construction.
I have spent much of my career moving large organisations away from ‘long
hours’ culture with all the downsides for safety, employee health, productivity and
quality. I do hope that you will be able to reassure me on this matter.

Annexes - Volume I of II, 2011 (NPS
EN-6)NPS EN-6 [RD4]). Horizon
considers the SPC Proposals to be
a vital component required to
facilitate the construction and
ultimate operation of the Power
Station as early as possible. In the
event that the SPC Proposals are
only granted through the DCO, this
would have the effect of delaying the
overall construction period by 12 to
18
months, given the extended
timescales associated with the
determination of DCO applications
compared with that of planning
applications under the TCPA.The
effect of the SPC Proposals on
visual
receptors
has
been
considered within chapter 16
Landscape and visual of the
Environmental Statement.
The temporary construction fencing
is required to demarcate areas or
boundaries to prevent casual,
inadvertent, non-malicious crossing
of the boundary by people and
domestic animals; specifically, to
prevent
people
(construction
personnel, visitors or the general
public) or animals from accidentally
straying into construction areas and
being exposed to hazards from
construction operations. As such it is
considered that a 2m high fence is
more appropriate in this instance.
At its peak, the workforce would
number approximately 80.
The
workforce would work in a single
shift pattern to align with the
proposed working hours:
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-

from 07:00 to 19:00 on
weekdays; and
from 08:00 to 13:00 on
Saturdays.
There would be no working outside
of these hours or on public holidays,
unless previously agreed in writing
with the IACC.
Local resident

The information in the post is not clear enough. At Cemaes Library there was
just a massive pile of files which only a professional architect could understand.
It took me and a friend an hour to find maps we understood what is been built
etc. Most people work and cannot get to these consultations. The pub or 7-9pm
meeting would be easier for working people. Most people I talk to say they have
no power to go against a huge company and therefore its a waste of time to
bother saying anything.

Noted.

N/A

Local resident

No comment carry on with it

Noted. No response required.

N/A

Local resident

I am a Horizon tenant. A happy tenant at present and a good tenant. I love where
I rent from you & wish to continue. I have attended previous meetings you have
held filled consultation forms etc. and fully realise & understand your reasons,
but you intend to knock my house down & I over this house. I am just making a
plea on behalf of the house which is a beautiful house. It seems such a shame.
It is right on the peripheral borders of your plans. Your plans are to put a mount
there, but right next door is the Tre Gof SSSi which I believe you are going to
leave. Please can this not be slightly extended to include my home, I'm positive
your boundary areas could include where I live. I work at Wylfa Power Station
and am fully vetted and have been there nigh on 20 years. I would also be very
willing to assist you maybe as a caretaker for the flats you intend to build just
across the fields. Please reconsider knocking this beautiful home I dwell in down.
I would love to stay.

The SPC proposals have been
designed to prepare the site for the
Main Construction of the Power
Station. At the current time, the area
is required for the construction of a
landscaping mound to help store
excess material from excavated
areas of the site, and to mitigate the
impacts of Main Construction on
Cemaes.

N/A

Llanbadrig
Community
Council
(letter
received
24
October 2017)

The proposal to demolish buildings, remove walls, fences, hedges and trees will
have a profound impact upon the environment of Cemaes and Tregele. We
understand this will involve of the order of 18 months duration. Yet it is quite
possible that the development will not proceed. In which case, all this disruption
and damage to the environment will have been pointless. Assurances that if the
development does not proceed that Horizon will reinstate all it has destroyed are
not credible.
We believe that site preparation and clearance should await the DCO decision.

The
Landscape
Restoration
Principles are illustrated on drawing
WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00034 and
described in chapter 3 of the
Environmental
Statement.
The
details of the restoration plan will be
considered further in the event that
the Project does not proceed.
Appropriate restoration costs and

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development.
Environmental Statement Figure 3-3:
Landscape restorations principles.
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funding will be subject to agreement
with the IACC.
Llanbadrig
Community
Council

Separately we welcome the proposal to keep footpaths open. We question the
necessity to surround the site with a 2M high fence which would have significant
visual impact. A fence of lower height should adequately delineate the site and
deter ingress by the public.

The temporary construction fencing
is required to demarcate areas or
boundaries to prevent casual,
inadvertent, non-malicious crossing
of the boundary by people and
domestic animals; specifically, to
prevent
people
(construction
personnel, visitors or the general
public) or animals from accidentally
straying into construction areas and
being exposed to hazards from
construction operations. As such it is
considered that a 2m high fence is
more appropriate in this instance.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development

North
Anglesey
Councils’
Partnership
(letter
received
24
October 2017)

Restoration of the landscape should the project not be developed is a continuing
concern for all local involved. Another ongoing concern is ensuring that the
significant impacts upon the sensitive environment both on land and at sea are
not underestimated, and that funding is readily available for appropriate
mitigation measures.

The
Landscape
Restoration
Principles are illustrated on drawing
WN0903-JAC-OS-DRG-00034 and
described in chapter 3 of the
Environmental
Statement.
The
details of the restoration plan will be
considered further in the event that
the Project does not proceed.
Appropriate restoration costs and
funding will be subject to agreement
with the IACC.

Environmental Statement Chapter 3:
Proposed development

North
Anglesey
Councils’
Partnership

It must be acknowledged that North Anglesey is rural and remote, and that the
tourism industry plays an essential role in the area’s economy. It is vital therefore
that potential impacts on the visitor economy, businesses, image, perception,
public amenities, footpaths, right of way etc are identified and effectively
managed and mitigation measures are in place (is a 3m high fence along
footpaths the best option?)

The assessment in chapter 7 of the
Environmental
Statement
has
considered potential effects on
visitor numbers as a result of the
SPC works by interpreting and
reporting the findings of the 2015
STEAM
Survey
which
was
undertaken to establish the potential
impact on visitor numbers of the
Wylfa Newydd Project.
Effects on landscape quality,
tranquillity, nature, views, etc. are

Environmental Statement Chapter 7:
Socio-economics
Environmental Statement Chapter 16:
Landscape and visual
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assessed under the parameters of
Landscape and Visual Effects and
are reported in chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement.
The temporary construction fencing
is required to demarcate areas or
boundaries to prevent casual,
inadvertent, non-malicious crossing
of the boundary by people and
domestic animals; specifically, to
prevent
people
(construction
personnel, visitors or the general
public) or animals from accidentally
straying into construction areas and
being exposed to hazards from
construction operations. As such it is
considered that a 2m high fence is
more appropriate in this instance.
North
Anglesey
Councils’
Partnership

The socio economic impact of the site clearance works and the development of
Wylfa Newydd must be rigorously assessed and evaluated with appropriate
mitigation measures implemented to address the cumulative impact of such a
development upon a community. Indeed this is an opportunity for Horizon and
Wylfa Newydd to work with and transform the host community providing facilities
and resources and more so a lasting legacy.

Local communities are considered
as part of the assessment of the
effects of the SPC Proposals. The
Environmental Statement topic
chapters
include
appropriate
mitigation measures to address
adverse effects.

Environmental Statement Chapter 18:
Combined topic effects
Throughout
the
environmental
statement
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CONTACT US:
If you have any questions or feedback regarding the
Wylfa Newydd Project you can contact us on our
dedicated Wylfa Newydd freephone hotline and email
address, by calling on 0800 954 9516 or emailing
wylfaenquiries@horizonnuclearpower.com
Horizon Nuclear Power
Sunrise House
1420 Charlton Court
Gloucester Business Park
Gloucester, GL3 4AE
T +44 (0)1242 508508
www.horizonnuclearpower.com
All material in this document is, unless specified otherwise, copyright of
Horizon Nuclear Power Wylfa Ltd and may not be reproduced without prior
permission. Any unauthorised use or copying of the material may violate
trademark, copyright and other proprietary rights and civil and criminal
statutes. The material shall not be used in any manner that infringes any
trademark, copyright or other proprietary rights and Horizon Nuclear Power
Wylfa Ltd reserves all rights with respect to such unauthorised use.
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